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DUCTIOR

This collection of material directly related to the education of the Anerican

Indians has been pr p-__ed by the members -f the annual graduate Workshop in Indian

Education held by Arizona State University.

Dr. C. D. McGrath has made this publication posoihle and it is, but one of the

projecLa underzaken by this University in the vital field of Indian Education. An

indication of Arizona State University's expanding Indian Education Program nay be

seen in the fact that this institution no- offers the only Master's degree in Indian

Educati n in the nation.

The 1960 United States Indian population increased by over 60 per ce

1950. The Fidian is no longer the "Va-ishin American". If our Indian citizen

are to become contributing participants in the growth and development of our country

then we mu_t provide meaningful education at al/ levels.

This Indian Education Workshop is a modest effort in this direction. The

quality of the students enrolled In the Workshop and their genuine dedication to

Indian Education combine to make one optimistic for the future. If mere teachers,

administrators and an others interested in Indians and their education would take

the tine to understand Indians and their culture then the tuture would indeed be

bri.ght.

Robert A. Roessel,
Director
Indian Education Center
Arizona State University
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EDUCATION FOR WHAT?

by
Elleuise Dennison
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I have decided to write this case study about mysel_ _pose is to

share my educational experiences with those who have had similiar experiences, and

with those who are interested in Indian Education.

In this case study I would like to give a brief statement about ny family and

about my early childhood. But mostly I wish to present my educational experiences,

my feelings towards education, and the importance of education in my life.

I was born on the Navajo Reservation. I have always lived on the reservation

except for the years I spent in schools not located on the reservation.

Both of my parents are Nava o Indians. Ny mother finished up to the eighth

grade. My father never went beyond the third grade. My father and mother separated

when I was at an early age. Throughout my childhood and up to this day my mother

has been both father and mother to ue and my sisters.

I have three sisters two older sisters a d one younger sizer. my oldest

ster never finished high school. my second oldest sister finished high school

and has attended business college. My little sister will be out of high school in

a couple of years.

I have many happy and wonderful memories of my chi dhood days. my mother,

sisters d I have always been very close and have shared many things. There were

also times of sadness in my family, but I like to remember most the good times I

had with my mother and sisters.

I do not recall how I felt or reacted the first day in the classroom. I do

remember I spoke both the Navajo and English languages when I started school. This

I think has helped me tremendously in the earlier days of ry schooling.

I attended the Federal day school the first through the fift% grades. The

majority of the students in my school lived in the dormito ies on the school campus.

Those of us who lived in, or around, the community came to school and went home

after school.

I think I had more fun in these first few years of my schooling. I was

school part of the day and the rest -f the day waa spent at home with my sisters and



my _er. I remember when I brought my little blue book home my sisters and ny

mother would help me read the book.

The school which I attended had an enrollment of over two hundred students.

of this number about fifteen per cent were day school students,

When I reached the fifth grade I had to stay at the dormitory because the day

school was closed. I do not know the reason for the closing of the day school. MV

first year at the dormitory was most miserable, but I think I went through the year

because the other students were in a similiar situation. Many times I felt like

running away from school or leaving school, but I have seen the results of others

who have tried. I think I feared being punished most of all. I could not stand

being kept from a movie or SOma social event; so I never attempted to run away from

school as much as I would like to have. Even if I did I would only be brought back

to school' My mother at this time was employed some forty miles away. Hy older

sisters and I probably would have been with her, but the school at which she vas

employed had students only through the third grades.

Hy first year at the Federal boarding school was not as bad as I thought. NV

mother and my other relatives came frequently to visit me, and always when they came

they brought me gifts of fruits, mutton, rr clothes. I always looked forward to the

weekends when I could be with them at least a day or t o.

I really do not remember the various curriculum I took when I was in the fifth

grade. I thought being in the fifth grade was the greatest thing that ever happen-

ed to me. I wanted to learn as much as I could so I did a lot of readingo

was so glad at the end of the school year when I was to go home. I think

being away from my mother and sisters made me appreciate them more. my family were

very glad to See me for once. I did all I could that summer to please them. We

had a wonderful summer doing the usual family activities: but the m- t wonderful

thing Was that we uere all together.

Sumner came and went and once again I felt the deep Radixes° in my heart as I

left my mother and sisters to go back to the Federal boarding school. my mother

-2-
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told me education was especially important for us younger generation, and that one

day the older folks may no longer be around for us to depend on. As much as I hated

being separated from my family I realized my mother wanted me have the education

which she never did,

issed my mother and sisters terribly, but I was also determined to stay in

school. I never did cry in fr nt of the other students during the day because of

loneliness. I felt embarrassed to admit I wcs lonely since I 112s usually the one

who comforted the lonely students. It was durin7 the nights that I would lay awake

and think of all the good times I used to have with my family.

I think I survived my second year in the boarding school because many of my

cousins attended the same school. Wr cousins and I had a very close relationship

and we depended upon one another for comfort and companionship.

As close to home aS I was (except that my mother was still employed forty miles

away), and as many people as I knew who were employees at the school, I felt very

few were interested in us. I think they used punishment as a means of di cipline

more than they did counseling or guid ace. Although many of mployees were

Indians, they showed little sympathy toward the children. I think they wanted the

children to advance faster in their educational fi ld eo they were a little harder

on them.

As far as learning in the fith grade and the sixth grade was concerned I learn-

many things. my greatest trouble during these two years was English and vocab-

ulary. This was a problem for me because I spoke both languages and used to get

mixed up. I had some teachers in those earlier years who were interested in my

abilities as a student and who enc uraged me to do the best I could in school. I

also had some teachers who did not encourage nor take any interest in me, but still

we got along fine and I passed their classes.

to

At the end of my sixth grad ye I made up my mind I would continue my schoo

ing. Some of my classmates stopped going to school at the sixth grade level because

the seventh through the tenth grades were not offered at ths school nor at any

1 0



nearby schools. Those of us who wished to go beyond the sixth grade had to apply

to an off-reservation school.

Most of my close girlfriends applied to attend the Riverside Indian School in

Anadarko, Oklahoma, so I secretly applied to attend also. I used to watch the stu-

dents, who have returned from off-r serve ion schools, get f the bus and their

parents would embrace them, some laughing and others crying.

I admired their courage to be away from home for so long and their determination

for an education. I wanted also an education beyond the sixth grade and the only

opp unity for me to receive suat an 2ducation was to leave home and attend an 0

reservation school.

my mother wanted my sisters and I to attend the came _chools but I wanted to

S- to Oklahoma. All summer long I tried to talk my mother into signing my paper_

to attend this school, but she did not want me to attend a scho 1 so far away. She

told me she would not sign the admission papers and that was final.

I finally told my mother I would not attend any school unless it was in Okla-

homa. There were two reasons why I wanted to attend Riverside Indian School;

(1) About half of my classmates applied to attend this school, (2) It was my only

chance for an education beyond the sixth grade.

In my home community there were only two types of schools, the Federal boalding

school, and the Public school. In both of these schools they only had the first

through the sixth grades. There were other schools much closer than Oklahoma, but

by the time my mother realized I had to attend a school away from home, all the near-

by schools were filled up.

I will never forget the day I was to leave for Oklahoma. MY mother and sisters

spent most of that day with me. i could see the sadness in their eyes, but I pre-

tended to be happy about my depart ye. I reassured them that this was what I wanted

and that everything would be all right. As we boarded the Greyhound bus I was both

happy and sad. It was too late to turn back and tell my mother I would rather be

near her. I knew my mother was very heart broken, just as I was, about leaving home.

-4
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As the small communi y, in which I lived, disappeared out of I knew that what-

ever lay ahead would be a challenge. I had my mother's encouragmcat and ny self-

confidence to help me face this challenge.

I think every mile we traveled I thought of home and wonder ed what ry family

was doing at that moment. Later my mother told me she could not even eat for over

a week after I left. All she did was think of me and wonder if 1 vas doing all

right.

my fi st year at school was both a happy and a lonely experience for me. I

enjoyed th- companionship of the other Indian students, but I re lly ad miss home.

I used to sit at the window and watch the big white puffy clovds and wondered if the

clouds were the same at home.

my school work was average. I joined the 4.11 club, the girl's basketball team,

and some other organizations. These extra curriculum activities really did help me

forget my homesickneiis. Before I knew it, it was time to bid the school farewell.

My mother was wait ng when I got off the bus. She cried as she hugged me.

cried a little, too. I still remember she wore a lilac coloured dress and her

turquoise jewelry.

Once again I -a- at home for the summer. I told my elf I would ot return to

Riverside the following year, but all t as oa my way back to school agai_

The second year at school was not as bad as the first year. I recetved letters all

the time from my mother and occasionally she would send me packagcs -f clothes or

goodies.

my mother used to call me lo distance on the phone. The Sound of her voice

made me really happy, and made me feel she was ve y aear. Vhemever t felt lonely

or troubled I used to call my mother up and everything would be fitie again. Many

of my schoolmates were not as fortunate as I. kti mother used to -all from the trad-

ing post or either from the school at e, ch she worked.

I kept returning back to Riverside until I graduated from high school. in 1958.

I continued going back to the same sehool because I made many friends and I was doing

.50
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well in school. I had a chance to attend the public school either in Flegeta

Winslow, but I did not feel I could compete with the non-Indian students.

There were,aome sad experiences for me while attending school away from home,

and there were also some happy times, which kept ne going on to continue school.

Whenever I was sick, quarreled with my friends, or just lonely I used to wish I was

at home. We had a dormitory mother, wl.o supposedly took the place of our mother,

but I never could tell her my problems. She did all she could to help us, but I

do not think I could ever think of her as a soother.

Although I el-Led home a lot and wished I could have been hem I wanted also

an education so I canaged to stay in school. In school I was taught how to live in

the white man's world, the white man s philosophy, and the white man'e thinking.

Since py mother did have a little education she also wanted us to live tn the white

_rld. Sometimes whe- I was at home I used to listen to the Navajos talk

about some of their religious ceremonies. I did not know to much about the Nava o

religion or custom even though I lived right on the reservation. When the students

at school used to talk about all the "squaw dances" they had been to I used to feel

left out. Many of the students thought I WS just being naive and wanted nothing

to do with the Navajo religion or the Navajo culture.

My mother never mentioned too much about the Navajo way. I used to question

her much about these things, but ehe would only tell me ehe did not know herself.

I knew my mother told me the truth about not knowing the ways of the Navajo because

She did not learn too much herself when she was younger. I think that if she did

she would have surely wanted us to know all about it.

Although I received ny high school education away from home, I think that I

learned uany things which may not have been if I had decided not to attend school.

One thing I dearly regret is that X wished I had uo courses to orient me to college.

Since ray first day in school up to the day I graduated from high school I went

to school with Indian students. While I was atLll in high school I did not think

much about a career after finishing high school. I never dreamed I would enter

-6- 13



college. I think the first seriously con idered doing something about higher

education WAS when I was home for the summer in ny junior year. I saw many of tho

Navajo Indians trying to make adjustments to the new way of life which was intro-

duced to them. I was mostly concerned with the older uneducated Navajo , and I tr ed

to think of how I would best help them.

I did not know too much about social work; so I did much reading on it. I de-

cided this would be my lifers career. I never thought mach about salaries or other

rewards involved. All I wanted to do was be of help to my Navajo people in the best

way I knew. I think that if I had the background and the grades for a doctor or

lawyer I ,ould like to have majored in these fields.

Befa:e I knew it I was on my way to Tempe to enter Arizon_ State College. Once

again I left home to become educated. My mother and sister- were proud of me.

knew they had all the faith and confidence in uo to make good.

The thought of coming to college made me feel I was a little out of place.

was afraid and I kept thinking how would I make out among all the non-Iødians. I

was sure to flunk out. I did uot even know haw the instructors Or the non-Indian

students would treat me. This WOO the first time I would ever be among non-Indians

and the first tIme I would compete with them.

The campus was the biggest I had ever seen. I was not sure of myself the day

I went to register for classes. Some how I went through that day. College was nil

new to me and I did not think there w Lad be as nany as eighty students in on- class!

About the first day I was on campus I saw some Indian students which made me

feel a little better knowing I was not elm . I also met some people who were very

nice and were interested in Indians. Among these people were Dr. Roessel and his

wife. I do not think I could have made as good adjuatments to college without tbmse

people. Besides these people I found many friends among the girls in my dormitory

and how willing they were to help.

The first year in college was a struggle for me. Once again I had difficulty

with English and understanding some words. But I continued to try as best I could.

1 4



liked the courses I took and I worked hard to get passing grades. I think I did

average my freshman year. At the end of the year all the feara and inferiority

feelings I had before disappeared. 1 was well on my way to a happy and rewarding

college life despite language difficulties.

Before I left school I decided to go to summer -school, hoping that whatever

course I took would help ne bring up my grade. Summer school was fun even though

I had to work twice as hard. EY grade was not any better, but I third( that I had

developed more confidence in nyself.

Whet I came back to college the follouing year th- e were more Indian s-udents.

I started school with a far better attitude than I did ey first year. I Wee not too

lonely or too homesick these first two years, because I did go home on holidays and

sometimes on weekendo. Ny mother and sisters were always glad to s e me. They

sometimes came down to see me, 00 that was wonderful.

In ny second year I took a course in Indian Education. Some ef the girls _par-

ing Lu social work thought I would be wasting my tine in such a course. They

thought that since I was an Indian t should be able to know many of the things that

would be taught in that course. How wrong they were! I mm really glad X took 4

course in Indian Education because it has changed many of ny ideas about the Ameri-

Can Indians.

There are -ther courses which 1 that has helped me a great deal about my

feelings of many things. These courses were not eager for me. Many times I eat up

burning the midnight oil. my grades in the first two years were about average. I

think that I could have done a lot better in many of my courses if only L studied

a little harder and if only I had asked more questions.

At the end of ny second year in college I decided again to attend the summer

session. Before I decided that I would attend the Summer school I tried to apply

for a summer job, but I was not lucky. Summer school was fun and I was very happy

with my graden.

In my third year at Arizona State University I -as classified part junior and

-8-
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part senior. School started rather d for me. Just before eomang back to college

one of my ers and I were in a serious automobile accident. lione (f us got hurt

but the others did. There semed to be trouble one after another ever since then.

I wanted to quit school amd go home to help with the financial end of thing

but I knew if I did quit t would never come back to finish the f hos I had. my

mother end sisters did not want ne to quit school. They knew how I felt and they

did everything they could to uake me feel all was well at home. There were other

people who encouraged me to stay in school so I did, I was very :_ncerned about ay

family, but I also had to finish my schooling. I wanted to finish school and work

with the Navajos, even though my own family needed my help. my mother and state

have been very understanding and have been very wonderful.

Now I am almost at the end of finishing college, but

_ravel. I am still ambitious and hope to go two more years and

11 a long road

ward a

Nester's Degree.

I think that many of the Indian students end I have paid the greatest price

an education; that of giving up our homes, our families, and our way of life for nine

monthoot of ayear for twelve or more years. It took a lot of understanding and

terest of py teachers and friends to get me through school.

This education which I receiv d I hope to share with my Indian people by help-

ng and understanding them. I think that the Navajo culture is very important and

hat in order to be of help to my people I SO going to encourage them to retain car .

tain parts of their beliefs and ways. It would be wrong for me or anyone else to

tell the Navajo indiams or any other group of people to give up something meanful

and dear to them: their culture.

-9.
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PREFACE

Since children of the fourth grade have such curiosity, I thought I would let

them be really curious and fInd out what they could about the San Carlos Apache

Indians.

I teach off rese-: ation Indian children and white children in the sane cla

S 1 decided on a social studies unit on the San Carlos Apache Indians would

teach ,-.vIndian Atildren a better understanding of the history and the customs of

their people.

lao, the white children need to understand their friends and neighbors the

San ar1oa Indians better.

Most of the things told on the Indian by whit uerors have been biased.

Re has been pictured as a bloodthirsty savage. Let us learn facto about the Indian.

One has not taught unless others understand.

The Indian was the first American, and he is an important citizen today.

20
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OBJECTtVES

I. Both white children and Indians are in class and they should knew

ow they are alike and how they are different.

2. To learn about homes, food, and dress of the Indians that are their

neighbors.

3. T. _show bow the Apache is different yesterday and today.

4. To show Apache children do nuch the same things as our children.

5. To get them to read good books on Indians.

6, To find out facts about Indians.

7. To work in mixed groups of both tndtans and white d Learn to treat

each other as equal.

8. To help the childr-- as a whole understand many things about the Indian

culture.

9. To give oral reports, especially for the Indians, on a subject they know.

21



ORIENTATION

Before the class would start a unit s udy of the San Carlos Apache Indian-

would make many types of visual aids to attract their attention and motivate their

interest.

I would put pictures on the bulletin board of Indian homes, food and

crafts. The Arizona Highways has good Indian pictures, many times in color.

Then I would put up my big map shawtng the different tribes of Indians in the

whole United States and their reservations.

I would also put up a map showing the tribes in Arizona and their reseri

marking in _:ed the San Carlos Apache Reservation.

The children could bring in pieces of pottery and arrow heads that they have

found in and around Globe. Have their parents take the- to visit Indian ruina aouth

of Globe or the Tonto Cliff Dwellings on the Apache Trial.

Have some white child who has been to San Carlos Reservation tell what he saw

when he visited.

Then let an off-reservation Indian child tell what he kn- : about the San

Car os Reservation.

I wOuld have children check out books from the Public Library, on Indians.

I would check out Indian books from the school library and put them with the

encyclopedias, books I have, and periodicals on the back table for free reading

periods.

I would try to have a speaker from --he Sam Carlos Tribal Council come and talk

to the children. First-hand explanations are best* Clarence Weaiey belongs to the

Bland Rotary Club, and he is Chairman of the San Carlos Apache Reservation*

Then I. could introduce the material by presenting a fiLm or two. It always

depends on what a person can get. The films would not have to be on Apaches, but

another tribe, or Indians in gene al, just to build up interest*

and

2 2
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MB

1. A Climnse_of _he_past. Indiana University Film Library, 1951. 10 nin.

and black and white. Shows prehistoric Anerican life r vealed by archeologists

2. Adians of Earl- America. 1957. 22 nin. Sound, black and white. Shows ae

ities of tribes in eastern woodlands, Great Plains, Southwest and Northwest.

3. Indian Artist ef _the Southwest. 1956. 19 min. Sound, colored. Tells story

of modern Indian painter.

4. Nav010 Children. 11 nin. EPP, 1938 el, jli, sh, c ad $1.75 b and w. Relates

the experience of a Navajo boy and girl moving from winter to summer quarters.

5. Apache Indian. 10 min. Corone- 1943, el, jh, sh. b an_ w. Life and ceremonies

and industries of the Apache. Scenic beauty of native ter itory including Puberty

Ceremony and Devil Dance.

6. pepijndianS_Arts and Craft. 10 min. Coronet, 1945, el, jh, shp ad, b and 14.

$1.75. Color. $3.00. Arts and crafts, including weaving, silversmithing and

basketmaking0 including the gathering of reeds and pottery.1

1
-Audio-Visual Center* Audio-Visual A d Catalcp, Tempe: Arizona State

University, 1959-1960.
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and History of Apache

The proper pronunciation of the word Apache is "A-pae-ehay," but we commonly

pronounee it "A-pach-e." However, if the Apache Indian is asked the moaning of the

word, he will tell you, "It means 'man Everyone is Apache."

The Spanish adopted the word and used it to mean any of the warlike Indian

tribes of New Mexico and Arizona. These tribes have been noted for their ferocity,

raiding and murder, until the "Apache" has become a byword 2

The Navajo and Apache tribes came down fro-Western Canada. Their blood

brothers are still living in the area lying between British Columbia and Hudson Bay.

They came down the east side of the Rockies to Albuquerque, New Mexico, where the

tribe split, some going south into Texas. But the tribes we are familiar with are

the Indians that turned -est and followed the route that is today Highway 66 and the

Santa Fe Railroad. When they crossed the Divide near Mount Taylor, they split into

two tribes, as we know them today, the Navajo and the Apache, The Navajo stayed in

northern Arizona and the Apache came south. The Apache we will deal with are the

San Carlos Apache on the Gila River.

The Apache story is one of the most remarkable in American Indian history,

They are known for their bloody battles; and they lived by hunting, raiding, and

stealing. The Apache attacked the Pueblo villages and Spanish miedions alike. The

bitter et:Inflict between Apache and white began in the early nineteenth century.

There were years of savage warfare between the Apache -arriors and the American

soldiers and settlers- with lose of life and property. The Apache warriors were the

most brilliant leaders and strategists ever found.

In 1871 the American government sent Gene al Crook to the Southwest. The

tribe respected him and he wee tough and a nan of his word. Due to superior

2Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 30, Handbook okAmerie
Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 1927. p. 63.

3Hareld Gladdens History Ancient Southwest. Portland, Maine: The Bond
Wheelwright Company, 1957. p, 217.
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American equipment and n

Reservation.4

the Apache were d and marched to San Caries

Location of San Carlo

When the reservation was given to the Apache Indian it was a n -man's land.

Soon minerals were discovered on the western boucdary, and white people came

droves.

One of the early arrivals came from Silver City, Hew Maxie and he brought

potatoes and whiskey to sell. He had no liquor license* so he sold potatoes at $

dollar and a half apiece, and gave each buyer a goodwill offering of a plat of

whiskey with each potato.

The white people promptly took from the Apache the Globe district

a Ivor deposits, which later developed into great copper deposits,

They also took McMillen when silver was found there.

Soon mineral was found in the Clifton and Wrenei district, amd the wbite mook

that.

MOrmons from Utah came south, and they a land hungry so they took land.

The fifth cut was eade when cattlemen moved inwith their herds. Da the white

mares dealings with the Indian, the Indian usually got the worst 01 the hargain,5

In 1897 the Fort Apache Reservation was separated from the Smn Carlos Reser.

vation as we know it today. The reBervatton is located some 25 miles east of Globe,

Arizona, It is located in Gila, Pinal and Graham Counties and imelmdes an area of

1,648,000 acres. The range of altitude is from 2,600 feet to 9,000 feet, and from

desert land to beautiful ponderosa pine 6

1960.

5Ross Santee, Apache_tand. New York: Oharl Scribner's Sons, 1947, p.,

6Arizona Commission of Indian A fairs, SamL4arlos A ache Indian Reservation
Report, 1960, p. 3.

ulletin Heard Museum of Anthropology ad Primitive Arts, Phoenix, Arizona:

4619.
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/ndian agents have always been an underpaid troup of people. John B. Clum was

one of the outstanding *gents. It was he who set up Indian courts and jurii so

that the Apache could take care of his affairs. He also helped get the Apache

police organized.

jau_EomEL_uaes.Lt

On January 17, 1936 the San Carlos Tribe was organized under a constitution and

by-laws. On October 16, 1940 the tribal charter was accepted.

The tribal council consists of a chairman, vice-chairman and nine members who

must be twenty-five years or older, idents of the district from which they are

elected, and of good moral character.

It is by popular vote,of the people that the chairman and vice-chairman are

elected.

All members of the Council hold office _o- four yearn. Council meeti

held the first Tuesday of every month. All tribal committees, law officers, and

employees are chosen by the Counci1.7

Ltvestock

ohn C. Clum Indian Agent, wanted the San Carlos Apaches t- become e_ up-

porting, so he bought them some livestock. The San Carlos Apaches are livestock

raisers today.

The Apache is not a good horseman, by our andards. However, he prefers a

horse to a cow, regardless of the commercial value. He would break a wild horse by

Agricultural Extension Service, Univer ty of Arizona: The Chang ng Role_of
the Indian in Arizona. Tucson: University of Arizona, 1960. p. 7.
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tying him up for several days without food and water. Then he would lead him to

water and let him drink all he could. In the deep sand by the water he would saddle

the horse and climb upon him. The horse did not and could not buck much. It was an

ea y way to bruak a iIoae The only thlug an Apacic does boUer thaa Che wilito cow-

puncher it3 trail. 8

There are so-e 3,000 t iba d and 15,000 association-owned cattle on the

San Carlos Indian Reservation. They are registered Hereford stock. The government

te to see to it that the range lands are not hurt in any way.9

V. What the San Carlos childrn Play

Their games are very much like those of our white children.

Little girls play dolls, and preparation and cooking of food. They make play

wickiups for doll houses with sticks and a blanket wrapped around them. It is too

hard for little girls to put the grasses around the wickiup.

They play marriage and even have quarrels because they play in great detail.

San Carlos boys play cowboy. They do not care to play war, because the Apache

is afraid of the dead, and war causes people to die. The bodies are disposed of

quickly, and children do not participate in rites.

Children play two ceremonies, the girl ' puberty rite or coming-out party, and

the ge n dance.

The children used to lay horse and wagon. Now they play cars, because there

is a broad federal highway traversing the San Carlos Reservation and lots of cars

go pa t.

It is interesting to note that in their play gambling hunting, and Indian

curing are absent. When Indians go hunting they do not take the child along, so he

doeo not know about hunting. The Indian curing rites are held inside the dwelling,

and the children do not see. Then gambling is kept secret and the children do not

8Santee, po 400 2

9-San_Ca lns Apache Reservation Report, p. 6.
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know about it until they are much older.

Nowadays they play police and jail.

Th y also play school, because this is no longer dr ded by the San Carlos

Indian child, and as it is compulsory he ha to go to _sthco1,

They used to play with bow and arrow, but now they use bean ahooters.

There is a great deal more sickness among the Apache than forty yearn ago, no

the ehildren are playing curing with medicine, doctors and nurses, the white man's

yo

Muscles and weight lifting are not admired, so football and wrestling are not

popular with the Apaches. They admire endurance, speed agility and wiriness

baseball, basketball and boxing are popular.143

jialsays and Cue terns

An Apache does not enter a home when there is no one there even if it i a

relative's home, because he might be resented.

A visitor sits by the door and is expected to make conversation.

When you visit an Apache home you do not sleep with anyone, because the Apache

inherent dislike of a bed partner.

You give a party for an Apache, then he gives a party for you* It is their

way of getting even.

Parents train their children to tell the truth because truth is highly valued*

The Apache are a gay people by nature. Families are forever making jokes. A

father walking a young boy who has had all his hair rut o f, but leaving a little

in front, is asked by another Indian, 1What have you there, a quail?"

An Apathe is afraid of ghosts and the dark. There was an Apache policeman

who made his wife and little boy walk night guard with him. Sometimes a person by

10Grenville Goodwin, 120AL4EmaivitaBeiallgarnApHja c--o: Univer
of Chicago Press, 1951. pp. 506-511.

-22-
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himself can sing to keep the spirits away.

When compared with the white man the Apache does not express gratitude. They

have a word for "Thank you" but they very seldom use it. They plen to return favors

at :e future Ho dca oven have a word for "You arc wales-

Apache crowds are quiet unless they are applauding. There is ju

and shouting such as white crowds do.

The Apache carries pride to the extreme. One of their warriors was captur d

and had part of his nose shot away. He would not return home because he han been

captured and hurt.11

VI Guidance of Children

The relatives are criticized if the child grows up worthless.

Indian children have trouble with their own culture. The little boy aeked if

the masked dancer with kilts was a woman. He was disturbed when told that it w

a man, but he was too shy to ask more

A little Apache boy who thought he would be very polite went to the wickiup

and asked if the guests were still inside. The Indians laughed at him because that

is the way a son-in-law checks to see if his mother-in-law is inside. He i

supposed to see her. The little boy was just laughed at.

Then at a puberty rite when the young girl runs around the basket the little

boys that were supposed to follow her thought it was a real race, so they beat her.

An old Apache just told the little boys it was not a real race, that they were sup

posed to stay behind her.

The Apache child learns young to be quiet at command, for enemies may be near.

When a child cries they put a covering over his head, or pour a cup of water over

his head, until he stops. Then they get another cup and ask, "Going to cry again?"

Child says, "No." The parents are gentle with children because it is awful to hear

p. 560.
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a child cry, ov have other children angry with him, if you love the child.

They tell children they will put them in a sack if they are not grod.

IhrJy sent story tellers on a wild goose chase to another camp.

Thy will box a child on the ear if he refuses a gift, because

5OfllOfl3 feelings.

Also, hs ill ip child if he will not get up and run a rac

VIII -ces

12

There is not adequate water for farming on San Carlos Reservation; yet some

water resources could be developed.

The annual rainfall varies from 7' n the desert part to 28" in the mountains.

The Black River is the northern boundary of the San Carlos Reservation and it

is a tributary of the Salt River. The Gila River goes into San Carlos Lake behind

Coolidge Dam, Then Eagle Creek, which is near the eastern bonndary, is the only

other stream on the reservation that is of any mportance.13

IX. Homes

Nearly all of our off-reservation Indians live in houses, and most of the San

Carlos Apaches do also. However, the wickiup is very interesting and it has many

advantages. The squaw puts pine, juniper or mesquite poles in the ground a few

inches and sets them in a circle. The tops are bent over and lashed securely,

making a conical framework. This is covered with grass and brush and over this is

lashed canvas, a skirt, or some we_ ing apparel. A wickiup can be built in a few

hours and left or burned without regret. They vary in size from s: 11 to big, roomy

12Norris Opler, An ApacherLife7Way. Chicago: University of Chicago Press 1941.
p. 27.

13 -rios A.achc Indian Reservation R
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ones, probably depending cro length of stey. If they are tightly woven they are good

and warm in the winter, and the sides can be raised in tho summer to catch the

breeze. There is a saying that the squaw builds a large wickiup if she is generous

and has tulapai parties, and she builds a small one if she is stingy.

Ira good weather the cooking is done outside but in bad weather they cook :Ln-

side. There is a smoke hole in the wickiup and at least some of the smoke goes up

through the hole, because cooking is done on an open fire. Uteusilu come from the

trading post, and they always have a Dutch oven014

Food

Different foods the Apache have are stew with vegetables; and corn is roasted

in the husks. In hot weather neat is cut up in smell strips and hung outside to

dry; this is called "je ky." It will keep for a long time. They pound it up end

cook it in gravy with onions, hominy or chile.

Corn is used in many ways, often being ground and mixed into a batter and then

baked in Dutch evens. The tortil1a is made paper-thin of corn dough and baked on

a piece of tin or a frying pan.

Pork was not eaten for years, but it is now. Fish are taboo because the Apache

had a drought and the game left the country. So the Apache lived on trout and a

smallpox epidemic broke out, they figured it was the spots of the trout coming out.

Besides their corn, pumpkins, squash and beans, the Apache gathered wild foods

such as acorns juniper berries, pinon nuts, walnuts, mesquite beans, roots and seeds.

They also found wild potatoes, onions and the fruit of prickly pears and saguaro

cactus. Mescal cooked in large pits was a favorite. Tea was made fro a "tea

bush."15

14Santee, p. 10.

15Ibid., p. 1.
3 2
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;14- _Arts and Crafttk

The San Carlos Apache make no rugs or jewelry.

There is nothing unique about The crni o or proportions of the baskets manu-

ftctur

baskets resembling the San Catlos h

of both these tribec is coarse 16

az-Zt jieicalero have burdela

botb in sbipe and technique, but the work

It took sometimes a year to make a basket of devil's claw and cottonwood. The

art has come to an end, and it probably will not be revised. We find San Carlos

baskets only in museums and private collections 17

XII. Clothina

San Carlos Indian uan war clothes like white men's only with a tendency tu

ward cowboy clothing. They wear levis, bright shirts for dress or blue for every-

day, cowboy boots and big cowboy hats.

The schoolgirls wear white man's clotbes, but the older women still wear native

dress. The full skirts are about fifteen yards around the bottom, and they sweep

the ground. The blouse is a large, loose garment with a yoke fitted across the back,

front and shoulders. It hangs loose at the waist and it has long sleeves gathered

at the cuff. The material is usually bright cotton goods. You still see some little

girls dressed just like the squaw 18

Health

Health is a problen the San Canon Indians. They are very susceptible to

"Helen Roberts, Basketry_ of_the San Carlos Attache, New York: American MUseum of
Natural History, 1929. p. 207

17Heard MUseum

"William Goodman An Invsittisaion_oftlieAdtIfjill_np_.ntoftheAache Indians to
the Public Schools of the State of Arizona Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1938. p. 520-2.
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out diseases, and they have he disease In its worst form. Their camps are breeders

of disease, with flies and mosquitoes. They live close together. The Fort Thomas

schoolr report that they have a problem viith lice, 4inpetio and eye diseases. They

had 4 5 high school and 145 elementary children from the San Carlos Reservation, this

past year. They bathed them and gave them haircuts, because there are few facilities

for bathing on the reservation.19 The off-reserva ion children I have are very

clean, but they should know we have this health problem on the reservation, and need

nur es; maybe they can help,

XIV. Myths

Following are retresentative Apache myths:

Sack and Pot as Man and

Long ago they say Pot was a woman and Sack was a 6 Aa these two were walk-

ing together they came where there was a sheer cliff with no way down. Pot jumped

over and was broken, Then Sack jumped over, too, but landed safely. He repaired

the pot and they walked ono

As they traveled they came where a fire was burning over a _large territory,

pot went right in, walked through the middle of the fire, and came out the other

side. She stood at the edge of the fire. Sack went in and began to blaze before

ha had gone far from the edge of the fire. Pot went in after Sack and brought him

out and repaired him. Pot was not burned at all.

They walked on until they came to a river. Sack waded across to the other eide.

Pot went in but filled with water in the middle of the river and sank. "My wife is

drowned " Sack said, and he wept."

19Letter from Eldon Randall, Superintendent of Schools, Fort Thomas, Arizona,
August 7, 1961.

20Pliny Earle Goddard, Mythaand Tales_from the San Carlos Apache. New York:
American Museum of Natural History, Anthropological Papers, Vol. XXIV, Pt. 1, g. 75.
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Act

1. Plan a field trip to San Carl by school bus.

2. Write a class letter to S Carlos, asking if we can vjstt an Indian

fourth grade class there; TArtr, 7Lt,

3. Have children make a bulletin board 3howIn some intcre

itfe_ of the Apache.

4, Make list of Indian customs and li t of white customs and compare.

5. Make puppet_ and dress them authentically, and put on show for all parents.

6. Make reports on stories, history and legends that children have read or

have been told by Indian parents,

7. Write creative poems and stories, and put in a scrapbook and keep on li-

brary table so all can enjoy Lt.

Evaluation

!slay _Test

1. Desc: be how the Apac e woman and man dress today. Tell all you can about

their dress.

2. Can a white boy and a San Carloø boy play together very ell? Why?

3. What doea the hogan look like? Why arenl_ they used much in San Carlos?

4. Do you think the San Carlos Apache are eau Uk e th

were mean to them? Why?

5, What are some Indian foods?

6. Is the Indian h alth problem od? What can we do?

used to be when we
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Introduction

TO MNDERSTAND

We need to adopt this bit of ph losophy

that I think is typically Indian.

FEAR KNOCKED AT THE DOOR.

FAITH ANSWERZD.

NO ONE WAS THERE.

Nelson Jose in speaking to the Indian Workshop of 1960

reminded the Indian youth:

"If nothing e se please remember:"

THE LORD WILL NOT ASK THY RACE

NOR WILL HE ASK THY BIRTH,

ALONE HE WILL ASK OF YOU

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE ON EARTH?

39-35-



I HOPE TO UNDERSTAND

A Brief History

As I got into this study of Indian Education I as concerned with my own lack

of information, correct and otherwise. I was aware of course, of some differences

among tribes. Even so, there was that tendency to place all tribes under one label

Indians. I was limited, more or less, to the following type of information. To

quote from the book "Landaand_Peepi_e:" "Everyone knows they were called Indians

because Columbus thought he had reached India; that they soon came into conflict

with the whites; that the whites won after many bloody contef and that today Indi-

ans are powerless and generally peaceable."

Upon closeL study I found that the Indians of North America differed as much

as the white man who came to this c ntinent. There seems to be differences ment-

morally, aesthetic.Ily, and physically.

However, as stated in the Bulletin, The Arizona Indian Child _Goes to School

p. 38 "Indian children do not differ from non-Indian youngsters in any of the funda-

mantels of behavior. However, they have grown up from infancy in different "manners",

Their taboos are likely to be different, and the standards of conduct will at first

conform to those of their fathers and mothers. Teachers should be aware of this

from the first day of school." Not only must we unders and the difference but we

must also be aware of tribal and clan structures. We must know something of their

ceremonies, customs, and beliefs.

William T. Hagan reminds us that the Indian-whi e relations is a window to our

past. That many times the Bu eau of Indian Affairs had the best of intentions but

did a poor job. In an attempt to educate the Indian child many were forced, liter

ally kidnapped, from the parents and taken to school. The Shipley case in hrizns

one such incident, The parents were told t- forget their children, to forget

their own culture, to forget all ceremonies and tradition$02

In some cases the same kind of treatment and lack of insight and unde ending

36-
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obtained with regards to the assignment of lands to the Indians The white man some

how retained control of the Indian lands by forgery or embezzlement where necessary.

In order to force the Indian to follow the white man's way, during the Civil

War there is the story of Kit Carson starving the Indians of the Navajo country and

forcing them into, what might be called today, a concentration camp. This forced

march of 300 miles to Ft. Sumner in New Mexico was called the "Long Walk" referred

to by many Navajos as the "Big Walk". Was history merely repeating itself when our

American Soldiers during World War II were forced on the "Death !larch"?

For many years, mentally as well as physically, the Indian lived virtually in

a "no man's land".

Planned integration? Hagan calls it "Accultration under Dure One Indian

leader observed: "You bring firewater, corrupt our daughters, and tell us to forget

our tribal cust " --Helen Hunt Jackson designates this period as a "Century of

Dishonor".3

Harold E. Fey in discussing the Indian problem observes that it is a mistake to

start little ones toward civilization by snapping all ties with pa ents and environ-

ment.

Further in Fey's book under the heading of neeth,in the Fields" the tragic

Story of Ira Hayes, one of our Arizona Pima Indians, is recorded. --From World

War II and the famous flag-raising on Iwo Jima to death from alcohol in a cold,

field near hi_ reservation home.

Education alone does not seem to be the answer. It would seem that acme kind

of placement aervice and check-up service must be worked out or the Ira Hayes story

might well be repeated many, many times.

It wasn't until after the Second World War that our at itudes began to cha

And as our attitudes changed it became possible for the attitude of the Indian to

change. Indians saw the need for education and many came to the collecting pointa

for school and had to be turned away. There were not adequate facilities to take

care of all who came and hundreds were turned homeward.

-37-



As an example of adaptation taking place at Crownpoint New MMxico, Fey eitea

the following: An administration ce er was needed for about 20,000 Navajos who

lived in this area. Volunteer Indian labor plus an abandoned government building

resulted in a community umetins house, a community laundry, a place for women to

read, to sew, to listen to radio, a place for all to see a weekly movie, and a place

for social activities for the yOung people.

This type of communicy activity has been repeated on the White River Indian.

Reservation, also. Because of this type of community activity, Fey has been led to

observe that if the ability of the Indian is not destroyed by administration or

legislation he will make the adaptations needed to secure his future.

Fey continues: 'There are no grounds in history to ass _c that the disappear-.

ance of Indian communities is inevitable. The problem is of two dimensions,

(a) Freedom of the Individual, (b) Self-directed Indian communities."

As far as my own need to understand the Indian Education problem is concerned,

one of the most profitable exp ienceo was reading the report of tha first Indian

Conference held at Ariz -a State University March 3-4, 1960.

Some of the thoughts expressed are as follows:

Dr. Robert A. Roessell in the introduction gave the three major objectives of

the Indian Education Program:

1. Teacher preparation

2. Research in Indian Education and related fields

3. Service to Indian tribes, the state and the schools

Dr. Guy D. McGrath spoke of the four tenets of education listed in the Indian

Educati n brochure:

1. Education is for all youth

2. Education is everybody's business

3. Education must serve the needs of those who suppor

4. Education must somehow help each person reach his greatest

potentiality or capacity.
-38-



Hildegard Thompson, gave a lovely thought about affection from the point

view of the young child; "Love comes quietly, but you know when it is there because

suddenly you are not alone anymore, and there is no sadness inside you." Later Mks

Thompson remarked that The school that fails to preserve the pride of his Indian

heritage has done that child a great disservice."

A pan 1 on the sublect of "TRIAAL NEEDS IN ErAmATION" was moderated by Nelson

Jose. He spoke for his people, the Pimas, saying that today there are only about

12 older people who do not speak English. How there are 1100 Pima students in school.

He stated that one of the great needs is communication between his people living on

the reservation and thoseliving off.

Paul Jones spoke for the Navajo tr be. 30,000 Navajos are c oo even so

757, are uneducated.

Agnes Saville remarked: "We encourage our kids to get more schooling for

someday we won't have the nice soft shoulder of the government to lean on. The

attitude of some adults hold back the younger children."

Lester Oliver, spoke of the need for educated leadership to manage the many

enterprises of the White Mountain Apache. "Natural resources way up, human resources

way down. We need a balance. Also need better teacher preparation and more parental

participatio

Alfred Jackson spoke with confidence about the future: "Some day the Indian

i I go out to take his place in the world and march shoulder to shoulder with his

white-brother and those who represent the culture and civilization of the world."

Harry Marcus lists the Indian problems as follows: 1. Education

cation 3. Unemployment

Clarence Wesley seemed to speak for many when he spoke of Indian Education in

the future. -- "Soon, we hope Indians can help plan their own future in the formula-

tion of policy and legislation." He thinks the adult vocational training one of the

finest programs ever undertaken by the government.4, "No one wa ks alone 0.. all

people, all agencies must work together for better days ahead for the Indian."



The burden of improvement in Indian Education was expressed by Etter Nix.

quote: "There must be teacher a arenees of the sociocultural differences in the

multi-cultural classroo Ef arts to sensiti e the teachers produces positive

results. Colleges and universities must meet this cha lenge. The Indian Education

program at Arizona State University is unique in this area of teacher education."

Maurice McCabe gave a summary of the group thinking as follows: Bring schools

to the Indian people. Offer good quality education whieh will result in self-.

sufficiency. Education of the parents to the point where they can make their chil-

dren education minded. The desire was expressed that the government will consult

the Indian people before passing legislation concerning them. Indians must become

interested in local school administration. They must register and vote.

Indian Education Conference

Quotes from the following speakers

Dr. Robert A. Roessel, Jr.
Director Indian Education
A.S.U.

Mrs. Hildegard Thompson
Chief, Branch of Education,

Washington D. C.

Paul Jones, Chairman, Navajo
Tribal Council Windowrock

Lester Oliver, Chairman,
White Mountain Apache
White River, Arizona

Harry Marcus, Vice-Chairman,
Papago Tribe, Sells, Arizona

Clarence Wesley, Chairman,
San Carlos Apache Tribe,
President, National Congress
of American Indians
San Carlos Arizona

were used in this paper:

Dr. Guy D. McGrath,
Deer:, College of Educe on,
A.S.U.

Nelson Jose Judge,
Pima-Maricopa Tribe,
Sacaton Arizona

Agnes Sevilla, Colorado
River Tribes, Parker, Arizona

fred Jackson, Treasurer,
Pima-Maricopa Tribal
Council, Sacaton, Arizona

Elmer Nix, former Superintendent of
Schools, Chinle, Arizona

Maurice McCabe, Executive
Secretary, Navajo Ttlbe,
Window Rock, Arizona

If we are to understand the Indian ch as to be a better te cher we must

also becone aware of the cultural components as well as the conflict in values that

face the Indian child when he comes to school.



The Indian child today is caught between two opposing ways of life. Ferber)

someone has said there will be a synthesis or a return to the old or an accept-

ance of the new.

During class lecture, Dr. Roessel listed some of the cu tural components which

we might consider:

1. Subsistence

Hospitals found that the Indian child and adul_ patient got well faster

when fed their own food preferences. Many Indiana claim that before

they took up the white man's diet they were more healthy and lived

longer.

Housing

From hogan to houses In many Indian homes there is no place

This will affect school performance.

Social Organization

Indians have an extended family organization. Members of the same clan

are considered brothe and sisters. Death of the biological mother is

not the traumatic experience it is in the white family. In the Indian

family a member of the extended family group takes over. The Indian

child is b-rn into a very secure, emotionally satisfying envi -nment.

4. Religion and Mythology

in this area the teacher muot understand that if children are absen

for some special ceremony that she must graciously accept this. --- It

would be well.and logical to add to the school program some of the

authentic myths and stories of the surrounding area.

Value!

To some, values are relative. Others say values are the best and

should be imposed upon all people.

The life of the non-Indian is oriented towa d the future.

To the Indian, today is the important time.

4 b
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SavinA

The non-Indian saves for the future.

The Indian believes in g ving - sharing -- if you acquire gre _ pos-

sessions the Navajo thinks you are a witch.

Time

Time is an important factor in the life of the Indian.

The Indian does not have this time consciousness. There is no word for

time in the Indian language.

Competition

Cooperation is a tenet of the non-indian belief.

The Indian does not like to be singled out for prai e. The doing --

the game is the thing tot the score.

Nature

The non-Indian feels compe_ _ed to conquer nature while the Indian lives

at harmony -ith nature.

Family Life

The family life of the non-Indian is being weakened by so many outside

interests and organizations.

Family life among the Indians is an extended, closely-knit relationship

thus giving a warm feeling of security.

Re4gion

With many non-indians religion is a segment of life.

With the Indian, religion is life.

We hope that some knowledge of these aspects or components of a different cul-

ture will aid greatly in understanding and so enable all teachers to teach with heart

as well as mind. For I agree with those who believe that it is not language that is

the greatest problem but rather the lack of understanding of the differences and con-

flicts in culture. It'is unfortunate that we offer aid both foreign and dome tic

with the presumption that all cultures, all people will be happy to imitate us. Until

We e_ our point of view we stand to lose our rightful place in the history-making
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The Pima

Introduction

Since I teach in esa, Arizona, I decided to confine my paper to the study of

the Ft. McDowell and Salt River Indian Reservations. About three hundred Indian

children came to the Mesa Public Schools last year.

I, like many others, had a vague and rather distasteful tdea of the great in-

justice done to the Indian by his "white-brother". But as far as becoming personally

i volved with the Indian child or his parents such a thought never seemed remotely

possible. -- Then suddenly here they were. I had seven of them. (I find myself

resentful of the shifting of these children from school to school --- at Emerson one

year at Franklin the next c.)

My year could have been less frustrating if I had been aware of some of the con-

flict of values, of some of the Indian customs and traditions. I soon found that I

could not possibly attach the label "Indians" to all of them and expect any uniform-

ity of behavior.

Our class discussions brought out the fact that, in the past, the Indian had

had very little to say about what kind of education he received. The queation was

raised: Is the Arizona State dourse of study adequate for Indian children? It was

decided that teachers need to be concerned with what they are teaching to meet the

needs of the children in the multicultural classroom.

What Ruth Roessel saya of the education of the Navajo is also true for all

Indian children. "If education is to bring the old and the young, the educated and

the uneducated together instead of driving them farther apart, then it is necessary

for Navajo education to include a plar ed series of unite such as the one here sub-

mitted."

A Social Studies Unit on Navajo Life Past and Present

I w uld agree further with Ruth Roessel that : "The school should be an active

part of the community. That co unity problems are school problems and that school

44-
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problems are community probl:

Beatty saps that those who work w Adlans must believe in them and that the

belief will be amply justified.4

Ruth Underhill has this to say: see that criticism of the Indian's inca-

pacity i_ really criticism of the white group which give- his capacity no chance to

grow."4

4 9
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Part II
THE PIMA

Pe-ne-mah-ch
(I don't know)

A kimel olotom
(River People)

The Salt River Pi Maricopa Community is located in Maricopa County, Welve

miles east of Phoenix and about five miles north of Mesa. Tribal and Sub-Agency

offices are on the ReservatIon. Agency headquarters are at Sacaton.

There are 45,626 acres of land of which 25,201 are allotted to individual Indi-

ans in tracts of 10-30 acres 21,398 are community land plus 27 acres of government

land. The population Is 1,500 with 75 of these living adjacent to the Reservation.

The Port McDowell Indian Reservat on extends north of the Salt River Reservation.

The boundary lines join at one point near the Dee-Line Highway. This reservatIon,

four miles wide and tea miles long, Is composed of 24,680 unallotted acres. With a

total population of approximately 228, there ar- about 125 living on the reservation.

Tribal headquarters are at Fort McDowell and the agency offices are also at Sacaton.

The children from both reservations go by bus to the Mesa Public Schools.

About 265 students are from the Salt River Reservation and about 35 from F

McDowell. The children of the Salt River Reservation are predominantly Pima whil

the children from Fort McDowell are of the Yavapai-Apache stock. my experience with

the two groups of children would indicate hat the Salt River Pima childre- a e by

far the most acculturated.

From the Salt River Report, 1961 Arizona Commission of Indian AffaIrs, we get

the following report:

The Salt River Pima-Maricopas are to be commended for the following:

1. Their active interest in the education as evidenced by their cooperation

wIth the Mesa School System and their awards program at the end of each year.

2. Their active cooperation with the different state county and federal

agencies and other org izations.
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close cooperation with the Arizona Game and Fish Comiission end the

to expLore teLatIago wah s _e and county _aw enforce-

sent dep_ tments.

4. Th ir intelligently planned develo-ment which can be anticipated as their

tribal leaders are cooperating with the Maricopa County Planning and Zoning Com-.

mission and other departments in a way that will benefit both the reservation and

overall community. Because of the intelligent planning being done to insure the

highest possible progre-- the future of this reservation and its people is promis

ing.

The Fort McDowell Yavapais are to be commended for their efforts to develop

thett resources; particularly the Verde River frontage and their water rights.

Those who do craft work should be encouraged to continue their creative efforts.

The Tribal Council is to be congratulated for its cooperation with the State

Game and Fish Commission.

If the people of this reservation will work with their Tribal Council and with

each other, they will be able to develop the rich potential the Verde River has to

offer.5

A history o_ the Pima Indian indicates that their language comes from the

Athabascan group. The Pima is spoken of as Village Dwellers. It is said that their

ancestors were the Hohokam. Same records would seem to show that the Hohokam lived

here before Christ. At any rate they built the first skyscrapers.

The Casa Grande ruins, near Florence, is the best preserved of the prehistoric

villages of the Pima. Breazeale, Pima and His Basket further states that the Casa

Grande stood four stories hi h and its walls were four feet thick.

Breazeale tells us that the height of any civilization is mea u ed, not hy the

military prowess of the nation but by the progress of the fine arts. The white man

uses words both to express and to conceal his thoughts; but the Indian has not con-

sidered worda as a desirable neans of expression. His talents turned toward the

useful and he made the useful ornamental. 51
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Breazeale continueø with his informat on of the Pima:

The different Indian Tribes differed from one another in language, in
customs and in artistic tastes, much as the nations of Europe naw differ
from one another, so each has found a distinctive way of expressing hiur
self in art. For example, the Navajo with his blanket, the Hopi and the
Maricopa with their pottery, and the Pima with his matchless basket. To
everyone, even though slightly familiar with Indian art, the individuality
of the Indian appears in his production. The Pima basket is indelibly
stamped "Made by Picas", where the willow and the devil's claw grow, while
the Navajo blanket carries with it the atmosphere of the high plateaus,
wild free and barbaric.

Nearly all the Indian tribes made pottery, w th varying degrees of skill
for they all needed it in their cooking, but in all probability the best
pottery developed in the vicinity of the best clay pits. The Pima basket
too, owes its beauty, largely, to the materials of which it is made. The
combination of cottonwood, willow, (yucca), devil's claw and tule (cattait)
was hard to be obtained in any other section than the Gila Valley.

One of the most commendable traits of the Pima has been their loyalty to
the whites. Throughout the long period when the Apaches were on the war-
path there was not a single uprising among the Pimas, and old travelera
tell us that they always felt safe among them.

The Pimas are honest and industrious and very unselfish. They are cleanly .

truthful and self-respecting, and the most even tempered individuals I have
ever met. P. l2-296

George Webb, A Puma Remembers, recalls the help of the Papago ousin to the Pima)
during harvest

The Papago who lived in the desert south of us did not have a river to water
their fields, and their food was never plentiful.

During the summer months, some of them would come to our village with
cactus syrup in ollas, a d salt, and we would give them beans and corn
in exchange.

The only salt we had come from the Papagos. At a certain time of the
year they would go down to the ocean and get salt --- It was a kind of
a ceremony with them. They walked hundred of miles to the ocean and
back. And so ti-ty would stay with us a few days and help us harvest
our wheat.

Many Pima and Papago families are related because of those many times
the Papago came to help us harvest our wheat. P. 64-67

Also from A Pima Remembers, we have this song which the Pima liked to sing
when they go traveling around.7

They have gone,
The birds of the sky.
They have gone,

The animals of the earth,
They have returned
Along their own trail.
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On a white rock under the moon,
On a red rock under the sun,
On a black rock they sat,
On a yellow rock they rested
And looked back and saw butterflies,
They looked behind them and saw a whirl
A whirlwind
And they watched a whirlwind
And it was a tree
Standing in a ceol shadow.

They sit under the tree in the shadow,
They sit under the -till tree.

For many y ars the Pima people were content. There was plenty of water.

was plenty to eat. Gradually the white man took their land and the water. Th

Roosevelt and Coolidge dams spelled the end as far as water was concerned. True

they were promised free water forever and ever. But there is no free water. For

years after the dams were built the Pisa Indians went hungry. They became wild-food-

gathers, as were their cousins the Papagos. They lived on wild seeds, roots and

berries. They made mesquite beancakes, balls of dried cactus fruit, dried meat in

sacks and salt,

After many years their plight was brought to the attention of the government.

The Salt River Indian Reservation Project was organized. It consists of some 9,300

acres of land entitled to gravity flow water. 4,000 acres are irrigated from deep

well pumps. Approximately 967, of irrigable lands are leased and farmed by non-

Indians. There is some livestock, Indian owned, 177 acres of individually owned

farming, 4,274 acres under non-Indian management. (This is the bleak report from

the Arizona Commission of Indian Affairs) Why aren't the Indians cultivating their

own land? They can't afford the "free" water. We, the people, have not kept our

promises to the Indians. We, the people, close our eyes and let them do all the

adjusting. --- No wonder, as Dr. Reynold J. Ruppe told the class: We have a composite

national guilt feeling about the Indian,

From many sources we learn that the Pima is one of the most acculturated tribes

in Arizona. That 99% of them speak English. It is estimated that about 807. have
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ompleted grade school and 507, have graduated from hi h school.

We have also found that unfortunately, the Pines have lost most of their pottery

and basket making. That while their cousins the Papago, have retained some elements

of their religion, the Pima, on the other hand, have AO elements of their religion

left. They have Joined either Catholic, Protestant, or Mormon christian groups.

Today, au awareness of the great beauty and value:of any of the ancient chan-

legends, etc., have impressed some of the Pima leaders to try to revive or pull from

the grave, to speak, some of-the-dances, legends, cu toms, of their ancestorS.

Raymond Enos and Mts. :..oss K. Shaw are two who have accepted the challenge to s arch

out and record what is possible to find. We can only hope that more of the Pima

Indians will do likewise.

In conclusion we might quote from Alfred Jacks n, Treasurer of the Pima-

Haricopa Tribe, as he spoke during the Indian Education Conference March 3-4, 1960:

"It has been said that the Pima have had schooling opportunities, perhaps more than

many other tribes. But still we have far to climb. It i 't only the Indian people

who have to keep up with the progress of this -orld. We must prepare for the future.

I know one of these days we will be on our own. I am confident that the youth of

the tribe will t ke their places of responsibility.

5 4
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PLANs, LEGENDS AND GAMES

P

After reading By the Pro het of the E8rth The P

BaBkct, and A Pima _Remembers, I decided to add a third part

to my paper: Plante, Legends and Games..

SAHUARO LEGEND SONG

Far on the desert ridges
Stand the cactus.

Great Sahuaro stands
Bearing the fruit

To feed our hungry people.

There on the desert vountain
Stands the cactus.

Giant cactus proud
Upward with stately arras

Re's reaching, reaching.

(Pima Indian Medicine Song)

Far on the desert ridges
Stands the cactus;

Lo, the biossoms swaying
To and fro,

The blossoms swaying, swaying.

-51-
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ME PIMA

Planta and Cheir uses:8

Common nate: -igweed

ita name: Choohugin

Choohugia means 'might earring'. Ca the Salt River Reservation the leaves are boil-

ed and eaten with pinole; also when yeung and tender the leaves are boiled or cook-

ed for sr ens and are enjoyed by a nurnber of tribes besides the Pima, according to

Levis Hammel. The seeds also are dried and ground and a handful thrown into boiling

water) salt added, and the whole cooked until done.

Common nate; Century Plant -- Agave

Pima rime: A-ut

Ari_ona produces at lAst eight species, and it La robable that the Indians used

several of then; in fact, the Mescalero Apache wre named after one of the species

from which they prepared au article of food.

According to Father Antonine, the edible fruit, wet or dry, is called A-ut. The

heart is baked in the ground, sliced, dried and kept in a bag. The slices are u ed

any tite and are eaten like candy. --- Tbe leaves are a no baked twenty-four hours

in a pit; so baked the leaves become tender and awe-

Common n Gaant cactus Sahuaro

Pima namm: Has shMa

The sahuaro, the largest in the Southwest bears the Arizona state flower, lt has

proved to be

The ripe fru

were dried,

of the most useful of all plants to the Pima.

of the sahuaro ten as dessert -- the skin discarded. The seeds

times roasted and ground to make mush. The pulp is boiled, bottled

and used as honey. The sahuaro seeds are rich tn vitamin C. The story is told that

an IndIan boy fed the seeds to his chickens and recetved first prtze for the plumpest
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poultry with the whitest flesh.

Dead sahuaro ribs are used for many purposes, for spltnts, for building purposesetc.

Comm n name: Nightblooming cereus Sweetpolato cactus

Pima name: No-ok vaao

Ro-ok vaao means 'haitchesg ladle" whereas the Spani-h name reina-de-la-noche

queen of the night') is far more complimentary. Sweet potato cactus derives this

name from the tuber .r4hich ordinarily weich from five to fifteen pounds. George

Webb stated that the tubers are sliced and the juice sucked is often used for

diabetes.

Common name: Pricklypear

Pima name: ipai

The tender newforning leaves are sli ed, cooked and seasoned like string beans.

George Webb explained that there are several varieties of pricklypear ane has

light red fruit which is not poisonous, and another, of darkish purple, which gives

the shivers.

Et. Peeples toldue that on the Salt River Reservation the Indians grow an iorted

Mexican pr cklypear for its abundant fruit.

The fruit is boiled aml white underclothes are dyed in the liquid, said Ida Redbird.

The rPsultant color is dark pink. The early Aztec called it Nopal and used it as

poultices to relieve pain and swelling.

'Common name: Creosote Bush 'Grease od'

pilma name: Shoegoi

The women of the Salt River Reservatton state conE Ldcntly that this plant cures

everything.

Some of ita uses are as follows-

Resinous branches for kindling or bright ftre. Leaves heated or



Part III

brewed are used to r duce fever cure impetigo, held in the mouth to

cure tooth ache, rer.ove dandruff, the ground plant used as a deodor nt,

under arms, in shoes, a hot drink is given for colds for rheuma 1

a drink and sanke of the plant as well as a hot foot bath. Ida

Redbird suggested that a "handful of greasewood thrown into a quart

of hot water and allowed to boil down, and a cup of liquid taken is

good for st ch-ache cramps, end gas pains. Heated greasewood ap-

pll d to a bruise is good. Liquid f cia boi.ing leaves is used for

baths and rubs for rheumatic pains. Cooked leaves applied to scratches

and wound& of the skin are helpful.

Common name: Eormo ea

Pima name: 0o-oosti new =me: Koopat

-ves, as well as roots, are boiled for tea. The roots are powdered on a flat stone,

-inkled on all kinds of sores, including those caused by "bad disease". (syphilis)

Co-oosti cleans 'sticks teal but some say the neu name is Koopat. There are two

species of llor -tea. One grows three to four feet high while the other reaches

a height of fifteen feet.

Common MAUM: Lichen on stones --- Earth flower

Pima am: Jievut hiawsik

This plant has more religious meaning than any other plant. It is smoked, mixed

with tobacco, at the summer deuces when itS distinctive odor is noticeable* Like

marihuana, the mmoking of this pla nt 'makes young men crazy'. The Pian beli ve that

if they smoke this lichen they can get any woman they want, but this is just a

superstition, explained George Webb. A powder-lichen is sprinkled on wounds, rattle-

snake bit-- which have beem cut open, and wounds caused by scorpins an.. other mob

Apply powder four tines a day for several days.
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Common name: Mesquite mistletoe

Pima name: Rakvut

The berries are mashed, or boiled and when eaten tasted like pudding. Some-Ames

the plant is soaked in -arm water and cores washed with the infusion.

Common name:

Pima name:

Chewing g

"limed vine

vee-ibam

de by boiling milkweed in a deep pottery bowl or poured into

pumpkin-stems and baked under ashes.

Common name: lesqulte

Pins name: Rwi

Mesquite beams are used for food as well as dr nk. On the Salt River Reservation

a mush is made from Mesquite beans. Tea made from crushed leaves makes a cooling

drink. Sometimes salt or sugar is added to the tea. The blossom or catkin is suck-

ed because it is sweet. Mesquite gum io b iled and used to darken grey hair, sore

lips, chapped hands and cracked fingers.

Common name: wer

Pima name: nivel

The seeds of the sunflower -ere eaten by all _ndians. At Salt iver Reservation,

the inner pulp of the stalk was used as chewing gum. ."6- The dried petals were

ground, nixed with yellow cornmeal and used to decorate the Ropi women's faces in

the Basket Dance.

Common name: Veliey cottonwood

Pins name: Ampa

Fence posts are uncle from cottonwood. The young green pods are chewed as gum and

the twigs are used in certain basketmaking at Lehi. --- A handful of leaves boiled

in water and sores are mashed with the infusion. --- For hair dye a brew was made

from the leaves, strained and mired with tea from mesquite bark on the Salt River

Reservation. -55-
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PIMA LECENIDS8

Yellow Dress

In many of the legends there are characters you would call

One of the e spirits i- ening Yellow D

part III

pirits.

She is a spirit -f

the desert who appears as a very appealing old woman who transforms scenes or objects

into beauty. She appears mostly to children, leading them ay, telling them of

wonde lul places that they will see if they go with her. She leado them on and on

unttl they are far away from their homes. Then she disappears.

I know about 11Jam-ipudam personally. When I was very young another bo, and

myself were the victims of her bidding. We followed her many miles before my father

led by our tracks, found us and took us back home.

I know of one boy who went thirty-five miles to another village where he was

found and taken back to his home. This boy is now an old man and has told me his

story. He still dreams about the beautiful place shown to him by the strange old

woman.

When I read in the paper about children getting lost in the desert I think that

perhaps it was only the yellow blossoms of the Palo Verde that seemed to be 'Dam-

ipudam calling them.

gend of the G--at Flood

A long tIme ago, there lived in these parts a tribe of Indiane wto hunted and

fished and roamed all over these valleys.

One day it began to rain. It rained for days. It rained for weeks until the

rivers began to rise with flood water. Soon the rivers over-flowed tieir banks and

the people began to seek higher ground. The water kept coming up and up and up, and

the people began to climb up and up and up to the highest mountain peaks. The water

kept coming up until it covered all the vallaye, until only the tops of the mountains

could be seen. The people who climbed up on Superstit on Mountain httddled together
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and watched the water coming up. With them the e was a dog. One night the dog spoke

in plair words: "The water has come."

Then the water cam over the tOp of Superstition Mountain, drowning the people

were up there.

The water went on ztsing up and up ,..nd the birds flew up and up, until they

reached the sky where they hung on by their bills. The water kept coming up until

the woodpecker's tail was under water, and he began to cry. At his side a little

sparrow was hanging by his bill, and the sparrow Bald to the woodpecker: "You big

cry baby! Here I am Just a little bird and I don't cry."

"Yes, but look at my tail! It s under water!" said the woodpecker.

"Well! Stop crying! You are only making matters worse with your tears! Add-

to all this water.

Maybe if you stop crying the water will go down."

The woodpecker stopped crying and sure enough the water started going down. It

went down and down and down until the tops of the mountain could be seen, and the

little sparrow flew down, down to the earth again. And so did the woodpecker.

The next time you see a woodpecker, notice it tail. You can still see where

it had been in the water many, many years ago.

And if you are ever southeast of Superstition Mountain, look to the top! Y u

will see people still up there, turned into stone. Those are the people who

drowned during the flood.

How long ago did this happen? I cannot say, but this story was handed down to

me by very old people.

aw the Rattlesnake Cot Its Fangs

Informant: Domingo Blackwater

The Creator made the rattlesnake (kaw-oi) very beautiful, as it is to this day

(if you have noticed), but He gave the serpent nothing with which to protect himself.

When the people first came they played with the snake, rolling htm up, throwing and
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catching him like a ball, and even twisting him around their necks and tying him in

a knot.

The snake spoke to his Creator, compla ning that he was being tormented and

that his ribs ached, and said "Do so ething to help me!" The Creator told the

rpert to open his month, and two fangs were placed in it. The next person who

toyed with the rattler was bitten and died within an hour. This news was spread

among all the people and they never tri d to play with a snake again. (Here the

story was cut because it was too long.)

Domingo Blackwater 's grandfather wuld play with s ekes and could take

a coiled sidewinder into his cupped palm. Sowe old people were able to do this,

because they had no fear, but it cannot be done by those of the younger generation.

How the Roadru D'ADAI) Got Red on His Head

Informant. George Webb

A long time ago an old woman had a pet rattlesnake (ka o and when it died

she had no fire with which to cremate her pet. The roadrunner, offering to procure

some for her, flew up to the sm., rhe journey taking four days. On his return trip,

a thunderstorm arose and lightning struck him right on the head, but he broughc back

the fire. That is how the roadrunner got red on his head.

Lewis Manuel's legend of the roadrunner differs from the above: The bird pro-

cured the fire from the sun, and was :eturning on a trail through the mountains

when wihom ( the Lightning Man who shoots' and who is very mean) took his gun and

shot. Because of "the ups and downs" he could hit the roadrunner on only one aide.

Lightning Man shot again, but the mountains prevented the bird from being killed,

and he was just wounded on the other side. That is how the roadrunner got his red

markings.



PIMA GAMES

(Frlea L. S. M. Curtin's book the Prophet of the Earth, pp. 129-

"LADIES' GAME"

Info- nt: S ephen Jones

Two women played this game, uin g about tw

Part III

nd stones the size of arbles.

One player tossed up a stone and pushed the remaining ones under her cupped left

hand before catching the thrown pebble. If she missed it the other woman took her

turn. The score was kept by marks on the ground. Now they use _etal "jacks" which

"co-t fifteen cents a set."

RACING CAME

Informant: George Webb

A racing game, called wee7ichida, was played, using a ball mad of_ mesquite

wood or of a light volcanic stone called totshak, which on the water.'

Both kinds of balls were dipped in boiling mesquite gum i choovadak), or creosote

gum, and allowed to cool; they were then black, and as smooth as glass. My inform-

ant showed me one of the stone balls, which was about eight inches in diameter. A

long tine ago the men ran and kicked the ball barefoot, but later they wore cowhide

sandals. One man raced against another, sometimes for four to five tiles and back.

Prizes consited of a cow, a horse, oxen etc. Occasionally a Men would cheat by

using four balls, then he was not forced to look fow ttv': regular single ball when it

flew off into the brush. "Fellowing a kicke4 ball would make a man go faster, like

driving a car," George said,

In olden days, if a man was very expert with the runninggame ball- it was

buried with him.

WOOLEVEGA

Infor nt: Dean McArthur

Woolaveg refers to something tied into a bundle like grain, also sagebrush
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Part III

wrapped in mesquite bark, which was thrown ahead of a marksman for a moving targ

according to Father Antonine. Its aim was to become expert at shooting through

practice. Long grass, Opoolevam sour clover (Melilotus indica 14), or tips of oes

hawkmaki (arrowwood), were cut and folded into one-foot lengths. This bundle was

wound round and rounJ with mesquite or w471ow bark aril i s thraa or four inches

thick, when it was ready for use. The wo_aevega was placed about thirty feet away

on the ground and several boys, twelve to fourteen years old, used it as a target for

their arrows. (Eoys at this age were supposed to take up the duties of manhood, such

as hunting and protecting the famdly from the enemy.) The first boy who hit the t r-

get picked it up and tossed it into the air, quickly drawing his bow and aiming an

arrow at it. He was allowed four shots. If he made a lucky hit, he won all the

p zes; but if he lost, the game started ov-r again until a boy hit both the target

on the ground and again in the air. At the beginning of the match each youth put up

one of his possessions for the prize, siAch as feathers arraws, slingshots, sine

paint, etc.

VOPODA

Info nt- Mason McAffee

1122alit was played by men at night. A fire of dry wood was made, three men $

tins on one side and three on the other. The players first put up prizes, such a:3

their clothes, new pieces of cloth, money, or even women, and bets were made in-

dividually between members of the opposing parties.

A player from each side had two small sticks of arrowwood pAst large enough to

be hidden in each hand. One stick was white, the other wound with red cloth. When

these were concealed, the players folded their arms and, squatting on their heels,

swayed their bodies frmm side to side. There were three players and three guessers

and a man fire= the guessing side would concentrate for a while, then clap his hands

and indicate the place where the red stick was hidden. If he was successful, his

side scored a point and the sticks were passed to the opponents and the procedure
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Part III

was reversed. A scorekeeper was chosen, who cut twenty long sticks, and each time

a point Was made, one counter was allowed to the winners; when they had won all the

sticks, the game was over.

Many people stood about, placed their bets and sang songs, even comp s

ones.
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I borrowea thi L; lovely

chant from the Nava o.

MAY ALL BE

EAUTIFUL BEFORE YOU

MAY ALL BE BEAUTIFUL BEHIND YOU

MAY ALL BE BEAUTIFUL BELOW YOU

MAY ALL BE BEAUTIFUL ABOVE YOU

MAY ALL BE BEAUTIFUL AROUND YOU

MAY YOU TIALK WITH 3EAUTY

ALWAYS.

6
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TEE HISTORY AND CULTURE CF THE HAVASUFAI S

Flora luff, in Igpals of the Blue Water gives this Eno of how the Havasupai

daue to live tn their canyon:

"Zwidence other than Indian lore indicates that, generations back,
the Havasupai lived in the region of the Little Colorado River. They may
have settled there after the god Tochopa, on account of the crowded
conditions la Mattawedita Canyon' despersed the tribes. However, this
new location again placed the tribe withtn raiding distance of the savage
Apaches, who relentlessly drove them from their cliff dwellings and gar-
dens to wander tn an unfriendly wilderness, The tribe crossed the desert
to tta San Francisco Mountains, but even here they could aot live in
peace, so again they took the westward trail, seeking the home to which
their gods would lead them. A canyon cut across their path. They worked
their eel down its rugged walls to the floor - au oasis of greenery cut
by a rolliekieg stream of blue water.

Desert weary, they tarried by the stream, reluctant to leave a
spot dhat had everything they so much desired, but their gods had not
yet spoken. Discouraged, they began the long climb up to the plateau
and westward. A child cried. The procession halted and the child's
voioewas stilled. Each effort to resume the journey brought that cry
of protest. The wise men quickly issued their edict: 'The gods speak
to us through the voice of the child; this is the home to which they
have led us!

Joyou ly the people unpacked their loads and began buildi-
and making gardens."

The Arizona State Teachers Colle _ BulLetin, Volume 21 No. 5, December, 1940

states that recent evidence would seem to show that this story is not true.

At any rate the Eavasupal do live in the Ravi:wipe/ Canyon which cuts across

the plateau of north central Arizona fram Hill Williams !fountain, on the south to

Grand Canyon on the north forming a part of the system of canyons that make up the

Grand Canyon.

The WeLapal had named the Havasupai, a combination of words of their own. lare

guage of Oa - water' vasu - blue, p/11, - people, m_ ming the "People of the Blue

Water." Each neighboring tribe has its own name for these people. One, noting the

Havasupal's manner of clubbing their Qood from liviag trees, aimed them "Kohunina" -

ood killArs:. To this Indian word we trace the present name of Coconino County.

iendly Zurd. -ff -ti nately call the wYounger Br Cher."

6-
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A,t the tine the Indiama moved into the Canyon, they discovered two Ircat pillars

of rad sandstone on the rim of a h__-h precipitous section of the wall of the canyon.

The -ise men of the tribe said the Indestructible god spirit lived there to watch

aver and protect the people in the new home. When the Indian Office con idered

building a school for the Hevasupai children, they triedto get the Indians to move

to the plateau. At the suggestion, the Indians becare bewildered and frightened.

they thought if they left their gods, they would die.

The broad level of the floor of the canyonwas occupied by the village. The

cultivated acres were Laid oat like a checkerboard, in somewhat irregular squares.

Each square was enclosed by a fence of brush or poles.

7oday the Hav.:16upai COM 51S acres of land along the beautiful Havasu River, in

undivided eha wttl; a yar-to-year grazing access to 286,000 acres of land adjacent

to the rervation in Xaibab National Forest and Grand Canyon National Park. An

additional 2,L40 acres in Cataract Canyon has been turned over to the Depart- nt of

tht Interior or the use of the Havaaupai Indians.

Th about 300 Indians in the tribe today, with half living on the re

vatiom. The closest community bo Supai by improved road is Peach Spriags. Valentine

is the Bureau of Indian Affairs sub-agency headquarters in Behave County.

The Havesupai Reservation is accessible only by trail. Some fawning is ccrried

on by the Indians in the form of subsistence gardens. Cern, beans and squ-sh are

the staples, suppienented by onioa, tomatoes, melons and other garden vegetables.

The fruit crops are peaches, neccarines, apricots, and figs. They have been garden-

ing there since before 1774, when the first written record was made by Padre

Francisco Garces a Spanish mission priest who stopped there. In the Annual Report

made to the Depart t of the interior IV Tolora Gregg in 1901, a plea was made for

farming implements. This plea brought results. Before that tine they were using

the crudest tools and eloing very well.

A. corn planting rLtual was followed. The planter knelt on the ground, stuck a

-shaped stick deep into the ground to loosen the soil, then of er d a prayer
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that his corn might grow well and dropped the seed into the place he had prepared.

This dome, he made an offering to two white bl tches on the wall of the gorge - the

first mythical ears of corngiven to the people by their gods - by blowing toward

them one grain of corn. At the conclusion of the sacred rite, the planting of the

remaining ground w s done in the same maer.

They grew aad stored food, not only for the immediate future, but for year

stead. They made their man garden tools, even making a spade by fashioning the blade

and hanale from a long, flat piece of wood. They used the shoulder blades of h

or anything they could get to loosen the soil or chop weeds. Sticks, bonalv and toes

were poor enitstitutes for spades, hoes and rakes. They restricted praductton by

rer ling to cultivate inherited lend until it had _ in fallow for a year or more.

The spirit of the dead might return to its former home at any tine, so they would

not use the land for a while, partly through fear, but ale- to show respect t the

former owner. Tending their crops mad storing their food myas the man object in

life for dhese people. Always the crop was divided into port. some for eating)

bola for am emergency, but the test kept for seed.

They st -ed their food in atone granaries made in crevices in the aaa -n wall.

7he hard rock: made a olid floor that the rats could not eat throu h. The walls

TO plastered with a hard cement of native manufacture, available in the canyon.

Each storehouse was closed with a flat stone, sealed in place with cement in wtich

th family's mark of identifi ation wes placed.

Ttrougb generations of xperimemting the nen had developed safe methods of

preparing food for storage. Mold and decay must be fought or there would be famine.

Beans, corn, sunflower seeds, figs end peaches we -Jed in the usual manner. In

addition they had learned a way UD dry mquash and pumpkin so they would make g od

eating in die winter.

Families who owned large plots of ground had several storehouses, some

as five. aegard'.ess of how the land tad been distributed when the Havasupai had

moved into the canyon, through inher t_nce some individuals had acquired more than
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they could cultivate, and i _oaned or rented to friends or relatives. The

were s me whose plot was no lar-er than the floor of a room, but every fawily had

at least one storehouse tucked away in a crevice in the wall.

The Havasiz Canyon has exceptional opportunities for agriculture. The canyon

walls broaden out to make a valley nearly two and a half miles long. Over this

valley the water of the creek is conducted by means of ditches in the eand and

slight dams acroas the stream. The light soil and sudden rise in the stream level

make it -ecessary to frequently renew both ditches and dams. To the fertile aoil

and a plentiful water supply is added summer heat, since the valley is a h lf mile

lower than the surrovading plateau.

They move to the plateau above the canyon after the harvest and spend the ía

and winter in gathering wild foods and in hunting deer and mountain sheep. In this

way they get meat to eat -ith their corn.

The Havasupai houses were built near the gardens. Most c) them were rectangu-

lar or dome shaped. Their construction involved no expense for a rrn needed only

poles, brush and dirt. By exchanging work with his neighbor his teiter was soon

completed. There were no windows; the low doorways w re closed with a blriket and

a rough board door hung on leather hinges. These houses cannot be classed eiLtier

as a wickiap or a hogan. The floors are of dirt and are not treated in any way.

The loose sand and trash that accumulates is ept back from the center of the house

-g inst the ,alla aed after a time the structure appears to :Amer a slight deprest,

sion. The cooking is dote on a wood burning stove or open fire place in the middle

of the floo- the smoke escaping through a hole in the roof. Living in their remote

canyon where everything has to be packed in on horses over a steep winding tAil,

the Havasupai have few modern household goods. Most of them -leep on blankets or

thin mattresses spread on the ground. They sleep with their heads to the east so

the sleeper will be free from troublesome dreams and will rest well, arising

refreshed.

Several years ago the government built a number of two-room frame cottages for
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the Havasupai, but they would not give up their old ways. They used the new houses

fot storage space and continued to live 1.7 their thatched houses. Today, most of

these houses are lived in a part of the yeart but the Indians cleim that they are

oo hot in summer and too cold in winter.

The summers in the canyon are very hot -- the temperature often g tting as high

as 1170. In winter, they have only six or eleven hours of sunlight because of the

hight steep cliffs. This causes the mornings and nights to be very cold. Because

of this and lack of fuel, moat of the tribe leave the canyon during the winter montha

and live OU the plateau near the head of the trail. Here there is plenty of pine

',mod for fuel and good grazing for the horses. On the plateau, the house iS

of hogan of logs and earth, more solid in construction than those in the canyon*

Most of the cooking is done out of doors and their cooking utensils are of the

simplest kinds -- cheap tin kettles, lard cans and tin buckets. Some characteristic

Indian utensils are still in use. Generally the women and children eat -Ith the

men except when they are vi-iting with male relatives or friends. Then they usually

wait until the men are through.

The Havasupai have adopted the white man's way of dress. The a overalls

or corduroy trousers, blue cotton shirts, jumpers large cowboy hats, and boots or

shoes. The women wear long, wide-skirted dresses, which they make themselves of

lice o: print in the brightest colors they can get. The hair hangs down in l_ng

bangs over the eyes. it is cut shoulder length in the back. The hair dressing and

the brightly colored handkerchiefs tied loosely over the shoulders are the only

distinctly Indian traits that they have kept 1,ip their dress. They wear shoes of

American manufacture. Moccasins are sometimes worn by the older men and women.

During the summer the women and children go barefoot around camp.

Jewelry worn by the Havasupai is obtained in trade from the Nava o or Hopi or

from tho trade 1 stores at Grand Canyon.

The Havasupai make baskets which are t most important domestic utensils and

iri h household may be found several burden baskets, food trays and ma or two
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water bottles. The omen make the baskat and they are of the finest in the South-

west. The men work in leather. Their craft work can be bought at the homes where

it is made or so-Jetimes at the store in the village,

The Havasupai family is the social unit. There io no clan system and never w-

one, There are no particular ceremonial or aoinl groups except those formed by

immediate relatives.

The family groups are loosely bound Into large ones by blood t:

Lt on e time there were polygamous marriages but not anymore. Marriage came

early to the young people of the Havasupai. Those who had establi hed homes were

spoken of as "husband" and "wife". The formality of divorce was unknown, and sepa-

rations are unusual. Marriage is the basis on which the home exists and ibal

goverti is dedicated to family --lfare. Today, they observe the white : laws

governing marriage and div rce,

In the village the probably fifty camps or family units. lo each house-

hold are usually found some unattached relatives -- widows, widower- or orphans.

The orphans are cared for by relatives of either parent, seemingly without prejudice

t- the interests of the children of the relatives on the other side of the family.

The Havesupai Tribe was organized under the Constitution and by-laws approved

March 27, 1939. A tribal corporate charter was ratified on October 5, 1946. A

c_i settles most disputes and the tribe acknowledges three chiefs: the Old Chief,

Big Chief, and the Little Chief. Chieftainship is inherited, but there are men

w o have become chiefs through preetige or renown, or both. The principal. duties

the -hiefs are t- give advice and ad :nitions.

Today, a seven member tribal council meets at Supai- Arizona on the second

Saturday of each month at 9:00 A.N.

Religion 1.8 only slightly developed and occupies a minor place in Havasupai

life. They pray to the earth, sun, rocks, trees, wind and water. They believe thr

gods speak to them through rustling trees flying clouds, and running water. The

mythic Bear, Deer and Coyote talk with them and influence all their activitiea. To
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the Nevasupai, the S

father of his trib

The Navasnpai practiced c

e than a god of warmth and light; the Sun is the fore-

emotion until seventy-five ye goo Since then,

they bury their dead with all their possessions. Their creation myth and other leg-

enda are very similar to those of the Mohave and Yuma Indians living along the Colo-

rado River,

They speak a language of the Yuman'stock, but today over 607. of them speak and

write the English language. They have 56 students in the B.I.A. boarding schools

one in a mission school and nine in public echools. The tribe has an ordinance en

forcing compulsory attendance. 507. have completed grammar school and twelve have

graduated fram high school. There is no d-linquency. The parents of the smallest

children would like to have them attend school at Supai so they could live at home

with their families.

The U.S. Health Service has a clinic at Supai that is visited by the medical

officer in charge and a nurse from Peach Springs. Nearly all the people make use of

the clinic. A regularly scheduled immunization program is available which is accept-

ed by only part of the group. More education is needed along this line. Dental

needs can be cared for in Kingman, but transportation is a problem.

A Tribal Judge is the only law enforcement office_ and he is stationed at Valen-

tine, Arizona. So far the reservation has not had the opportunity to vote and would

like to cooperate with the state in making this possible.

Communications are not very good. Telephone service is there but is not very

dependable. Mail service is given once or twice a week.

The Navasupai are self-supporting. The only economically important tribal

resource is the bfAuty and isolation of their canyon which is accessible only ty

The tourLat bu iness is growing and the Tribal Council has arranged for the

provision of horse and mule transportations overnight accommodation at the bottom of

the canyon, and a guide service for visitors through the canyon. This enterprise

is now providing employment for several members of the tribe and should expand
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eadily. Some farming in carried on by the Indians in the form of subsistence gar

dens to supplement their

of northern Arizona.

Water is their most outstanding asset. The Havasu River supplies water for

irrigation for 50 acres of family gardens and orchards. Ia addition, most families

have small grazing lots for their horses and mules. They have approx netely 100

head of cattle that are owned individually.

A tribal store stoats the essential food suppl_es which ar- available to u--

ists. A camp-site is located at the foot of Havasu Fells. There are two lodges with

cooking facilities. The driaking water is safe. There are no automobiles or wagons

in Supai.

Saddle and pack animals can be arranged for by contacting the tourist manager

well in advance for accommodations and instructions. Other ways to reach Supai are

by hiking the eight miles or by h licopter.

Sone buildings, including the tourist facilities are supplied by a 110 volt

tribal-operated power plant from dusk to 10:00 P.M.

From the Re7ort of Arizona Commission of Indian Ath

"With time, patience, understanding, and the good will of their
friends, the Havasupais will continue to develop their resources.
The future looks good because, although this is one of the most iso-
lated reservations in the United States, its people are friendly,
industrious and with vision. They have a satisfactory way of life
in the security of their environment. Their economy will improve
as ways are found to share the indescribable beauty of thei:: canyon
with more people."

Others g0 to Jobs at Grand Canyon and other towns

7 7
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the school bells ring Ln Arizona next September some children will come

back to school, eager to aee their teacher and friend°. Everyone will be talking,

laughing and giggling at once - at least most ,

happy time f r the chilezen And muat

In a beautiful setting of CeLv.ral7aCt Arizona, the bell will r ns in Septemr

ber and the merry, happy voices of children coming back to school will be heard.

These voices of the children are different. The language is different, the loudness,

the boisterousness, the "drive to be heard before the others" is not quite so evi-

dent, for these boys and girls are Apache Indians.

The children have come to school with apprehensions fo readin's ritin' and

rithmet ' are not as common to them as it i to the non-Indian child. The teacher

is glad to see the children come to school for it shows the progress that is being

eade in the field of Indian Education. The teacher knows that the Indian child is

coming into a school environment that will be strange for some time. Perhaps it will

a,ke longer for the Indian child to find that school is a fine place to be, for his

borne and sthool are so unlike.

The Indian child is from a diffe ent culture and speaks a dif

from that which iL used in the school, He will become bicultural

he progresses through school.

The Indian leaders and some of the leaders in Indian Education want the Indian

to retain that which is best of his Indian culture and accept the dominant culture

to the degree which will enable him to become a useful and productive citizen.

The Apache children are taught from their earliest 1 Ee to be quiet. His mother

and father are not as talkattve as the parents of the non-Indian children. In

school the child is taught to speak and will receive praise for talking in English

whi h is not spoken in the home. He will not only say 1ch i " but he will learn to

use one. This sounds very simple and easy for someone to learn to speak the English

"Back to School" is a

A

as

language, but keep in mind that English is one of the most difficult languages to

learn. The language barrier is a large one, but the Indian child is faced with
4
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learning a diffcrent culture while he reaains in the environment where he will

unable to practice the new culture. For a few hoyrs each day, and for a part of the

year, he is expected to learn the patterns of a culture and a language which he mav

use anly eccasionally. This is a lot to ask of anyone, but to make matters mor

confusing, the books which he will use, cvd the problems he is asked to solve are

geared to the middle class of our society.

The Indian child is from a cooperative culture -ether than a competitive one

like the ;Jominant group. The child does not wish to be singled out by any word,

action or deed. He is not driven by the urge "to win or bust". This trait does not

make it easy for the teacher to motivate the individual by such simple little tech

niques as the gold star or putting his paper on the board for the others to see.

The entire group achieves together, but not to win, or to be better than another

group. For a better understanding of the child and to not be misled into thinking

that this non-competitive trait is indifference, the teacher must keep in mind that

survival was often dependent upon the cooperation of the tribe.

When the child leaves his home to come to school each day, he leaves an extend..

ed family relationship where he has known a security that is enviable. The extended

family among the Apache in matralinial and matralocal The family of the mother and

daughters stay together. The married sons go to live among the wife's people. In

the family there will be the daughters, married and unmarried, and the unmarried

sons, and the father and the mother. The child in the family circle is not treated

as we do our children and given a special place just outside, but he is given a

place right with the adult. When the child comes to school, there are adults who

are in positione of authority, but none of them are like the ones the child has left

at home.

The Indian child is time oriented to the present. He is noc trained to th nk

ahead and plan for a future, or to plan to save his pennies for a time when he will

go to college. Today is all that natters; in fact the pr sent is the time of con-

cern, consequently the Indian has no feeling of anxiety. The present time is not
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concerned with things which have happended so Lhe Indien has no feelings of guilt.

This time factor is another thing which requirea understanding on the part of those

who will work with Indians.

Some of the non-Indian children go tO Sunday school and church. MO _ls eng

manners are taught in Sunday school and at home the degree of which varies with the

home. The Indian child lives his religion. Everything that the Indian does is his

religio everything that happens to him is the directed actions of his Gods. If

the non-Indian child is sick he is taken to the doctor and the treatment is for the

germ, or the virus, or whatever infection the child may have* The Indian will have

a ning to one of his spirite to rid him of whatever he had done to be so afflicted*

Keeping the head lowered and the eyes off the adult is considered a very polite

thing to do by the Indian; to the teacher this can seem like the child is inattentivf

and laggard. It is also most difficult to hear what the child may be saying. To

the non-Indian child the teacher could very gently take here hand and raise the head,

and by giving him a friendly smile and a word of pretse about how much better he

looked and how much easier to hear what he had to say. The Indian child is again in

conflict with his home training; so the learning must be a group activity. Singing

gJ are a delightful way to teach a more and a group activity and to learn posture

and , ise. How the change from one culture to another is presented is often the key

to fu ther steps. Tactfulness and kindness are easily understood and accepted where

hanges are to be made.

To best meet the needs of the Indian child in hi Lfttroduction to a new culture,

a part of which is the language, the skills of communications are the first reeuir

site. The child will be able to epee,: very little English and the teacher epeaks

no Apache. Mamie Sizemore in SL&_jalahe'reachinof_ET refers to

the skills of communication as Communication Arta, These skills are listening,

speaking, reading and writing. The COMMOn denondnator in each intregal part of the

communication arts is the ability to recognize the "likes and difffer nces". The

vehicle to teaching the communication arts is experience. The child who is learning
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a new language and a new culture simutaneously should hear a very short sentence

which will be used frequently and for a meaning_ul activity. The spoken sentence

is followed by seeing the action of the request take place, The teacher will repeat

the spoken sentence. The teacher lill repeat the spoken sentence and the action at

the same time. This is an attempt to show the word meaning without breaking the

se- '-to word units yet. The t ..cher will next have the class say the sentence:

next, say and do. This will e repeated for three times. The sentence is "Sit

down". iie child can learn to say it while he is doing something. After this has

been repeated for several times, tho next step is a new sentence to teach the spoken

request to "Stand up". Repeat the procedure as it was given for
, first :emtence.

The vocabulary here includes four words, and two actions which are opposite in mean-

ing, and introduce the "likes and differenceo". The pattern for teaching the com-

munication art of listening, and speaking i_ "Hear it. See and hea-z. Say it.

Do it. Say and do." The child has experienced the thing which he has said, and by

continuing step building process his vocabulary and his comprehension can be enlarged.

In teaching the vocabulary to the child, the teacher needs a controlled vocabu-

lary. According to Mts. Grace Blossom of the Cortez School, an excellent source of

:14.1 vocabulary is the basic reading books which will be used in this class room.

In addition to the basic vocabulary, the teacher will n a supplementary vocabu-

lary to meet the needs of the local school plant. The suppiementary list should

take care of the words of the school personnel, room furnishings, washroom fa ilities,

the playground and the toys of the room. This supplementary vocabulary is also re-

corded and controlled. The teacher should not rely upon her memory and risk missing

the teaching of the word for the ch ld ill not usually let it be known that they

do not know. The new word is never int oduced as an isolated word but in meaniy

context.

The speech of the child should be corrected as it is being learned. "English

should not be spoken with a foreign accent", said Mk- Blossom in her speech to the

Workshop. The time to change it is at the time it is being learned. Haw will the
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teacher get the child to say sounds which are not in his language? Refer back to

the elementary rule in eriucation. Begin with the child where he is. Take a sound

from his environment and teach the nlikr or differences" and play a game The sound

y be in an isolated form more or less but the mechanics of making this sound are

being learned. Actually show the child where th- tongue is placed, what liappens to

the lips and hr_Au to Lontroi the breath. This is to be a game and it to be fun!

Animals, birds, machines and the elements are good sources of sounds. The trouble-

some "ch" can be learned by a sneeze. The importance of listening and having the

ear become attuned to the new sounds cannot be over emphasized. Lets not overlook

the fact that speaking is the tool of communication and "it is better to say "I seen"

if you say something than to say "I sew" if you ain't sen othing".

The general concensus of opinion of the experienct teachers of lndie children

that the spOken English should be learned first and then the read ng. The ap-

proach to the teaching of reading in the school where I will be located is through

the medium of phonics. I shall have begun my teaching of phonics by the attunement

of the sounds in the e vironment to the sounds of di language. Now the begine

of the associations of the sound to the printed sy the introductory par

the reading program. The cone ete trterials and thL hyttlary of the story t-

read will be presented first. The reading will be meaningful and easier if the child

fully understands the action of the story. The presentation is from the concrete to

abstract.

"Li tening is the orpha. among the language ar Despite general agreement

that listening skills shc,Ad be taught in the schools very little is being done

about then at any level" writes Donald E. Bird. The ability to hear and interpret

what has been said is a skill as much as writing or speaking or any of the other

communication arts, but since it is not readily identified with any of the tradi-

tional areas of_ language study it is too often assumed that tha skill is being learn-

ed. Four gen ral approaches to the teaching of listening are: 1. direct approach,

which takes a specific time and is taught even as the four R'S'. 2. the incidental
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approach which is about the way it is handled in many clas-R. It is not identified

and is assumed incidental learng is tak. g place. 3. eclectic

approach which is a combination of two or more of t),e others. 4. integrated ap-

proach is the teaching oi the language a ts with specific skills in each area being

taught and the integration of them all. Very limited materials are available to the

pupil level in listening. my Weekly Reader (kmevican Education Publication) includes

a listening test. The tesz is vary revealing to the teacher.

Writing is a mechanical skill which is well planned in most any good teacher

ma2r1.. Once :Ain the ability to see "likes and differences are stressed. The

first thing child wants to write is his name. This is learned largely

thrgh imiration.and repetition. The 'begin at the top' is learned quickly if we

relate it ro the concept of 'up-do which was learned in the first days of school.

Left to rigb. sequence is learned in a singing game. First wr ting is the copying

of things which have been written 1,), the teacher but the child knows what it says

and what it mean

Creative writing is the next skill and is one of the most difficult for the

children, for certainly this takes all o 1-te skills, concepts and cordinating of

them. In the controlled vocabulary, and the suppleiu ntary vocabulary1 why not

furn h a 'word book' for the ease of finding the spelliag of the needed word. Of

course, the creative writing is the culminating experience of the early grades and

should be used with care to avoid u -rations.
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The Mohave tribe of Indians i much different from the other tribes found in

Arizona. They are more responsive, both to members of their own tribe and to non-

Indians than are other tribes. They are a carefree, fun-lov ng people, who,

ti es can b ! very obstinate. They are easily led, yet hard to push. They seldom

bear a grudge against anyone

them,they may sulk for a short time. The women are more apt

and resort to physical means of settling an argument than are the men. All enjoy a

good joke and will laugh uproariously at come joke or antic that the ordinary person

will see no humor in. If they are not pleased 4ith the way things are going, they

ill complain 'd.d insist that something be ione to correct the wrong, or imag :ed

wrong.

1oh.:es are very hard and energetic slu

time. 7J-- have been successful as day lhers and construction workers, but only

until they receive their pay. It seems that they cannot stand to have an u ula-

tion of money in their pockets. However, they will most generally provide their

family with food and clothing before spending what is left foolishly. The money

is so spent is usually spent y by a man and his wife. If tilt', job on

e than a short time. If a decision goes against

speak out in anger,

but not for a sustained period of

t fch he is working is still open when he is ready to return to it, he will again

be a good worker until the next payday.

Material goods mean little to a Mohave. True, many of them now own cars, but

those who don't seldom bemoan the fact. Few, if any, live more than a few miles

from a store of so e kind, or from town. At this time most of their homes are

frame, constructed for the most part from remnants of the old barracks which were

built to house the Japanese placed in int rnment camps. Such a camp was Poston,

located on the Colorado River Indian reservation belonging to the Mohave people.

is true that there are a fei of the more progressive Indians of the tribe who work

at farming industriously and have built very modern masonry homes of cement

block. However, for the most part, tha MOhave shows little interest in farming. If

he has an entitlement, he usually leases the land, spends the lease money, and
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depends on odd jobs and the Jel are department of the Bureau of Indian Affairs for

a subsistence.

There is very little child discipline in the average home. Children, many

times, are left to shift for themselves, or are sent to stay with a relative for a

few days. The morals of the Mohave are, by our standards, very low. No ceremony is

required for a wedding, and no court action in needed for a divorce. "Brush" marri-

ages are recognized by the trib , that is marriage without formality. Two people,

a man s16 woman, move in together and ate considered to be man and wife. When

they wish to dissolve the partnership, one or both move to another dwelling. This

tiipe f marriage and divorce many times works a hardship on the if aril

children result from such an alliance. Often times it is difficult to know where to

pick up a child in the morning, or where to let hi- off th,1 ii a. night, as the

child may not know where he is to stay.

While practically all of the 1:!ohave adult's speak English, their ue of the four-

letter words is very common, and this -ccice is as wide spread among aildren as

adults. When these children begin school they are in some cases, wild and outspoken,

especially on the playground. This facet of their behavior will shock and bewilder

ale teacher who unaccustomed to the background -hich produces it.

I do not wish to appear prejudiced about the Mohaves to their detriment. Just

the opposite is true. There are many thr..-cy, hard-working, upstanding, dependable

Indian families just as in any c -section of the population.

When the Mohave child starts to school, he is truly a wild Indian. I see them

mostly on the playgrounds and they have few restraints, but they are still loveable

and brighteyed and like all other childrer, vying for attention, either favorable,

nfavorable. The situation in f-he classroom is different for a few weeks, but

after the newness of the situation, and the inherent shyness of the child wears off,

they again sho.d an eagerness to learn that is equal to that of the non-Indian.

The progress of the child through school in most cases is normal until he reaches

,e fourth grade, here he seems to fall behind and begins to lose interest. This



lag and disinterest, generally speaking, seems to get progressively worse as they

pass from grade to grade through school. But let us start with the fir t grade aee

move along with him through the first three grades.

A normal Indian child begir school at an average age of six year3. He may

nay not speak English, depending largely on the tribe to which he belongs and the

amount of schooling, if any, which his pa ents has received. If he does not speuk

English, his first impression of school, and the place which he must make for himself

in it st be by the very rtgt: f things, confused. Let us suppose that he does

speak English, or ha- been forturi ,ough to learn a great many words in a short

time.

Now he is ready to learn to re&c1 The method which is used to teach him read-

ing is not important in reiation to the thought which I am trying to put across here.

Let us assume that at the beginning at least, pictures and word associations are

used. In this method pictures he can recognize are used and he learns to memorize

the wc& wiicb accmpany the picture. Soon he can recognize many words wL"t the

-re) of the picture, such words as father, mother, sister, brother, dog cat, horse.

'el of these wo-ds he is familiar with and understands the meaning because he has

-sard tum at home and from his friends. This is true of many, if not all of the

words he will encounter in his fir second and third grade re ders.

No- he is ready for enother step, perhaps the biggest one which will occur in

his entire education. That is the transition between third and fourth grades. He

will now be introduced to words which, eo him, haee no u2aning becaw:r; he cannot

associate them with anything with which he has had experience. Prenouncing them is

not too difficult for him. He has mastered the technique of sounding out words but

the words themselves, and the eentences in which they Lire found have no meaning to

him. He simply does not have a background from which to draw to make them meaning-

ful. He has indeed leeened to read, but what he reads makes no impression on him;

therefore he can not do well either in oral or written tests. The child then be-

comes discouraged, bored, falls behind the other members of his class and becomes a
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behavior problem. As the years pass, he continues to fall further behind until he

has lost all incentive and drops out of school.

to ma, tragic, especially so when I check Lhe child's icord and find

has done comparatively well during the first_ three years of scfI. This i

conjecte, but I believe that witn the introduceon c. . electricity into many,

IC i,ot ail rtservation homes, there will be a definite change for the but of

course, .not overnight. L say this because without electricity there can be no radi-

and most important, no television. I helieve that with a more widespread

of television among Indian Indian children will come to school better prepared to

meet the situations in which he will find himseL This would be especially true

if the media of television were used as an educational tool instead of strictly for

"so- alled entertainment".

A further help and possbic solutIjrn to the reading and learning problem is the

use of teacher-made dictionar, that is, words found inAstories which the

children read, and defined by the use of words with which the child is already fa-

miliar. The compilation of the word lists, along with their definitions is no easy

tas% and in order to be succes ill require a great deal of work by the teachers.

These word lists and the ruçying tests have already been compiled through the

third grade by Mrs. Blossom. .rding to her, these lists need to be revised aml

enlarged.

By following the suggestions of Mr. Blossom in the use of these lists, the ce

should be able to read with much greater understanding. As has been said, these

lists have been prepared for the first three grades based on the Scott Foresman

Reading Series. Rut what is to happen from this time on? In order to make

program effective and workable, .ind to eucempass all of those stu are in

need of this particular kind of help, it wIll be necessary to.take each book and pre-

pare such a li t. This task should get piogressively easier

through the grades, and as a greater number of known wordz

definitions. In order to accomplish such a task or grogrLm,
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be receptive to the idea; all teaclrD in grades one thr ugh eight should cooperate.

Also, these teachers, of a necessity, must have an rnderstandi1iZ of, and be symp

_f the averagethetic to the culture, soci ec mic background

Indian family.
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As far as the culture of the Navajos is concerned, I th nk they have progressed

remarkably well when considering the way their Tribal uscLoms are. The Navajos

occupy the barren lands of northeastern Arizona and nortl. New Mexico, They

raise sheep and supplement this income with farming.

Most Navajos lfve an is lated life and that is why I lay their adaptation to

the white mans way oi life is a difficult task for most of them. "The American

Indian tribes, like other racial groups of the world, have beer subject to and

sometimes subjected to legal systems based on certain phases of special rights

secured by contract, by law, and by treaty."1 Most non-Indians are ill-informed

abuut the current conditions among Indian tribes in general.

The Navajo family is a close kniLted one. The child and most adults are aloof,

and shy, They will not easily encer into conversation. The Navajo feel they have

been pushed out of their lands by the white man, for this reason, I think they still

tend to be suspicious of all policies of the goernment as far as the ruling whites

are concerned.

The Navajo sti I believe in their "sings", that is a sort of ceremonial.

have had as many as three children sta5 out of class for eueh an occasion. A 'hog=

was weakened by a storm and caved in on a famil:F 'thing two adults and iujuring a

third serior3ly. For this reason, the three childrer above mentioned stayed out of

school for about two weeks to attend Lhe "-i

This is why I think for this reascn of adhering to his customS an

that his retardation will remain for still a little while longer.

Most Indians on the reservation as far as I am able to determine in my readings,

do not go to college. I think this too has a bearing en their social and economic

life. In fact it mus "The Tribal council has been increasingly concerned over

the number of students who drop out of institutions of higher learning."2 I wtFl

say this factor within itatlf will keep the Navajo retarded.

I. Nelson Jose, allft Need r Education, Gila River, Pima-Maricopa, 1960

2. Dr. firuce Wador and others, Naaig_Eduction
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tio-t Navajo live in two or three small family groups, They believe their rel

gious practices have come down to them fro- H ly people". Clan relationship is

important to the Navajo. C7.al mtd..ership

of a family looks equally to faLl!ae and mother.

As far as children's attitudes toward games, I think are the same as with any

child. Games are important. I think ga es are a business with any child. The

child must learn to get along with is pee s, to regulate his awn behavior. Children

accept rules from outside authozy and consider rules absolute as in other societies

older children are given more latitude than younger ones in changing rules.

At present the government operates six types of schools for the Indian people;

reservation boarding, off reservation boarding reservation day schools, reservation

dormitories and peripherial t: n dormitories.

I think this i_ quite a bit of - ogress considering the days from 1822. Previ-

ously it had Ileen the policy to civilize and christianize as was the case of the

st,7 If the "The Trouble at Round Rock".

Even to this day, to a kertain degree, there are people who look on the Indian

es a s -t of curio. Anothe- factor is t ue with the Navajo child ta is true with

the white child, they think of puni'bment as comiug flmi ail powerful and all know-

ing soureee. Whether these sources be parents or ether people in authority..

As far as intelligence is concerned, it has not been proven that the white man

superior to the Indian or any othcr ethnic group.. If given same facilities so

say the sociologists end social anthropologists have been conv nted through studies

f a great many human societies, that cultural learning runs through nearly all the

tal behavior of human beings.

"The fact that one child proves superior within a ce tain na_r6w range of ace-

problems does not imply Chat he is !superior likewise in dealing with all Other

f pronems. rental processes are hi -hly varied;. so are the types of specific

mental problems preseated by our society.°

Ells Kenneth, Intelligence and Coltnral Difference, The Unive-- _y of Chic. Press
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The experience of a child is bounded by his culture. All American children

that do not live in isolation the American Indian families do have common peri-

ences. A better comparison would be to look into an upper middle class home and the

lower income home.

The houses in wilich upper middle class people live are usually larger and more

elaborately fur tshed than the hous s of lower class families. addle elass chil-

dren are more likely to go on trips with their families. You cannot compare the

average Indian family with the above situation.

rhe teerican Indian child i- a child apart from other s u ents. His isola

from the main currents affecting ctber children is the re ult of ma y hietorical

factors. In many cases he is also n child caught between two cult res having lo

Much of the stability of the old and not having generally taken on the control of

the new.

MOSt Indian children are set apart from other American children by where they

live and by their family differences in language end customs. Their money and prop-

erty are usually not under the same control es that of other children their local

-t and court may be run by the tribe rather tbaa a county, they may attend

federal rather than a local public school, and they are likely to receive their

he lth services from the 2ederal government rather than from private physicians or

from state and county services.

They are often taught other values than those which are commonly stres

other Ameri- n children. Attually, the Indian child must try to live in two worlds.

Whtn he leaves the reservation, as at times he nust he has had little help to make

this a happy experience. The Indian child on 4 reservation is sur minded by mm y

adults who freely express feelings of dependency, inadequacy, and despair, and act

ac ordingly, thus producing an environment that prevents the child from havi g a

I approach to life.

The general administrative and legal, but not anthropologic 1, definition of an

Indian is a person of one-fourth or tore Indian blood. Although different definiti ns
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have been made frcym time to time in relation to specific legislation.

Columbus word "Indian" has no meaning to these oldest Americans except as a com-

prehensive term u ed to describe Fedral relationships to thm.

The American Indian speaks of himself in t -ms of his tribe, InCilans ate AMR

can citizens like every ne else born in the United States. Many Indians were grant-

ed citizenship long ago through treaties with I_dian tribes or by acts of congress.

To make -ertain none we e left out, congrcs s passed a s:pecial loll, The Citizenship

Act of 1924, stating that all Indiana born in te United States re citizens of our

country.

Indians have :=he right to vote in every state on the saae basis as other people,

ulether or not they live on reservations. Indians have, furthermore, all the civil

ghts under auk- federal and state constit-tions that any of us have. They enjoy

the same religious freedoms, and nany tlibes continue to ohs.? Je their various na-

tive religions, of whLch their famed chants and dances are a. part. They exercise

freedom of speech like the rest of us, in their own reertngs aad in public meetings

of all sorts, in their own publications, and on the radio Through theL li! councils

and officers or iu any grouping they wish, they deal c Ilectively with government

officials1 and ther also work 14-:411 nuch ufficials individually on matters perso

In our courts, they have the same protections of due process of law as anyone

else. Except in the case of _ajor crimes of violence tribal courts and tribal jus-

tice are equally recognized by the state and federal governments as the main source

of authority on Indian Reervarions, or off rese vation Indians are free to hold any

type of employment, private or governne P:hout restriction. Indeed Indians

have special hiring and retention rights to employment in federcd positions set up

to provide services for Indians. Our country has had inaay high oficials of Indian

blood. Oue of the recent Vice presidents of the United States, Charles Cnrti

port Indian., a descendent of Indi-n Chiefs in the Oaage and Raw tribes.

Members of Indian tribes have also been elected to the United States Congress

and to st te legislatures of Oklabmam, Montana, Dlevada, Washington, Alaska and
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lsewhere. They also have been elected as Jucies of state Supreme Courts and to

many other public offices. tn addition to persons living on reservations or on othe

property held in trust for them by the Federal overnnent th re are unknotn, but a

large number of Indians living in the general population.

Government restrictions relate only to property original y ava ded his tribe by

he government The Indian of today is a product of the past, affe ted by literally

thousa federal measures, sonc conflicting and some obsolete, taken ovr the

years, first to c- trol him, and latcr r:o redress urongs dome him or to ircivilize"

him, and rea

.which

oa

him for a life comparable to that of the dominate culture. Lands

afAde or lands to which tribes

white settlers were gredv for th *in l

:ved as a rneaS e or be-

nds, are still called reser-

vations. Many or these are no longer tribally owned and are checked with non-Indian

ownership of plots sold by individual Indian owners. Government financial assist-

ance to Indian families has replaced the rations first given by the army as a sub-

stitute for the Indians way of life.

Dr. Ben Reifel, former directo- of the Aberdeen Area fo the Bureau of Indian

Affairs, himself half Sioux and half of Gernan ancestry, in ecamirttig the culture of

the plains Indians, has pointed out four ways in whinh they axe apt to be different

in attitude and outlook from most other A- ns.

zeal

1. They are not future-oriented. For a thousand years they had no need to be
apprehensive about the future. Therefore they found the essence of life in
being, not in. becoming.

Tine is not important to them. The Sioux language does not even have a word
for time. Their concern about the passing days is merely general, relating
to natural phenomena like the sun, moon' and stars.

Serving as a means of economic development has little meaning to th Indian.
Re has not needed to survive.

4. Habitution to hard work tn order to earn a living has not been a part of the
Indian way of life, especially for the men.

Thus find many I dian parents lack ambition for their child n; they have no

to get to school on time; they have an urge to spead all of the

the part belonging to their children, on a passing pleasure.

9
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Cultuxu is ar e 'A changin p_

0-d useful to them and discard 'Oat

lent in emphasis as it baa moved fron

hrnari beings adst what is desirable

Federal policy over the years, ambiva-

_g am to separate the -ndian from his

lture to a program to restore him in it and then toward "acculturation", a middle

ground wh, h emphanized the f ee choice clif the individual, has not in the past nur-

tured in the Indian a receptivity to progressive change.

eport oE con4t ions amoiig the Indians issued by the irtsti it or government

earch, commonly called ti,c Merian Ilepor`,-:, referred to several t policies of

the Federal government as tending _oward pauperization of the Indian people. It

reported; "Having removed the Indians from thcir ancestral lends to restrict:1d reser-

vations as a war measure, the government undertook to feed Chem and perform zertain

ices for them which people normally do for themselves. The Indians at first

accepted this aid as a =atter of necessity, but promptly began to regard it as a

matter of right, as tadeed it was at the time and under the condi ions of the inau-

guration of their nation system. They felt, and many of them still do, that the

gove nment owes them a living, having taken their lands from them, and that they are

under no oblization to support themselv-

Many Indians either still feel this way or for so= other re s n do no

where work may he found. Host of the population is living ou some form of govern-

merit financial assistance and receipt of benefits and insure ces of one kind or

another.

Indiin children face frustration beginning with the fourth grade. Every normal

pers a with an ed cation at all has three vocabularies: A speaking vocabulary; a

iting vocabulary, a d a comprehension vocabula y. Speaking vocabularies are _

cult to m asure. Writing vocabularies are much easier to measure. Comprehension

vocabularies are the mat difficult to measu e and are, by far, the largest of the

hree among the native speakers of any lauguage

In the average classroom the work of the first two grade- and most of the third

is based on a spoken v cabulary. It is the vocabulary of the teacher, the school

-96-
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nurses the cook, the bus driver arid the children wnich constitutes this language at

school. The child who hrs little or no krowledge of English is constantly exposed

to this spoken vocabulary. But beginning with the second half of the third grade

and continuing on through the eighth grade the emphasis shifts from a spoken to a

comprehension vocabulary. More and more words are used that the child may never

have heard and may have no idea what they mean, c.nd since this is a hidden hard-to-

measure siLlatLct, it is easy Lo ssum that the child with a fairly good speaking

vocabulary has a good comprehension vocabulary. The chances are that his compre-

hension vocabulary may not be much larger than his speaking vocabulary, and if so,

then he will not learn the meaning nf the words it his text book unles9 the teacher

is alert to his problem and comes to his aid. It cannot be taken for granted that

the Indian student with his limited experimental background, will know the nieariirig

of words that are common usage with non-Indian children. The Indian child ia a be-

ginner until he learns to speak and to understand English.

All Indian children are not bilingual as most of us are tempted tn believe.

There are instances I have come across where the child does not understand his native

tongue too well. It was mlly in iation Of the cla- mates that the partic-

ular child I have in mind learned to communicate with his peers. I have tried to

give a few aspects of where these people live, how they live, their handicaps and

compared them with the cultural ways of the white mans methods of living and vanes.

La conclu ion I will say the backwardness of the Indian can be eliminated only

through the education of his people.

10 1
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I wish to express my iucere appreciation for the fine help of _many people

obtain ng this information. The professors in Indian Educati n and Anthro-

pology were particularly helpful. I feel also that the Arizona State University

should pride themselves on having much an efficient and helpful library staff.

I found this study of Indiana aa interesting and endless study. The

complexity of the Indian Culture will ahmys make the study of it fascinating

and always challenging.
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Introduction

"There is an almost unlimited variety of dances, ranging all the way
from ceremonials of the utmost solemnity, in which the gods themselves are
personified, to dances of a purely social and humorous character, In the

masked dances the masked figures symbolize the actual presence of the god.
Ceremonies for the initiation of children at puberty introduce the canidate
to the man behind the mask, much as our children are permitted to nee the
man behind the whiskers of Santa Claus. The masked figure is mot the god,
he merely personifies the god, and all the adults understand that "1

Because of the religious s4nificance of the Indian daecing, the Iedians

have hesitated to explain and share these dances with the whiee man. .

stated in Indians of the Suthe6t, FaHr Morphi, a friead and ea ly Spanish

missionary, seemed reluctane to expooe the In4in ral gion also. Tbe people

who understood the sacredness of the Indian had resnect for it whether

they be white or Indian. Fathaz MOrphi 'd: "Bv^n to recoent the acts of

these Indians would be blasphemy!"2.

This book just mentioned would be an excellent one for it de-

scribes the history and development of culture of the Indian tribes in the

southwest. This book discusses such things as universal belief in immortality,

the warrie Is reward, the medicine man, most all of the cultural aspects of

the Indian. The book carries the Indian from the t me of Columbus up to the

time when the settlers took away the last source of food for the Indian -

Buffalo!

'Quanah Parker, the last chieftain to tread on Texas soil, understanding
both the white man and the Indian, advised his red brothers to leave the 'red
man's road for the white man's road; otherwise they must starve."3.

It seema that Mk. Parker had a great deal of foresight to make a remark

of this kind. Because of the fact of the personal involvement of the Indian

with his own culture, it would be extremely difficult to give this culture up.

1.
Fergusson, Erna, DenIng Gods, (Albuquerque, U. of N. M. ea Co',
1931 Ed 1957) p. XIX of the Introduction

2.
Atkinson, Jourdan 14., Indians of rhe Southwest, Antonio, Texas, The

Naylor Company, 1958) p.
3.

Ibid., p. 324 1.06
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It has been more difficult for the Indian te be integrated with the

white man than any other group of people because of the extreme differences

in culture.

Before u can intrude on the private religious dances of the Indian

I feel that we must understand the differences in culture and personality of

the Indian to that of the white man.

It has been my pleasure to study to some extent the Indian culture in the

workshop I am presently enrolled in. Following is the information given to me

by very reliable sources as to the cultural differences.

Culture is the total way of life of a people. We will only mention the

components of culture and then discuss to a greater extent the differences

in values. These are so e of the basic components of any culture: religion,

economy, education, politics and value standards. Certainly there are

probably more but these are the most significant ones. Following is the list

of areas of conflict in values between the ladian and Non-Indian as presented

to the class, July 24th, by Dr. Roessel, professor of the Indian Education

Workshop at Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona. As I read these to

you* you uill see the conflict involves reli ion, economy, educaf° n, politics,

and certainly In gene-al ou

Non- Indian

value standard is ia great conflict.

Future Oriented
Average American is living for
tomorrow. We all save today so
we can live tomorrow. We often
feel guilty about what ue should
have doue in the past, and we have
anxiety about the future.

2. Saving - we have reit regard
for someone who has accumulated
great wealth.

107
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Present Oriented
Indian lives toeay, not
tomorrow! Past is forgotten,
he feels no guilt about it.

Giving - the Indi . has high
regard for one who has given
away a great deal of money to
help others.



Time consciousness
We live a scheduled life.
We report to work at a certain
time, eat at a particular time,
have meetings at a certain time
etc.

Empha is on Youth
Pres. Kennedy feels strongly
that our youth must be stronger
greater importance placed on
youth.

Competition - Our whole world is
built on this - from birth to
death.

Conquest over nature - We try
to change nature to suit our
demands

7. Family life is minor Mother
works so she can get material
things - etc.

S. Family life is of different
nature - to us the ideal family
is one in which the husband, wife,
and. children live in one house.
(Immediate family)

9. Religion In general, religion is
only a segment of our lives. Co
to church on Sunday - the rest of
the week - no!

This last conflict in values, religious

Lack of -ime co scious
The Ind an does things iii
his own good time. Hi
life is unscheduled.

4. Respect for age ehe'idea
that wisdom comes with age.
The tribe looks to the older
ones for decision asking.

5. Cooperation - the one Mho
tries to get ahead of the
others is coneidered and

Harmony with nature - The
Indian accepts the world
as it is.

7. Family life is of paramount
importance in the Indian
culture.

Family life is the harmonious
living together of parents,
children, brothers of parents,
grandparents, and etc.
(extended family)

9. Religion is life, any thing
the Indian does is associated
mith religion.

the thing that has caused

such a breech in Indian and non-Indian relationships. The Indian naturally

doesn't want his innermost life exposed any more than some of our religious

groups along with some of our clubs. The Masons, Catholics, Jobs Daughters,

and of course many others to just mention a felir.

me are then to use bits of the Indian's culture,

bits with proper respect.

In this unit me will explore fundamental dance steps of the indians and

egard these

at empt to feel same of the ewion that the Indian feels

re his religious belief.
1 0 8
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the Redman's dance, or Its adaptation, we find the physical exercise
the dramatic and imaginative possibilities, the impelling rhythm, and the
picturesquenesa, all combined, Which the youth of our country are groping for
in their blind ways among other schools of the art".44

Background for

If me mould search our uemories for activities similar to those as expressed

by the tndian in his dance, I'm sure me mould find quite availing of e-- riences

that me v ere not even aware. It must be remetbered, however, that the similar

ctivities (those similar to both Indian and non-Indian) that I will relate

do not have the significance to the nonmladian that the dance does to the

Indian. For example, the game me all umed to play on the sidewalks

on a creek - break your mother back." If we did step on a crack. I'm sure

that we dida't feel that this mould have aey serious consequence to our

uother. The Indian feeling about what he does means something much deeper to

him than the non-Indian. All of the Indiana activities are interrelated

with his belief of god or gods. We must remenber that me too have had

superstitioas or beliefs that at the time ve considered true, too. Because

of the different set of values as disgussed in the introduction it

more difficult for the Indian to be educated away from his beliefs.

other words the white man has made faster educational advancements because of

the nature of the culture that the non-Indian was born Into, Our culture does

not bind up our whole live as the Indian culture does. We must lend a hand

of friamdship sad understanding to the Indian. The problem that me still

have Is in deciding just what mould be helping and what would be hindering

the Indian.

I think that sometimes our meekness in e _cation is the inability to

associate information gained in one area mdth information in another, rf

soneone a ked you what Indian dancing vas like, what would you sari

44Buttree, Juliart Rhythm of the Badman, (leem York, A. S. Barnes,
ofisCoupaey 1930)

been
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udente should have opportunity to express themselves 0 tin you think

all like our dancing? If so, which ones of our dancing go further

into this area of learning, 1 think you v111 recognize the Pops Chicken and

perhaps more dances. This then is not an entirely ne= area. As to the

musical part of the dance I could and vill play cone of the tunes you think

are great and ask you to forget that you understand the words, and you will

not be able to tell the difference between your music and the Indians -

at least in the rhythmic part of it anyway, Infect I doubt if you will be

able to even relate the vords to Some of 'one songs as even being. English!

Let's look at the Indian Dance then as something somewhat familiar to start

with and carry _ur thinking and understanding a little further along the line

of understanding and appreciating the Indian for his contribution to our

culture. New, ve need to have a dance vocabulary so that dance terms will

mean the same thieg to us all, I will quote fron a source where the writer

is quite well known for her contributions in the field of dance, Gertrude

Kurath gives the definition of ten types of steps that she feels are basic

to most dance.

1hese ten types of steps' are the most fundamental in most parts of
world, though they appear in a great many varients as to style and dynamics
of execution "

50

ln the following hat of definitions the wording of the American College

PictienarY is quoted. Gertrude !Wrath makes comments and when she does, I

will so indicate,

Shuffle (verb) move (the feet, .1tc, ) along tta ground or floor without
lifting them.'

Step - fto move gos etc, by lifting the foot an
in a new position,

ins it down again

Run - "to move the legs quickly, so as to go more rapidly than in valking
(in bipedal locomotion, so that for an instant in each step neither
foot is on the ground),"

3,
Kuraths Gertrude 13,1 "A, Basic Vocabulary for Ethnic Dance Description
from The American Anthrlpolegiets (tenashas Wisconsin, George Banta PUb.
Company, PUb, six times yearly) Vol, 36, tida 6, Part 1, Dec. 1954, pp, 1102,
1103.
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to get at a gait between a %oak and a run, in wbich the legs move
diagonally, in pairs, but not quite simultaneously, so that when
the movement Is slew one foot at least is always on the ground,
and when fast all four feet are nomentarily off the ground."
(from 'Wrath) 'This definition needs modification uhen applied
ordinary human gait. In dance a trot is distinguished from arun
by the factor of never leaving the wound entirely, and also by
a forward raising of the free foot.'

Sli move alomeg in continuous contact with a smooth or slippery surface.
Kerath) lor even with a surface not so emooth aad slippery. This

type of motion differs from a shuffle by more prolonged contact uith
the ground before transfer to the other foot.'

Leap - not distinguished from "hop" or 'jump" in the dictionary Kurath
spring from one foot to the other.'

spring ep uith both feet simultaneouay end land on both feet.
rath

Hop - spring up on one foot and land on the same foot.' Kuradh

Gailop (cenbination of step and leap) lito run rapiay" is not sufficiently
exact. In donee a gallop consists of a step onto one foot (say the
right), then a leap onto the other (say the left) in identical
repetition, usually in uneven rhythm.' Wrath

5k p l(combination of step and hop) _o spring, jump, or leap lightly;
gaMbol" 'is an ambiguous description. la dance A ikip consists of
a step onto one foot, then a hop and a landing on the same foot,
in even or uneven rbythm, commonly the latter......... A "shuffle"
always glues to the ground; but a "leap can tounce up a few inches
or clear a six-foot-high obstacle. Any of thous motions can be
executed in say direction or ia a pivot, dhey CM be pussy-footed
or stamped without losidg,their basic pattern. 7he distinctions
of quality are elusive, but the forme of these ten types are re-
cognizable in any guise and give an important clue to tribal or
national movement ctaracteriatics.16. Rureth

pages
lii
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Indian Dancing

'rhe importance of the dance in the life of the Indian is showe in the
fact that hie most elaborate ceremonies are commonly known as dances.

The Indians teach a child to dance as soon as it can be held erect,
training it to lift its little feet with the motion of a dancer, and in-

ling a sense of rhythm from the very beginning. In the Oorn Dance, which
we witnessed at Santo Domingo, one of the chorus careAd a baby, perhaps
three menthe eld, upright against him all day, as he kept v4oroue time to
the rhythm of the music,

in the early stages of thought, the dance 474e inseparable from the song
or chant. Now, the songs are usuelly sung by the men who play the accompanying
instruments. If the dancers move in a circle, the instruments are placed in
the center of the circle; otherwise they are in a row at one side.

The dances are many; but each has its 4104, its steps and movements,
and its special somgs; each has its history, and usually Its symbolism, though
much of this latter has been lost it civilization and self-consciousness.

There are dances for men atd women together; and other dances in which
uen amd women dance by themselves; still others inwhich individuals, dance
alone.

There are comic dances and dances in costumes that disguise the persous
taking paxt. Many employ masks symbolic In both form aed color. la some
tribes feathers are the principal decoration; in some, the men dance nearly
nude.

But, however diverse the dancing regalia way he, or how marked its
absence, no matter what the purpose of the dances or the steps used, the
lodian ditce always presents two characteristics dramatic smtion and
rhythmic percision.

Dance0 of great activity are done exclusively by the mem. Usually the
dance is performed In 4 snail space, or even on one spot. The chanson of
attitude, heuever, are sometimes rapid and violent. When the Indian dances,
he dances with freedeso amd every movement is vivid and natural. This is,
perhaps, the most significant difference between the dancesmif the Red and
White man. Our dance action has become conventional to the last degree--
in all except the modern ballroom dancing, where a little more convention
might be desired,

An Indian has said: 'The White man dances with his legs; Che Indian with
his individual muscles.' His dance, is, certainly, rather a body vibration
than a limb motion.

The blakah Indiams of Washington have a great nuther of what we would call
interpretive dances; and it was not unusual in this tribe for a woman to dance
alone. But, in most tribes, the women were not solo dancers, and did not employ
the violent steps and forceful attitudes of the man's dectee0

Bartley B. Alexander says: 'The steps (of the women) are mincing, feet
hardly lifted from the ground, the elbows close to the bodY and the hands
barely shaken, the face impassive; yat noted closely, it will be sleet: that
the whole flesh is quiveting with tha rhYthmt of the drum. Smch dancing can
be imitated only in a sketchlike fashion; the art itself is not the white
M411 6.1

Alice Corbin Henderson saye: the dances 'are the heart and core of
Pueblo life; they represent the incarnation of the Pueblo soul. When the
Pueblo Indian fights for hie dancen, he is fighting for his soul........
If we help the Pueblo artist to find his soul, we may find OUr 00101
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And agaia: 'The spirit of these dances is _so pure, so genuine; they spring
so inevitably from a primal source, that a comparison without more artifical
art is almost impossible.' (frompance Rituals of the Pueblo India% Hooderaon)

When a certain Wild West showman was putting; on Indian dances, doing weird
barbaric hopping, yelling, and brandishing of spears, he was asked by orm who
knew how faise such a demonstration was: 'Why do you do that? 'You know that
that is not the real Indian dancing.' He replied: 'Sure, I know. Mut that's
what the public thinks is Indian dancing, so I must give it to them,'

It is from such sensational sources thet most of us obtained our first
ideas of the axt. How Absurdly false such presentations are, and what a real
loss they inflict, I slowly realized. It vaa not until tbe summer of 1927 that
I bad the full opportunity of seeing for myself what a new world of joyful art
wns open to those who study Indian dancing, Before that :memorable trip was over,
we had seen among the rndians not only the steps of nearly ell other nations,
but nany that were peculiar to the Redman; as well as these steps coMbined
into numberless characteristic and beautiful denten. We saw, ift all, sixty-
eight dances and bad twenty more described to us by authorities. There are
literally hundreds of different dances among the Redman. It is safe to may
of these that they =body all the advantages of our social and erhibition
dances, and eliminate the grosser faults..,.......

In these adaptations, I have endeavored to be faithful to good Indian
attitudes of mind and pose; but have made little attempt to be ethnologically
correct. I have freely borrowed and combined material, aiming to present a
'racial' rather than a 'tribal' dance; desiring also, from a itudy of the
characteristics, to create a dance form Which will be pregnant with euggestion
to our individual dancera, a dance iispresolAn of authentic enterprtration
rather than slavish photographic reproductioa

6.

Buttree, Julia M., The Rhythm of the Re rk, 11.S. Barnes anid

Company, 1930) pp. 6,7,8
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Can be exteemely macful in the teaching of modern dance

xpressio- Tbe Indian dance gives the teacher a place to start and

a_e ia emotion. Let me explate what 2 mean:

"The dancing Indian relates his story in a wholly natural and real-laic
owner within the limitations of hia style of dancing, a forthrtgWre-eosctment
of the exploit in rhythmic movement. The action of the story, its moods end
its emotions are portreyed primarily hy 'Body actiaa', with little, if any,
support from facial expression. The fce is snimated, the eyee follaw the
action, sharp and alert, oceasionally a startled look may come over the face
momentarily, but to place reliaece on the fece for the portrayal of emotion, be
it fear, anger or grief, is not in the Indian manzer."7,

The Indian uses some dance forma that the White men _La not familiar with

but some of these-forms are a great challenge to the dancer. Following ere

a few of these steps, positions and forms,

'Second may to 'power explosiveness', and usually affiliated with it
sudden change in body positions There are several types of these contrasts.
typical ones follow."

From the might rosityv to the crouch 0 Dancing preferably with the double
toe-heel step and fully relaxed in the upright position, the dancer drops
abruptly Into the full crouch with his heeds teething for the earth, shaking
his whoie body and jarring his heels, an described on page 46. AL uoment of
this and he suddenly straiehtens to full height again, later to renew the
crouch. The utter contrast between the Levin& skyward, aspirirgnood of
the upright style, and the downward earthy accent of the full crouch, is
areeeting and has all of the qualities of elemental appeal.

With otehz in air - le the playful mood of 'pawwow' dancing, the Mains
Indians often bend abreptly forward and place the left hand on the ground,
raise the right leg out behind =A kick it backward to ring the ankle bells
to the rhythm. About eight kicks is the uaual number before rising to full
height again.

Parallel to the iLat. Still tore dramatic la Oa 'prostrat position, in
which the leg is øtretcbed far out behind, eith the body as ne r to the ground
es it can get, es shown balm. The weight is on the left leg end the left
shoulder on the left knee.

7.

Maion, Bernard S., ucae sad Stories of the aercan Indian, (New York,
A.S. Borneo and Co., 1944 ), p. 55

Ibid.. PP. 53.34 t 1 4
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"With. one knee on the ground Anot er populer Indian maneuver of the name _ype
is suddenly to drop to one knee, From the upright poeltion drop to a semi-
crouch for a moment of shaking and heel Jarring, then drop to the right knee,
hitting lt on the ground on the drumbeat end coming up immediately, taking
three counts to rise, shaking the body hard on each count. Theo continue to
dance in the upright position.

&le now go to a 1930 eource for some more Indian fundamental

Step Drag-Close (Fi I)

Count s

1. tong step tO right.
2. Bring left up to right, dragging i.e eloi- ground

Repeat to cover the required distance.

St p

long step to right.
2. Bring left up to right, liftizig it clear of ground

Repeat to cover the required di tauce.

Shu.ff le

i Oh ball of right foo_ drcec to _Ight every short distance & on b
igft foot, drag to right a very short dintance

20 As
3, A4 above

This la done very rapidly, as fast as you can count an_ may be done to
right, to left, forward, or backward.

13,

o.

Ibid., p. 55
9

Buttree, Julie Ms The Rjztlia of
Company. 1930) p. 11

_ a Redman, (Raw York, A,S. Barnes and

1 1 5
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Fran
Counts

10 jump on to right foot, lifting left knee high in front
2. jump on to left foot, bringing right knee high in front

Repeat for required time, but with frequent holdo for ons Count,
with one knee Neld high through two counto.

Back Trot (Fig. 2)

JUmp on to right foot, bending left knee, and holdi-- left La
high in back

2. jump on to left foot, bending right knee, and holding right foot
high In back
Rspaat for required time, but with frequent holds for one count
with one foot held high though two counto.

Fig. 2

Toe-Flat CFIg. 3

Fig. 3

Step forward on left toe and drop left heel in place
Step forward on right toe and drop right heel in place
Repeat as often as necessarY. This Is a good rest step, t be
injected between two more strenuous steps.

Cross-Hep

Cross right over left and hop cm right
Cr088 left over right and hop on left
This mey be done in place, or with progression_ in any direct
A good step and easily acquired.

10.

Ibid., p. and 17. 116



Th Dint Drop

int fo
Repeat
Repeat
Drop right flat
Repeat, atarting with other foot.
This la a preparation for the next step

P1.g.5 Fig. 6

Rock and Bop (Fig.

1. Balance forward on right toe
Balance back on left foot
Balance forward on right toe
Bop on right foot, swinging left forward

once forward on left toe
lance beck on right foot

4. Balance forward on left toe
Bop on left foot, uvingthg
Balance ferwerd on
Balance back on left
Balance forward on right toe
Balance beck on left foot
Wanes forward on right toe

ance backton left
forward on

_ right foot, swinging left forward
he body loose throut out.

end 6)

oum Bop- ep (Fig. 7)
Fig. 7

ep forward with ri h
HOP on right, keeping left toe turned up, and raising left foot
up in front of ankle (not backward 85 in our hopping). Progress
forward, backwards or around self.

17-20
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Hi h -poin (Fig. 8)

Hop on left,_ at same time raising right knee high in front
Tap with right toe, feet close together
Hop on left, at same time raising right knee high
Tap with right toe, feet close together
Progression may be in asy direcaons but the feet do
not alternate. The tapping is always on the right foot.

Scare Step (Fig. 9)

1 Crofts right in front of left, bending both knees a little
Step left a little, but still keeping feet crossed

2. Step right farther to left
Step left a little to left, still crossed

3. Step right farther to left
Step left a little to left, still crossed

4. Step right farther to left
Flop on right

Repeat, stetting on other foot.
When right is crossed in front, the head is turned to the
right, and both hands:, palms out, are to the right, as if
wtrding off something from that direction. This pose is
held throughout the four counts, then changes with the
feet.

9
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Exercises

The first two weeks of this unit should be spent exercises.

The warm-up exercises should be given at the begineing of class each

After the exercises are given the teacher can proceed with the verbal

explanation of the unit. When the teacher gets to the fundamental steps of

Didion dancing pert in the unit, she or he should teach the steps to the class.

After the students come familiar with the basic Indian dance steps, they

should be introduced to the various dances and given an opportunity to

choose which one they would like to perfect for a part of their unit

requirement.

I will list a number of exerci _a that / feel would be in my opinion

good for warm-ups. The dance steps themselves are the bade skills that I

would require of each student as a part of her grade.

Sit upa
jumping jacks
Deep knee bands
Lunges to both --d fa ard

Plus-steps to be taught for the
day. I wouldn't take more than
two or three steps a day and do
them well.

Reco ded Indian Dances and Deecriptions

Same of the Indian dances are described by the Canyon Record Company

in a very brief form. In this section of the unit I will give you these

descriptions and later go into more detail About the dances which r will

teach In this unit. Source: 13 for next pages.

Sacred Reek Dance

'Were is one of the most sacred of all Indian ceremonial dances. Although
it has been sung in plibiic as liatay sings it here, Its words are sacred to the
Indian and have not been translated to the White man. Neither has the White
NIA be permitted to witness the dance, which takes place on/y durltng the winter
and at a time announced in the Indian villages by the 'cacique' (custodian
of tribal ceremonial and culture - a position calling forth the greatest
reepect). is a

This/dance of the Keres, Pueblo Indians of New Eftico, and is performed
as an act of prayer giving thanks for past blessings, and invoking bionningn

13.
Canyon Records, 834 N. 7th Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona
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for the coming season, A blessing is asked on all humanity - not just for
the Indian people a blessing is asked for all living things for the deer,
for the birds.

In the entire ritual s venty-five to a hundred men participata, _ d the
dance laets from sunrise to sundown* with variations of the same rhythm.
Ceremonial costume and spirit - oymbolizing mask are worn, and drum and
gourds accompany the singing. The wide extremes of range make this difficult
to sing. It requires long practice and great control - with the singer being
able to take only four breaths during an entire chorus. Three choruses
are recorded."

Riowa Round Dance

"Abuse drum sets the stage for this eocial dance of the Kiowa lndians
of Oklahoma, and the drum is featured throughout the dance. Here Is sharp
contrast to the ceremonial Sacred Mhsk Dance. Here is a merrymaking dance,
originated especially for the young boys and girls, but In which everyone
takes part.

About ten singers stand around the drum, each with his own song to sing.
As one finsihes, another rushes in close to beat on the drum and sigaify
that he wants to get his song in. The songs run continuously, one taking
up where another leaves off, and through it all is the steady rhythm of
the big drum. With the drum as a core, the singing group forme au Inner
circle. A large outer ring is formed by the swaying dancers.

Round dances are customary with all Plains Indians, various tribes which
inhebit the open plains of the Southwest, They do not have a special season,
but are often given during a POWWOW. The striking, elaborate dress of the
plains Indian, the dringed deerskin dresses and jackets, the beaded moccasins,
the turquoise and silver jewelry, preserved for generations, are brought
out of the family's storage chest for then occasions."

Navajo Squaw Dance

'Prom the title, one you d think this to be a woman's dame
Indian describes it variously as a healing dance, a war dance, a victory
dance - and it seems to be something of all three. ln olden days, when
Indians went on the warpath a healing ceremonial for the injured took
place on their return, and as the injured were recovering, the healing
ceremonial turned into a victory dance. It was originally thought the
Injured were bewitched and evil spirits had to be driven out of them.
Gradually, with the advent of peaceful years, the event became a healing
ceremonial for ill persons generally, and a consequent victory celebration
over the disease.

Squaw dances last through four dgye, and each nigh a ivities are
held at a different place - the entl.re assenblage of 800 to 1000 Indians
moving camp each day. Squaw dances have become almost like the White Mhn
conventions with news announcements of special interest to Indians being
made throughout the sessione.

During the ceremony eocial dancing tkea place, and In the song we
hear the man call 'Come, Honey, where a e you' as he reminds the mom n
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the music has started and they must COOS and lead the men to the danc_mg area -
for this dance is characterized by a woman asking a man to dance. The man
responds by asking the Identity of the woman's clan, for he does not dance
with her If they are In any way related. The Navajo has been most particular
to discourage Intermarriage, and even the possible occasion of romance is
avoided between relatives. If to kinship exists, then the man must accept
the Invitation to dance and must make a monetarY gift to the woman uten he
wants to lesve off dancing.

Here is light-beartedness and gaiety. Here is much dreosing up with
both man and %amen in their most precious silver and turquoise jewelry
and their best clothes'

Ropi Harvest Dance

Tram a purple mesa in remote naccessible Hopi-land, east of
the Grand Canyoli in Arizona, comes this Harvest Dance of the gentle people,
the people-of peace. It has been danced at exactly the some time every Fall
for generations.

Indians are a very thankful people, and whether their harvest is slim
or bountiful, a prayer dance of thanksgiving Is held for the crops just
garnered. This Hopi Harvest Dance is a happy dance, and presents a great
scene of activity. A large group of singers is used and they are permitted
to participate in the dancing - a feature characteristic of the Hopi dances.
With other tribes, im ceremonials only the dancers dance and the singers
de not."13,

San a Ana Bow and Arro-

"A sacred ceremonial dance, the Bow and Arrow, ikes p ace in the F
just before the hunting season, and is a prayer for good hunting. It is
danced by the nen who feel a serious responisbility to provide for their
families. They ask in this ceremonial that they nay bring home plentY of
wild game for their families and members of the clan.

Animals are never killed for sport by the Indian, but only for food and
o- specific occasions forum during ceremonials - and then with great apology.
Forgive neo little brother, for taking your life. I take you only because
I need you,' the Indian tells the animal he must slay.

Prayer dances are customary with all tribes, and *re similar except for
costume eariations; always they ore very definitely performed by the men only.

This Bow and Arrow sung by Hatay is of the Santa kna pueblo in the Rio
Grande Valley in New Mexico. It is danced with a bow and arrow in the left
hand and a gourd in the right

"13.

Tewa Turtle Dance

"It is early awer in New Mexico and the TOWA Indians of t_ pueblos near
ante Fe need rain for Cheir fields that their crops may mature. Believins

the home of the Supreme Being to be underground, they make use of the turtle
gymbolisn - since the turtle is OM of the underground messengers - in their
prayer for rain. 12113,

Ibid.



All agricultural Indians have turtle dances. Here Ea ay sings one of the
Tewa Tertle Dances. Men only participate, and gather the shells of turtles
for the ceremonial. These turtle shells are then strapped to their legs
just below the knee.

The listener will hear in this dance - song a chanting rather than words.
Very faint, but a disanguishing characteristic, is the swish of the turtle
shells, brought about b- the movement of the dancers."13.

Hopi Basket Dance

"The Hopi Bakket Dance is essentially a fertility rite and is performed
in summer at a time the cacique calculates proper. The cacique calls two
boy and girl dancing pairs. These four, accompanied by a large choir, perform
the ceremonial. The dance is a prayer of petition and hope - that all living
things may be blessed and be fruitful.

A basket is the sacred container of all good things and is carried
throughout the dance. Baskets are filled with sacred corn pollen' with the
pollen of all pleats, with sacred medicines, and with feathers, Feathers
are eopecially significant to the Indian, symbolizing the flight to the
Spirit. The feathers art blessed by the medicine man so that they may
breathe in the warmth of the Spirits.

The Hopi Basket Dance employs a fast rhythm and very elaborate_costuming
The filled baskets carried throughout the dance are gay and colorful; this
is a ceremonial but it is a joyous ona.'13,

Zuni Sunrise

or se!"

"The sunrise call rings out La the clear, cold air of dawn. In the
stillness it may be heard for a far distance, echoing and reechoing through
the canyon as the voice rises to a crescendo in a joyou0 welcome to the =4
The ounrise call heralds 'the beginning of the good day', as the Indian
raiees heart and mind to the Creator.

Here EAtay sings one of the most beautiful and haunting of the Zuni
e calls. Here is; melody, and the words of the Zuni.

Yet, it ehould be made clear, these morning paeons are tot confined to
Zuni. They are an everydey custom among uany tribes; even a child may be
the one who rises first to sing to the break of day. In the pueblos, the
early riser walks almng between the houses, giving forth with the happy
song, and thus waking his fellow tribesmen. 'It is time for sunrise.'

Tie said that - if one knows how to listen - even a traveler along the
road near Indian lands, in very early sornigg may hear a little sheepherder
in a field singing his sunrise song, or catch the echo of a beautiful
Navajo voice in the distance,"13.

JeMet Cradle Dance

"A dance for Christmas at the Jame* Pueblo is the Cradle Dance. One
run is used, and only the solo singer performs. It is like a dance lulabye,
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and the dancer carries a real baby. He w:
white cotton and moccasins, as this La in
no ceremonial costume.

Also - lest anyone wc
lullabye dance and the Ch
Christianized Dadians.

13.

the Indi Is dress trousers of
ay a ceremonial and calls for

a - there is no relation at all between this
Child, even tho peaormod on Christmau by he

Acema-Song of the Sky City

IALcomas Indian Pueblo in New Mexico, is known as the Sky City because
it is perched stop a 350 foot high rock which rises sheer from the middle
of the plain. Acoma is reached only by climbing up rocky paths and ledges.
The Indians who lived there were industrious farmers, almost without exception,
tall, handsome men, who came down to the plains below each day to farm, and
who hauled the fruits of their labors up those rocky paths after the harvest.
Nowadays they live closer to the farms, and preserve their Sky City as it was
in ages past for ceremonials and for special events.

Out of Acme has come one of the most melodious ef all Indian songs,
and CANYON RECORDS is privileged to have one of the great Indian voices,
Natay, Navajo Singer present this beautiful song,

The music has the breadth and sweep that one expects to come forth from
a Sky City, and one can actually feel it pour forth from that high rock and
float out over space and ever the plains belowl

Listen to the famous Matey sing the Song of the Sky C

Apache Mountain Spirit Dance

ewe

"rhe Apache Mountain Spirit Dance (called variously the Crown Dance
because of the crowns worn by the dancers, and the Devil Dance because
white men once thought of the masked dancers as deVils) is part of a cermonial
in which the dancers impersonate the Mountain Spirits. This impersonation
la an act of petition to the spirits which dwell in the mountains adking
that they send blessings and healing from sickness.

The dancers' torsos are blackened and covered with painted ardbole.
Each dancer remains anonymous, his face hidden behind a hood of bladk buck-
skin. On his head is the crown peculiar to the mountain spirit he r presents,
* crown that is a work of art. Intricate in detail and magnificent with color
the crowns are often two feet in height, wider than the dancers shoulders,
and sometimes shaped not unlike a candelabra.

Most of the dance Is done with a vigorous hopping step fram a semi-
rouch position. Each dancer carries a sword of yucca wood in each hand

which he holds outward from flexed elbows. The dance la highly stylized
and the motions are angular, with the swords jerking stiffly and the head-
dresses rattling to the raucous-sounding chant. At times the dancers give
the weird call of the hoot owls a sacred bird to the Apaches. This can be
heard midway through the record. Listen for the famous Apache rhythm -
pounded out on a 'water drum'. This could be - and often is - an old
gasoline can, filled with water with canvas or buckskin bound taut across
the top."
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Zuni Buffalo Dance

"This Is 4 hold-over from oldcn times when a buffalo dance was he d
to encourage buffalo to come to the Pueblo. In Indian Culture the buffalo
was much desired - not only as a source of food, but also because this
roomer of the plains was thought to bring the snow which renewed the fields,'

The Zuni buffalo dance was held to celebrate a successful hunt. The
singers and dancers brought a live buffalo to the plaza of the village and
honored him by singing and talking to him.

Now the buffalo is represented by a dance wearing a masoive buffalo
head mask. The dance is beautiful to behold as the dancers execute the
steps in gay costumes with strings of multi-colored eagle feathers down
their backs from head to heel.

The appeal of Zuni music is in ita contrasts - the changes df tempo and
the variety of sound. Note the sound of the buffalo him-
self breading into the song, and the repeated call to the buffalo 'Hi-ha,
Dinnal:"13,

Sioux Love Song

"Here is a S oux love song, interesting both for its fine Sioux me
and for the way it is presented.

This is a folk song, and the singer is represented as a man who has juat
come from the home of his sister-in-law. ghe has told him of her love for him,
and hinted that he Should have married her instead of her sister.

On his way home, the man's thoughts are filled with this strange con-
ve nation, and he sings over again to himself the love words which hie
ister-in-law haa spoken to him,

It is night and his path home takes him through the woods. The owls

hoot at him and the coyotes howl. His walk home is uade realistic on the
record as the other singers exact the roles of the owls and the coyotes."

Taos Horse Tail Danes

"Clowning Is international, and no album of Indian Gongs and chants would
be complete without a 'fun'dance. The Indian is not always as reserved as he
appears to strangers; he has a wonderful sense of humors and some Indians are
given to much practical joking.

This horse tail dance is a comic dance of the Taos Pueblo, presented for
entertainment - for the members of the village, for tourists, or as a
hospitality gesture to visiting Indian tribes. It derives its name from the
fact that the dancers have horses' tails tied to their waist's behind them.
They are Able to manipulate these in a variety of burlesques. There seems
to be no limit to the inventiveness of various dancers, who prance about and
kick and flourish their tails, improving 40 the dance progresses.

There are no set steps or gestures - but the dance itself has a rhythm
end an outline of movement which As never lost by any dancer while he carries
out the details of his own part."13.
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Hopi Butterfly Dance

"The Butterfly Dance - one of tLe most i and spectacular of the
Hopi Dances - is a social dance, held after tb trvest, and after the big
Snake Dance in Aiguct. It ic a :thcztzziviag harveat, chiefly
for the corn crop.

The name, Butterfly Dance, comes in a round-about way: Hopi maidens are
called Butterfly Girls because the ancient custom of wearing their hair in
whorls on either side of the head gave them a butterfly appearance. In this
dance, although men participate, the Hopi maidens are the chief figures.
Only young singlegirls-may take part T, as,many as have costumes and as will learn
the intricate dance patterns.

Theca in charge of the dance plan the changing
and drill the dancers over and over until perfection

ures long in advance,
achieved.

The girls choose an uncle or wale first cousin to provide the costume.
Basically, this is the black wool %auto dress, but embellishments are added
chiefly in the headdress. Each headdress is of different design - exotic
and colorful - and made of cardboard or light wood. In these, each designer
follows his own ideas, and no particular design is traditional. Each season
new headdreasea are made for the occasion.

The dance lasts all day; with the same participants, but rest periods
or intermissions intersperse t%e various figures. The girls dance with great
decorum and scarely moving feet;$ and with eyes cast down aodestly. Boys and
young men accompany the girls, for this is essentially a dance of youth.
The men, however, need not be unmarried. In velvet shirts with fringed vari..
colored ribbons hanging down the back, the boys shake rattles and dance by
lifting their knees high in a springing step."13.

Fast Cheyenne War Dance

"At every exhibit of Indian Dancing in modern times, one of the popular
groups is the Cheyennes who are noted for their striking colorful costumes and
for their spectacular dancing. Among such dances is the extremely fast war
dance, Characterized by the predominant fast drum beat, by the wer'yells and-
the intricate little steps.

A war dance ie a 'strutting dance, showing off the fine physique, the
strength of the dancers, and their facility o_ step and movement. The dancers
appear usually with bare torson, dance kirtles leg bells, feathered beck and
arm bustles and magnificently colored roches or war bonnets of eagle feathers.

The dance is a carry over from the days when the Cheyennea, like most
plains Indians, were organized into warrior societies, each having its special
equipment, dance songs and ceremonial function. Now the war dance is done
purely for entertainment and exercise and is featured in dance contests."

Navajo Yei-Be-Chafl. Chant

"Here is the very eacred and incredibly weird Ni ht Chant of the Navajo. The
'Yei' are the gods of the Navajo, and here the dancers impersonate these gods that
the Yei may heal the sixk. The dancers wear masks and are grotesque figures to be-
hold as they give forth with their frightening and compelling cry.
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Among the Navajo, high-pitched music ia believed
powers. The combination - falsetto with 'chant song'
the chances for cure.

h -e r,storatLva
supposed to increase

The Yei-be-Chei Chant (of this record) is sung all night long on the
last night of a nine day healing ceremony. It is never hung until after the
first frost, so the night is probably bttter cold as the ceremony takes place
outdoors by a campfire.

A team of masked dancers comes forth, their faces covered mith buckskin
hoods, their torsos bare to the waist and smeared an ashy gray. In unison they
lift their hands; in the left is a sprig of evergreen, the symbol of ever-
lasting life; in the right a rattle. Slowly the rattle begins. Their feet!.
scrape forward and stamp. Then, Abruptly they break Into the rhythm of the
stamp, and as in ene voice they begin the high-pitched cry - the Yei-De Chai
Chant, the most eerie, the most piercing of all chants.

The first dancers chant about twenty minutes, and then another team starts
in freshly. Sometimes three or four teeme rotate, for the chant continues
uninterrupted till daybreak. The chant has an insistent, urgent note which mill
not let the gods rest; it must rise to the very top, pulsating into the darkness
and into infinity.

No drum is used, but the chant with its forceful insistence is magnificent

Hopi Victory Datece

"Ihe Hopi Victory Dance was revived after World War II. Or ginally it was
performed only after a mar against the white usn or an enemy Indian tribe. As'
there have been no wars for many years the dance was not used.

Then, with the return of Hopi youth from World War II, victory dances were
again staged, This is a social dance, corresponding to a white man's party,

It is given by the mother of a returning soldier, who must provide the
food and refreshmentsp and plan all the arrangements. She muct see to it
that the dancers are ready. A girl and two boys in the typical Hopi costume
of black manto dresa for the girl, and velvet jackets for the boys, perform
the dance. The arrows they hold in their hands indicate the origin of the
dance. A big group of singers accompanies them. Sometimes a long trip must
be taken to another part of the reservation to bring in a needed singer or
dancer - to bring a sheepherder or cowboy from the range.

Cha acteristic of the event is the gift giving on the part of the
soldier's mother. She must provide a big box of gifts (pottery, shawls d:
jewelry). She keepe this by her side and tosses the gifts to bar friends
and visitors during the dancd - much as a bride by modern white American
custom tootles forth her bridal boquet."13,

From a very lovely little booklet by Prances Densmore I felt compelled

to relate to you three exaipleo of the songs sung by the Chippewa Indians that

I think reveal a fineness that any people mould be proud of.
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%tee of the pleasant events of _he summer is the ga hering of berries which
graw abundantly in the Chippewa country. &Aden storms sometimes overtake tha
berry pickers at their work, such an incident being described ta this sous.

A belief in the Thunderbird is common to many Indian tribes and take
various forms. In this song the Thunderbird is supposed to be friendly to
ehe medicine man and give warning of his approach. An enemy appreaches
etealthily but a friend makes a sound to attract ettention The medecine
man hears the seund of thunder and hastens to pet eobacco on the fire that
ehe smoke may ascend as an answering signal, or aP an offering to the Thunder-
bird, It is impossible for a white person to uneerstand the full significance
of tobacco and smoke to the Indian......The word Imanidol is used hy the
Chippeve in referring to any spirit, whether livine in the earth, air, or water.

The Approach of the Sterm

Verse I
"Nark, from the half of the sky is heard a sound,
Now I will ley tobacco on the fire,
Now a great manido makes a sign warning me of the etorm.
Thanks to thee, 0 Manido.

Verse II
Lo: Thunderbird: thou who liveth in the sky
See I have laid tobacco on the fire
Let the smoke rise to thee in the sky where thy voice now is heard.
Thanks to thee, 0 menido,

Verse III
NOV in the cloud we can see a flash of light
Far, far and vide we hear a crash of sound,
It is he, Thunderbird, he has come in the might of the storm.
Yet he keepeth ns from herrn."

1.
Isn't this a nice story? I don't believe that this story would have to

take a backseat to ejEy story. As you grow up and have your own children, don't

forget to thank and appreciate the Indian for his beantiful nature stories.

I don't think any other group of people can even come close to sto ies like

the one above.

The second song that I chose to relate temiees me of the times when the

Good Cheer Class or similar named classes in a church would be having a church

social. I remember the women calling my mother and asking her to bring a

"covered dish", Well, how could she refuse?

The Indians have a similar problem, as I'm sure you will agree as I read

the words of this next song and the explanation of the same,

14.

Prances, Indian Action am, (Boston, C.C. Birchard, 1913 ) pp. 2,3
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ass the Chippewa cus _ to collect food for a g al feast by means of

the Begging Dance. A man wtnt in front of the begging party and placed a

stick upright in the ground before each wigwam where they Intended to cell.

After him came the begging party carrying a large drum, They stopped in front

of tae wigwam to obtain food, If the owner of the wiguatilvaaebsent Intruder

took whateverle fouud, None cpuld honorably refuae a begging party and food

was usually ready for them.

gging Dance

Verse I
We coma to you, Come with the Begging Dance.
We coma to you, see the stick before your ioo
Twas planted there by our leader, do not fail -o give

Verse Il
Oh, bring to us, Bring eut all your gifts of food,
Oh, give to us, Give us rice and pemmican,
We'll sing in praise of your goodness, do not fail te

I have a very definite purpo6e in relating those

be given a chance to choose one dance that she will be

this unit and the girl will be given her choice of the

s all we a t,

give us all ve want.

songs. Each girl will

graded on to complete

dances discussed and

4,

expected to convey the meaiiing of the dance she hooses to the others in the

class.

I would suggest that you be thinking about a story or song that particularly

appeals to you.

"In the autumn the Chippewa held a ceremony called 'Restorthg the mou ersl.

Members of the tribe who had lost relatives during the year were brought to this

ceremony, after which they were expected to lay aaide their grief and be cheer-

ful once more. During the period of mourning they wore no ornaments and did

not braid their hair, but at this ceremony their

aud ribbons and put gay clothing upon them, in the

is g ve them chains

ceremony witnessed by the

writer a man was 'comforted' by a woman who offered a basin of water in which

14,
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he bathed his handa thus 'washing away his grief', she also brushed his hair

smoothly. A woman was 'comforted' by a friend who put red paint on the parting

of her hair and drew lines ith rad paint on her cheska. Other_ were 'comforted'

by friends who put bead chains around their ueck8 or bright shawls acros

gis before them. the mourners did not

appear to notice these attentions but later they looked up and smiled at their

frie ds, sh wing appreciation of the kindness and sympathy extended them*"

Comfort-ng the Lourners

1st
his the day of the danc ng and we welcome you here,

Cast away your morrow, Lay -side your mourning,
For your friends want to comfort you, Lift your eyes todny.

Wash your hands in the water that we offer you now,
This will wash your grief away, This mill make you happy,
For your friends want to comfort you, Lift your eyes today.

See the red of thc sainting that we put on your face'
This Will give long life to you, This will make you happy,
For your friends want to comfort you Iift your eyes today.

I will give you a present that no other can give,
was once a warrior, You mey wear my feather

That I won on the battlefield, 1t is yours today.

'his the day of the dancing hear the sound of the drum,
Listen to the singing, See the gifts we bring you,
For your friends want to comfort you, Lift your eyes today."

There is one more song I must relate because of the similarity of this

song with our -ongo "When Johnny Comes Marching Rome Again". Fighting was

not a hdbit with the Indian but when his Village was threatened, of course,

he tried to defend it just ea we do today.

"When a ChippeWa war party returned victorious the women went out to meet
them. War was in defense of the camp, asi the warrior gave to the women the
scalps which they took from the enemy. Similar to the relics af war we get
such as helmets, bayonets, pistols, etc.)

The Return c the Warriors

Victo=y! See the warriors coming hcm..! again;
Victory! Cs-md around our noble fighting men.
Greet them al your lovers Maet them as your dearest ones,

Ibid., p* 4
ibid., p. 12 129
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Though you sent no sons or lovers to the war.
Press the hands df thoee who fought so well for us.

Now they come, See the trophies carried high in air;
Now they cone, See the honor feathers in their heir.
Madly did they battle, gladly do ue welccle them,
Bringing many horses from the enemy.
Welcome those who went to war and fought for ua.

Where is te whom we see not coming home today?
Tell his wife he was slain and buried far &way.
We may weep and wail, she must shed no tears for him
'Tie the custom that she must not show her grief.
We way smap for tbose who gave their lives for uo.

VictorY! See the warriors coming houa again;
Victory! Crowd around our neble fighting man.
Greet them as your lover, Meet them as your dearest ones,
Yet =mother thooe who perished in the fight.
Victory for us they gave their Tives to win."

I was able to find more material on the following dances also I was able

to draw the cosf;ume of the dancer. You will be given a choice of the dance

the you Choose to perform, and since I have be.2n able to find more informat on

on these dances, T ftel that you might logically choose one of the following.

You mi ht as well know the grading system I'll be using for this tmit right now.

Requirements

Graded on basic dance skills
Written Test covering dance descriptions and terminology
Performance ci one or two dances (depending on time)
General rhythm
Art work on the mask you choose to make
Effort

These above items will be considered along with showering, school

attendance and cooperation. This unit will cover a full quarter of work

so I suggest that you give it everything you've got!

p. 12 End Francis Den



"The dances of the Fneblo Indi is have attracted visitors from all parts

of the world. These dances are the most elaborate and colorful perfortnnce

still carried on by the ndLns of the States, and many white visitors have

gone to the Southwest to tunder at these rites of receiving the gods visibly

present among mortals and impersonated by them. (This information is concerned

with the Hopi Rachinas

The dances are rewarding eno Ay as spectacles, but that is 0 ly a

small part of their signilicnce in Pueblo life To the Indians themselves,

they are each one a scene in the drama of the gods and their ralatioc with men

a drama that runs through the whole year and sustains the well-being of the

village. Fore and more vi itors are curious about this ignificance of ths

Pueblo dances but descriptions of the meaning of the ceremonies an the Incline

sees it are difficult of access and forbidding in t rmtnology. It is not easy

for an outsider to l arn this meaning' and of those who are priviledged to see

the dances not one person in several thousands has the patience and the training

to gain this understaadin

War Dance

teps and music o Indian war dances vary of course among the tribes.
The form here given was learned from a Tawa Indian in New Hexico, but a similar
step has been observed ta other placeealeo. There are two sections in the
example here referred to, of which the first is given. The second is very
much like the first but in it both the music and stepa greatly increase the
speed.

Variation in the rendering of several meesures of the tune, due probably
to the singer's unconscious deviation from the original piteh and time, wes
noticed on different occasions. Entire accuracy in the redording it; not, there-
fore' claimed; but the version presented herewith seemed the most typical of the
forms heard.

body
The/position in the dance is the usual bending-forward one. An arrow

or temahaWk is held in the right hand and a feather in the left. The elbows
are flexed and the hands held forward. The clatters turn their heads to look
from side to side, in rhythm with the foot movements. TO make the step:
(1) touch tha ball of the right foot to the ground about a foot-length forward;
(2) slide the right foot back a few inches and shift the weight to it, with
the heel lowered to the ground; continue, with alternation. The dance Is
repeated map' times,

15.
Earle, Edwin, !OA gac ae, (New York City
p, Forward 131
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This char cteristic movement is most primitive and effective, with the

crouching body, the stealthy step, the furtive glance fram side to side -

all vividly suggesting expectancy of a lurkine enery."1
.

raezQ see= to ho como dia

a Eagle Dance

about the yeanin of the Eagla Danee.

Any davce as old as the Eagle Dance and a dance that i used in as many tribes

as this dunce is, is bound to have different meanings. I will rely on Erna

Pergueson's research for this dance.

lhe Bag dance, I was told, is part of a healin

heal any

anythin

The cereiiiony begins with the fo y fast, and on the third night the

sick are treated in the ceremonial chamber, where an Alter has been erected.

In same puebloe the Eagle-dance used to be performed by boys, but as boys

will no longer do all that is required, older men do it now. The dance on

the fourth day is open to visitors. Though dadced by only two men it is one

of the most effective of all pueblo dances, and one which white dancers alweys

wish to learn. After a few lessons they readily understand why the dancers)

must be treated with medicine water for strength before they cen do it. It

requires unusual skill and an amazing control of leg muscles in its stooping

swooping, varied movements.

The dancers, slim young men fie a le, wear caps of raw cotton running out

into a long, yellow beak over the nose. Their facee are painted yellowe with

a red daub under each eye. All the bbitly, legs, and arms are painted yellow

and feathered with eagle-down stuck on here and there. The striking feature

f the costume is the wings. Each arm io feathered from shoulder to fingers

with the real quills of the eagle's wing.

se. This is because 'eagles are aleny

y which will

_
strong, so they can cure

16.
Beans, Bessie and
and CO., 1931)

-Lcan ledisn Dance Zen, (New York, A.S. Barnes
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AB the ran dances, he moves his botr from -e to side, swooping cr uching,

nieking sweeping gestures lath his wings, which etimes almost touch the ground,

aa others nake large erce in the air. First the tun nen dance facing, their

knees bent, their arms extended. Then they stand side by aide, riei

falling n ttii oes as the eagle rides the air; firally they circle round

each other, hopping, swooping, performing mnzmneuvcrs of the greatest intricacy

with quick steps and inconceivable grace. The dance is hi hly conv_ntionalized

and at the same time very realistic0"17.

Following are the diagrams of movement as described in The Smithsonian

itution Bureau of American Ethnology Bulletin 156; p. 235.

5.
17.

Ferguseen, Erna, 29151Eg Cede, (Albuquerqu
Ennieo Press 1957) pp. 54-55
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Corn Dance

"At the spring squinox the winter people turn over the conduct of ceremonial
affairs to the Summer People. The time is announced by the cacique, who
determines the date variously in different puebloc. At Cochiti he goes to an
appointed place in the mountains, where he plants sticks at marked spots, a
forked and a straight one. Keeping his mind and heart free from all mundane
thoughts, he waits there, for days if necessary, praying inceeeantly. in time
the ahadow of the straight stick will fall exactly in the crotch of the other.
Then he knows that the sun has come to the point, and he returns to the village.
The equinox is thus established aud the Summer People take charge. lf there are
two caciques, the winter man then yields to the summer incumbent. From that
time on, all the dances are for growth and fructification, and especially for
rainfall.

ceremonies precede the Com or Tablita dance and arc related to i
At San Juan they make balls of buckskin, filled with seeds, and play long g
of hockey across the fields until the bags burst, scattering their precious
lifegiving seeds abroad. At Jemez they hold races on the banks of the atreams,
kicking a clay ball or a stick along as the rushing water, when it comes, win:
roll up the clay. In that pueblo the side which wins the race is put in charge
of the summer dances.

The outstanding summer dance is known as the Corn-dance, which the Indiana
say is a misnomer, or the Tablita dance. 1Tablite is a Spanish word meaning
'little board' and referring to the headdresses of the women. It is, however,
a prayer for growth and fructifying rain. It is given anywhere and at any
time. All the Rio Grande Pueblos dance on the dey of the saint for whom the
Spaniards named their village, and usually this dance is given then. These
performances vary from small badly dressed dance groups of eight or ten in such
a pitiful pueblo as Sandia, which has less than a hundred people, to the
magnificent spectacle at Santo Domingo on August Zourth, when there are
often as many as two hundred dancers perfectly costumed and trained like an
operatic chorus.

This dance is also given in the fall when the harvest is brought
especially if the saint's day comes then, as it does at Jemez, which c
in honor of San Diego on November twelfth,"1

.

18.

'hinging Gods, p. 55-56
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Thz Shalako

"rhe summer dancs end when the harvest begins, and the great fall fes-
the Shalako, occurs after the crops are in. The Shalako is Zuni's gteatest
festival, arousing the meat interest and activity in Zuni and brioging most
visitors from outside - for it is the culminating event of the ceremonial
year and has been in preparation since the winter solstice preceding. At that
time the personator° of the gods are appointed, and all during the year they
perform rites at certain interval°. However ordinary the life of Zuni may
appear to the superficial observer, it is underlaid with a rich ceremonialism.
Nen Igho on the surface are occupied in farming, trading, driving cars into
town, working on road gangs or about the stores or Indian schools slip away
when eo white man sees them and quietly perform their duties as those in whom
the gods will for a time abide. Once a month they meet to practice songs
and to make pilgrimage to some sacred shrine, usually a spring; and once during
the last quarter of the moon they make and plant prayer-plumes.

Forty-nine days before the coming of the Shalako the personator of Sayateaha
(the Rain-god of the North) and the leader of the MUdheads are each given a string
tied in forty-nine knots, one of which he unties every day until the arrival of the
gods. After this ceremonies take place every ten days until the HUdheads oome to
announce the arrival of the gods in four days, of the Shalako in eight. The ane-

nouncement is made in the large plaza, where a large audience is gathered to hear
the news and to greet the jokes with chuckles of delighted laughter. The Shalako
does not occur on a definite date, bus: at any time from late November to late
December. The Koyemshi also announce thnt the Zuni dead will came, though only
mediums will be able to see them. Long ago, when hearts ware pure, both the gods
and the dead used to come openly, but now the dead are invisible and the gods are
present only in the persons of those who weer their masks. After this appearance
the Mndheads retire to their own house, where they chant and pray until the gods
arrive.

After four days all the performers make a pilgrimage to six shrines, at
each of which the bby who is to personate the Fire-god lights a fire with a
cedar brand. This group then returns to the village, announces the arrival
of the Shalako in four days, and goes into retreat. Early the next morning
the governor calls from the house-top, reminding the people to give food to
the dead; and in every house food is burned in the fireplace, that the anceators
of that family may eat.

During these last days activity in the village increases steadily; activity,
but =hurry. Indians seem to know that all will be done, and they work
along quietly without much conversation, everyone seeming to know his Job and
doing it. Watching, one sees no committees hurrying from place to place, no
strident-voiced bosses speeding up the work; but it gets done, the houses
get finished. Properly there should be a house to entertain each of the six
Shaldko, one for the Council of the Oods, and one for the Keyemshi. Actually
there are often two Shalako in a house; and often none of the houses are new,
but they are merely replastered for the occasion*

Entertaining the Shalako is expensive, though honorable. One man killed
thirty sheep and twenty cows and spent or contracted for three hundred dollars
besides. Often a family faces years of slim living after enttrtaining the
Shalako. All through the year the host is assisted in his farm work by the
dancers who will use his house, and the whole village helps him to garner
his crops and to build his house. Nevertheless the trunt of the expense
falls on him. Beams must be brought about twenty miles, stones hewed and
hauled, the house erected and finally finiehed by the women, who plaster and
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whitewash the wells and make the fireplace. At this point the effec
Honey-colored beams top the softly gleaming white walls, and the corner fireplaces
tall enough to take a two-foot log standing upright, flares to throw its heat
in a generous circle. Shalako rooms are long sometimes as sixty feet,

On the last day activity is intense. By this time the women are baking
day and night, the outdoor ovens flaring their banners of flame loeg after dark
and then smolderieg to a dull glow when the bread is put in arid they are closed
for baking. Men climb ladders to hang yards of calico or challis against the
walls, while others sit on the floor diamembering sheep held in the lag, and
the women do unmentionable things to their insides. Odors of fresh bread and
freshly killed meat and ceadar fires and close rooms are indescribable. Women
are grinding in many houses, where maidens dance with a perfect ear of Corn in
ech hand, where old women sing the grinding-songs. Other women are making
paper-bread on hot flat stones, and girls move stately from house to house
bearing on their heads jars or baskets of food. Children are everywhere, but
never in the way. On a sunny dgy it is an unforgettable sight.

Toward the end there is some change toward secretiveness. Doors that
ood open are shut. Men wrapped in black blarikets and wearing moccasins in-

stead of store shoes move in quiet lines from place to place. They greet
eobody and are not greeted. They are the personators of the gods going to
appointee places for prayer. With luck one nay see the boy who will be the
Fire-god. He will be wrapped in a blanket too and he moves as soleunly as the
men, only his cropped hair showing that between times he is merely an Xndian
kid in a govenment school. He must be a member of the Badger clan, and he
is invited to assume this distinction. One little boy who was invited in 1923
cried, so his mother said, for days because he knew the dancing was so hard.
Finally he consented, and now that he is sixteen and About to be graduated
from a government school, he is glad. Ten is the average age, though sometimes
an older lad is chosen.

When the morning star rises on the great day, the personators of the gods
and their attendants slip quietly from the village, bearing their masks and other
paraphernalia hidden under blankets. The masks have all been newly painted and
feathered in the ceremonial chamber. This is a task that only the initiated
may see, Anyone else chancing on it is beaten by the whippers, who bear
yucca blades for the purpose. This is very neceasary, as otherwise the Shalako
would fall While running. A personator of the gods who spoke to a woman mould be
given the same punishment. The madk is carried on a long pole hidden under the
draperies and steadied by a man who also eanipulates strings which roll the
great bulging eyes and clack the wooden beak as the figure moves. Bach Shaliko
is attended by two; his manager, mrapped in a blaaket, and the man who mill
relieve him, The task of dancing with the heavy superstructure is so great
that no one man could stand it; even with two it is a test of endurance and
skill which the whole village watches intently. The Shalako dancers wear only
a black-velvet jacket, a close-fitting white buckskin cap, and a string of bells
tied under the bare knee, Ouly the bells sound as the party approaches the
Middle, where a group of priests wait to gneet tham with sacred meal. There
the Shalako move through a brief but intricate ceremony, changing the images from
man to man behind blankets held to conceal them. This care to screen the actors
is due to the fact that children do not know that these are not really the gods,
and that their faith uu t be preserved until they are initiated.

Here one first sees the smooth running motion typical of the Sheathes. A
mis-step and especially a fall would indicate that the dancer had not been true
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o his vow, and the whipper would be called upon -a contingency not with n
the memory of Mari, for it is a point of great pride to balance the mask
adroitly and never to miss a step. Usually the running is perfect, the graceful
figure swaying over the tiny feet, the beek clacking, queer cries between,
and finally the daring swoop as the man benda his knees and the Shalako per-
cariously dips and rights itself. When each dancer has performed his part,
the party amen to a sandy stretch by the river, which ia sacred as the last
resting-place of the Zunis before they found the Middle. Finally, about dark,
the Shaleko cross the causeway, carefully steered by their attendants, and
each one enters the house which has been prepared for him.

A deep student of comparative religions watched this ceremony intently,
following the Shaleko and their attendants as they retraced the wanderings of
the Zunis from the center of the earth to the resting-place on the river and
finally Into the modern village, where the great feathered heads bent to enter
the house doors. Re saw the high seriousness of the people following, the
sometimes almost despairing effortn of the guarda to prevent intruoive whites
from profanieg the event; and finally, as the last great figure disappeared
into the house, he said:

'No wonder missionaries have had no luck in converting these people to
Christianity. It will never be done. The essential mental rhythm of the two
races Is too far apart. You could imagine reducing that Shalako figure two
feet or even four; you could not possibly turn it into Christ on the eross."-

18.

'The Shalsko la a forty-nine day ceremonial, but preparations for it have
required a full year-m.0n the fortieth day the first kachinas appear in public,
parading into the plaza, where they greeted with eprinkles of meal and taken
into seclusion for their eight-day retreat. We recognize them 48 the Mhdheads,
the Royemshio the clowns. Their maks are those of pitifully deformed human
faces, colored like thdir bodies with the pinkish clay of the sacred lake. Like
idiot children born of incestuous union they warn against sexual license.
Theirs is the most dangerous of all masks. NO one dares touch them for fear
of going sexually crazy."19.

There are other kachinas who participate in this forty-nin- day ceremonial

but it would take too long to relate the relation of each one to the ceremony.

I will list them and If you wish to further explore their part in the ceremonial

you may do this on your own. These are the other kachinas who appear in this

order: Sayatasha, the Rain God of the North, he is called Long Horn from his

turquoise-colored mask with a long horn on the right side of the face because

'he brings long life', "his right eye it; small for the witch people, so they

won't live long', his left eye is long 'for the people of one heart, so that

they may have a long life, in the left hand he carries a bow and arrow." (he

wears white buckskin and much fine jewelry, showing that he is most importan_

180
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Waters, Frank
pp. 282,3,4
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The next kachina is a little boy of te

"Shulawitsi, the Fire God. 714 head mask and naked body are smeared black and
splotched with the directioL Colors: red, yellow, blue, and white. A fawnskin
poueh filled with seeds hangs over hia shoulder. NA carries a cedar brand.
Attending him is his ceremonial godfather* unmasked, but robed in buckskin....

Late this afternoon, the forty-eighth day, everything is ready. A ripple
of excitement stirs the air. As the sun Bias they come. first 'Sayatashe,
Long Horn, the Rain God of the North. With him is his war chief, the Rain
God of the South, similarly masked save that he hae no horn. 'Hututu', he is
named for his call. Beieg very important they walk with long strides, poising
each foot in the air before bringing it down with a hegyy thump, 'Hu-tu-tu:'
they cry, shaking their deer bone rattles."19.

'Behind them come two qamtbaktol, warriors of _0 East and West. Their
name, Carrying Wood, is said to mean ; you are a tree and under your body the
deer lie dawn to rest at your feet.' So they carry deer antlers in both bands,
and across the tops of their heads are sticks of cottonwood. They pray for the
trees that there may be wood. Their face =eke ere blue, punctuated by small
eye and mouth holes; their torsos red; their liebs yellow; and they wear white
buckskin kitties belted with fox skins. Shuffling across the plaza with high
lifted lames, twisting frmm the waist, they peer at the crowds standing re-
verently in line.

The last two are the 'Salimobial0 the WAr Brothers of the Directions,
zenith and nadir. They are the whippers, carrying yucca rods to punish stuebling
dancers and whip spectators should one fall. Young men with beautiful bodies,
they dart beat and forth, always on the run, uttering high clear calls. They
are dangerous and carry the bad luck of craw's feathere. This year one is
speckled, the other black. Their big eyes are connected like goggles, and
they have long snouts. Like all kachinas they wear, somewhere, a downy eagle
feather to eyebolize the breath of life, a parrot feather to bring southerly
rain, a turtle shell, and deer hoof rattle; and hidden in their belt is their
'heart' - a pouch of squadh, bean, and corn oeeds of the four directions."

19.

It is no wonder to me that me non-Indians find it so difficult to under-

_d the Madiaa and his way of life rmd religion. Their way of life is so

involved with gyeboliam that understanding is almost impossible. I.do feel

tho that we owe the Indian at least an attempt to understand him.

Hopi Snake Dance

This dance is perhaps the most fascinating of all the Indian ceremonials.

The difficult thing about understanding Indians is that each tribe has its own

ideas of religion. The whole thing is so foreign in the White Men's mind that

confusion exist') and if we are confused we have a tendency to give up trying

to unders and anything.

19.
dOod., Op. 284,5 138



This dance is a rattle enake in the mouth of the dancer.

head of the rattle snake is six inches away from the mouth. The dam

get bitten but they don't die. The non-Indian can't understand this. Folio:

Is the description of the Snake Dance.

"All day the audience has been gathering& The crowd is worst at Walpi,
for the plaza there is small and its dance is the best-known. Yet it mnst
be described, for only Walpi has the original 'tiponil; only Walpi has the
Snake Rock, which plays no direct part in the serviCe, but which has appeared
In almost every painting or photograph of the ceremony. NanY PooPlo moo forthe Antelope-dance; as many, one would think, as that small plaza could hold.
Yet all the dey of the Snake Dance the roads across the plain ere black with
cars* scuttling along like so many beetles, each one bringing its load of
white visitore, 'Dudes' come in droves, usually shepherded by nrofessional
'dude-wranglers,' who wearily answer question after question, who fight a
hopeless fight against dust and heat and glare and tepid drinking-water to make
comfortable people who cannot be made comfortable short of real confort.
Parasols and wide hats, fano and thermos bottlea of clinking ice-water, vendors
wdth pink pop; the clashing Navajo jewelry, which is almost the badge of an
Interest in the Indian; loudly called greetings between Arizona townspeople who
come every year to see each other; Wien Service people,knowing Everybody.
Long rows of Indian wagons coming up the road which is closed to automobiles,
dudes rocking precariously on chairs tipping invagonrbeds, scrawny little
horses tugging terribly, being beaten. Navajo arriving on horses always
haughtily aloof, always quiet, always laden with the most beautifill turquoise
and silVer, specially priced for eastern bwyers. The mob gathering slowly,
crushingly, in the little plaza, bulging against the inadequate rope which has
been strOng along the edge; smell boys squirming through, fat women sweating
unplessantly, men coatlesso fanning themselves with stria', hats, Hopis selling
the SiM0 roof-space again and again, collectiwbefore delivery, and them calmly
disappearing when rival parties of swearing, janaling whites arrive to claim
their 'reserved space'. Nan boosting fat old ladies on to roofs, ocCasional
prehistoric beams giving way and tuMbling a struggling Maas of human beings
into dusty debris, unpleasant, but soft enough to prevent broken. bones. Mbyte
stars in white veils' women novelists picturesquely distributing peacock-feathers
among good-looking young Hopis, tall drivers in international costumes of
English riding boots andbmthers, cowboy hats, and Russian blouses. Bitter
complaint from women withMeasols against women with parasols. So the
white man comes to see the Snake dance.

In time, a long time, the warning rattling I. heard and the antelope
priests appear, walking quickly. They repeat the evolution of the day before,
and their costumes are the same, but the effect somehow is much more tense.
The whole crowd is held silent, watching for the snake men, and also watching
the clouds in the sky, for traditionally it alays rains after the Snake-dances
bringing an immediate response to the prayer,

When they finish their four turns around the plaza, which they make
actually pressing against the crowd, the antelopes line up before the ikisi'
and, swaying slightly, await the arrival of the Snake-priests.



By this time the tension is vibrant and no sound Is heard as the Snake .
dancers enter with a long swinging step, definite, quick, hard, and circle
the plaza the appointed four times, stamping their insistent call upon Isipapue
and scattering their sacred meal each time. Finally they come to rest, facing
the line of antelope men, and link arms. Then the two platoone sway from side
to sides making only enough motion to cause the rattles to sound, and chanting
that terrible low thunderous murmur, which never sounds as though human beings
made it, but seems to come from the very bowels of the earth. Wilder and louder
it grows, as the bodies rock. Then suddenly it ceases, the men release each
other's arms and swing Into a rapid vigorous dance which shakes aithe rattles
and which is paralyzing in its unexpectedness* Time after time this transition
is made from the low humming growl to the insistent beat of the dance, and back
again. Finally it is over the groups break into dance formation for the handling
of the snakes.

The line of antelope men breaks, leavin the lkisi entrance open, and a
Snake-priest stoops into it and emerges with a snake, which he places betweea
his teeth, and sets off. HA is accompanied by another priest, whose left hand
rests on the carrier's shoulder, his right hand holding the snake whip to
stroke the sneke and prevent the dangerous coiling. Dancing in unison, this
pair starts on a circuit of the plaza, stepping rhythmically to the accompaniment
of the antelope chant. Other pairs follow until the plaza is crowded with them*
A third man trails each couple, unobtrusively. When the circle is complete, the
dancer drops his snake, which at once tries to get away. Then the third man,
the gatherer, comes into action. Quietly, with alert mien, he watches his
snake. Sometimes with his whip he stirs up a little puff of dust which cau
the snake to turn slaw from the crowd, He never lets it get among the people,
though many squealing women anticipate It. Then, when the time is exactly
right, he touches the mike with his feathered wand, accurately drops meal on
it, and, making a graceful swoop with his whole body, catches it just behind
the head. Swinging the undulating reptile the length of his arml.the-umes
body and the snake make a flashing bronze statue for one unforgettable moment.
Then, nondhalantly, as a woman carries a shower-bouquet, he lays the snake
across his arm and goes after another one. Meanwhile the whole group of fifteen
to thirty mem has broken up into similar threes. The plaza Is filled with
dancers who follow no regular line. Snakes curl About nen's necks, their
heads are often seen against a man's cheek as though biting it; zometimes a
small whip-snake makes a rosette of itself on a man's ear, sometimes a long
bull-snake is so heavy that the two men have trouble holding it. Sometimes
a small boy priest gets his legs all tangled up in a snake longer than he is
and has to be released by a kindly antelope man. Rattlers are handled with
no more concern than the amallest Whip or garter-snake. Gatherers never
lose sight of their particular maim, even when the dame is at its height
and the ground is covered with wriggling reptiles trying to escape, be
turned back and finally caught. When a gatherer gets more snakes than he can
conveniently handle, he honors some tan in the crowd by handing him an armful,
or he gives them to the swaying, chanting Antelope-priest, whose arms are
soon filled with them, Each dancer handles many snakes, sometimes fifty or
sixty being used in an afternoon.

At last, when the bag of snakes in emptied, the chief Snake-priest makes
a large circle of meal on the ground. Hbving withthe quick definitenees of
the Whole ceremony, he strews meal from the six cardinal directions toward
the center of his circle; and then the gatherers approach and throw in the snakes.,
a writhing mass. Women and girle, covered with white ceremonial mantles,
have been standing ready with plaques of mael They approach and scatter meal
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on the wriggling pile, their quickness lacking the careless fearlessness of the
priests and having Imre the quickness of nervousness. They disappear, losing
no time. Then the snake priests all dash into the circle, gather up the
snakes in great armfuls, old rush out of the plaza. Nay is made for them with
no hesitancy and they disappear down the four trails and out on to the plain,
carrying the snakes to c-ttain shrines where they are released to carry their
message to the underworld*

Meanwhile in the plaza the Antelope-priests make their four circuits
again in reverse, the asperger puts meal, water, and his cottonwood wreath in
the and they all go out. This ends their participation and they return
to thier kiva merely to undress and to eat the meal which women have been
bringing in huge steaming pane and bowie and in piles of 'plki' bread.

The snake men come straggling back, panting from their race, and one by
one they reach their kiva, where they openly strip and bathe. Wizen of the
Snake clan bring bowls of the emetic, whose taking Is the final palic act of
the ceremony. The men not having eaten since the previous days the results are
not so loathsome as might be expecte& Every dancer drinks and leans, retching,
over the edge of the kiva until he is entirely purified. This is said to be
to purge the dancers of any anake-charm which might be dangerous to other
Inhabitants of the village. As each man fininhes vomiting, he enters the kiva,
where ceremonial smoking 18 the prelude to a feast, which must be eagerly
anticipated.

Meanwhile, if the gods are good - and if'all has been done well, the go
are good-rain is coming. As the late afternoon light wanes, duak is usually
hastened by the gathering of huge clouds+, streaks of rain appear_over distant
mesas, dude-wranglers marshal their charges into cars, eager to 'cross the
wash' before floods fill it, Hopis from neighboring villages get themselves
and their families loaded into cars; and then comes the long, swishing, sweet-
smelling rainy pouring in cleansing floods from the roofs into the streets
and aver the edge of the meat bringing hope and confident aseurance that
hearts were pure and the work was pleasing In the sight of the unseen ones.
The Snake-dance always brings rain."

20,

The Niman Rachina

"The 'Niman Rachina' is the Home-Going of the kachinas back to the San
Fr- ciseo Mbuntains.

It begins ten days after the summer solstice, when intiwa, the 'Powamu-
society chief, sets up his standard at the entrance of the Horn kiva4 It Is
a ten-day ceremonial. The first eight days are required for kiva rituals.
Cbunterbalancing the 1Powamul, its emphasis, like that of the Zuni Shalako,
is upon the slowing pulse beat of life. Prayer sticks for Spider Woman are
made, representing the prayers of old Hopi women, and hat* prayer feathers for ;

the War Brothers, reprecenting the prayers of old men. An altar of the directions
is set up. On it four gourds of water arc placed by four different clans*
In a Ion, elaborats altar ceremony, rouge and prayers are given. The plank over
the sipapu is ritually knocked, calling for Misyingwa below. ln eand in front
of the altar are planted all the prayer sticks - hundreds, male and female,
of all directions, color of all kinds. And on the eighflinight 8D all night
dance Is held.

ds, p0. 162, 4,5,6,7 141
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The public appearance of the kachinas begins at dawn and Ia almost
continuous throughout the ninth day. It is a farewell of beautiful, barbaric
pageantry. The pigmente of the masks have been scratched off and buried;
new paint put on. There are helmet masks topped with feathers and graos.
High terraced Tablitas are painted with cloud and rainbow, with corn and
butterfly. Sometime' in the back, a kachina doll standing on an ear of corn.
The inevitable ruffef spruce around the throat, a sprig carried in one hand.
There are six female kachinas with faces hidden by a long red fringe, their
parted black hair done up in whorls* the squash blossams of Hopi virginity.
Just like those worn in the crowd by Inpi brides, who have been barred from
seeing any dance during the year until this Nina Kachina.

Hew beautiful it is In the thick dust, the stifling beat. The dancing
Maims. The men bringing them prayer sticks; flipping drops of water over
them with au eagle feather; blowing smoke at them from a ceremonial pipe;
sprinkling them with meal. Women bringing paper thin piki bread tied in
bundles, sticky cheat:late cake. Children shyly offering the first fruits of
the fields: small ears of corn, little melons, tiny, pink-eheeked peaches.
And the kachinas top have gifts for them: bows and arrows- kachina dolls in
their image,

So they dance. Till sunset. Then, led by Intim, they leave. Coins to
the far mesa point, pursued by the people plucking spruce twigs from their
costumes to plant in their fields. Silently moving alone now down the rocky
trail toward the setting sun, a weirdly beautiful procession of figures
struck by a strange enchantment beyond the touch of man. Vanishing at last,
as all kachinas must vanish, into their immortal home....But to reappear at
sunrise on the pointsonly for &moment, An hallucination to the sleepy
spectator. A promise of their return.

The ripe richness, grotesque imagery, and barbaric beauty of Hopi ceremo
are almost unbelievable and certaiuly indescribable. They fill the calendar
year. The soyal at the winter solstice turning back the sun to summer. The
fire ritual of Wumchim. The powtom and Daman Kachina. The woman's ceremonials
of Marano LaWon, and Classol. The Flute ceremonial observing the Emergence*

The Snake-Antelope ceremonial* The Summer Solstice ceremonial turnIna
back the sun to winter. The War and Stick Swallowing ceremonies. The *ring
races, the kachina races. The many dances - kachina dances, masked and un-
masked, the women's beautiful Buffalo Dance and delicate Butterfly Dance.
With all their perpetual prayer stick plantlng. Their dry paintings of sand,
meal, and pollen, on the altar, in front of it, or around the sipapu. The ktva
with drawls, initiation of children, ritual songs, prayers, and myths, the
directional color systems, the symbolism of stone, animal, plant--: _All
these parallel those we have already observed in other Pueblo and 71vajo
ceremonials,

Like the Navajo sings, the major Hopi c remonAals are of niae nights'
durations but measured by the intervening and overlapping eight or ten days.
They too are healing ceremonials. The POTIAMU for rheumatism, the Flute for
lightning shock, the Snake-Antelope for swelling, the War for bronchial trouble,
the Lekon for eczema, the Meru for venereal diseases, Like Pueblo ceremonials
their last deys end in great public dances. Like both Navajo and Pueblo
ceremonials they are myth-dramas, Mystery plays. They are, in a senoe, a re-
capitulation of all the Navajo and Pueblo ceremonialism. They stem back, as
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the symbol me of the Navajo Flint _ay derives ftois the Ease Verde Sun Temple,
to the earliest cliff dwellers. They parallel the meanings and often the exact
rituals of the ancient Aztecs, Toltecs, and Mayas. And their extraordinary
richness and complexity is the despair of all ethnological and ang'hropological
study.

Their sp cifi- functions are to heal, bring rain, fertilize crops*
recount myths* preach sermons* afford fieotas, perpetuate tradition. But
above all they are structured to maintain the harmony of the universe. Every-
thing else is partial. Bence their ultimate meanings are rooted in the same
old, familiar premise that the unplumbed universe within indiVidual man Is
indivisibly linked with the immeaaurable universe. Whatever distorts the whole
warps the part; utat can happen within the peche can take place in the cosmoe."2

21.

Masked Gods, pp. 302,3,4
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Terminology

Kiva - ceremonial lodge (the preliminary service for every.dance is performed
in the Kiva, the can meet there for all clan &nd Indian business' and
some form of the old custom of youth's living in the clan KiVS iS
found almost everywhere).

"Cacique" - the man who knows the mytholo which lies behind the ceremonies
and he understands the significance of the various forms, but
his knowledge is sacred to him and he mill not dtvulge it lightly.

Indian dance - not really a dance in the senile In which se 1188 the term. It
is a ceremonial, a symbolic representation, a prayer. The
dance is the genuine religious expression of a primitive people
uhich has survived without serious interruption for thousands
of years.

Kie hat holds nakea, before the snake dance. (HO
Dancing Gods, p. 1550)

e Dance

the Kachinas are lovable and kindly supernatural. which
and other blessings to the people." "The Kachlnae are19.1 Gene Neany Hedge, Published by Steller4fillar, Los Angeles,

Calif. 1936. p 126. The Kachinas are associated with the Pueblo
Indians, notably the Hopi of Arizona and the Zuni of Nell Mexico,

The Shalako is strict a Zuni ceremony which was adopted from them by
the Hopi about the year 1860, but among the latter it is by AO
means so elaborate. This is the 'Coming of the 0odsle or Kach
Prom The Kachinas Are CovOog.

The Niman Kachina - And now the Kachinas are going home - the Hopi Kachinas
to their abode in the San Francisco Nbuntains. the Zuni
Kachinas to their village in the Sacred Lake." From
The &whines are arami-

Tehbechai (song ) - Navajo healing song lasting nine nights held in the fall.

Peyote,- considered as our Sunday worship service ceremony, begins at evening
and lasts all night. _te" is a type of cactus buttons uaed in
a religious way to produce technicolor dreams. This ceremomy IS a
way to commune with God. (Peyote Is chewed or made into a tea).

Corn Dance Pueblo dance held in Spring and Summer to ineure good crops.

Crown Dan_ Ofountain S irit Dance Apache masked dance, the dancers 1MM
personate the mountain spirits so that
these opirite mgy bring bleasings and
bealings, (called the crown datce because
of the elaborate crowns worn by the dancers

War Dance - a fast moving dance typical of what white people think of as an
Indian dance.
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the term medicine man will be &scribed below.

life is intricate and e aborate, and the medicine*
center and moving spirit. He Is a doctor as well
and usually he Is a dignified, honorable, and trmIy

itual person. (iere, as in-all professions, a few misfits
occurs 4 hal crooks, a few fakes.) It requires a long and arduous
training to beceme a fully qualified madicine-maN- sometimes
a man serves an apprenticeship of twenty years before he is able
to lead one of the great nineo.dey sings. If a boy shows au
aptitude tor the calling, such as a good singing voice, au
unusual memory, or a spiritual quality, ha Mena training as
assiatant to a skilled medicine-man, often his maternal uncle."
Dancing0048, p. 203

Navajo houses often used at; a place to hold car- als. (In order to
be considered a "Rogan", the dwelling has to have a dirt floor, usually
Is Ontagan in shape, has a fire place bnilt in the center of the room.)

Healing Dances (Navajo) - Squaw Dance, Fire Dance, Yeibechai.

Rfl411 and Growth Dances Pueblo) Corn Dance, Snake Dance.

Hoop Dance-a dance with hoops but is not a ceremonial-skill and dexterity are the
important factors of this dance.
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OF INDIAN MEMO-NIBS

Nbte: do not take pictures, make sketches or take notes without first obt
permission, this is very important.

"January

Feb

Mhrch

April

May

1 Taos Tbrtle Dance (generally); dances in many of tbe pueb
on Nam yearls and three sucCeeding days.

6 Xlees DeY dances ill most of the pueblos (installation
of governors)* including Buffaloor Deer Dance at Taos
and Eagle Dance at San Ildefonso, Mhny of the pueblos
Wive dances on the three succeeding days.

23 San IlOefonso feast day, Animal Deuce in one plaza Comanohe
Dance in other

2 San Felipe Buffalo Dance; also dances in several :the-
pueblos.

4-5 Llano Deuces, Ios Comanches, at Taos (Spantsh.American
interpretation of Plains dune_ )

15 Dances at San Jean

Easter Sunday and succeeding two or three _

in most of the pueblos; ceremonial foot races. Seve
of the pueblos observe ditch..opening ceremonies with
dances, and some pley ceremonial shinny.

27 Dances generally at the Keresan pueblos and Jemee.
Last Saturday-Nieboni Dance at the Johnson Gyznnasitmi
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.

1 San Felipe feast day, Corn Dance
3 Taos, Ceremonial Races, (c, 8:00- 0:00 a.ew

Corn Dance (Coming of the Blvermen).
29 June 4 Tesuque, a dance during this eeek.

8 Santa Clara Buffalo Dance,
13 Sandia feast day Corn Dance; observance of Ssn Antonio

Day dances at Teas (Corn Dance), San Juan* Santa Clara,
San Ildefonso, Cocbiti, and Paguate.

24 San Juan's Dey dances at Teats (afternoon), San Juan,
*Cochiti Santa Ana, Laguna, and Acoma Amex

Rooster Pull.
*Since Isleta adopted ite constitution, the ceremonial celdader has undergone
various changes. One may see dances performed by either the Laguna group
which dwells in the pueblo, or by the Isleta group. Dates should be checked
annually.

June 29 San Pe Is Day at Laguna, Acme,
to

Ana, San Pe ipe,
ngo, Cochiti, and Isleta-Cenerally Rooster Pelts.

July 1-4 Mbscalero Apache Cahan Ceremonial,
Dances at the Indian Pow-Wow. Flaw

4 Jicarilla Apache Feast (No ceremonies
25-26 Tabs Corn Dance.

25 Santiago's Day at Santo Ana and Laguna; Ac
Pull; Cochiti Corn Dance; Taos Corn Dance.

26 Santa Ana's fear& day; Santt Ana Taos and
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mid-August

late-August

September

Oc ober

November

Novo-Deco

2 Jemez, Old Pecos Dull Danc
4 Santa Domingo feast day, Corn DELUce.
10 Picuris feast day; San Lorenzo's Day at Laguna and

Acomita, Corn Dawes'.
12 Santa Clara, Corn Dance.
15 Zia feast day, CO= Dance.

Dances at the Inter-tribal Indian Ceremonial at Gallup,
N. V6, on the second Thurs.,Pri.,Sun., in August.
Hopi Snake Dances (check locally)

28 Isleta feast'day.* (see stared footnote previous page)

2 Aeoma feast Days Corn Dance.
San Ildafonso, Harvest Dance and others.

14-15 Jicarilla Apache celebration at Norse or S one
Navajo Pair,WindoW Rock, Arizona

19 Laguna feast day, Rarvest Dance and others.
29 Taos, sundown Dance.
30 Tams feast day, relay races and pole climbing.

First week annual Navajo Nair at Shiprock, N. M.
4 Raabe feast
31 Nevember 2, on one of these days, ceremonies inmost

of the pueblo.

(Sae Oct. 31) Taos Dan
. James and Tesuque feast

Sometime in November or December, the Shalako at Zimi.
Navajo Night Way and Mountain Top it ceremonies.

24 Taos, night procession and pine bonfires.
25 Taos Deer or Matachinee dances (afternoon).

Christmas EVe dances in mission churches at AMU,
Laguna, Ieleta, San Felipe, Santo Domingo, Testuque, Taw,
and posaibty others,
Christmas Day and two or three days following, danees at
most of the puibloo.
Mew Year's Eve, Sandia Deer Dance.
In the various Hopi villages. katalna (kachina ) dances
are held from December-July. These may be seen fre*,.
quantly on Saturday or Sunday."

22.

22.

Southwestern Association on Indian Affair., fl4 o the Southweat,
Santa Pe w t handbook) 1960. 1.00
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Following
cord, it will be indicated,

APACHE
irsr-

#1.38
#139
#160
#161
#174
#179
#187
#600

Indian Phonograph Records

78 RPM records, Where there is

ly Dance & Nagle Dance
Dance & Victory Dance

Hadhead Song
& Zuni Nah4la-hi-sho (45 RPM)

ache
wit

Apache
Joyous Song

& 2)
a & 4)

Apache Love Song & Mascalero Tra 1
Go With You & I Ca= .to the Place

In love with a Navajo Boy & Girl's Round Dance
I'm looking for Ny Boyfriend & I'm Not an Cid Maid (45 RPM)

Cradle Song & Buffalo Dance
Harve & Hunting Dance

TAOS
71742 Taos Round Dance & Clown Dance (Solo)
#154 Horsetail Dance & Friendship Songs (45 RPM)
#I55 Taos War Dance & Taos Social Dance (45 RPM)
#196 New Taos War Dance Song & Stonelake Special

WOO
3 rwo Step & Song of Sky City (Natay)

#144 Navajo Skip Dance & War Dance
#I45 Yeihechal Chant (2 different teams)
#I46 Navajo Grimitag Songs
#152 Love Song and Navajo rwo Step (Natay)
#153 Skip Dance Songs & Riding Songs (Hatay)
#I58 Sun Danc & Coat Song
#I59 Gift Dance Song & Hoop Dance
#162 Happy Song & Sho Atee'D (White Feather)
#163 Round Dance 4 Shield Dance
#164 Old Time Squaw Dance & !Warn Squaw
#173 Train to Gallup & Goodnight, Ladies
#172 Bluebird Yeibechai & Group Riding Songs
#175 Do Not Forsake Ma & Rhythm Squaw Dance
#178 I Want to Put * Arms Around Your Neck & Nrrnajo Circle Dance Song@
#181 She Doesn't love Me & I'll Take You Back To Arizona ( olo-Reg Begay
#182 I Didn't Care & The Old Glory Raising on Iwo Jima (Solo-Reg Begay)
#6160-0 Navajo Squaw Dance (Solo-Natay)
#185 Bonnie, I'm leaving You & The White Chimney Near Gallup
#I86 Navajo Shoes Goo Songs & let's Hope for love
#188 Natayls Hoop Dance & Mon and Stars Squaw Dance (Solo-Natay)
#189 Taking My Sweetheart Home & Squaw". May Pole Dance (Solo-Reg
#197 Five Round Dances (Solo-Reg Sega)
#200 Navajo Parting Song & if You Hold My Hand (45 RPM onl )
#0545 Havajo Yeibechai & Round Dance (45 RPM
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#191
#604
#605

XIORA
#149 nom War Dance & Hiovia Round Dance
#61604 nom Round Dance (SoloPatalf)
3-45 Riowa War Dance &Hopi Basket Vance

ight Water Song
unrise Song

i 6 #2
Birthday Sozig
RPK)
RPM)

Ceremonial

OHARA
Mer Omaha H6luska Dance & Sioux War Dance (45
#151 Omaha Flag Song &Omaha Contest Dance
#601 Tribal Prayer &Flute Song

ZUNI
Tag Zuni Squaw Dance & Neh-ha-li-sho
f157 Zuni Comanche Song & Buffalo Dolce
#6160-a A Sunrise Song (SoloNatay, Naval, Singer)

#166
#169
#176
#192
#199

ICOR
167 Scouting Dance & Rabbit Song (Oglale Sioux
170 Urea Song & love Song
#150 Sioux War Dance Song (by °Maas)
#193 Chiefle Honoring Song &Past Sioux War Dance

Past War Dance
Cheyenne Forty Bline & Crow War Dauc4
oklahma 49 Songs (#1 41#2)
Immome for ury Sweetheart & Oak Creek Cheyenne 4ft & Group)
Meet Ms at Nob Hill &Heart Break 2apee RPM also

a o

.195
#198

Oft Sun Dance No, 1 & Bear Dance No, 1
II ft

2 & " 2fl I II 3 & 11 0 3

Slow Wolf _am s (1 & 2)
Past Wolf Dance* (1 & 2)
Sin Dance Song (1 & 2)

Tem lave Song (Solo..-_p Chalee)
Tewa Turtle Dance (Solo-Natay)

#608 Prisoner's Song & Old Style Eagle Dance (45

Baum
Tard:i7- A Sacred Mask Dance

Sunrise Dance also 45 RPM
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PAPACO

#183 Song of Black 14ountain & Song o
#184 Whistling Black Ibuntain & The Going Hbme Song
#60645 Ponce Halushka Dance (1 & 2) (45 RPM ggt)

PIMA
Song from the Woodpecker Group & Nma Coyote Song

LAMA
613jr Corn Dance

23.

cords can be purchased at these p c a:

Single Records 78 $1.31
Natay 45 albtens $5.75
Hatay 78 albums $5.75
Nato, ix 44.20

Postage 500

d , 834 N. 7th Avenue, Phoenix, Arirona
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A IC

To have a deeper u eratandthg of our Arizona Indian it ia ceanary for

us to have a general knowledge cf his music As wa study his music vs @hall

d as uname<tod rano of frterest, Thet Lateneot could gmid9 uo into eTcoo

eaching that would help him bridge the gap between

A culture is any given peoples way of lift, as as

1
ways of other people. It behooves the empathetic eaca

thing away from the culture unless he has something better

two cultures4

fnmn the life.

not to take some

offer in its place.
2

Cue of the five educational objectives of the leachers Bandbook of /Indian

Af airs Manual of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, ia to give students an under.

standing and appreciation of the cultural contribution their own tribal arts

have made to the literature, art, music, and fulknore of the ration.

Wa want to prepare him for living in a society that is rapidly changing

We want to help the Ind an childand nadir_ tly his fani]y, recogniae and

asume responsibility, and enjoy priviliges as a citisenof a democratic society

Children hove a heritage tarmac ivat as they have °heritage in -_her

subJect areas, btt many of them will not discover this factunleso in a breed

realm of nusic there can be something for each of us to tall his own. Through

this medium we nay further gain his confidante thus breaking down some of the

resistance which might still be presett subconscious or otherwise.

Mete plays a varying role in the life of our Indians. Songs to t

ential part of their everyday living. Nearly every act is accompanied

by singing, and their eathusiasm for 'music La mantagious. It providers for

enrichment in their existence, relaxation, for a variety of emotional adjus

strength, healing, prosperity, andinest of all for keeping in harmony with as ure.

Each type of song Is to a complish a definite purpose, and is for the benefit

1, Pey end Mc 2- D'Arcy Indians and other Americans po 127
2. Smith, Stanley cad Shores, __.__eatpj-_..14mdfrr-_-taaenCasLim p. 197
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Eve re there Is an appreciation for the mystical rites and legends

ehich are told in dance or song or chant. 7h y are not dances and song
prayers

to them but rather/to their gode, they ate le the form of ceremenies which

re dramatized supplications. hkey cerenoniea are in the nature of celebrations

er a ripening, or 4 successua harvesting of crops, or he securing of meat.

er ceromomies call upon the spirits for help or summoning supernatural aid

where they need more them human power. Ee feels that he shares a power with

all created things. The animal is bis brc,ther eri the thunderbird his friend.

They pray for rain, fertility, bountiful crops; for treating and curing th

sick; for protection, to bring dangereunder coritrol, and bestow Immunity for

further attack.

There are songs with great healing power and are an indispensible part

of the cexemony. Without it there cam be to cure. The compulsive power of

song can break even the resistaace of the gods. Songs are a forma wealth,

while lacking them denotes poverty. They find prosperity, sociability, preatiage

and security; greater prosperity of home, livestock, crops, a newr hove, a sheep

corral. 7hey Invoke blessings on a nubile girl, on a first marriage, consecration

of the hone; on a headsman entering office, on a departing or returning warrior.

There are purification rites for the belonging of the dead Which have not been

burned, much as the dead mans jevelry.

There are numerous songs for indiv dual singers as they go to mnd from

their fielda or other types of work. They sing of the beauty they see and the

happiness that is in their heart. Grinding the corn is done.te the regular

humming or to gouge that has become a part of them. Cradle solve or Lullabies

are la everyday use. Their love songs are beautiful, and there are songs they

sing just fer fun. Often their social danc are accompanied by singing t-

the rhythm of their feet or drums, Sluing to the Indian la a spontaneous

expression o f these people. When a MAA sings he knows his heart Is happy.

1151
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And through this ha piness and with respect his

much enjoyment as well as understanding.

The music of the Arizona Indian rtay be divided into three general areas

each with a melodic structure of its owe The Puebloan music ia

complex and the me t hi hly developed of these three muslea1 OVOAO., Instead

of the Hopi and Zunis having a, varied repetition of a few phracas, their songs

consist of ten or twelve different melodic fragments sung progressively. They

belong to one of the three centers of musically great complexity end highest

development representing the cu1mination of the northern influences. These

traits are: range descending melodic movements, complex rhythmic organization,

and some form eypes. With the California-Yuman area they share a relaxed

vocal technique, general structural simplicity, and an elaborate eestem of

too, may find

ideas on music. It also has the Yuman organize ion in long cycles and a per

3
formation.

The Yuman group coesists of a number of tribes along the Colorad3 River.

These tribes include the Yumame Yaqui, Kobave, Cocopa, the Yavapal, Havaeupai

end Marieopa. A clo e oeighbor is the Chemehuevi of the Shoshone nation.

Yuman songs are full of poetry. These ate very short and contain more son s

without apparent keynote than usey other tribes and their rests are more frequent.

Haas, a river people; and the Pampa, a desert people have similier

musical traits They have characteristics which are a combination between the

Pueblo and the Yuman music. The Papago soegs ate tuneful, while the Pima have

a plaimtive indivuduality.

Similarities ere greater between the culture and musical areas than between

the language and musical areas. Mnsical areas are based on the features of the

musical styles along.
4

Indian music is nori.homogenuous and h:- a single

cultural trait,

Nett

Ibid.

To
can Indian Stvl
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the many hundreds of Indian songs only a Ettiv have been written down.

-ns system of notation doesn't apply to the complexity of their

The theories of civilization cannot catch the native element. They

of musical notation. They have a variety of theme patterns,

of tempo nOt occuring at the same regularity, frequent change

are length, and tone production. The scale is primarily penetonic

tratonic, and there are other scales used in a lesser degree*

as there are four rhythm interwoven into 011e composition and preformed

leously by four different groups of preformers. The tomtoms, the singers;

mrs, and the clowns each using a d_fferent rhythm in a giAn area

a given time. Phonograph recording la the best method to transcribe

the Indian music*

It authorities may :hat the singing of Indians is accompanied by preeussioii

mats. However, flutes are used by the Pimas and the Papagos, the Apaches

)ne-stringed fiddle, and the Yumans have a Jews' harp. Yea, and there are

; and bells. The-singer 1e de shaking a rattle. There may be three

drums with a muffled beat or time, while the moccaained feet shuffle

)ther rhythm, and with sbells, beads, seeds, and other adornments

:o the confusion*



The besting of the taw-toms calls the Indians to the d

In gay and brilliant costumes to their places they advance;

Wi h bonnets bri ht with feathers and with rattles beating time,

The belle around theirankles with a pleasant music chime.

Each novement has

POT rain -cess in hunting or in battles to be won.

They aometrnee dance for pleasure, as so many others do,

But the: form of worship, Pueblo, Navajo, or Sioux.

Author Unknown

as they chant to clouds and sun
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Percussion
instruments include 4 variety of drums,

rattlee, and sticks,supplemented by other homemade articles. These supply the rhythm and each
has a definite purpose depending upon the area and upon the occasion. Theh-thm for dance tunes is quite regular. The typical

Indian beat has a two
or four count, However, in deference for the

Christian influence, they havedeveloped - for special
rLtes a marPe.d a cc out for

the Holy
Trinity in a

three count, All rituals
are rhythmically

intoned. The Buffalo dance may
have as many as ten drums

tmitating the
hoof-beats of the

thunderinglerd.The drum is veey
important to the Indian dances. EesLdes setting the

tina d the steps, it forms the
accompeniment for many songs. In this they

use a single
unwavering beat unrelieved by accent.

They beat out the
legendary

prayers to the gods.
They wake up th

clouds, and the rain,
and cheers the

people. If they beat it with good heart they
believe that the drum will be

light, otherwise it will be heavy and the arm will be numb. In some
ceremonies

where there are a great
many teking

part there will be groups of singers anddancers and each will be following
its own drum.

There are three types of drums The small hand d um may have
one: or two

heads and is carried by a
hand-hold. This type can be used

standing, dancing
walking, or riding.

However, most double
headed drums

are held by a loop on
one edge and rests

against the players knee. They also have a water drum. One
end of a log is

hollowed out filled with water, and the skin pulled tightly
over it. This makes

an altogether d fferent sound, Large drums are placed on
the ground and played by several

men seated in a circle,
In sone

localittea
baskets or other objects are used as drums. Thiel depends on the uiatrial at
hand.

Drumaticks have symbolic meanings and are made in dtfferent ways.the four leading drummers have decorated sticks. Hazel, gropevineand willow make good sticks and nay be padded
with cloth or leather.

The Ymuan
has a peculiar mart

of.drumatiek. They are round sticks about an inch
indiameter
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and twelve inches lon- held in the right hand used together in certain

classes of songs. In others to bunches of arrow-weed eighteen inches o_

in length are used. The Pa ago strike the basket drum usually with the palm

of the hand, but certain songs are accompanied by the baake, being struck by

a glancing blow with short flat stick.

Most Indian tribes u-- both the drwna and rattles in thei- dances, There

are rattles of various sorts. The moat common are made of g urds filled

with pebbles. Many use rattles made of turtle she is, other Shells, dew claws

any other material that tends to suit their fancy. An old rattle one hundred

and fifty years old, has been found among the Yuman relics1 it is mode

dew-claws and a rved as a record. Each year one dew-claw was added. It was

used to shake over dead bodies. Cocoona sewed together and f lled mi h pebbles

have beea acen on a Yaqui dancer worn around his knee.

The only stringed instrument we know of is the OD stringed Apache fiddle.

The flute and whistles were the wind iratrwents. Whistles used in the

Sun dance were solidly covered with braided porcupine quills and tipped with

am eagle feather. The mouthpiece was covered with fresh sage. As he danced,

he blew his whistle and the feather waved gently with his breath. Elutes

made by the Zunis; the Yaqui wrapped their flutes with the intestinee of

cattle, while other southweatern tribes made their flutes from cane or bamb_

An Indian said that flutes are as old ap the world.

A short summary of some of the bemter known and most Impo

d dances might be added here. Music among the Indians is esnentially a man a

occupation. They find their greatest pleasure in chortle singing. A good singer

must have a large repertory and be eble to sing a song correctly after hearing

it two or three times. Such a man is the leader of the singing. He often

knows three hundred to fine hundred songs letter perfect. The number of songs

for use in a single ceremony staggers most of us. The total number known to the
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Navajo is beyond calculation. There are five hundred songs for the Rail Chant,

four hundred for the Night Ch -t and two or three hundred for the final

night of a chant. Of course some of the chant° last from three to nine nights.

The Navajo religion iS Primarily oriented around healing and harmony.

NSVO0 ceremonies are conducted for a '!patient , who is the recipient nf the

power of the chant. The mind's control over the body is stressed in Navajo

ceremonies...to be "sung over often secretly, There is at least one ceremony

or more in progreas every night in the Round Rock Community. Their c_ emonies

come under one of three main headings: Holyway, Lifewey, and Bvilway. Wee/ay

and Holyway are also thought of as Chantway. Blessingway is for hope. Other

ub-groups are Beauty Way, Shooting Whys Enemy Way, Peacef 1 Way Nbvi g up

Way, and so on.

One of the moot important and realistic of the Navajo ceremonies is the

Yeibetchai. It meens 'faith of our fathers", and has much the gene religious
Every

significance as the Pilgrimage to Mecca. /Navajo wants to participate at least

once in his life*

The Squaw Dance is one of st ly observed by the Navajos and la

-eml-social. Nest of the social dances are given after these ceremoniela, or

at any time when a number of them get together. The Apaches have much the same

custom,

Among the Pueblo Indians the most co_ n dances are given as prayers for

rain d for good crops. Visitors are welcome for a number of these dances

while others are too sacred for outsiders to see. one of the most amazing of

all the religious ceremonies in the world is the Snake Dance held in August.

It is a prayer for rain and covers a period of twenty days though only nine

days of the main ceremony. Dances to bring rain are the main wagon for the

Kachinas coming to the villages the last day of the winter soltice. The Bean

Dance is held in February and the Home Dance is had the legit of JU y or In

Riudkhohn ad Leighton, Atroduetion to Nava o Chant practice p.122
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August before they return te the top of the San Franci co Peaks or other mouetains

until the next year.

The Buffalo or Deer Dances are given as prayers for hunting. The Hoop Dan

Eagle Dance, Butterfly Dance, Arrow Dance, as well as other Xachina Dances of the

Pueblosand the Navajo Fe ther Dance--are games or noci.al dances. Zunis have the

dance of the Corn Maidens. Corn Dances are coion to all tribes* Corn is the symbol

of life to the Southw st Indian people.

The Apache Dance of the Mountain Spirits or Devil Dance as it is often called,

is to drive out the e:il spirits. It is given to heal the sick or at a "coming

party for girls.

In the Papago and Yaqui dances much of the Christian influence is to be seen.

The most spectacular event of the Yaqui village is their Baster Carernony. It is

colorful and though it may seem wild is still pure religion. These two peoples

celebrate a number of these typ : of dances together.

Papagos have a rain dance called Uta-Wah-Pah-Tahm Dance. An rieir her

ceremony is the well known Saguaro Dance. We ail* of their flute playi

full of the cystic quality of the desert in his connection.

The Mohave Cremation Cere rties last for three days and nights, and is given

to assist the spiritm on their way.

Tom-toms, rattles, and chants form the musical h.ckground for the musical part

of the Peach Festival held late in August by the Havasupais.

A growing religious cult, composed of members of many tribes, have s very large

number of songs. These Peyote songs are quite different from the music we've been

_tAdying, but they show a relation to music of the Navajo and of the Apache.

Compositions based on the melodies and folklore of the American Indian are fa-

vorites of the present time. Examples of these are: Edward MacDowell's, "Indian

Suit " Authur Nevi s, "Poia", and works by Charles Wakefield Cadman and Thurlow

Lienrance. Dr. Carl Busch of Kansas City produced works of great dignity. Victor

Herbert and John Philip Souza also used Indian themes. Carlos Troyer a work aside

-157-
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ly in arousing interest in Indin mus

A large number of adaptations of Indian Music and arrangments are available for

use in ocboola and in pageants. Most of these acem to be for sections other than

Arizona. However, I did find several little songs which might be worked up into a

production. The "Grade Teacher" has two or three short selections. One is an Indi-

an Lullaby by M. Renstrom in the issue of September 1955. Two other -hort selections

are in the 1954 September iosile They are 'Dawn" a Zuni Indian melody, and "Indian

Chant There is a little elm, for fell in the October 1933 issue about the corn and

the buffalo. The one that 5oIie of you may have seen was given in Phoenix in 1941.

A fine account of that: is written up in tLe December issue of the "School Arta

Magazine' It was a high school production, with three thousand participants, known

as, "The Masque of the Yellow Moon".

A Basket Dante for girls is exp ained in the November, 1940, "School Arts

Magazine". That could give us ideas how a few of the easier but colorful dances

night be worked up into drati'aVions. Tne Doll Dance of the Hopis the Feather

Darce of the Navajos, Butterfly Dance: tue Hoop Dance, Dance of the Corn Maidens,

Wtr Dance, and the Eagle Dance all have possibilities for work of this type. Harv

and Thanksgiving songs and dances or legends and myths, yes, and the comical Horse

Tail Dance might all be used with the help of the parents and through general r

eearch. The children will have many creative ideas and enjoy working on a project

of their own choosing.

Records which are favorites are Victor Records Numbers 22174, 20043, and 24783.

T e - are The Eagle Dance, the Butterfly Dance and the Snake Dance.

Since we are looking for ways to teach the Indian children, these projects

be a fine motivating source to draw upon. They will not only be helpful in music

classes, but may filter into all departments of the school. At least the children

uay become interested in reading about their own culture and through that reading,

become better students and give some an incentive to go an to higher learning.
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TRO HATAL

Song of the Rain - Chant

Sung and told by a Navajo "Chanter" (Medicine - Man) of Ariz

The Navajo ceremonies are called "Chants". This la a song fram the "Wai:er or

Rain Man The Navajos tell of the -Iain ad of the Fema- -Rain. T4e Male-

Rain ir the rm, -ith thunder and lightening; the Female-Rain is the gentle sHower.

The two Rsins meet on the mountains and from their union springs all vegetation

upon the earth.'

The Rain-Mountain ie a d

n-Youths one of the Divine B

untain want of Zuni, and it is the home nf the

The Rain-Youth made the rain-songs and gave

them to the Navajos. This song tells of him with the rain-feathers Lu his hair,

coming with the rain, down from the Rain-Mountain, through the corn, amid the song

swallows chirping with joy of the rain, and through the pollen which covers him,

hat the Rain-Youth himself is hidden, and only a tart is seen. The Navajos say

that it is well to be covered witt. the holy pollen, for such pollen is an emblem of

peace.

'See "The Cer monial of Has elti Dailj " by Janes Stevenson. Extract
Eighth Annual Report of the Bureau of Anarican Ethnology, Wash ngton, D.C.

Natalie Curtis INDLANS BOCK pg. 365
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SONG OP TRM C Cont.

All pol-len hid. .den, Comes the rain, comes the

rain h me, w th me.... Far so man can see,

Comes che rain, comes t e r the

BAzorr DaicE

Rain with with me.

This is only-

A low

on-swaying

en repeat the whole thing.

the body and moving of the basket (no feet)

chant sang with eyes caSt down.

Taken from the S= hool Arts gazLne p 90-100, November, 1940

I GO
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ABOWP

of the Mock1ngLrd

This song of the Mocking-Bird was sung by Chiperopal. IC tea a happi

The Ynas Indians Live beneath rainless desert øktcs and lova t days when

little clouds veil the blum. The no ging-bird 41 4 ill*Ite Of melody in the

s_lent desert. Of this song ChipsroPai said, "I as going na Way Whe4 X hear the

MockingEird Btnging. It oillgs only when it PPY, I mop to listen. It slogs

that the world is fair, the clouds are in the sky, and it is glad ac heart. Then,

I, too

nes

_ glad at heart and go on my uphill ro the road of go doess end hafFi"

The meaning is only irnUed, not fully expressed, by t sords of the song, bat,

the Indian understands all that lies behind the few syllalles. This song tells how

the Indian listens to the bird and learns fronlhim t- be happy in the beauty of the

world.

Nate ie Cur

Literal Version

"Sky so thinly covered with cloads0 with tleu

Sky so thinly covered with cloads, with cl uds!"

The nocging-bird be it is who thus sings,

The nocking-bini be it is who thus sing

I go up the mea-

1 go up the straight trait.

yhe Indian Book pg. 340-341
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HOK On SONG

aciammurgnimman ontragrwingiummim purnmiwtiminAmumwmaisam milmormmom. g wrquimmiarm Mai MEM Mimi imirMaiii FAMEmaiErmat wiawl
114111LWAMMO war NM ul -.41-1111U JIM NW MOM amanimaastm iffiffraff

11.1.1111.1En Mall IMILIMMIll."1Mill
Owls,

a
mmommEnTEMEIMMOOrmmimmuSIMEIMMEMENR WAMWAMMIWIMMOWn 1111111110 NM DmININ ~In.4 illiMil Mg Ma= liMillin Mr"111111 VE11.11111111 MI MI Unriumn I II MaIrdlion Illii*,--Crz- Mill IIItilliUMIE__ A IIIIIIIIIIIMilin Mt M WY /NM NalliMMIII6.if Ir-riwww ma IP- orutaniummiranuir- Mr IIIIMMINIII ff--*AIMII min

Owls, big -wls and little, star.los, glar

+2

eye-i ch. thPer; Children, from your boards, see'

r SILIPS 11111111/11111WM
4111BrAllniN OUMINA MO _ 111.11W1IMIIIIIIIIIIMIMMINNIIIIIIPr

A Mr MINIM INIMORMIEL Mill II MI MIII-111.110 mil noart_Arits me
viv.Wt1IMi L -MIK .1111011111.. IN IIIIMEIL M IIMEAMAL MU.....11L- ATIN1

the owls are look-Lag yo look-ing you,

Say-lag, Any
Say- lag Am-

cry--- Lag
naught- y child, Yel-low eyes

, child, Yel-low eyes will ec him up......
will eat him up.....,

rAriffia M3II MN NMI MI NIMMI MIPINIMIUMESIMINIMIummeKAMM air iiMIREW- =PI win' mamma Aiwa al sow minimilmin
_ II IMMOW MOAK -10 AlinmEt MEWigliMmtlints Imam= iffeurtsra isimmit

Sleep clo not cry, sleep, do not cry,
But if you cry, but if you cry,

children, look, Then we will pass you 1
children, l.ok, We'll -a 2i4e, bye and b3

:imMi01411NEEIEMEN MEE MINENE,IMMEWEEMNIE MEREE. mommoismosemisstaamormimmmimmems win
MICA1111111111 itutrw rurairmattareriswinimitIMPunizior r-aPmairsitihaiwipm.E.- mug ummens_aa... Km/ ommumnium inutiiii66011' Alt S Mit Ira

111111111111 MI MI IN MOM

IMMIIMONWMOMIAMOMMMEMImeimx. minsmmx iimmiiminNini-aimriNIMIONSIOr MORMON JIMMU,MMIrlWrIM IMPh oninomMomar -MC MR MOMMEDIWN JO Mit MUallMom mum iimmmil011MINOIN-LAWANNIN011Ail
rAMMIIIIMIN111

a .hi yi YL; h'm h'm h'm h'm** Ho ho ho ho

A "Stop-crying song for naughty children is supposed to he sung by the Owl-Katzina, a
mythological being represented in liopi ceremor,ials by a masked dancer. In the Refrain
the end of the song, the "me" of the bleating goats and the foreboding hoot of the Ow
gest to the child the terror of the flocks at the approach of the Owl-Eatzina.

Indians_Sook Curtis, Natalie pg.
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SAHUARO LEGEND SONG

_ 0311=11111111Mil
itililliMPLIMIMIWNIMR MAL . MT= ME Mil Mill=
rikilinn MEM 111 I ill ME MI 111 NNW WWI MR MI MN MEM 1 WM, 111111 _

FAIIMILE ME OM MO MI MAW 11111m Si I I IFTIM WI NW NNW Mil INN.

Far ea the de- sert
There oa the de- sert

ridg es stand the tu
moun-tain stand s the cac-tus

Great Sa hue- ro stands bear-ing t
ant proud Up ward with

fruit to feed our
state- ly arm he's

hungry peo- p__

reach-ing reach-ing.

Far on the desert ridges, st_
Lo, the blossoms swaying So

Wind S

ds the cactus;

nd fro, the blossoms swaying, 2waying.

Natalie Cur is The Indians Book pg. 317

The Pima use -he of the Sahuaro cactus for a never f1ng supply of food.

100
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I WALK IN BEAUTY

This Navajo song should move -ith a steady beat throughout. Using a drum will

encourage the steady pulsing. Th re is no change in pulse when the triplet figure

is reached* The triplet quer _r end eight, or the three eights, are always equal to

one qtarter note. Notice that the third line has five of these steady beats (quarter

notee) per measure.

Por a closing, when you reach the FINE the second ttme,, the drter might con-

tinue for two or three measures 48 a fade out coda.

MOE SONG

While studying about Indians, it would be appropri- to learn this song about

the Canoe, -hich has long been a a ns -f travel for many Indians who live near the

water.

yncopation in the first half of each m asure adds a feeling of exhilaration

and sturdiness in the long, slow &weeps of the paddle.

Syllable letters, in color, nark the tones of the iaor key chord.

If your group is skillful in singing rounds, you nay _elp them to sing this in

four parts, each section enter 8 a easure later.

Wolfe, Krone, Fullerton, 2.1.0151.31issagh.112.,ANE, 1959, p. 154 65
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Dram introduction I VALI( IN BEAUTY

Shea - na sha, e- na sha Shea - na sha

CAN E SONG Round

Our pad - dies keen and bright, sh-ing with sil- var.
Dip, dip, and swing the baek, Flash ing with all ver.

.Fol low
Swift as

the wild goose flight, Dip, dip, and
the wild goose flight, Dip, dip, and

171
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IXTRODUOTION OF SITUTION

am presently teacK in a puF,- . oi the Colorado Riv4r Indian Res

vation at Poster', Ar tcAa. In 19f,tes there WAS approximately 787. Indian enroll-

ment. The tribes represened are Navajo, Mohave, Hopi, Chemehuevi Papago, Pima and

Tewa. Th majority of the students are Navajo, Mohave and Hopi; with int r-marriage

among tribes to make up the others that are represented.

Most of the children speak English, when they enter the first grade, but about

half of the first graders have a very limited vocabulary. These children do have

easy Occeserto the whtte culture and they have seen many things but there has been

no association of oral English with the things they have observed. Therefore teach-

ers must find ways to bridge this gap and tegi% the vocabulary for the experiences

they have bad and to be able to assec ate this expertenc with the experiences the

children encounter in the reading sertes and other subject natter in the classroom.

The children are impre sed and encouraged by their parent: that they must learn

to read, and the _irst day in school the children expect te have a book placed in

their hands and be able to read. Educators know this in im, So this pre-

sents another challenge to the teacher to find uzeanful wys pLadug books in the

children's hands, not just library books.

PP.ESENTATION OP PROBLEM

The paragraph below, may help the teacher ftvi educational materials and methods

which are best for use in teaching the children who really want to achieve. In the

first grade, all chtldren want to achieve.

Teachers should realize that teaching of English to an Indian student is a more

complicated affair then the learning of A second language. Language and culture are

not separable. As the Indian student learns to -peak English he must, also, receive

cultural inet:-etion. If he doen not he may be learning meaningless symbols.

-172.
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jective of this report is providing some methods and techniq

have found helpful in making the learning process sore meaningful arid functiona for

students adjusting to the demands of two cultures and to associate the Regtish snd

culture to the reading series used in the school system.

experimentation is necw*sary for all teachers as what will wi k in one

situation may not work in another. I do not know all the answers the fo lowing is

what I have done in my situation.

ME ODS AND TECHNIQUES TO SOLVE PROBLEM

The first four to eight weeks of school are spent in orientation of the students

and myself. Even though, the children speak English on entering school, they have

not been restrained or had experiences as other children. Sone do not know how to

use the bathroom facilities, wash, use silver when eating and have no schedule of

doing things at a certain time. The children are not acquainted wi h the campus.

There are restrictions on areas where they are not to play.

During this orientation period I take my childr n to the various areas of the

campus, so they may become familiar with their surroundings. This Le excellent oral

English in meaningful situationsOne nay correlate thia trip with art and reading.

The student may draw pictures of what he has seen and the teacher record on his

picture what he saw. This first experience may lay the foundation of symbols for

oral English.

I find it very helpful to teach children simple directions and to carry out

these directions. These directions should be based on daily classroom activ ties.

Directions to be carried out on paper should be those that are used in the basic

reading program. The manuals of the basic readers will provide a guide for these

directions. Do not hesitate to substitute sone of your own directions that you

would frequently wish to use, but keep the directions at a minimum. This step

very difficult for the children, as it is the first tine for self-reliance. Re

titian and patience are the only ways for success.
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Very few of y chIldren enter school with knowledge of colors. One method I

have found very suCcessful in teaching colors is to wear a dress the r.Y, zu you wish

to introduce. The sky is ideal to introduce blue, grass for grlen or any object

the child is familiar with.

Next we find objects in the schoolroom or outdoors that are the same col

Then uhey take Out their crayons and find the color. Last, each child will

make something with the color we are learning.

It is a thrill when they will say, "Is this orange?" or "Is this blue?"

What fun when twenty-four little hands are raised with a crayon in each hand ic-

ing that question.

For visual aids I have used color cards. But next year I am going to sub-

stitute reading charts first, then put up the color cards inthe room. These

charts c uld be assembled for a book to be placed on the library table.

Color Card
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Co o_ Reading Chart

I like blue.

The sky is blue.



USE OF BC

To satisfy the child's desire for books, there is a set of very old reading

r adiness books that is used at this time. The content is mostly pictures without

characters so no confusion with the characters in the reading series can develop.

pr- ide material for oral English and to check on what is known.

FAfILY UNIT

Just before we begin our "Before We Read" book, I 1 a family unit. This

unit is planned around their home environment. The houL -krironmL will include

pets. Everyone who wishes to participate tells of his home and family as each is

introduced.

A days activity may consist of:

Mother is usually introduced first. A discussion of mother and her function ia

the home takes place. Each child may eontr bute what he wishes. I record the story

about mother as the children decide what to say.

Each child draws a picture of his mother. These pictures may be made into a

book for each individual child with just a captf A printed by the teacher. Sometimes

the pictures are combined in one big book with td story printed by the teacher,

If the children will not draw, one can use ditto sheets for each page. I do

not recommend this; as I enjoy the creative drawings of children regardless of how

crude.

After this unit is completed, I present the fami y of our reading series to the

children reLuring each character to their family, or re-reading the book "Our

Family",

Pictures of the characters of the reading series are placed on the bulletin

board with the names under each picture. The main objective is to associate the

name -ith the picture of the character. Some will learn the printed word.
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DIVIDIWC THE GROUP

Aftei,: the family unit I kind adviJable to divide my group because at this

-le ch _en have au understanding of school environment and adequate

oral EngliEb.

This (1!.- on into ninllcr groups lead3 to instructions c4:1 each child's level

of ability. We then begin our formal program of the Scott Foresman se ies. I have

be n using "We Read Pictures" for the immature group and "Before We Read" for the

more mature group. A ,guide to asset the teacher in dividing the group is found in

the Teacher Manual in "Before We Read".

SHING IT

I plan a unit on home furnishings following the family unit. The children are

not familiar with the furniture found in Dick and Jane's home. Again the home and

furniture are associated with their own home. I have mounted pictures of furniture

used in the different rooms and tbis is use a bulletin board disp,

As each room is discussed, each chik Tous to tell if he 11 .h t piece

of furniture in his home.

Last year a big chart of "Our Home" was the outcome of this unit. On the cluirt

were the living room, kitchen, bedroou, and bathr o_ The children workcd in groups

to find the picturesfor the chart.

'Mang the "Before We Read" book as a guide the following units are used, sch

t is planned to meet the needs of the children. I begin with what is familiar

-ith the childle environment and branch out 1 the unknown and the experiences of

D'AU °"-r1 jn!In Irn the reading program. Story Hour is correl_ted with the unit. Bach

unit presents many opportunities for oral English.

8 0
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THE TOY UNIT

In in roducit14 A-1,- toy unit a dicusiort of t:Lr toys or ploythings ,

the unit. Each child likes to tell of his kavorite toy.

Then I divide the toys into groups such as toys children ride, toys with wheels

that they cLanot ride, toys that go on water, toys for boys, toys for girls ana toys

for both boys and girls.

Each dt we discuss a different group. Children will tell what toys they have

each group.

Act'vities fot this unit may be a mural or book illustrated by the child.

!Asking a toy book and labeling each toy for the library table.

CLOTHING UNIT

The clothing unit is An ideal method of teaching names of clothing and teacting

science. Ieience is correlated oy m discussion of what clothing to wear in the dif-

ferni seasons

Activities may be a chart sh-wing famdy dressed for different seasons. A

book made by each child. If a boy he maker- a book showing boy's clothing; a girl

makes c book showing girl's cicthing.

FARM UNIT

The farm unit provides many interesting diseusaions. Learning the names of

farm animals and their babies is a challenge. B:;lletiri board display of farm animals

and their babies is a great help.

The buildings on Grandfather's farm is quite different from the farma in their

community, so this concept of eastern farms must be developed. I have stapled to=

;ether boxes to represent all the buildings, that were on our farm in the East. The

:hildren painted the building

As I presentedvach building, I told the highlights of my life on the farm.
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This proved very interesting and it made them feel that teachers, too, were once

childrei.( like themselves.

UAW' year the farm buildings were placed on a layout of cardboard. The children

paint4d Ae cardboard layout. They decided what crops were to be oz1 the farm. The

crops ise alfalfa, waterme ons cantaloupe, corn, and cotton. Of course on eastern

farms cotIn is ut raised, but I let them have cotton because cotton was grown in

the valley. I explained that cottnn wee not grown on our farm and told them why.

The children made the crops from paper and for the cotton little balls of cotton were

pasted on tLe paper. The irrigation ditches were represented by green, but I had

inte ded this Lo be the fence re . The buildings and nimals were labeled by the

children.

have used ditto sheetra rr the farm animals and somctiees the children llus-

trate the fnzm animals.

Next year I am pinir dtaLe dispLay for the farm, U t can provide the

sandtable.

FOOD Ui4IT

The motivation for this unit is a film "Eat for Health". The film avle,f1 the

food in the basic five to represent the hand. The basic five are fruits, vegetables,

meats and eggs, milk and milk products and bread and cereals.

The activities can be a food chart representing the hand. The cbilden can

find the foods for each finger. A claas or individual booklet of the foods can be

made. A variety of activities for each unit should be planned and change the activ-

ities from year to year to meet the need of children of the same family enrolled

each year.

have made charts of the foods for classification and learning the names

the foods.

This unit carrys over to the lunchroom and to the foods that are served. The

children love to check the menu to see if one food fr m each finger is rved.
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ZOO ANIMAL UNTT

A zoo animal unit is in the progress of being developed. The activity follow-

ing this unit will be a Zoo. The cages will be coustructed from boxes with cord

strung on :11e opening to represent bars. 'h@ animals ir-y be made from clay, paper

mache or 'tend up paper animals.

Tc ahat extent the animals -ill be s' died depends on the ability and tntei.eat

of tb group.

TRAIN UNIT

The train unit is easily dev loped because most of the children have seen a

train. The American Railroad Institute has a wonderful unit for teaching the freight

train. The cars stand up and one side shows the outside of the car, and the other

side is a cut away view showing uhat is shipped in the car. On each sheet is a story

telling about the car.

Individual books were made c.nd ta child illustr ted each car aid opye a sen-

tence fram the board which has been dictated to me by the children. The immature

group illustrated each car and labeled t. P,ome of the children wanted to copy the

story, too.

The Cidren will become more observing of a real train and will tell about the

nrain and different cars they inw in Parker.

There is a record of "Re Sounds" that the children enjoy dramatizing.

PHOHETIC AL4 YSIS N THE FIRST GRADE

The Indian children have a tendency to use the sound and intonation patterns

of his own language when speaking English. They must learn to hear the difference

between their own language and English. So in phonetic analysis, Oral English is

a mat. 183
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To hold their intarect, I have made a picture book of charts for every beginning
with

sound. One muat begin with a word the child is familiar/and build on that. He

should become familiar tith one beginning sound before introducing anot*er. Another

pres tion is a set of cards that has the letter and a picture on one side; on

the other side ia a sentence telling what the letter says. Example: "Gr-r-r-r-r-r-

-rer- " said the dog. This side has a picture of a dog. The children CBIL use the

picture to tell the word dog. This is interesting to the children as they enjoy

reading the cards over and over.

For added review one can pronounce thr e words. The child will tell what two

begin weeh the same sound.

Activities for this may be Illust ating three things that begin with the sound

the children choose. A,E,C :Reeks ith words that begin with the sound of the

letter. The children can find these words in their readers. The immiture child

will need help. I have the mature children to do the words on their own and I help

the immature children. The children will write the capital letter and small letter

on this sheet.

Rhyming words have been. very diffieult as I have not devised a cone- te method

of prese-ting them. I '- ie purc=,ased a set of picture rhyiiing caree to

concrete method for next year. Folloviag this presentation I have another see the

children can une to match rhyming pictures, e an match rhymieg words. I hope this

last set will become self-teaching or self-directing review.

After beginning sounds and rhyming words become familiar and when the children

2are in 1 reading book, I brea% the word down to teach what the letter Rays. This

is the beginning of consonant substitution either at the beginning or end of a word.

The adding of "s" for plural is usually easy for the Indian child. The child

er 1 need practice to use the "s" sound ia oral English.

The "8" to show possession ie not difficult for the child. But again practice

in deciding what the person posi;asses is very necessary.

When the Indian child sees the whole word using these endings, he becomes
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confused and he needs individual help. The teacher may cover up the "s" and the

child will immediately see what the word is and will know the word with the ending.

The "ed" ending is most confusing as it has two sounda, but iLth practice he

will finally master it.

In book 1
2

the child begins to usz what he has learned to help him attack new

words. This is in consonant substituten either at the beginning or end of a word.

This is abstract thinking and Indian children cannot handle the abstract presentation

in the first grade. I have made charts with consonant substitution either at the

beginning or end. I '-2gin with a word the child knows and change the consonant. At

this time the child must kno_ the sounds of individual lettw, master this step.

Example of Charts

Substitution at the beginning

ran (known o d)

can

Substi at the end

is

it

it
man

pan

tan

It needs to be pointed out tr n children that taking the sound off; the

"an" sound is left or he will try to say "cran".

This consonant subticiutin at the beginning is using rhyming words, but some

children need this called to their attention. To help a child attack a new word,

one can say, "The word is like ran but begins with a c, then he is able to ue what

he has learned. So: times one can show a child a word it is like in the sentence

and he will be able to attack the word without the teacher's assistance. Sometimes

/ refer the chin to our charts and he can help himself. I always make sure the

child has the correct oron-_ciation before I leave him. If it appears to be too

difficult to attack the word alone I help

TL teacL : cannot amine that the Indian child will develop these s -helps
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without having help. This I feel is a weak point in our teaching of piwnetic

is so simple that one does not take the time to do everything i

the chi d soon becomes confused and cannot do anything. These likenesa of

need to be pointed out and wc,:tad on again and again.

The sounds of the diphthongs oi, oy, ou and ow may be taught when there are

two words in their reading vocabulary that have one of these diphthongs.

The sounds of the volvl digraphs ai, ay, ei, oa, oe, ow, ue, ew, ee, and ea may

be taught as the word,- , duced in the reading vocabulary. But wait until

there are two words preseA.

The sounds of the consonant digrapfts sh, ch, tch, ck, th, wb, nit, and ng are

taught as the words introduced in the reading vocabulary.

Very few of these words are used in the first grade. But I find it very

valuable to teach these counds as they are oresented in their reading.

I have found a very effective way to teach the "ou" and "ow" sounds. I ask

then', "What would you say if I hit you real hard?"

Of course they answer, "ough".

When the "o ' as in crow is introduced I have a big crow that I clip the chart

The ehilAren bec_ aware of the consonant blends when they are in 12 Using

blue as an example, I exp_ei,u bat one cannot make the two sounds separate and we.

try to say blue using the two sounds of b and 1. After this experience they soon

understand how to blend the sounds.

The vowel sounds are taught in the second grade, but I hive the children listen

for the vowel sounds in some words. The children become aware of these sounds and

it is easier for them to learn the vowel sounds in the second grade. 'Be sure to

have a need for teaching chssa difficult sounas and the children can learn the

sounds. Sounds without a need are useless to the Indian child.
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SUIVARY

In closing I wish to repeat; accept the child where KA Ic and take him as far

can without causing emorional disturbance.

So in developing every unit, begin with known facts of tko, oup and branch out

the unknown, and associate it with what the child -ill be doing in the future.

Indian children bave excellent ideas one word, Lay open a whole new vIewpoint

or idea for acti 1.ties, not like what was planned. But be flexible, accept his idea

as a challenge and use it as a guide.

The s ile and joy of a group for acepttng their coutribution will be ample

eward for the extra effort of the change of plans.

Don't be afraid of failure or mistakes- the child- n will love you

ame.

RESOURCE

FIlms from Arizona State University film library.

My personal book collection on topics of units planned, as we do _ot have sny

a :col library bo(.:s fx the first grade.

Teacher made ch,. for every unit but pres nted in a different £or' than the

activity planned.

Bullecin board displays.

Puzzlen that I have purchased which pertain to the unite.

Records.

Library books fraa the Agency Library, although theee books are 4ot always

appropriate materials.

Old catalogues and magazines Lor children to col ect their pictures.

"This Way to Better Speech", Abney-Miniace; Wori, 1k* Company, 1940)
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Caheruie luff Teacher, Phoenix Indian School

Teaching Indians is the Greatest

Iliff, so dedicated as a mother eacher of Indian education, threw away

her prepared speech and coke c 2f to give a thrilling and inspiring account

experiences teaching Apac e Navaio and Hopi school children.

7,11e prefaced her remarks telling of her strange reversal of early life fears of

Indians transmitted when her father worked in the logging industry in Zuni country.

The rationale of this early fear in evidenced i

child.

A brief resume of her experiences began during the depressing recession of the

thirties when she and a friend were pioneering in Indian teaching at Whiteriver and

McNary, respectively. Only a world traveller knew how to guide liar to her remote

beginning area. She and her friend p used only long enough La don hosiery before

reporting-in.

To remember Whiteriver fondly is putti i only mildly as here she met and

d service to the Indian

married her husband, a led, ranking gover N2nt representative for the U. S. P. H.

installations iv three states.

Her move to the Navajo Indian Education in

than Whiteriver. Here her children were re red .714' -4-Aeated even as er Nava

children«

Part ing from the Navajo was with mixee emotions as she felt she w s abandoning

her family but in reality she was expanding it as 'The Phoenix Indian SthosJ was au

off-reservation school that demanded even more of the mother-teacher complex. Her

five years at Phoenix 7'-dien School have flown is such satisfying tasks of Indian

guidance that she has only one unfulfilled goal that of giving the Phoenix Gazette

the true story of efficient, dev:,t1d servire of the Civilian personnel that g t

labeled as bureaucrats, mtstra of inefficiency and wastrels.

A4 she sums up her stand on teaching Indies, she saYs, "I get a real bang in
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teaching the Indian child!"

'Indians are like our own children'.

'Indiana are the same as our children."

The boys problems are the same es our boys problems.

The name is true for the girls.

Television is excellent. The children get much worthwhile exp rience from it,

even as our children do. They love it But we must place res rictions on its use

even as placed on it for our children. Differences are not evident bergeen Indian

and non-Indian. She expressed preference in teaching the Indian. The Indian way of

life is diffe ent but very good. This iS true of Navajo, Apache and Hopi. The

bi-cultural approach is desirable. Praise is given their way of life. It in e cee

out that others also have good gays of life. The proper approach is to learn atut

both and accept the best to make a better personal life, and understand and appreei

ate the others for their choices. Hei recommended approach is to anneal the good of

both into a combivatioa hi-cultural usage and appreciation.

Hrs. Iliff pointed out that the Navajo are net primitive peoples but pointed

out they have 2,000 words for nature's plants. Myths, folklore and art and litera-

ure comprise their heritage. These L7., encouraged in the Indian student as there

is a trend of the loss of these skills as the Indian

world.

The Emergence Myth was Vkened unto the story of the Bib

The Navajo and Apache haee a similar heritage in that the Apache is considered

the °cousin to the Navajo. The Hopi is more or leas esconced in home territory but

is completely surrounded physically and culturally hy the Navajo peoples who were

transplanted into the area. The Apache are faster losing cultural 1riag thsr the

Navajo or Hopi. This is termed regrettable and recommendation 19 tc peeseeve as

mach of it as is possible.

Insight was given into the solemnity and religious connotations of Kachina

Dances. There are over 50 Kaehinas. When the Kachina mask is donned the w

immersed in a bi-cultural
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changes personality and portrays only the God it represents. The religious dances

ere perforoed RE' needed in respect to calling upon the needs of the hour, rain te

break drouth, etc.

For further understanding along these line the following books were re d-

Ruth Underhills - Red Man's America - U. Of Chicago Press 1953-
Ruth Underhille flr Comes The Navajo - (a Shocker!)

Problems evident in an eservation Bureau of Indian Affairs school:

Each Indian Tribe has an individual language. The Nava o cannot converse with

the Hopi, or Apache or Visa-versa, they are as at a loss of conversing together as

even we the noa-Indian. This -_ multiplies the problem of getting response fr m lti

non- ultural to the Non-Indian culture. There are over 300 tribes with as many na-

tive languages being taught n B.I.A. schools.

Iliff pointed out that promising physicians could take a two year tour in

the B.I.A., U.S. Public Health Serv!ce, in lieu of a tour of duty in the armed forces.

This -peaks highly for tte BI-7eau as well as fey the care the children receive. The

reeommended fot experience of the teacher e J1 the good he could do for the

A. and the gc d his experience there would stand him later. She poin ed out

B. I. A. is not the necessary terminal point for a teecher. She cited the re

tiremen ther- La- from the B. I. A. and th ultimate rvice to a

people:- The rewards are greater (not-monet -y ). The service is improving itself

educatioflally at great stride. Upgrading is coming fa

The joy of working with Indians on the reservation is that of working with the

a u t Indians also, The Indians take care of the notvIndians and the non-Indians

ar- dedicated to the Indian. One stays in the service for the 1 ve of work and the

reward of working. Work is done on a seven day basis in spite of 5 day schedule.

There Are no remote areas in Arizona anymore, but it is still necessary to follow

white mrka on rocks to find trails to some areas. Mks. lif I reminilced of the

peace, tranquility, and quietness of favorite haunte in the reservations, of happi,
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ness, despair, laughter and tears, or joys and sorrows. She recalled ber qualifi-

cations of teaching music because

inclined before they knew a piano exist d and responh readily to any musical inetru-

Ment or choral direction. Special rewa de ware cttc4 in the area of U-lingual

Christmas carol singing.

The pride of the Navajo was indicated in sharing some of her visits to the

hogans of the parents of the children in the B. I. A. Schools. Also other homes

were visited. Even when no interpreter was available, they were table o visit for

as long as two hours n entertained guests of distinction. The emotional and hum=

element of the Navajo presented was contrary to the halo effect of western stories

and unauthentic t.v. and other mass media, that tile Indian has no feeling nor under-

standing. Illu-tratione were given of how the younger mothers still use the cradle

board but also use knowledge of health aids and sanitation in rearing children.

The children like to share their experiences when they return from their

father's suier camps, at school time. This is evidenced in talking aad particularly

in art work.

Ilia defended the go d in the recommended course of study for the state

but warned that much groundwork end preparation for the subject matter and implica-

tion of stories must be performed to make meaning for lack of wide experiences and

foreign cultures to the Indian.

The Indian defend° his cultu e as best until improvement for his purposes are

sett fied through bi-cultural acceptance. A motivation device for thts was illus-

trated by encouraging the Navajo to know cost per pound of wool, his product-w rth

and understanding the traders prices and marks without depending upon ale trader for

interpretation. This then holds meaning to the herd owaer.

While the lack of family and enviroane-t are definite distractions to the Indi-

an student in the city, the location within a metropolitan area has its distinct

advantages. These advantages are worth no more than they are utilized, however.

It is the custom habit and policy to expose the Indian student to as niany expe e_
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ossible. These were ex.ibit-d in works of arts and crafts, which are used

de ict what was seen on the e excursions exhibitions and experiences.

Criticism of Indian wa and manners is mver indulged in. ilawever nore

than one way, more or manner is taught and it encourages the uce of the one that has

the most meaning.

s to the Navajo reserv- _on indicate that aany students vho graduate re-

turn to the re ervati to encage in industry and help improve conditions on

re servat ion.

Our _inspiring teacher _erified that lesson planning that is thought /ape -,ious

can go to pot, but she sub- -lbes to the propasiiori that teaching is somethi.ng that

is very personal and whea that plan flops the person takes over and personal rela-

tions CST in out over a scuttled lesson plan. Many personal insights to keys ot

Joy of teaching and response of the student were mentioned.

Of particular intereat wag VMs. lliff -ecommen4ation of slang, English idioms,

and cliches that ou: language is loaded -ith and whh means so little to an uni-

cultural child until enligh_ened. The Indian has a keen sense of humor and usually'

sees the joke -f idiomm and slartg.

Care iwist be exercised in posters that incorporate certain nimsls that are bad

medicine so Lo speak tor certain

prnsented for the use of word lists he;_pi

She specified Durell - Level 1

Wtite words.

Exchange papers.

Use colored narking penc

Mark the correct words w

Return pap

Write sentences with the nissed words4

Friday - retest on weeks word list.

Also of special te was the outline

che language arts,

The group parti ularly reacted favorably overwh lmed at the nrt collection
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Hrs. EUEf exhibited from the work of school children.

The question rerod was waived in order thst we could hear more inspiratiou&.

xperiencas that Mrs. IlLff was so kind to share with us.

In conclusion the following books also were rec ended:

The Eagle, The dasua;_ and the SeEpclat
Miguel Cavarrubias
Alfred A. Knop f 1954

Dr. Fred. Dockstater flock Cn Art of Arnericae

Ethn.oloical Distlpilasi of ;he Male Laasi_g_ia e

Francis can Fathers

St. Nichaele B. Ilailo

Final Reminders - Do not correct child in public other than school-

Articulation ia vtlry, very important.

19a
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PaIph Wesnmnnn

Mt.

the grass ro t

6,4rasa loot scatistics of

En.roliuien t - 240

Iriricipal, Salt River Indian Day School

appruich to che work of the Bureau

the

n Affairs was from

t River Indian Day School Ln uded:

Locationl Midway between Scot,. oad East

Motorola Plant,

Orrization Beginning students through rade 30;

(M4sa takes grade eight pupa

Foxe s Beginning through 6 to integrate with the Masa school system

of 6-3-3 plan.

Bureau y: To atteud public school if rest an a is near public cchcol

or on bus route.

Atten1ance fron reaervation 50% B. 1. A. Schools

5070 Public Schools

The Bu eau normally is dcalin- with Indian children who are about three years re.

tarded. As soon as the child is qualified be is put into the public schools

Mr. Wesemann pointed out that the notoriety from drinking felt by the reser-

vation Indians, was not Aholly ieserved by the inhabitants of the reservation. The

drunkedneas is found at lower socio-economic levels of our societ)r and sone Indians.

The philosophy of The Salt River Day School is to educate the child and parent,

too. This is done through school activities and meetings. Social clubs are orga_

ized for Boy Scouts, Glx1 Scouts Sewing clubs, dancing, etc.

The school is located in an area that is readily available for vtSitoLs. Many

winter visitors to the valley, visit this school. rt is believed that it is good

for the children as well as of interest to visitors. Of thirty-ftve children that

sent to Mesa in the last cla s only rwo failed to make the grade.

Traditionally, 7th and 8 h grade children tapered off in skills and ability as
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it

education and it is now not unpopular, nor frowned upon to subscribe to the phi-

losophy

idered popular t "stand out . This pattern has been changed by

llence. If the child le eere than three years retarded he is sent

to a B. I. A. Loarding school rather than a day school.'

r. Wesemean recommended three steps in reading:

1. Experience

Exper

Experience

He recommended a large library housing supplemeetary level books. The Indian

loves to read in school. Howe c nditions ere not conducive to study. He recommends

hat the school be available to the student after the day Glee es are over. The use

f the school should include the entire family. The problem is to overcome experi-

ence poorness. The problem is not so much that of bi-lingualism as it is the prob-

lem of bi-c Iturism. The bi-lingual child does not even sem% good Piman.

Emphasis to placed upon the language arts, especially listening. They have

made good progresn toward reading readiness through listening in figuring 4 and 5

verbal numlers and processes to ive at an end answer.

The followine points were advocated to teachers going into new positions:

Caution - Check with the principal before attempt to visit homes. Frequently

tbte may destroy school progress toward parental reaction.

Cautioa Don't destroy progress made by the school.

Allow tiee to be the factor t at anneals acceptance of new personnel a ong

with valuable ser ice,

The school's experience iith attendance La that of continued inprovement. Tie

latest figures indicate that the most recent attendance record was raised to 957k

from a previous high -f 87%. Attendance improvement results in learning improvement.

Attendance improvement is partially based upon adequate clothing that the Indian

child is not ashamed to wear. Absences decreased from physical education, when the

girls had underwear they Were not aihamed to wear. This has been partially allayed
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eviug clas es in which the Oxls learn to make their clothes.

The tests given to Indian Children indicate they eee1. at manual and physical

dexterity but that their I. Q. are limited by lack of experien

A atudy of the Mesa school showed a tendency for the Indian child's t.Q. to

progress for a longer period of time over that of the non-Indian as his experiences

tended to progress wh le the implication was that the non-Indian had fairly well run

the ga riences tbrt reselt in higher I. Q. results.

Hr. Wesemann recommends that a kindergarten be added to tle day school so that

experience can be gained at the same chronological level with the non-Indians with

which they will compete after grade 7 or B. The pattern now i- that the Indian child

is one year retarded as compared to the non-indian who has had the advantage

kindergarten in the system. This yokes the Indian student a year older chroiologi e

cally at the high school level than his non-Indian peer.

With the availability of the services of the school at night for high school

students to type, study, and read that would not be available in their sod houses

and dirt floors, the percentage of high school graduates i- increasing ulth the

reservation Indian who advanced from the day ichool to the public school. This also

holds true for those who go on to higher institutions of learning.
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Paul Brainlet, Area Director of S-hools,

Phoenix Area Office,

Bureau of Indian Affa

began his remarks with a brief history of Indians and their edu-

cation.

They have had a 300 year educattonal experience with the Mission schools.

The Bureau of tndtan Affair 100-ye r hictory in the education of

Indian. These were established at that tune solely as boarding sc.lools which w

housed in abandoned forts. The day schr,ls were not established until SOM4 time

later.

The public schools did not enter the Iadl.an education picture until the begin-

ning of the twentieth century. Today, 67% or more of the Indian chLldreri are in

public schools.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is in a terminal period in which as it is possible

to do So the public schools will absorb the total Indian students. This will not be

in the near immediate future as there are many existing conditions to prevent it.

Oklahoma and Arizona compete statistic-wLse in who has the most Imclians and other

stati.stics as it Is desirable or unde irable at the given insta t. However, ulti-

mately the Bureau will cloft. Criteria for closing the Bureau include the following

musts: School districts must be provided to cover every reservation.

Places must be provided where the school district does not serve. -.ch an

instance occured in Utah in 1952 when a Bureau school closed.) Public schools did

not reach the area where the school was closed and there has been repeated request

by both Indians and non-indians for the reopening of the B. I. A. school.

Mk. Brama _ emphasized that transition to the public school integration will

be easy.

It was pointed out that Indians have an unenviable position of high absence and

ow grades

The solution to the termination of the Bureau schools is not as simple as tran
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fer of the students.

The Bureau Schools have many retarded children that cannot qualify for public

schools and are placed on special new programs that will help enable the student to

find a skill in which he might earn his livelihood. The Bureau finds it is conduct-

ing schools for the overaged and retarded students. The present goal is to give

each child a minimum of five to eight years of education.

Statistics on prob bility of a 2-year retardation at the 6th grade giveo only

a 50% chance of compl ring the tenth grade and no chance of completing the 12th

grade.

A special guidance program is necessary to meet the terminal period of the

B. I. A. schools.

An unfortunate pattern shows that the publLc school is sending retarded Indian

children from their institutions to the B. I. A. schools. This is not good and does

not lend itself to correcting present problems of termination.

Another example of 500 children in the 4th grade showed a drop out rate of

100 per year, until at the 6th grade there were but 300 of the original 500. This

is also reflected in Spanish-American bi-lingual and bi-cultural drop outs and

retardation beginning in the 3rd grade.

Mr. Bramlet rued the malignment that both the Bureau and public choo1n often

receive at the hands of the press.

He reviewed the Task Force Report on Education with some hope. The recommenda-

tion of a 12-mouth school will be accomplished only with adequate appropriations

which already are inadequate to meet their needed budgets. He subscribes to the

program of catering to Indian Parents to help them learn to read and write and im-

prove their environment, education and assume public responsibilities. He cited the

South Pacific schools operated by the U. S. Navy under the name of the People's

School. This was a program to upgrade the entire populace. This then should be the

goal for Indians. These recommendations are not new but is progress in motion.

Tribute was paid tO the Bureau Teacher as being of high quality and limited in
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that they have to work day and night and travel etc. In meeting the transition it is

necessary to meet the same requirements as other great feats of progress. This is

Mass communication in the form of education to move to the new point. Three points

were listed to make this educational goal:

1. Attractiveness

2. Easiness

3. Comfortableness

The Indian problem is the same as any other minority group. The Je record

of high educational attainment was cited as the oPP ite end of the educational

ladder that a minority can develop when it is determined. Other in tances of great

strides of progress and change of social progress through education were listed as

the Japanese and their expansion and the Soviet Union.

Any program under forced draft can nake progress Strength i based upon edu-

cation. Higher education should have higher requirements etc.

Another problem in the terminal program is the Johnson-O'Malley Program. This

program has been adopted in all states except Arizona. No ueeting of minds have been

made as the stipulation is for sovereign state negotiation for funds. Mt. Bramlet

can see no solution to the impasse until it is taken to high federal court and a

decision backed by even the Supreme Court as solution to the problem. The problem

is: should the Federal government be responsible for Indian education with the aid

of the state or turn-a-bout?

The Johnson O'Malley program is leav ng Utah. It may be in Arizona another

100 years.

Soma of the vital statistics of cost of education of B. I. A. students were

given. It costs $1100 a year for a student in the boarding school, $500 a year for

a student in the day school with $.75 per day allotted for food. The budget was

$28,000 over in May. (short) There are 26 B. I. A, Schools in the 4 state area

under the Phoenix Branch. (excludes Navajo which is under the Gallup N. M. Office)

The summer programs sponsored by the
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Indian cultural progress. These inf:Aude the camping programs and the work pro _a_

which are, in effect, C. C. C. projects for Indian Youth.

The Bureau continues to recruit teachers as the turnover through retirement and

termination is constant. The question and answer pariod dealt with the relationship

f parent and school personnel and misunderstandings of rules, regulations and the

dirregard for government property and problems dealing vith insobriety0

In answer to when and how Indians serve on educational boards, W. Bramlet con-

cluded with the possibility of or Indian advisory board in co-operation with the

Federal officials.
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Maurice Gemmell State Director indi n Education, Office of Supt. of

Public Instruction - Arizona

Mr. Geminell begged the difference in de erence to introduction as an expert on

the basis that he has only completed his fir t year in the above position.

He did acknowledge the availability of two experts within his department. They

are Mr. Charles Bernardoni, Guidance Specialist -f the Indian Child, and Mrs. Mamie

Sizemore, bi-lingual expert for the department. Mt. Cemmell invites the schools to

avail themselves to the services of both of the departments experts through their

local sch ol administrator.

The philosophy of the department is for the same advantages in the way of ser-

vices and educational pursuits for Indians as for the non-Indians. The department

believes that special skills are needed by the teachers of Indian children in that

they have the necessary background of bi-lingual and bi cultural understanding to

assist the Indian child. Other special demands for the Indian teacher should consist

f extra understanding and patience.

Hildegard Thompson's Pamphlet 'All Youth Need Teachers' was commented on by

Mt. Gemmell thusly: Indian youth need superior teachers to riaise the Indian educa-

tional lag to normalcy.

The Indian Department of the State Department of Public Instruction aløo acts

as administrator for the Johnson O'Malley Fund.

The Johnson O'Malley Program was reviewed. The highlights pointed out

beginning tn 1934 when the act was passed and 1936 when it was amended to basically

its present plan. Federal funds are deposited to states that have Johnson O'Malley

contracts. The state administers Lb. e fund alloting it in turn to the public schools.

In 1958, P. L. 874 wae passed, which in_luded Indian Reservation Extension and civil-

ians located on Federal lands. In any case the Johnson O'Malley funds are considered

only supplementary funds. For Indians to qualify for the fund the requirement

that the indtvidual must be k tndian and reside on a reservation, tax free land under
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Tribal authority. This excludes forest lands.

Example of how the fund is used follows:

State and County A

H. B. 874

d $180

--7

$180

188

Balance of average cost made up by J. O'M. 132
Total MO

The Johnson OtNalley fund does the came for the Indian as local taxes do for

the non-Indian.

While each state is supposed to sign an individual coxtract with the federal.

government for this fund, Arizona has not reached an agreement with the Federal

Government for two years and, as a result, Washington has bitrarily assigaed a

lump sum to Arizona which was insufficient to meet the exampled pattern previously

given. This deficit has been of added hardship to an exploding Arizona population

and increased school attendance.

Dr. Roessel asked Mr. Gemmell what the underlying philosophical:1 conflict

lack of contract was based on Mt. Getman indicated dhat it was whether the U.

Government was responsible for the education of the Wien culd and the State assist-.

ing the U. S. Government or whether the State was responsible for the education of

the child and the U. S. Government assisting the State of kritona.

To circumvent the pattern of no contract for the past two yeers a committee

composed of 2 Senators, 2 House Members, B. / A. representation, state board of

education et al. was formed to make recommendations.

Jim Turner La Field Supervisor, he is not an educator, but a eer ified pub

accountant and Budget expert. The federal representatives say that arbitrary amount

will be tendered until a contract is signed and a base is established upon the con-

tract. No contract, no base.

Porecast for catch- , in the future looks much brighter than the pest two Ye

In lieu of the $1,000)000, an agreement for payment of $1,650,000 text year will help

them to catch up on onehal of the deficit. The 1962-43 budget is now inCWaihiretca
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and it calls for $2000,000. If this is a pr_ ed then the total deficit can have

been bridged*

Other special services that the Johnson O'Malley fund pays for include:

Special teachers*

Guidance and counselor persoi

Teachers for needy children

Cther problems that exist on the reserv tionfinclude the thinking by the par n

that the public schools should be like the B. I. A. schools and stand total cost of

schooling -houcing and feeding.

Education's job is to inform, truct, teach and get the Indian pazent to under-

stand that responsibility is a par-of being a full fledged citizen. MUch adult

education is needed to fulfill this.

The funds for the Indian Education division of the State Department of Public

Instruction receives all but 0,000 from the Johnson O'Malley Fund.

Miro Gemmel concluded his speech by revieving his capable staff, Mamie Sizemore,

Classroom Specialist, Charles Berardoni, Guidance Specialist, Jim Turner, Budget

Specialist and Himself Dept. Administrator. Ile stated that many zany materials

are available and that name may b- had upon visit or request. These art on bi-

lingual, bi-cultural and classroom problems, guidance and counselling, reading and

scholarships.

"The primary purpose of the department is service. Do call on us."

Er. Maurice Gemmell



Mt. Herber Supt. of Schools es

HtLure opened his remarks su-po ins Hr. Gemmell in his bid for service by

stating that Mt. Jim Turner was even thee on Chinle Budget assignment. He also

understood all that La at stake in the tndi

followed him in the assignment.

Mr. McLure said that his task was to try to interpret Indian Education Philosophy

within the franework of the general Philo ophy of Education. He said that policy

statements of small groups do not cheese the philosophy for the total group, nor

create revolutLon. Unofficially a statement might indicate revolution. He chal-

lenged the class to so state its phil sophy mn this basis. Ife described himself as

a specialist in nany areas but felt that in refining his philosophy he still felt he

was limited much as the story of the librarian he told of who was beautiful, gra-

cious, and w_11 qualified to stir youth. The youth flocked to the library, even

department inasmuch as Mr. Gemmel'.

those who had never been in the lihr_ ye Interest was broadcast to the entire com-

munity which started upon literary purauits A matron trying to satisfy her curi

osity visited the library and called for a book that was not housed there. She asked

the librarian to get it for her. The librarian looked, and looked and finally said,

I am sorry, but we do not have that hook." The matron seemed quite perturbed and

returned, "That is odd, nor 17 year old son said that you had laverythingl."

This story might illustrate what schools thimk they get in teachers and what

they actually get im teachers. Too, it could mer the situation tfr. Haute found

himself in; that of having his aotes for the speech in Chinle and hiumelf hare. For

this oversight he proposed that he expose hia real thoughts =philosophy of Indian

Education.

His prepared statement was "Creative Frontiers'

lha have creative frontiers before us. Involve ent only can explore and develop

this. One must see people and situations in, perspective from personal point of View.

Existence is based upon interpretation of the view. He cited bax =gm
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Colonial period - 1600 - 1776 - religiouø motif

National period - 1776 - 1876 - Intelligent eUactive citi-ren

Expansion and reform 1876-1929 - Mastery of facts 6 skills

Recent Past 1929 - 1957 Life & Community Proble-- If direction - Discipline

and responsibilities

Cont-_ orary 1959-1961 - Internationallan and expression of Democratic Freedom

Viewing Indian Education as a segment of the total education, Mr. MeLtre called

the past 90 years a failure. He challenged the seminar to accept his challenge of

"Creative Frontie- develop it and turn 90 years of edueaAonal failure into sue-

cessful goals. He charged the group to use the history of failure as a storehouse

of information. Research this information _then inaugurate a program that uses the

good and discards the bad. Consult the history of B. I. A. also. He shook us with

his enthusiasm for the exciting new world we are approaching - that we are on the

tbreshold of a revolut on in Indian education. our progress in the future is incom-

prehensible. Dr. Roessel WAS cited as a catalyst to our stepping Orito the threshold

of exciting progress in 'the Creative Frontier".

These points were listed as his blueprint for this revolution in Indian

Education:

1. Ample Funds. Get good schoola and teachers. The good belongs to all.

When funds are inadequate, good Ls lacking. Differences of

Philosophy must be synthesized among local, state and federal

groups.

2. Local Administration. Have able and tnterested school boards dedicated to

spirit of American Education.

3. 1ml:sum Student. Reflects serious teacher.

4. Sufficient Staff. Professional type teacher.

5. ChallenOng Currieulnaw Developed locally reflecting needs, desires and

aspirations.
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latlEIA124 and T.nforned Parents. The $tanfard Studies indicate Indian

7 7. Life _ arnere.

-s ere no diffarent than non-Indian.

Keep them informed 04 operation of chool.

learning from infancy to retirement. (Adult

tdu ion)

B. noilAEg Facilities.

9. to-date Materials,.

10. AAIsmataL Number of pitiful School gmtstit. Administrative and Supervisory

experts in expediting

Ware also recommended that there oe a State Conference of Indian Teachers

to set up goals, needs and programs. Indian Education has great reaponsibiliti s

during the 60's. Ready or not, we will have a part tn it.

Another challenge was directed to Dr.'s Roessel and Meador and other South-

western authorities on Indian Education to charge the teachers with ths best custom

methods and effective prowess to approach professionalism in Indian Education.

McLure chided nor to settle for miasionaries nor people who were seeking

remote area experiences ea teachers for our Indian children, if they are net quali-

fied. Good teachers, he continued, will go anywhere.

Mamie Sizemore can help us tn materials and skil

second level.

Linguistics are developing fast. Prepare ourselves. Create areas of research

in needed areas. Run pilot studies. Now i the time There i- enough material in

researchi areas to qualify etght or ten doctorates. Be articulate, express your feel-

ings and beliefs in education fence-riders are not to be condoned. Know what and

why you do things. Tell the parents and school board 'shy.

mr. Lure con luded his prepared statement with this

Pinal Challenge: "Be ready to move in the sixtie "

During the question and answer period mr. McLure again took the initiative and

pre elated the following as questions each teacher should aek himself:
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the beøt things going on in school?"

"What are clues to other better things?"

"What is the most setLous need of the ni- -?"

What can the school do?"

"What can the teacher do?"

"What Mbral-Ethical training _ e you doing for chi dr

'What other fundamentals axe you giving the childre 1"

"What do we have for citizenship p:ogram?"

"After getting a good teacher, bow can you hold her?"

"Do you have a co-operative parentteaciier association?"

Qu ion: What con-titutes a good t acher?

Answer: ContLnatLon of dedicated, young and enthusiast

Can qualify by answertng the following queations:

Do 1 like people? Do I like to'bew112 people?

-ork with people?

What is the statue of the school 1-- h progr

-01

reservation?

Answer There are problems but the greatest L. the terminology of qualification

children without money. The word "indigent children" is out of connotation

and should be struCk from the ruli
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Nelson Jose Governor, Sac

After a sincere, Informational and glowing introduction of Mt. Jose's c tr

butions to sOciAty in generel and Indian Affaira-education and integration in par-

ticular by Dr. Roessel, Mt. Jose expressed his feeling of pride like that of burstu

lug all the buttons off his shirt along with being very touched and hutble. Me In

turn told ua of his first meeting with Dr. Roessel when he also net Dr. Roe l's

parents and felt that he knew Dr. Roessel even better by having been priviledged to

do so, implying that we night understand the India- children better when we get to

meet and know their parents.

After e- ablishing the fact that the mebera of the workshop were new, hr. Jose

uentioned that he had just received the findings 7f the Task Force that had net at

A. SO U. As a leeder of Indian Affairs Mr. Jose was a contributor to the pro ect

that was sponsored by President Kennedy and spearheaded by Secretary of the Depart

ment of the Interior Udall.

Dr. Roessel end the workshop expressed desire to beat his vecommendations.

Hr. Jose invited us to utilize the following to the best of our ability. Re

said he would confine his remarks to those more appropriate to the field of-education

and delete Soma of the recommendationa presented iu other areas of Iadian Affeirs.

He prefaced his remarks that this is an appraisal and recommendation approach to the

S. I. A. through Indian Leaders in Seven western states.

Comiunttv Services and Education

Dissatisfaction is the basis for improvement ,

Dissatisfaction exists now.

The 1960 census reported the average education for the 25 year old vas 5 to 6

years for the Indian as compared to 10 years for non-Indian. The Pima reservation

averaged 7 years in the 1950 census. They have not improved this mark im 10 years.

Less than 40 per cent of the Indians graduate from High School as compared to 60 per

cent for non-Indian. lam workers averaged 84 years education. The EIMA depends on

agriculture for subsistence. They average leas than this. With automation cones
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less need for the unskilled worker.. Mbre education is needed to upgrade the Agri-

cultural worker to specialize in agricultural skills. 907. of the reservation dwell-

ers have not learned special skills. There are many problena as a result of this.

The parents want to keep the children in school but there are nore drop outs in

rural areas than urban areas. The reason is due t_ the socio-economic condition in-

volving incoae, education and standing in society. The Indian is handicapped along

these lines.

Action is under way. it involveø the State, B. I. A., _tribal governments, cavi-

ty, parents, school, church, students and other individuals. Hr. Jose read the

portion of the Ariz° a constitution proclaiming by law that it is the state respoft

sibility to funish public educl,tion which is open to all children. The State has

not fully accepted this responsibility.

To meet this responsibility, better planning at the re ervation level is neces

sary. nistrictiug is non-exi.stant on reservations now. Forty percent are in public

hools. The only opportuuitiee for the Indian child to improve ia for education to

-4711e. Progress cannot improve until facilities for all are avaiXable. Forceful

changes will intensify the problems.

Tribal Coencilkizanauttia

It is the tribal councills responsibility to bridge the gap between now and

will be in public school situation. p.7.A. the community' clubs and other organi-

zations east help focus aItention upon improvement. The parents must be informed of

the laws. They should recoiend steady attendance to reduce abs nteeimm. They now

have plans to check on this phase this fall.

Responsibility only begins with the starting of school. tt should continue

through adult educational projecte. Interesting programs should be provided for all.

High achievement is low percentage se but skills and interests p .rit to vocational

schools. The category of ueekilled workers clog the uarket. Full time guidance and

unseling should be used to improve and expand this program The choice of the

n is public school over B. I. A. schools, and boarding schools over day
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achoole. hich child? Which chool? None good or bad, unless it meets the need

of the child. The B. I. A. meets the need of a group.

Ideally, home and school together is recommended. There is no B. I. A. bo rd-

ng school on the reservation. All B. X. A. schools on Pima are day schools.

Local control is desirable for a school. Bureau schools are responsive to the Indi-

an child. The Indian parents should assume more responsibility. Selection of the

member ihould be baged upon merit and not race. Individual choice of returning to

the reservation by students should be left to the individual. He should be free to

select his job.

The job should be appraised as 1. What does it offer?

2. What can I contribut Ale job?
(Need of pride)

The new culture tends to make the Indian believe that all the old is bad and

that all the new is good. He loses his true sense of values, whereas, he should

select the good of both. Holding to the old may delay change.

Other problems: 1. Organize Reservation into School Districts

2. Districts reluctant to give up property.

(Only utilities are taxable for reservation educ tion).

Public Law --185 Funds for Buildings

in districts and D. I. A. 1 mile vs. 22.

A. S. _ recommendations - move with caution.

Problem children and children with problems are two cate ories. Ch Wren with

problems become problem children by having no correctional institutions for rehabil-

tation. Ft. Grant is overcrowded. Home of the Cood Shepherd is the only place

available for girls. There are no facilitiee for children. They continue to get

worse until they land in adult courts.

Recommendation: Rehabilitation centers or ranches for boys and grls.

lat and Order (Upon request of the group)

Shortage of funds
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Rec_ i to handle properly -

1. Increase probationary officers, counselors etc.

Two way radio communications needed.

Supplemantal gardens for inmate

Welfare

1. Need for professions

2. Homemaking services

Relocation

L. Being an agricultural tr :ts needs are simple and uncomplicated.

Traumas develop in transition. to city living, with its social adjustments

and complicity.

Extensive progress to stay itt own vicinity.

3. Expand local business or commute to jobs from own homes.

Yocational Training

1. Little educe-ion or training is provided to compete in available local jobs.

2. Relocation usually means out of state situation.

3. Industrial activity increase vill help

Bureao Progran (closing remarks)

to his personal school experience, college Was streseed. The ergency was to

get a job noluume recommended. They learned a trade. Was uninformed about comp

Utica in the trades. Ha became a carpenter but also had other Skills and trades

he cOuld fall back on, such= interior decorator, painting, blacksmithing, tation

ary engineer and agriculture. He described the union hall hiring, acceptance and

assignment only to lose his job due to personal prejudices of contractor. He foend

his own contractor an4 worked steadily. Had many good stories and experienes.

Particularly proud of his work on the hesdquartera for the Navajo reservation. tn

retrospect he would change what has happened by having gone on to college and becom-

in a lawyer.

He concluded that diecrimat
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was. Now the requirement is skill and abil_ y.

In reviewing his own early schooling he pointed out that aathematics and spell-

easily to him. He also said because of this it raised his average to pass-

ing in subjects that he had no prowess in, such as history.

An interesting anecdote vas his referral to sleeping on a pallet until going

to B. I. A. boarding school. The first night he fell out of the high bed he had to

leap in.

Other initiatory enrollment experiences included that dealing with being fit

with shoes. They had no boys shoos that would fit so he had to settle for girls'

shoes and they pinched and made him slip and fall an the oiled w od flo
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Grace Blossom Cortez High School Glendale, _Ariz

"It is a pleasure and a privilege to help thiyae who will help others."

Hrts. Blossom stated that the demand of Indians seeking help is greater today

it has ever been. However, she continued, theselndian children along with

other bi-linguals are doomed unless aid and help through guidance, teaching and

counselling by people that understand and l v bi-lingual and bi-cultural peoples

comes to them.

A high school diploma will not keep a job but it will originally help to place

on job. The B. I, A. (Bureau of Indian Af airs) achools have done good service in

placeuent of Indian students in vocational positions. This has been found to be

uore success ul when the student is placed in jobs while he is still attending

school. This is similar to the distributive education role played in the public

schools.

The problem with the Indi n is greater than the non-Indian in that there is an

educational lag that is tied in not only with bi-lingualism but with bi-culturism.

Both factors are better overcome in B. I. A. boarding schools than in B. I. A. day

schools. But again this does not solve the greatest problem of the Indian student.

That is the trauma of home divorce. Yet the desire to be something greater than a

cotton-picker or its equivalent is the sole reason for the Indian to give up his way

of life to strive for pelf-improvement.

The beginning of the educational lag begins in grade one when.the child is

taught English. The later English is taught chronologically the harder it ie to

learn. The first educational lag period can be eliminated either by English being

spoken in the home or in pre- irst grade.

Mks. Blossom reuinded us that the uost difficult language in the world is

ish (American style). We have over 500,000 entries in our dictionary. We

ribute our greatest number of words of any language to the fact that we =4 truly

a melting pot that has absorbed worth; from cultures all over the world and spiced it

up With slang, Idioms and coined words. 2 1 5
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We have mare rules guiding our language than any other language. We have more

exceptions to the rules than we have rules. We inundate the bi-cultural and bi-

lingual child with basics through grade 31 until 32 approach on comprehension makes

understanding of couprehension as meaningless as that of level 8 or 10 books. The

comprehension is baffling to the Lndian who cannot define words or know what they

are.

Indians excell at spelling and are good in reading orally but do not understand

what the word they spell or pronounce means. An approach to comprehension comes

better to the Indian child when used in context with spoken words, stories and

English. This along with pictures and conversational approach seems to be more

effective to comprehension than just reading directly from the page.

Fundamentals of our English laevage as spoken is divided into 44 phonemes.

have 24 letters to cover 44 sounds. While this is the most complicated of any lan-

guage the alphabet is standardized as well as spelling is standardized. English is

nut standardized. English keeps changing. The first English translation of the

bible was in Vulgar English, meaning the common way people spoke then such as thee,

thy, thou etc. Until even recently this persisted. By constant changes in English

it is not only a problem to Ameri.can English users but even oore so to one learning

the language.

We. Blossom reviewed the method of teaching three foreign languages at

American Institute of Foreign Trade and likened that institutes preparation of people

to go into foreign trades unto that of Indians going into English laeguage, education

and culture. Similarly she believes that the approach to teaching English could be

taught in the same manner as the three foreign languages at the American Institute

for Foreign trades. The first goal is to break the accent within the first three

months. English taught orally can even as foreign languages taught orally break

accents that haunts any bi-lingual who cannot use the second language or foreign

language without an accent. When such a person applies for a job he has 2 strikes

against him if he has an accent. Exception, please. One or two jobs in luxury
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lines of styles, fads and fashions are enhanced by accent.

sounds such as the Navajo d instead o: th are cauees for accent. The

Navajo has no sound th in their language. Othet sounds should be sUbstitu_ed whe

Lmilarities do not exist.

To present the language orally make up Series of Conversations_ in lesson fo

Limit yourself to four words a day initially at grade one. Use short Sentences.

Use only those words you teach initially. Progress by reuse of these worde in learnr

ing the four new ones the next day, etc. Speak the words as they are used lit spoken

English and not as thought spoken. Example.- Oh - what a - pret-ty day. (thought

spoken) Owhatapretty day. (As spoken)

Tb_is is the same as the French Allis on style of speaking.

Recommendation: Establish a controlled vocabulary list of 4 0 words to be

learned in context rather than in isolation. She recommended the Aagaard approadh

to a check-off list of the controlled vocabulary as introduced in context. Wareing

was given to the effect that mental tabulation on the part of the teacher is not

thorough enough to replace the check-off list.

Sbe referred to Dr. Tarman's use of supplementary vocabulary to give at a

utilitarian level of daily usuage in connection to new surroundings and daily hab

This too should be prepared for what ever your local needs demand.

Thus you will have two vocabularies to teach almost simultaneous

I. The Basic 400-Word Controlled Vocabulary

2. The supplemental utilitarian environmental vocabulary.

Mrs. Blossom also felt that pe functory performances of rote traditions -uch

ai the Pledge of Alleg ance be omitted until the words can be understood by the bi-.

linguallbi-cultural child so that they have comprehension with them. Th * level was

suggested to be at the 3rd or 4th grade, for easy mastery.

The Pries-Ttaver 500 word list was described as being too sectional in nature

be of use to our area. The Preeseqtojas list seems to be more accaetable for at

least the bi-lingusi. child of spanish descent.
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The thoughts behind the foregoing paragraphs were stressed in the directive

'Do not let the child think he is stupid!'

The child may believe he is stupid and let it lead to frttatration_ so great as

to reject attempt of perceiving. The Thorndyke or Ogden victionary tend to 'give the

child this feeling in that the meanings are not of controlled vocabulary. Instances

such as a dog which every child knows becomes unintelligible when looked at lm the

diction Y.

To remedy this problem she sugg sted u- the glossary list of words and

definitions for a source list. Take these from the basic readers.

Reference was made to plateau in controlled contests. Research has shown that

at a given plateau only 57. of the words are used by an individual on the basLs that

if the other 957. were used the hearer or reader would be lost.

The controlled vocabulary is abruptly d opped at grade 3. The fourth

begins the comprehensive approach to word learning. This is of trtumatic experience

to bi..lingual children. Here we lose the controlled vocabulary and pick up the next

major factor contributing to educational lag.

The suggested approach to overcoming this factor was gfireri in 7 ru

1. Listen repeat.

2. Li ten repeat

3. LI ten - repeat

4, Listen - repeat.

5. Listen - repeat,

6. Listen repeat.

7. Listen - repeat.

This, then, seems to be the key to talking worde or comprehension words, Listen-

Repeat. An example was close - shut. One word, shut wee from controlled vocabulary,

the other was from comprehension vocabulary. Association of close - shut must be

eastered through Listen - repeat. The child does not react at the fourth grade be-

Mlle he doesn't understand due to the vocabulary shift.
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This comprehension shift includes so many sources of misunderstanding that she

felt this might be the time that Starts juvenile delinquency. No research has been

done in this area to date, but it was Mt_ Blossom's opinion that it might well

indicate possibility, that chain a tion frustration of -comprehmsion of words

causes delinquency.

She along with Mrs. Flake in Gi bert, have subst tuted their own diet onaries

for each grade l vel. The word li t is alphabetized and the meaning of the word is

given in context with the materials they have covered at that grade level. These

dictionaries are then transcribed by each pupil into his personal notebook that he

keeps and may teke home with him at the end of school. We. Blossom said that the

children enjoy the seat work and that very few of the notebooks hit filo nine as

they complete the end of the school year. The book that she demonstrated was one

that she had obtained from a girl in her home who had retained her copy.

The higher levels did not alphabetize their lists due to complications of

sources' subjactuatter and inc eased volume per unit but the results seemed to be

as good ea those utilizing the alphabetized lists at the lower grades.

These lists give good seat work for all children, The more advanced need little

if any help and attention is given to the retarded. These lists make comprehension

of idioms slang, vulgar phrases, profane concepts and foreign words other than the

second language more pronounced and understanding more easy.

Even after the understanding of a word in context, the real retention of com-

prehension will come through re-use and r view as the seven rules of listen - re-

peat. If this is not done at the higher levels rds as encountered in science,

history and geography tend to add to educational lag.

Another area of intriguing interest that Mts. Blossom presented wAs the possi

bility of utilizing speed reading to bi-lingual pupils. The earlier, the better

mould be the ideal tine to present this. This would eliminate bad habits before

they are formed and would have the same effectiveness as breaking the accent in

first three menthe of schooling. This area was also suggested as an area for further



earch and study. However she felt this could also reduce educational lag in the

Indian or bi-lingual student. 1.1'co. Blossom is taking a course in speed read

Valley National Bank and will try some of the principles of the art with her classes.

For further information on Linguistics she referred to her article in the

Arizona Teacher, 1961 ILELAIALUa Principles Confined to Local Area and Educational

Area

In a final challenge to bi-lingual, bi-cultural teachers Mks. Blossom presented

a recently released quotation that the upper echelon of thinkers are dependent on

new vocabulary for new ideas." Frontiers of the mind is left unrefined. Commini-

Lion and understanding are the basis for ultimate peace.



Paul Jones Navajo Tribal Council Leader

The Navajo tribe is the largest tribe of Indians in the United States.

Navajo is responding to the challenge Qf progress. They own and operate a large

sawmill on the reservation. They have developed uranium fields, gas and oil fields

and the greatest activity is in the Ra tlesnake oil field.

After the introduction by Br. Roessel, Mt. Jones reviewed the untold visits he

has made in behalf of education in the Southwest. He stated that in instances when

he was given a subject field to speak on he found it mare easy to prepare for it.

But in cases where he was given the opportunity to name his own subject he found it

more difficult to do. He honored us in his attendance in that he iS called upowso

frequently that other duties of ressing need makes it impossible to accept all

invitations. He likened his t ibel chores to that of a doctor. He keeps getting

clients to the exclusion of taking care of hia personal life. While flying cuts

down travel Limn he sug;ested that it too had its hazards. This was in connection

with his accompanying Se.-retary Udall and his party to the remote areat of hie r

cent visit to Arizona and Utah. His only regret is that he is not youager or that

he had more energy. The field is more ripe for progress of the Indian than at any

time yet and he wished us success in excess to that he has already accomplished.

From Mt. Janes formal notes he stated, "Special knowledge is required to.teach

bi-lingual students the second language, being English. The profeseonal world ia

new to the Navajo and the gnp between the two cultures is becoming more evident as

the speed of modern progress is gripping the reservation area.

To meet the challenge of this widespread gap Ht. Jones subscribes to the seven

point program presented and adopted at the Fourth Annual Confe ence of Navajo Edu-

cation at the Arizona State University.

The aims and goals are:

1. Start now.

Proficiency of the Navajo baa been demonstrated. Better results of
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proficiency are experienced by earlier training. Younger children tend

to taunt, excit- or challenge the oldsters Each teacher should give as

much help to all children and adults as he possibly can.

2. The adults as --ll as the chil drea need to ba involvad in tho ucetion of

the youth. Ther- is tendency now to break away from the tradition of teach-

ing the youth Navajo language. It is getting to the place where Navajo,

language is used when they do not want the child to understand, but this

is the only part many of the children actually are laarning. This is

similar to our culture's habit of spelling words before young ears.

Good classrooms and equipment are needed in the community. A growing

feeling of resentment of children being sent long distances to Boarding

schools is cre-ting demand for local area schools. The Indian parent ike

his non-Indian parent counterpart dislikes loss of parental control, family

relations and loss of child tn being sent away to school. Cases were cited

where the parent did not know where his child had been sent until a letter

had been sent by the child. Even the child did not know where he was in

some cases. He was told he would be sent to one school and finally arrive

at another school.

4. Dormitories when necessary such as in peripheral areas are recommended.

These peripheral dormitories are operated and maintained by the B. I. A.

but the children are sent to the Public Schools* Navajos consider all now.

Navajo as foreigners, cther Indian tribes included. The Tribal Council

recognize intermingledness with other Indians and non-Indiana will help

educate the Navajo faster and better.

14r Jones told a personal anecdote in relati nship to evidence of

discrimination* He and his wife were testing the influence of prejudicial

discrimination in a trip to the deep south. Starting from Lexington,

Kentucky they toured south through Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida,

Louisiana and Texas. They personally felt no evidence of discrimination
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existed and were impressed with the convivial adieu received in all the

youth - "Yawl come hack now! Heah?" He also stated that he had li

9 years in Chicago ar 9 years in another off reservation tom and bn

that he was not discriminated Again _. This then ie the true reflection

f understanding. Bias, prejudices and discrimenatory acts come from ma

understanding and ignorance.

5. Competent teachers must be secured for each class. Er. Jones felt that a

better record was being established in this line thanks to these typee of

workshops in the Southwest. Better understanding of the Indian child is

the first earmark 017 4 competent teachee. The era of time is passing when

the teacher is Just doing time as was so frequently the case in the past.

6. Dedicated teachers are demanded for the progress of the Indian child. It

is the dedicated teacher who will help overcome the educational lag that

ia a nemesis for bi-lingual bi-cultural children. The traditional argu-

ment of conservatism among the Navajo can dsccurage a less than dedicated

teacher to giving up. Nr. Jones is sure that a middle of the road stand

will allow progress that will be the g eatest and still bind the people

into a group. This of course io not different than from any community or

race on earth.

7. Vocational high school near home. Accommodations for vocatio1 high school

near home or near reservation are w lacking. mr. Jones felt that the

progress in sight would take care of this. The vocationel school in the

community could also use its facilities for adult education. He felt that

non-vocationally trained Indians have fewer Jobs. He wants the school to

provide programs for both academic and vocational choices to be left up to

the individual's own decieion.

The Nav Jo Council has a good Scholarship Fund available to student who wish to con-

tinue in the Atademic. The records of the scholarshp indicates both success and
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critical failure. Mt. Jones stated, "Knowledge plus skill is the secret to earning

power." EPrning power will help his peoplo to improved method- of living a more

sanitary life, of enjoying enriched life experiences through new social contacts.

Mt. Jones wished to add to the foregoing goals some general plans and goals the

council desires to see furthered but ui-ht not be of more than general i terest to

this group.

Work and play together for happiness and t,elf-ftlfillment.

There are opportunities for youth and adults as ll, both on and off the er-

vation.

To develop areas, fi lds and industries for all.

The educated Indians like thel non-Indian likes recreation, amusement and social

lfe.

Elders of the Navajo tribe are just in some of their criticisms. The Indian

who speaks English is oftLa times lost between two cultures. He recommends a meet-

ing of both cultures for advantages to both. he advises, "Do ot re ect the new

entirely. Do not give up the old entirely." He would like to see a preservation

the Navajo history and their arts and crafts. He recommends a text book to this

effect to be taught in their schools.

The reservation roads are improving. They are catering more and more to tour-

ists. New motels are being built. New ruins are being developed and preserved.

Monument areas are being developed more fully.

Problems that exist with the conservatives were as disruption of n e-

nance and development of family life. Disru tion of religion. lack of rain.

Changes in economic way of life. Income without sheep. Termination o services from

the Federal Government. All these were blamed on education.

They feel that the subs itute for termination might be worse. Initiatives have

been destroyed by doles.

Iv Jones pointed to the Task Force recommendations as remedies for these illsi

and problems. It i: still too early to see how the Task Force recommendations
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will be bandied by the new conissioner and Washington group.

The concluding

Navajo to desire and want. are truly needed, All in erested pe

re iv eestIng o1c. fhc p cntc , teachers, council, sOidents, thuiLbt

n personnel and others muut all be involved in group action and interest. He

nt by Mr. Jones was th -otivation factors to make the

sonnel must partici-

poi ted out that this was also Crue for other Indians in the Southwest.

RENALKS BY PAUL JONES, CHAIRMAN, NAVAJO TRIBAL COUNCIL, AT THE
EDUCATION WORKSHOP AT ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY, TEM, ARIZONA

It gives me great pleasure to have the opportunity to meet with teachers who

are *bout to enter classrooms on the Navajo and other Indian reservations where you

will be confronted with special problems.

I cannot over emphasize the importance of the cpecial kncledge that you must

have to touch non-English speaking children the English language. The lack of abil-

ity of our people who have completed school to express themselves well in English is

one of the handicaps in our program of progress,

recommend that you study the report of the Fourth Annual Con erence on Navajo

Education sponsored by this University. I cannot improve on many of the recommenda-

tions which came out of that etudy.

Regardless of the existing problems, the follow ng aims and goals must be a-

chieved at the earliest possible time. Time is awasting and if a generation of

adults and children is to have the necessary educntion and t aining it -hould be

started now. These goals are real and can be achieved.

1. That as many Navajos and other Indians as possible, regardless of

age, become.proficient in the English language.

That each India- child hire a home in which the parents are able, willing

and desirous to give to each child that pre-school education especially as

it applies to language and the dual culture*

That each child be provided a good classroom with all the modern

equipment near to hi- home so that he may attend school and
-22
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kelde and_profilt_from the_ advantages of family living. This i not so in many cases

of off-Reservation schools.

4. That each child in every grace have a competent teacher. One who not only

has the_trainiug_for_teachir but who has_000 icnowledeleand e geed unde7c-

standing_of_the yroblems _of teaching_the Indian child -nd thet each teach

have a dedication to_tbe Tndian_child and hiewell

That provisions be made so that the Indian child will not start school with

too great a handicap and further provisio s be made in the first few years

of ,chool to cer-ect the retardation that now troubles the :[ndian child.

That each Indian youth have opportunities for the kind of a high school

education that best fits his need, and that t is high school be located

near his home.

7. That each Indian student who be..s demonstrated the ability to pursue studies

t the college or university levels have that opportunity.

That Indian students who wish to have an opportunity for vocational ain-

ins at the high school level, the vocation or technical school level:or et

the junior or community college level. (No training - No job)

9. That adults have the opportunity for vocational training in au area of his

choice so he may become an employed and productive individual.

10. That parents have the opportunity for training in the rearing of children

not only the r native culture but the general culture of the United States.

The child then will find himself in a more advantageous position when he

starts --hool. Both cultures so important only one emphasized.

11. That the Indian individually and collectively have opportunities for train-

ing and aids to improve sanitation roads, houses, and government on the

reservation.

12. That all Indians have opportunities in education and training for the

improvement of thetr health.

That both Indian youth and adults have healthful and productive recrea _canal
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facilities.

14. And finally, that opportunities be provided off and on the reservation for

both youth and adults to become wage earners, and profes ional people.

Educatton nd traiainm without job opportunities lacks the spark thnt

ts have noensures success. Our Indian- are mindful of this

job- te of time the adult Indians say.

What does all this mean and what changes tied to be made to accomplish these

aims and goals?

It is going to take much imagi.nation, fore

ing problems.

1. The meshing of two cultures to the advantages of both.

courage to solve the follow-

2. The addition

guage.

The great distances on the rese

the English language without destroying the present lan-

nd the isolation that results.

The maintenance and development of the family unit to fit the kind of life

that is comang to the reservation.

The changes that are taking place in the whole eco omic structure of the

Indian people. In other words, the change from an agrarian type of an

economy to a type of types in which Indiensere able to become independent

economically.

The financing of the ways -nd means of bringing these changeo about.

Last and not leaot the no ivating factors that need to be exerted to bring

the Indian population to want desire and enthusiastically support these

changes.

The leaders of the Navajo Tribe are ia agreement that it will, take the combined

efforts -f the Tribe, the Federal Government, the State Government, and the other

supporters to bring tbi s about. The leaders leave no doubt in anyone's mind that

these aims and goals are po able and we point with jnatifiable pride to the progress

that has and is being 'made by our Navajo. 227
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Thzrt1tce Seegmiller C].asøroom Teacher - Salt River Indian Day School

Observations of Classroam Teacher

Mts. Secatniller ttated that she mas there as a

She thought that she was to be a member of a pane

hour.

-s wel

er than the speaker of the

Observations were first made in the role of substitute High School teacher in

which cla ses that she taught contained bi-lingual students. She noticed that the

Indian children in the Mesa schools during her six years of experience were quiet

and rather unre ponsive. As a substitute teacher she wond re about this but did

not feel impelled to do anything about it.

Now dhe h s two years of regular elementary tea.thing behind her in an I_

School she understands her observations during her years of substitute teaching at

the High School level.

Her classes are 1007. Indian and she knows the problem is language. The chtl

dren are just as normal as any group of school children other than their leek of

experiences. They lack the words to express themsehres. The beginners do not use

sentences. They have to rely on a few words and alot of motions. They cannot

express complete thoughts. The teacher talks over their heads until a vocabulary is

built up. Teachers must use concrete examples - words plus pictures or images or

models. Say the word. Make the beginners repeat it. Imitate the teacher. Mike

them copy verbally what the teacher says.

The normal state approved curriculum ia used. The subject matter is not f

to the children. They do not know conveniences and advantages. In the remote cases

where television is in the home, selection of programa is poor and inadequate. There

is one t v. set in the school. This is used for science. The children love the

acrobatic pr grams and are typical in their acclaim for bandstand, cowboys

westerns. TheY do not appreciate good music.
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Their language is heavy with slang and commercialized phrases.

Mrs Seegmiller recommends the use of oral work to supplement book words. Desk

work is done readily but can become sterotyped with little meaning attached to it

unlese augmented by oral exercises. Mrs. Seegutiller's observances of the Indian

student both in mixed groups in public school and in 1007 Indian students in school

indicate that they are more free in the solely Indian school than inter-mingled with

non-Indians. They are quite normal in

Ii they are more respectful f their

Their sets of values meet impasse

their own group with the possible exception

teacher than the intermingled group.

from time to time. They think of work as

play. Play reflects home life, MS. Seeguiller says that the fifth grade level i

where the Indian child does not measure up to normal standards. The reason she be-

lieves this to be true is that the only things they are graded on are things they

have learned solely at school while normal test results of the normal reflects thing

learned outside of school in family and social environment,

There are no teats available for accurate I. Q.

The speaker thought if the right kind of test could be found that it would ahow

a higher I. Q. than present tests have shown. Sha believes that the language mechan-

ics of the studnt is good but that language usage is poor. It is hard for the atu-

dent to read comprehensibly books in geography, history and the like due to lack of

experiences. As a result they _wad only portions of assignments and usually all the

Jaw) under pictures. She advises r the teacher to read and show pictures. She

has used to fair degree of success th listing of key words on the board and having

the students identify them in context with the story.

Another method of some response has been in assigning two paragraphs to each

child and having the child ma.ce an oral report OA his two paragraphs to the class.

They perform nicely.

Social Studies become more interesting as they react favorably to maps. Drama

zation interest them greatly to portray history. Geography remains aloof to their

t. Few are good readers as such. There is much stutbling. First reading



book of the year goes easier than the second book which contain harder words, adjec

tives and descriptions. This is due to lack of word meaning to understand the story.

There is som discrepancy in the pattern in that the Indian says he understands what

he reads even though he does not know some ef the words nor is able to tell the story

back orally because of limited vocabulary. Dictionary work becomes frustrating in

that they do not understand the words that define the word being looked up. Th

because the words are defined out of context with usage.

Mrs. Seegmiller felt that they had made come headway on word understanding by

the use of Classification Cards obtained from the World Book. They are in series A,

B and C o 7c grade levels 4, 5 and 6. The words are flash card mount d as nouns and

adjec ives to be arranged under columns of birds, we wer , we drink. The words are

mixed and must be identified with the proper column. The answers are on the reverse

side of the card. Among the words are uncommon ones that will be needed later such

male - cl ak lecrgings.

Choral reading iS used extensively and the children like it. The children's

environmental background has little if any expression in the spoken work. Tape

records are made of their first efforts and then compared to proper or acceptable

accent and emphasis of voice inflections,

Punctuation and paragraphing means little to the Indian student. Oral work

seems to help most. Blackboard work is used extensively for punctuat on.

Writing letters, thank-you notes and invitations is hard for on-Indians.

is even more so for Indians.

New words tend to throw the Indian at grades 4, 5 & 6. She has encountered

much SUCCCSS in the use of syllablecetion in undressing the word to its root meanings.

By this they take away known prefixes and suffixes. When thi is done the remaining

part is often times comprehensible.

Summarizing helpful methods for overcoming educational lag of the Ind an she

d, repeat experiences, word attacks, word meaning book reports (help the child

select books to read) themes of vacations or unusual events, use of picturen to
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write stories of the pictures, and stimulate creative ideas

In conclusion Mrs. Seegmiller observed that Indian children in her group needed

praise. Praise helps them to accept their backgrounds that are o frequently filled

with tragedy, broken home feeling of being unwanted, living with other families

and lack of discipline in the home. They are i- school only because they have been

sent to school either by law or to get rid of them at home for periods of time. The

Indian accepts praise and praise instills motivating goals.

231
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Mr. Charles Bernard Guidance Specialist Division of Indian Education

State Department of Public Instruction

Guidance and the Indian Student

What needs to be done differently in Guidance Program for the Indian Student?

The first factor is the Indians time orientation on a day to day basis. Re has

no feeling of past nor future. Time means nothing to him. Indian time is both good

and bad for counselling. It is good in that mental health is not a problem with the

Indian. He is well adjusted because two factors causing mental health problems are

not products of Ind_ n time. These two factors that are a sing are worry and guilt.

Thes are absent in time orientation. The only thing the Indian tends to feel Ls

shame Which can be erased by tribal or pers nal c Y.

GotIle cause anxiety. If there is no worry of the future there is no anx ety.

The Indian is concerned with the present alone. All or most problems _are real con-

crete of present tenure. These problems can be handled with dispatch. The Guidance

Program is "Future oriented". The Indian does not care about the future. The

school reaction ts for the student to make a choice on a deadline basis. This

tends to either 1. Force a choice before the individual is equipped to make a

choice, or 2. Tell the client what he should do - (this is falacious thinking)

The Indian is preasured only in one respect. All previous choices come from

without himself, not within himself. Therefore 1 Guidance chooses for the Indian

they use it as an excuse for failure.

The problem then is how should the Indian make the choice? The non-Indian is

early oriented like pri ciple of one cooky now or 2 cookies later with a provision

before the two cookies. This pattern is held before the non-indian all through life

until when he reachea the Secondary Level he is able to make a decision for himself

of his own choosing.

The foregoing pattern is entirely alie_ to the Indian. The answer is to make

the Indian make a choice. This is done by starting a program of _uch at the first
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year of school. The Indian is given the responsibility to make a choice. The Indi-

an does not present a discipline problem. They do as they are told to do. The

exception to this statement of Indian tribes in the Southwest are Dimas and Papagos.

This responsibility is applied by toning down directiveness and making the child

make a decieion. Let them make a decision of choice. Let them assume the responsi-

bility of making a choice. How done? The child has no anxiety nor guilt. Then you

create same in the classroom purposefully. Create anxiety to work toward teachers

goal. Axe we right in doing this? Does this make the Indian even more 1-adjusted?

This can be answered only by research study.

This approach at the firat grade meat be an individual thing. Same teachers

go from the beginning in acculturation. Thiz4 cue lead to teacher frustration. If

Shs leaves the students as they are she feuls guilty.

Mt. Bernardoni recommended the understanding of both cultures and to take a

middle of the road approach.

In teaching cultures start first with similarities of both. Then secondly,

teach areas of less similar nature and finally, teach the extremes of the two cul-

tures.

At this point Mt. Bernardoni said our task was no more difficult than the phi-

losophy and recommendation of Tribal 1 aders which is to say 1. Compete in education

2. Retain culture.

This in itself containe conflict. Some of the more skillful students are able

to do this, according to the anthopologists.

Other Cultural Traits

Saving for the future is for non-Indians alone.

The Indian clings to a subsistence economy.

Their work velum; are diffe-nt.

Work attitude is a myth among Indians. They work for recreation in a pleasant

atmosphere, rather than for money. This philosophy i_ o.k. to most Indians exc pt

for laborers. Teachers fail to understand the laborer who has to dig a ditch.
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Indian don't work to do a job, nor work for money only. He worked historically on-

ly as a break from doilAg nothing.

operative Culture of Indians (Don Stand t)_

This is contradictory to our culture which is competitive to the u ti
best, better, most etc. This poses more guidance problems in competing in courses'

vocations, scholarships and other decisions the student must make himself based on

a self-evaluation of qualifications. The co-operative is embarrassed in evaluating

himself. What is he good at? The only answer the Apache will give i "Well, Get

along with others good."

They have to be tavght to evaluate themselves.

When asked about college, the co-operative answers "no". When asked why he

will answer "money". You query, "If you had the money do you think you,could do the

work in college?" The answer is always "yes" even in cases of educational grades

prevalent with 4's and f

Tbe reason they think they got 41s and because they knew that it would

be dangerous to get outstanding grades. The Indian does not feel that 4'. and f

is standing out at the lower extremes. There is no guilt feeling for low grades nor

finger pointing by the others. Loggers are not considered standouts

What does the Indian want? Beginners are enthusiastic through the 3rd or 4th

grades. Then they go down decidedly at that point from the norms. This is due to

the concrete experiences he has had and his uninhibitedness. The Indian maturet at

a much earlier age than the non-Indian and this is the period that it begins to cause

social consciousness and the student starts drawing in.

The emphasis of the Public School is time oriented with College in the picture.

The emphasis of the B. I. A. (Bureau of Indian, Affairs ) is to gain a vocation

and get a job.

The emphasis of the mission schools was to save the soul.

The conclueion is that if an Indian is motivated he suffers. An example was

given of a man who was chosen in a co-operative decision of the group to take a job
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that had ugly rumors about the former holder of the job. So they decided to replace

him with one of thei- cheosing. The man chosen was making $10,000 a year with cattle.

He does not like his job ea bus driver but will not do anything about it. When the

time comes that they want him replaced he co-operates and does his job.

Incidentally the bus driving job pays $3000.

The co-operative code says what you have we -hare and turn,a-bout. if a man

builds a three bedroom house he can expect three or four bedr o of relatives, clans-

men etc. If he lives in a one room house he will he alone.

Social analysis. Older people like our culture reflect conservative views only

more so. They believe that the less education they have the easier it will be to

retain their language. The vocational choice of a student should be a choice that

involves parent school and student. With the Indian it is not polite to talk about

such things with the parent. When M. Bernardoni would talk about the vocation of a

student with the parents they would not know what the child's vocation was. This

would be considered prying and prying is considered to be bad. The answer is to

bring the child for enough to learn the entire culture. Those that learn only half

are lost to both cultures. Subtle distinctions of feel ngs are very infinitesimal.

Testing Indian Children

Have a purpose for giving a test prior to giving a test.

This is the only answer to claim of "is it culture free?"

The language is a second language. It is a foreign language for the Indian

student. The test is for how the student can do out of his culture. He naturally

will score lower. This should be understood before he is given the tern. The test

is not a good predictor. Poor test results have no true validity of prognosis for

the student.

Intelligence testa are different. There are no such things that are culture

is culture fair?

wer - We do not want one. If we had one we would not use it. It would have

to be limited to common areas of beth culture_ What do we have in common? Just



that commoness. (vulg Aties) D ff rences in these would also cause discard.

Mt. Bernardoni gave the example of drawing a T in a square. The problem is to

see how many one can draw in continuous squares. The problem then arises how do you

score it? There is no prediction, thus no value, so what do you do Throw it away:

The Goodenoegh-dra -a man is a fair teat but does not predict academic Succese.

Ravens patch test? Culturally biased. Geometric desig- and color concept is

not uniculturally common.
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zwisl Indiaj Stude ts

Josiah Moore, Pap

Cindy Callaway, Chemehuevi-Misson-Ptma4iartcopa

Pat Thompson, Apache, Pima

Rosiland Begay, Navajo

Joe More, A. 8. U. Student and Prestdent of the Dawa-Chinda American Indi n Club,

acted as chairman. He welcomed the group graciously, prefaced the remarks with our

goal was to prepare ourselves to be equipped with understanding, experience sha=ing

and with a challenge to motivate us as teachers.

He also welcomed us to the Dawa-Chinda meeting to hear George Webb speak on

topic of us4 endWater a story of education of the Pima. He also will haVe auto-

graphed copies of his new book that has just been published. These will be on sale

after his talk.

By way of introducing the panel he told the story of the Ind-an in western garb

who approached the hotel clerk. The clerk someehat flustered at the Indian calw

ness asked, You wantum room? The Indian nodded. The clerk pushed the guest register

to him and said, "You signum here:" The Indian node two x's for his signature.

"Why you eakeum two x 11 queried the clerk. The Indian answered, "The first x is

for my name. The second x stands for Ph.D. Introductton of the panel was not unlike

_he hi h degree of educational attainment of the Indian in the story.

Rosiland Begay land alluded to remarks that the pane_ members had engaged in

prior to the ueeting. Ross had said if they introduce me having given ay background

I won-t'have anything to talk about. She told of hevAiducational experiences and

tooling. She had always attended public school. She attended Flagstaff 2 years.

father was a silversmith and moved frequently to new locations. She attended

Capp Verde one year, the only Indian in the class. Then a yesr at Grand Canyon.

gba became ill St middle of 4th year and lost a whole yea having to r peat the grade.
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She attended Garfield when they moved to Phoenix. Then one other school before

finally locating in Scottsdale and completing the graded school there and graduating

fr- the Scottsdale High School and winning membership in Spure. .Alter feeling re-

sentful that the rest of the class had gone on when she was sick in the fourth grade

she became determined to succeed and competed thusly. She felt she wee withdrawn

and did not volunteer. This was great contrast to her homelife where she joined in

on regular activities and fun. She felt it waa difficult to speak to anyone at

school she was reluctant to let anyone know of her feelings. Thus she built:up a

1wo feeling toward others. At the 7th grade, a teacher who seemed to understand her

and had the ability to motiv te her made her undeestand her twisted feeling

Again, a mathematics professor in high school had the magic touch of understand-

_mg and communication. She liked him and continued in Mathematics. His background

had been exposed to experience with Indians. Re understood. Prom the time Ros was

a little girl her father would ask her what she was going to be, "A Nurse? But

she never felt like being a nurse and made her own mind up to be a medical techaician.

Her counselor advised against becoming a medical technologist on the basis that she

-was undershooting her goal. She advised that she should aim higher and be a medical

Doctor. This helped influence her to enroll at the A. S. U. in Pre-Med. Completing

this portion she took stock of her standing and feelings again and by her own re-

liance and self-realization decided on teaching. She had never thought of being a

teacher during her schooling because she had always thought it was too lowly a pro-

fession.

Pat Thompson - Pat eaid she lived on the Pima reservation until she was three. Her

mother wee Pima and her father was White Mountain Apache. Then they moved to White-

river, on the White Mountain Apache Reservation. She knows the Apache mays better

than the PiMA ways because of this. However, she does know her Pima relatives. She

attended public school for 8 years in Whiteriver. She spoke English before she

entered school. The classes she attended varied from 15 to 20 student



The Indians averaged about 5 par grade. SOMB tines she was the only Indian child

in a grade. Right of her Classilriends finished grade school together. Of the

eight, three were Indians. She went to hi h school at Mary. She attended 4 years

and never thought once about going on to college, but was not sure of the future.

She had no counselor, there W80 not one in the school. Nursing school had intrigued

her. A history teach influenced her toward college. A scholarship was mentioned

but she did not want to came to Tempe. She did not feel comfortable here. It was

so big and confusing. She wanted to go to a smaller college, a junior college. It

was mal1er but did not offer the course she wanted. She settled for the scholarship

and came to Tempe. Her personal problems have been relatively few. She was oriented

to school with non-Indians during her entire schooling.

Cindy Calloway - Cindy's home was in California with the NI sion Indians. Only 10

lived on 7,000 acres. Only her family lived on the reservation. The rest had either

died or moved away. There are only 5 or 6 there now. The Augustine reservation has

only two people on it and the Torris-Martinis Reservation has 150 Indians. The whole

Coachella Valley has less than 300 Indians. She attended public school and was the

only Indian in the high school. When she was in the 4th grade she attended the

Plagst ff Powwow. She had been so indoctrinated by her teachers about Indian leg-

ends along with her white colleagues that she had built up a fear of Indians not

thinking of herself as an Indian. Her parents had to remind her that she too was an

Indian and these people were her people and they would not hurt her and she need not

be afraid of them. She W80 the sole Indian high school student after two others fell

by the wayside due to financial troubles and other problems. Cindy said she gets

along with non-Indians very well. She eaid she did not feel any personal differences

from other non-Indians. The only regret she has is that she knows so little about

the culture of her tribe, its traditions, its arta and crafts, and religious cere-

moniee.

She also feels that she has been deprived by not sharing the experiences with
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Joe Mbore Joe

her tribe. She enjoys attending school and gets mideoeyed over Indi-

she was unacce ted by other Indian students. Now she has learned to

and has many mutual friendships.

iewed his background as beginning as the --coed child of

Missionary parents. Relived only 6 months on the Pine reservation qo knows Man

of the Plea culture se lived. He lived with his parents in a Mission oft the Papigo

Reservation. At the Fifth grade he moved with his parents t- Ajo, where he entered

the public school and entered and finished High School there.

In reviewing his experience in B. I A. schools he felt that they had -heir

ehortcomings in hie case on the basis that he already spoke English and was in a

*tins stage to learn something new or wait for the rest of the class to catch up

He felt that while this eight have teen a criticism he felt that teo it may have tem

a blessing in disguise as he was allowed to help the other students andftore or less

utilize his own time and talents which he favored with readir

probably gave Knee insight to working,and doing for ether414001,&

than he. Me s able to draw pictures in his leiture help the,tocCher and emit°

MO felt this was an ideal way of going to school in thathe-waenot railed. He led

his class throughout in a class of 40-45. He felt that things he eiiseedthat he

should have had were social studies, and the language arts.

He felt that he would have progreesed more effectively if he hed had pra t

cognizing vowels syllables, linguistics, accents and inflectioes. Audio percep-

tion of exteme consonants such as sound in Sally & Cindy, or, the difference in

ending of ran & rat or beginning differences of rat & cat, etc. All of these he

ladked along with vocabulary.

Joe felt that the practice of segregating Spanish and Indians in one lea

group and the norrbi.lingnals in another group only further retarded the bi-linenals.

Mt had this experience in the fifth grade at Ajo. He also felt that when he was

placed in classes that wire intereiteled that learning was easier, Sore fruitful and
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h gh school at Ajo, he became the opIy radian in the class. There were ,

as many as 20 in the school. He had a particularly helpful teacher and confident in

Ht h Sohoot He had reeentful thoughta that his parents had no income so that he

could have what he gaW others getting.

We. Wetzel a hi h school teacher challenged the s udents to prepare for co

She urged him to conserve the stories, arts and crafts f om his tribe.

id that while his parents were missionariee ehey had little concept of

What studies he should take in high school. Joe thought that each teacher should

recognize the needs of each student awl counsel and guide him.

Mt. Wore, concluded by reciting the 13th Chapter of Ult. Corinthians. Rape

the last line, he added, 'can break the barrier through love and understanding'.

241
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Rey old R -pe, Ph.D. Depar Anthropolo Arizona State Univeretty

BILINGUALISM AND HI

Cultural i!luraltsm Ls the concept of sociologists dealing with minority -

majority groups operating side by side in a country ut h each,other. This is repre-

sented by example of Cultural Autonomy in Switzerland made up of 1. French, 2. Ger-

Mane and 3. Italians.

Ruesia 8 SOViOt 11004 espoused the cause of cultural pluralism as a propaganda

device to deal with ethnic groups in their Union. It who so proclaimed regardless

of actualities. It was pointed out they had been discriminated against. Functional

euccess was based on acceptance of minority group.

South America does not ace pt this concept. iJority

groups to assimilate. Pluralism exists and will continue to exist for a long time.

Assimilation attempts of the past have not succeeded. An Indian is an Indian. It

is not stubborneas, He is only attempting to retain what be know'. He feels con&

fortable in his approach of the universe and the supernatur 1. The Indian has an

unorganized ides whiCh is eluctance to lose his Identity. is is important to

the Indian. HA ts successful in his idea. The majority Lu Changing too. This is

illustrated by grandparents, parents and children. Each 1 Ne in a different concept

of time and orgsnization though none seem to recognize it culture does change, both

theirs sad ours.

Indians hope their cu ture will not change. This is impossible. Subtle

occur. Hope for the futur ne change.

Indians are making valuable adjustments. The Indian La culturally dtatjnctive,

His separate culture will remain for a long time. The glamour of the Indians is imr

bedded in the minds of non.Indians because we have learned the wrong things about

them. Americana emulate the Indian. We don't hate nor can t hate the Indian when

he is a vital part of America's youthhood. Discounting the adverse 'halo' television

has given of our Indian relatIonships, ultimately, we give the Indian fair treetment.
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from a guilt complex that we know the Indian was here first. Our r ic-

ation against other minorities was dissimilar to our attitude of the

The national guilt feeling Was evident in the lath century and the early

reflected by Henry Clay s and Webster's pleas for rights of the Indians.

Officially by congressional act, not one act has denied the Milan of rights. Tbs

t was the policy of termination which is not au act but an amendment that was

attached to another bill, termed machinations of small groups. This amended supple-

ment is not an official statute.

Tr-atment of the Indian is fair, based on:

1. Glamour

2. Guilt complex

3. Indian was here fir-

Pluralism does not fulfill equality aspect, but leads to assimilation.

The differences between the uajority-minority could diminish to incons- uential

sta us. The Indians culture has enriched the American culture. Examples are:

I. Place names

2. Fruit and food producta

3. Corn complex

4. Husking bee

5. /dea C4000, tOboggana snowshoes, etc.)

Similarly the Majority has enriched the minority culture with horses, plek-up

trutk levi's ifles, metallic cams and made their life easier except monetarily.

Problems all exiat.

Great differences cause misunderstanding.

1. way of life - values -

2. Indians complain of wbite behavior

3. Schoolroom actions different with Indian child

4. Hon-competitive, non-aggresoive.

5. Greatest barrier is language probl er.
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6. Failure to keep pace ever widens educational lag through high school

and college.

7. Prior to World War I: Indian continued to fight education.

8. After World War IL. the Indian knew his only chance to retain LW

semblance of his culture wee to learn English.

To learn Etiglish poses a threat that they uay lose their own language. Black

Feet Indians no longer speak Algonquin. They may have lost their Indianess. This

unknown. The Indian wants car, clothes and comforts. Ha lacks the tools of get-

ting them. Discrimination exists when be tries to get a job bect.use he cannot conr

pete due to lack of experi_nce.

Dr. Ruppe posed as an area for research 'What do Indians in the city want?

are available? What are their goals?'

Means are acquired by education. Competition is lacking. Indians cooperate.

This is not a local Indian trait but is nationwide. The values the Indian guides

his life by only hinders him in American society. Co-operation has taught Imo .

sweat' while the competitive society teaches 'Dog eat dog'o Sinilarly, during a

depression the Indian hardly knows the difference from no depression as they share

while the competitive society die in great =ober who would otherwise have survived

if they had food and job.

Cooperation works to disadvantage of the Indian because be does not worry of

going broke. He has a casual air toward job. Th 0 casualness attitude is widespread

throughout country. Dr. Ruppe pointed out that many of these jobs were of undesira-

ble nature that even the competitive society did not aspire to them. Such Jobs vete

mentioned as working in creosote plants. Heavy fumes, intense heat and discomforts

are associated with the industry.

yndrome: Indians will vork. Indians are not lazy. The cultural differences

only give the impression of laziness. Legitimate success of Americans is immoral to

Indians,

Dr. Ruppe described lur society and cultu_- as Calvinietic. We work for the
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eoodeess of working. We have guilt complexes if loafing. This riot good or bad

to the Indian. His culture maintains 'if there is plenty to eat and security why

work?' For this they ere called lazy. It is immoral to loaf in our society. Equa

ity in understanding must exist in pluralism.

The Indians consider the white man as pee_ t their tney in the bank.

This is not considered proper hy the Indian. The Indian givea of his wealth freely.

We do not unde stand them.

Indians are considered unclean by the majority group. This ie øtereotyped

_Mains that started during colonization of Anerica and has spreed until today.

Certain habits the Indians have tend to support this which is fatecious. The house

or shelter is considered as a place of shelter only. They do not Use the house as

a pre tige abode as the ma ority group. The majority group also live in their home

while the Indian lives out of doors mudh of the time. The Indians do not store

things in their homes. Neither do they paint them. Their housee are often portable

end are frequeetly changed. The Wigwam was noved frequently. Indians who have

permanent homes do not paint them and they look unclean. During an epidemic in Iowa

the dwellings of the Indians were burned for being unsanitary. MOdern "IA" shaped

buildings of the ranch houee variety were built for them. They felt no pride for

the house, left it unpainted. Explicit patterns are known and shove hy cultures.

Implicit patterne are not readily explicable by culture.

The Meequakies are failures in that they are different. They built up en

inferiority complex' They tried various enterprises and each of them failed. The

conclusion for the failures was tied in with their value of cooperation. None would

boss the °there nor none would take orders. Of 500 on the reservation, three had

supervisory jobs in factories where they bossed white nen. But they could not and

would not boss their own people. This is known as the Mesquakie Boole SYndtowe.

Indian time precludes decision judgements. The Minority-Majority Cultural

Pluralism place the mdnority at the mercy of the majority group. Political changes

are involved. Indian leaders are aware of this. Indians who realize this know that
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to operate eff ctiv 1- This burden is placed on the Indian. They have to

Lean cultural system which includes Competitions Majority Values

mrals, Mores, etc. Educators enter the picture with these differences. Majority

uxip prejudices must not be indicatcul by teachers. W4 must help them until they

me grasped the responsibility or spanned the gap between their's and the white

mils cultures. Indians do not have spokebmen who can handl this yet. They need

ill trained Indians to speak for them and to ta their leaders. We need a genera-

on of professional type of Indirn leader. The would include lawyers doctors,

Nofessors, business men and spirit -1 leader t have risen from their own ranks

d returned to their people tn rolts thaa wra previously played by the majority

cup. The place to start training theee leaders is in the first grad* if they have

d no previous push such as English speeking or peripheral area living. Indians

11 continue to have inferiority complex until they can handle their own. Indians

st hsve the proper tools to compete. The education of the Indian must c me up to

e level of the white child.
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Title: Shonto; A Study of the Role of the Trader
Navajo Community

Author: William yewdele Adams, Ph.D., 1958, University of Arizona
Uoctoral Dissertation Series Publicatienblo. 58-2783

tu Chia investigation the basic objectives were to analyze -crib*

total sociocultural environment of'the trading post, incluang all of the inatitu-

tions of both NAvajo and American society which wnuld necessarily beer upon any

trader in it; to recard, classify emd analyze the t tal range of behavior of the

trader toward hi3 Navajo clientele; and to account for Che latter in terms of the

first.

The author chose the nsme Shonto to represent true folk society Lu a very is_

lated section of the -eservatiou and conducted his res arch at a specific trading

post h served one hundred families tn the nearby area. These fsmi lies traded

almost exclusively at this place, and the trader could observe and keep close track

of every phase of their ecouomic life-a fact that will be shown throughout the study.

Sy families is really nemat hou- holds, which formod sone thirty-nine residence

groups with 568 inhabitants, TO accumulate the data, Hr. Adams worked at Che trad

img post, and the community never knew or realized that the investigation was Le

progress. There was no formal tntervitwing. Bis chiel informant wee a Navaho hire,'

maa at the poet: 4 man who bad never been to rehool spoke no English, WAS a loug

hair, bad been off Che res rvation only twice, endues highly respected in the com-

ity. There had been some anthropological study in this locality but no ethic-

cal investigations. lite author points out the fact Chat even tho -h the trader

has played a very ipportant role in the life of the Indian, very little hes been

=Mom in this field. limit authors gave it only brief mention until the appearance

of Underhill's book in 19560 when one chapter was devoted to the trading post.

Data were gathered from store records, school census, and hoseitel reports.

author states, "I have emgmged Ln credit saturation, delaying checkib tappertng

with the mail, adarepresentating the outside world, and all the other devious devices

by which the trader maintains his position In the community. If I had not done these
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1 would not have been a trader.and this study could nevex have b en dome."

Byway of historical background, the Shonto Trading Post im located 34 miles

froxn Reyente, 54 miles to Tuba City, and 132 to Flagstaff, the hopping

te The community is located in the central part of three parallel canyons draine

tle Shonto Plateau and has a cover of bunch grasses and sagebrush jonipe Traci

ice in tibia area began with the ccodne of John and Louisa Wtherill to Keyente In

1909. During the 20's a prieitive road vas constructed for wagon use and no CM

were able to eeke it until 1935. Before Wo-ld War tIemly Six men in the community

had ever earned wages except on tempoeery government projects.

The Shout° Trading Post was origieally established by Vetborill and Lea in 19156

and its quarters were in a tent. Subsequent °eters made various thprovemerit s and

la 1930 the business wgs purchased by the Roricks for $10,000. The present owners

bought it in 1945 for $45,000 and in 1955 refused an offer to sell for $65,000.

Although improvements, such es electricity and indoor plumbing, have been added dur-

ing the years to the rough building, it still reaenthles the old rural general store.

Of the 200 households studied, 52 were metrilocal, 42 were patrilocal 3 uncer-.

tain and 3 neolocal (lived on school property). Teo of the households were lackieg

women nel these men-ere suspected of witeheraft. The Natant (leader) of the coal-

munity is a man of 58 speeks no English, is moderately well.to-do0 aad has one wife.

Shonto's tribal councilman is the community's most abherrant personality. He is a

63 year old long hair, peaks no Rn lish, spent eighteen months it Leavenworth

Federal Penitentiary a known for his ingenuity for acquirine =Toy and goods,

a diatributor for home brew liquor (tulspai) has a low status with the group is

he object of each ridicule, has no children once had four wives at the sane time,

and has ouch anxiety over his sterility. He asks the trader for nedicine to remedy

his situation and takes vitamin pillo regularly.

all offenses are treated as private %%Tongs and restitution

offended party and/or hie relativee. 70 call the police one must c

b the

City,

sod the time element discourages CAL There is no resident police for spontaneous
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The religion. of these people has bee- unaltered by Ang_ Amer luence,

estimated that the men spend from to 1/3 of their waking hours in ow

activity, and the women spend 1/5 to 1/6 of their time. Major ritual occasions

are great public ceremonies and include nearly all the households. In Shoat° there

are five regular ritual practitioners and two apprentices. The most tmportant Natani

is busy about two or three days a week. Witchcraft plays an important role, and each

citizen is careful in such watters as the c'eucealment of haft and fingernail cuttings.

The most comoonly suspected are a bro her and -ister about 70 years old and another

man who is about 70. Their respeceive femilies have moved avay from them, and when

they enter the trading post the other visitors leave quickly. EVen the hired man

makes hims lf scarce. He is a maternal nephew of one and the son of another suspe-

There were no mi -ionaries in the locality prior to 1955 ad very little has

been done since then. The most profound effect of American cul ure has been in

ed%v-tion, but its ultimate effects are still to be deternined. Ae the present time

there are 50 children in the Shonto Day School, 90 tn higher grades in off-reserve.

tion schools, and 10 enrolled in high sehools away from home. The adults voice lit-

tle or no objection to school but oftenwant to keep one child home to help with

hores.

Recreation consists of horse races, roping, and shotputt ng, with drinking as

the principal diversion. Orderly drinking seems to find wide /acceptance. Illicit

sex is another popular diversion. There is one professional prostitute - t Shonto

(but the men boast thal every woman has her !rice). She ia 44 cupies a univer-

sally recognized status, openly solicits in amd around the trading post, has no child-

ren is the daughter of the Navajois _most respected sitger, and has a husband who

serves as procurer for her business.

The material culture of these people is very primitive. There in no elect?. city,

gas, plumbing, and few autos. 75% of the hogans are beehive type and 25% are conical

or forked stick type. Nearly every residente group has at least a remade, a nweat-
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house, and a corral. There is one mechanical device that is found in pract cally

every household; it is the sewing machine. There are nine motor vehicles, therefore

the horse remains the principal instrument of travel.

The wearing of undergarnents for women is unkn wn, and most of the fairer sex

get a new dress twice a year. The recognized wey for the man to appease an irate

wife is to buy material for a new dress. Their jewelry is Zuni-made and purchased

at the trading post. Of the men there are 58 Long hairs and 80 short hairs. They

live on virtually a salt free diet. For craft pork, the women weave blankets and

nake pottery, baskets, and cotton sashes. The men have done no silversmithing in

the past ten years but occasionally make moccasina and other leather iteus. Some of

the old men engage in knitting.

On the basis of ability to speak English a number of specific qualities and

responses can in general ha predicted for Shan

follows:

Navajos. They are sr uped as

Minimal or no English - le hair, conservative dress for both sexes, no furni-

appliances or automobiles, heavy ritual, participation, recourse to white medi-

cine and law only in extreme emergencies or last resort, respect for Eatani's author-

ity, no interest in tribal government, dependeace upon trader for all dealings with

outside world,

Everyday English - Sometimes fu- iture mnd autos heavy ritual participation

with occasional sponsorship, initial recourse to either Navajo or white medicine or

depending upon situation, respect for Natani as well as consciousness of author-

ity of tribal government, direct dealings eith outside world as well as trader.

Good English - Modern dress, furniture and auto, moderate ritual participation

but sponsorship rare, initial recourse to white medicine and law in most casesj

Navajo practices secondary, outspoken criticism of tribal government with little

interest in Natani, dealings with trader pnreLy commercial.

Xtt the economic phaSe of the Shonto community native enterprise, wege work, and

d benefits are primary sources 802 of the money income ie derived from the
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oateide. Corn is the main crop with livestock raisite providing income from 1

wool and hides. At the same time some 14,638 sheep are coneuved yearly by theee

inhabitants. 1/6 of the income is from stock. Tbe moec active nger earns about

600 per year. From tulapai the chief entrepreneur derives about $250 ($3 a gallon

Din prostitution comes $350; and truck ownership (for taxi service and bootlegging)

provides a large source. it is estimated that 314 of the trucks on the reservation

are paid for by these means.

Ralirond work is of vital iruortaace. Although the work usually lasts only

three or four monthe, the average wage is $1.54 an hour, and p-actically every able

bodied nan from 21-50 years of age has at eometime or another been employed in this

way. An extended benefit is that any nan who earned $400 in a previous caleadar year

and worked a minimum of four menthe can dem uoemployeent compensation varyiog from

$3.50 to $8.50 for each day of unemployment equal to that number of daye he worked.

Total wages in this year from railroad work or benefita Amounted to $67,964, and all

but six residence groups received some railroed fOCOM*.

From welfare aid came $13,598 bringing the average

to 41656. Considering that these people paid no tax:

no medica or dental charges and no schooling costs thy

mean income per ho sehold

utility fees, no rent,

,unt of income b

more meaningful. The mean would probably be around $2300.

Trading with the white eau began around 1800 and with the Mormons in particular.

Previous relations in commerce had been the t ading of buckskins and blankets for

agricultural products with the Pueblos for bolt gooda with the Spanieh, and then

for horses and guns with the lass and Hormone. Gradually they began to trade for

various luxuries that they could afford and wanted.

One of the first trading poste was founded in 1868 at Fort Defiance and vas an

outgrowth of the ration system in trading for Navajo wool. Posts were soon establish-

ed at Reams Canyon, Ganado, and Port Wingate and all owners were former army or

Indian agents. During the next 80 years this eaterpriea was largely in the hands of

pioneer families. The coning of the transcontinental railroad made it a permanent
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thing with Gallup becoming the seeat depot. Today the reservation has some 200 trad-

ing posts. In the early days Ohere ems no currency available, so the owners issued

a kind of trade money called script" with blue paper worth 104, yellow 50, and red

10. Years later the governmeat outlawed thia practice but it is still prevalent

in various areas. Wool, blankets, hides, and pelts were the main items of trade,

and in 1890 we find the heyday -f tbe rug trade. Pawn was a basis for credit, and

thia still exists today to a limited extent.

The trading post in outlylne areas eujoys vLrtually a territorial mono

Credit (blend on future incone from checks ages, or liv ck) is of upmost import-

once and guarded cloeely by the trader. The assets of the Navajo are not subject to

lien or attachment of any kind, thus no notes or crop mortgeges Or legal recourse.

Some form of pawn i- the only method of security for -ollecting loans.

Sbonto carries only one brand of anything. A cluttered appearance is necessary

the Nava on't buy what he can't see), so eveeything must be in view. There

is one price for each item except flour. In this category there is one price for

credit* one for cash, and one for outsiders. Outsiders can buy at a 15% discount

not given to the local clientele-this is to encourage their coming long distances

to patronize the business. Plour and shoes are the nost desired items. All prices

are in multiples_ of 54 because palates are an inconvenience and difficult to handle

mathematically.

A tabulation showed that during April 1956, 1112 customers traded at 8honto

giv ng au average of 48 daily. Ohe day receipts were $729 ehil_ many days the

t was mueh smaller.

Nail for the coiuity cenies to the trading post and the trader ke ps alert to

ival of checks. He often bolds them until he is sure the customer has used

up his credit to just be covered by the cheek. Little cash is ever handed to the

Indian*. It is figured that no uiore than 10% of the unenployment coepensation and

scarcely rz of the welfare benefits reach their destined recipients in cash.

The store's v ults usually have some 03000-$5000 in pawned jewelery. The gee
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rules that the pawn aust be kept a m nimum of 6 months before it can be sold. How-

ever, the owner of Shonto never aella any of the jewelery unless the owner refuses

or gives evidence that he does not intend to redeem it. Usually at lamb season, a

sign is posted saying that all jewelery must be redeemed. The owners come in and

redeem it then turn around and pawn it again; the jewelery never leaves the store

and act-lly "I a" there.

The correct procedure used in buying a rug from a Navajo is to looc in

a minute or two, do not touch or measure, come out with a figure, and stick

decision. It is felt that to exard.. the rug is to show weakness in judgement.

The shopping habits of these people involve much deliberation and wariness. As

the customer enters the store he u _ lly delays at least 20 minutes before looking

or attempting to purchase any item. The one exception is pop. Pop, the lubricant

of Navajo commerce, is the beginning and ending of all trading, and often is indul ed

in during the process. It is also the reward for small Jobe and the payment of an

account with the trader. When the cus omer decides he is ready to begin his buslneso

he goes to the counter (only one is permitted at a time and the -thers wait their

turn). If he has commodities to sell, this is the first order of bustneu. The

trader makes out a due bill, and then one item is purcha ed at a time and subtracted

from the total amount. Cash buying is done by only those who have exhautited their

credit or by outsiders. In this enterprise the "customer is always wrong". 907. of

11 trading is done in a Navajo jargon which the Indians call "baby talk".

It is pertinent to remember that the Western Navajo showed little awarene s of

the Treaty of 1868 and did not behave like a conquered people. In theory the sub-

jugation of Western Navajos began in 1906 when they were servationized". They

were really out of the reach of the Tuba City Agency until the 30°- and real pub-

ordination began in the trading posts. Stock reduction, schools, and hospitals met

with =Stave and articulate resistance, but this resistance burned itaelf out. A11

Navajos have to concern themselves with the ways and wishes of the r White neighbors

but only a handful of whites in special capacities (commercial, administlktive, and
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charitable) have to concern themselves with Navajo life.

The Shonto trader was a ked to give his deac he ideal Navajo. He

-hose a nan of 44, good personal adjustment regular sea onal employee of the Navajo

National Monument for 20 years, skilled in road grading and stonemasonaryp reliable,

punctual, available for work when needed, and does not take time off from work with-

out obtaining permission. He keeps close check on his accounts, budgets himself, is

conscientious in paying his bills, lives in aliggan with hie wife and 7 children,

has long hair, speaks no English, has a large flock of sheep, is an assiduous farmer,

does not drink or fight, and regularly attends and participates in native religious

performance
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Title: The Hispanic AcculturtLtion of the Gila River Pines
Author: Paul Howard Ezell, Vh&D 19551 Univers ty of Aritona
Doctoral Dissertation Publication Series

In this inveat.igaUon a rese_ cher primarily draws on documentary source

travelers (civil and ecclostt ial) and reports of government md/itary, and church

fficials. Beginning with the 17th century the Pimas came in contact with Hispanic

culture. There was a period of 160 years of intermittent contact tn an atmosphere

of equality-the Indians were never forced to live under two sets of values, they

could choose what they wished, and as a result their culture became enriched.

The five dominant patterns of adjustment trends in the Southwest have bean that

rejection, limited aelection, fusion, compartmentalization, and assimilati

Some tribes have been subjected to one or a combination of several of these patte

To illustrate these methods Mt. Ezell twee the fol owing diagram:

and

Rejection selective
acceptance

fusion

Results- addition, repla ement, or

cul ural
change

varying

nt
on

assimilation

ternatives

of cultural chang
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Several items ai ect the type of contact situation and amount of change. They

include geographical location, duration of contact, continuity of the contact, and

the relationship of the two societies. The two subtypes are: forced and persuasive.

Most conflicts and frustrations caused are brought about in part

eubordinat6 society with holdings, inhibitions, and osition,

t of

culture was one of g od will, and political affiliatio s were la

any changes in culture.

The first acceptances o' the outside culture are seen in the use of wheat and

horses; later came cattle and plows, yet followed by the tejection of the prohibition

of divorce. Major other orientations were concerning curing, economic labor, and

war.

going statements it is interesting to note that the

by denials to the

In view of the fore-

o Mose with Hispanic

reater concern than

Contact with the Spanish consisted of viitiu.g priests accompanied by a few

soldiere ond guides, then church and military pereonnelvand later with miners and

their familia --

First accounts estimate the Pima population to be betw en 1200 and 2000 people

nbabited 6 or 7 villeges. The first inhabitan a of this locality in the study

were the Hohekame who reeided on the Gila and Salt Rivers. They are famous for their

big houoes of the 12th century, and the cause of their abandonment about the 15th

century is still a mystery. After the 14th and 15th century the Hohokam story be-

comes obscure. In fact, the period between the abandonment of the large houses

(about 1400) and the earliest mention of the modern Papago at the close of the 17th

ce tury had been almost a complete blank. And we know even less of the pre-hiatory

of the Gila River Pimas than we dc about the Papago.

Contacts with the Spanish were very amicable and the visitors were greet d by

the group with kneeling, placing of arches, bowers of flowers, crosses the road,

and 'weeping of trails.

Outetending among the visiting miasionaxiea was Father Kino who made five t ips

to the Pima area betwee- 1694..1700. Re was accompanied by clergymen, soldiers

3-
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Indian servants, and interpreters. After death'some contact was kept but

there was tension of the nission frontier. The Spanish were unable to en-

ige any migration of their own people to the Pima country due to lack of desire

for colonization or building cities and industries. They did not care to encounter

the EQches who ter rderu and strong enaiee, but were content to have the Pimas

serve as a fortificatiQn for 5onora. The bounty offered for Apache scalps in 1781

was 3 pesos.

The desired end of the Spanisb period w ee to brthg the Indian under the common-

wealth real r than to shove th m aslde or tolerate them.

When Mexico became independent of Sp in in 1821, for ten yea Senora was

virtually without an organized government. The need of protection frewraiding
ibes to the north was doubly important, and the Picas were protected and encouraged

remain in possession of thatr land. Sieee Mexico could not get settlers or colts-

eists to go to the frontier, they turned their attention tnetead to roans by which

the loyalty of the Indians could be .isured to Sonora.

During this era contact with Americans was meager. Few trappers spent more

a short time with the Pintas. The appearance of the U.S. Arny on the Gila River

846 brought an end to the Hispanic influ

The Spaniards called any and all groups "Pimas" living in the tetrit ry of the

Gila River south of what is now Sinaloa. Pima is a compound of "pii(negative preFix)

and of (matc"(meaning know or understand ). But far themselves they are termed

"river people". In this study Pine means eli. speakers of Pinane They are a f ne

looking race and the women are pretty and graceful. Their population hes suffered

greatly from war, disease, and low birth rate. Trachoma was highly prevelant but

few physical d fects are recorded by early historical writings. The Spanish broug

such diseases as smallpox and measles which played havoc in the form of some 10,000

deaths over a period of time.

They were a roving, hunting, and gathering people. Irrigation was en early

practice and water was derived from the Gila and Santa Cruz Rivers. Earliest food
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consisted of saguaro, nopal quite, screwbeans, and s eds. They lived away

the rivers because the heavy tree and shrub growth near the water made them easy prey

to the raiding Apacher. Fish and wild sheep (one wer observed a pile of about

100,000 horns) served as meat for these people. ]rrigation for cleared fields was

itchcG and dams built across riv ra. Through irrigation these early peoples

b ished a stable economy with a eurplus of food at an early dat

They had early contacts with other tribes: some friendly (Sobaipuri ago,

Maricopa, Yavapai) and some unfriendly (Apache, Mohave). The greatest enemies

were the Apaches who were consistently hostile and made regular raids. The imas

joined forcea occasionally with the Spanish in fighting the Apaches but wore often

fought them alone.

Some of the outstanding evidences of their learning to utilize resources,

their human energysme ingenuity, d of their ability to achieve an adequate standard

of 1 ving are demonstrated in the folio a high standard of livicg (higher than

other groups with wham they associated), food from agriculture, leisure time for

ritual activities, recreation, visiting, and traveling. They had cotton for cloth-

ing, water from wells and dams for domestic use and ufftcient wood for fuel, homes,

storehouses, tools and weapons. From the Spanish they first acquired wheat, chick-

peas tobacco, onions, potatoes, yams, cattle' oxen, and an extension of their canal

system. By the time of the first Sp ard the Pima grew such crops as maize,

pumpkin- tepary, beans, muakmelons, ermelons, pepper, cotton (seeds used fot

food), and beano. No famine has ever been recorded with these people.

Fences were an innovation brought by the Spanish and closely follow arm

(hoes, axes shovels, mattocks, and rakes), and later came chains, w g

chests, and picks.

heat, planted in the fall and harvested in the spring, presented the prob-

f threshing. The crushing was done by horses hen the women winnowed it by

tossing it into the air for the mind to carry away the chaff. It was in 1853 that

historical writings mention the waddle and daub granaries. The Pines used the wheat
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and seeds to crush and make into a grue they parched mesquite and used it and corn

for breadmaking; they roasted horae meat; and they used drying for the preservation

f meat and vegetables.

Farming as well as gathering and canal buildinS was a cooeerative affLz shared

by mar. and women. ..11 men w cre rcpcciblc for uct taGko ac scal gathering, hun

eying, aching, and w while the women did household tasks, caring for the

food preparation, carrying wood and water, basket and pottery making. One

source renarked, "The women are perfect slaves and greatly fear their men."

Ownership of dana, canals, and fences was often cooperative while such i

water, and wild products were considered public domain. The Spanieh gave an

as of possession to both group and personal property.

rming and fighting overshadowed other activities. The based

on agriculture surpluses and nanufactured products. There was often much hospitality

afforded travelers and exchange of food gifts. They came to the relief of starving

Tucson in times of scarcity acd told those people, "Bread is to eat, not to sell;

ake what you w t".

The beginning of trade with the Spanish in 1732 was based on basket! r be

beadm, blankets; and in return the Naas received horses,
. eeites

ts) and needles. By 1774 a quantit of sayal ane !meta (cloths) was add d La

trade for clothing tone and beads. Barter was the basis for a coerce, with

clothing as the medium of exchange.

There is no mention of any domestic ted animal with the primitive Pimasenot even

the dog. They did keep eagles and hawks in cages possibly to secure their feathers

which bad ceremonial significance. With the coming of horses he animals were at

first gteatly feared, and the Indiana were deli hted to learn they at grasses

stead of little boys. Ownership of horses was for prestige purposes, and they were

used for riding only. The Pimas would often impoverish themselves to trade nuch in

buckskin, mantosh and produce for horses only to have the Apaches steal them.

It Was bell ved that all Apaches were possessed with an evil spirit, so when
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warrior killed one of theac enenites he had to undergo a purification mi

would absent himself m the village for sixteen days and speak to no cne

first 24 hours he had mo ood and water, then ate spar naly. Dorilag the

ordeal he would not partake of any meat or salt and drink only river water.

For the

ire

For the

first four days be bathed himself many times; the second four days ha plastered hie

hair with a mixture of mesquite gum and black clay. Thi was washed out es the

eighth day. The next day he smeared his head with black clay iehich remained on 1111

til the 12tb day when it was washed away. lie then combed his heir Atta braided it

with ties of red ribbon. Four days later be bathed again. On the slicteentlh dAy he

returned to the village and was met by an old man. The warrior placeJ himself full

length on the ground, and the old man bent down passed some of the saliva from ilie

Muth to that of the warr,, and blew his breath into the nostrils ot the latter.

The warrior arose and was considered clean. Then his friends ccangrettslaved him on

his victory.

In preparattott for war, there T.484 much dancing and pminting of

This was the order of the day when returning from war, also. It war a eormon sight

to see the scalp or some piece of the body (vsually arm foot, or hand) of vhe dead

in the center of the plaza or placed on a staff. The deasznatration incloded feast-

and often the warrior would even go so far as to eat with the wery hand of the

dead person which waa almost rotten as the result of the long time which they had

kept it.

Dome shaped huts consioted of pole framework covered with mats of e iso.
1716 buts were made of mats of recd. Later mats were replaced by sticaton wane

sprinkled with earth. Prebietoric dwellings had been thatched and partly earth-

overed. The size of apertures a unknown. Each family usually had a rassada de,

scribed as a "lane arbor, open on all sides arid on the top they pile Tap the cotteri

in the pod, corn, and wheat straw."

In tecluiology little information is available except concerning a f

es, canals, and weapons (the potato masher type club, _
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untipped arrows). The Spanish introduced dinEs shields, and leather Jackets of

several thicknesses. Tether's the greatest technological development was their

basketry, and this was infLuenced by the using of wheat straw. Wickerwork was tised

in the Pima cradleboard. Weaving WAS an aboriginal industry, In ginning- cotton

was spread out on a mat and women beat it with a switch to separate the seeds from

the fibers. Spinning involved a spindle; the material was imbedded in sand and the

spinner twisted it with and between the fingers as she drew it out from the top ft

the ground, the foot pressing gradually on the mass of the material. Some accounts

describe a loom of hour stakes and a shuttle two feet long. Articles of belts, head

bands, ties for the hair, and buff colored blank

women but moetly by Qte nen. A cotton blanket s

legend and mythology were am integral part of

were sometimes woven by the

or about $10.

Pima life and in

the cycle of original tales VW related to the people in an even o

y history

uccessive

nights. The coyote was a definite character in their fables, and many vera of cul-

ture heroes. The word "god" and "de-il (accepted as-4 very real and active 'sent)

aae from other tribes. Natural factors of good mnd evil were connected with the

wind and storm clouds. Belipses were regarded as ogees of disaster. Mach prepara-

tion was made for burial. Tbe body was tied with topes into a sitting position and

placed in a 4-6 feet deep excavation. No earth was put in, only a roof at ground

level. Various provisions of sustenance and weapons were placed in the grave. The

%omen lamenters assembledwoh bedtaggled hair end pitiful expressions, would sit

by the corpse, beads bowed, wailing, "houthou" until ti_ for burial, whichwa

usually at night. The nearest relat ves would remain in the village for weeks.

Nburning for a child lasted a notth and for a husband or wife, six moths. The names

of the departed were never mentioned again. There are references to cremation and

from the time element it is pmesumed that these people probably practiced iutermmen_,

then cremation, and Later reverted back to the first method. In cremation the corpse

was laid out in the house with all his property and burned. All friends took smme

of the ashes, disso ved then in the gum of the mesquite tree, daubed their faces, and
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per to remain mail worn off. Some sources infe_

esteemed of the v 1 t d, Tm the burning pr

the highly

. n luded 'all

beloegings even horses and cattle which served as a meal for Che mourners. This

Impoverished the widowed wife amd dhildx_

Health (disease) and curing umre the atrngest orientations of Piani cultu

All sickness, death, and eisfort ne were presumed to be caused Wysiitches. To come

bat these was Che work of the shamans, vhe used pebbles coal and zoots

te. They would come to the patient (keeping some of the articles in their mouth)

suck utere the pain was, then show the patient and say, "This is What made you sick _

The ehlemt was then thrown in the fire. The article represemted the sun, sone birds

animel., reptile, co Apache whom the pat ent or a relative had offended In some way.

Tr .4elftitor to sucking, blowing tobacco smoke over the patient was another common

praotice. Brushing with bird feathers, prestidigation, singitg application of

fetiehee to afflicted parts, burning ad scarification were other methods, people

became shamans by inheriaance or power given in dreams. They had great influence

and were feared by the people. Occesimally they were blazed for calamities and

in 1842 there are records of fourteen being killed for causing epidemics.

Little change is seen in the interpersonal relations. Households were of the

extended families marriage occurred shortly after puberka, no blood relatives

married, end polygyny was permissible but adteohmano There was no formal marriage

ny or divorce proceedings. Cue was as simple as the other, e., just a choice

of mates or deciding the union should be dissolved. Children were tousto with kltd.

ness and consideration rather than with discipline and COerCIADA. The graniparen

le V
as_umed smith of the care of children and atm used the,vord * 4p (Apache, literally

ea) to still a crying eiAld, and physical punishment WW1 almmot never resorted

to. The missionaries attacked the practices of polygyny and divorce but had little

results la caking any changes.

The Fimas were effabile friendly, and courteouS. They meemea good matured,

sociable and givem to laughing. With the coming of the Hispanic people they still
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bad no greeting but used ntohim meaning tying".

The Spaniards found no native government existed beim- their &ravel. Neither

bed they laws or traditions to govern themselves. The foreigners appointed native

officials who had sone degree of leadership and authority or wheels status warranted

their appointment. The leaders had no direct authority and gevernment was

ple and ethortation. TO give importance to appointed officials, the Spanish

ministered the ba-tisilmal service and gave some insignia of the office. They assign

ed'titles of govemner,:zaptain, alcalde, end fiscal. ActualIF he leader became a

leader. The chief effect of Hispanic contact in this !:!ttaXti was to formalize and

to regularize offices, functions, and procedure by usinn pen cf sufficient status

to have them acceptel-1,1 to the Indians.

By the mid 19th century there were 4000 people tn his ar eh represents

a double in population), and the number of vil/ages was / to 11.
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Title; Patterns of Communice ion and the A1100 Indians
Author: Gordon Franklin Streik Ph D 1954, Columbia University
Doctoral Dissertation Series Publication No. 10,804

In this study the comunication process was investigated phases of

coiunicator, content, node of transmission, and tha audience. There or , these

questions were paramount: who transmit the news, what sort of neum is transmitted,

the means (whether person-to-person or other Seams), sad who receives the news. Data

are offered to shwa the umy in which conmunications are carried on shout a partic-

ular subject: agricultural affairs. A. case study is given in which communications

as it affected the attempt to unionize a group of Navajos to point out the inter-

slationa of the components of the communication process. Finally, an exaalmation

is made of the concepts pattern" and "social integration"; and the impirical data,

rganined as patt rna of communication, are offered as indices of the degree of

tegration of the society.

d to accux1ate compatible inforwtion the somnuaicat ons

behavior of peoples in non-Westena cultur s to detenmee the doves to which Wad

Legs obtained in our own society may parallel or oppose Moss found in other s :.*1

Contexts. The Navajo people have remained mloof fromVesterril culture yet .1kios

great strides in giving up native culture in recent ymers. Their communication

information remains as in traditional times: persowto-person. According to the

writings of anthropologists, communication ex a process by which social and cultural

change is brousht about has been a singularly kAeglected area. This study ix one of

the first of its kind.

The 70,000 Navajos are a pastoral a-

acres of rugged table lands and mountainous reervatLon, One half of the total in-

1 people living on fifteen million

cone is derived from livestock, principally sheep. The home lx a how with no

conveniences. Water usually is transported lo- distances; there is no 43-etricitY;

transportation is by horse and wagon; the diet is of mutton, (corn fried bread, and

coffee; and only about 2001 have any command of the English language. light thousand

of these people were captured by the J.S. government then released in 1868 to return
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to their homeland. A me 35.000 of choir animals were restored to

hem by the government. They are new under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian

Weirs* W. S. Department of Interior. They organized their own tribal government

in 1923 Which is a quasilegislettve group subject to the approval of the Area

Director and ultimately to the Secretary of Interior.

Their social organ nation is matrilineal and aetrilocal and involves clan mew

be -hip. The extended family is the center of their social life, marriagee *re

arranged hy the families end the mew family lives with tha bride's parents. There

is a relaxed and permissive atitude toward chiUran with cliscipline delegated to

the maternal uncle.

The religion of these people is inextrically woven into the whole fabric of

and belief in the supernatural is paramount. Death is fearsome and abharr nt. ChosU

are powerful and menaciog, and they may return to harass mnd frighten the livieg.

Witchcraft is practiced. To counteract the supernatural bei48e ere terommialis

medicimal preparations, prayers chants, and rituals. Muse depend upon the typ_

of illness whether it be physical or psychological.

The main cultural contact situation for these people baa been the

service followed by teachers, nissionaries, and tredsrs,

In initiating this research, no, communities ware ehoeen in which to survey.

One area was near Fruitland, Row Mexico. Were le am irrigation project Which was

paned ta 1936 and hes been expanded to a population ci 1200 with 200 family farms

MOO acres. Principal crops are corn, pinto beans, alfalfa, hut no cows, pige

or chidkens. Water is ptovided by the San Juan River.

The econd community under study is one near ftnyFaxem, Arizona.

hers is from a dam built in 1944 end 85 farms were created on 1200 act

a very isolated section of the reservat on with t e mare, tovn being 100 miles

away. COM and alfalfa are the maim crops; and there is less equipnent and acci.L-

turaUr than at the Fruitland site.

mama 'her wished to become acquainted with the comaunity and be accepted
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by its cttizen. Fruitland had hed previous contact with au hropological investi-

gators but not so at Many Fares. After a few months a random asUection technique

was devised with open-end and structured type questions, and responses were recorded

oe the schedule during the interview. The first sers work was exploratory in

which questions were asked about vel,Jams in agriculture, possible sources of infor-

mation and advice in meeting these problems, and other topics (Koresn War, tribal

affairs, local affairs, government personnel nd liquor prohibition). Then there

elapsed a period of eight mont s from the time of the questionnaire and return to

the field. An effort was made to secure an index more valid concerning the degree

of acculturation and these items were used: opinions about the new procedure for

selecting tribal leaders, cutting of hair, the women wearing Anerican cloth

encouraging young men to become mediate men. Values were based on questions con-

cerning: education, getting ahead king hard, moving off the reservation, and the

roll of kinship. The questionnaire vas pre-tested and revised eight times because

of the large number of variables.

Variables to be considered included age, sex, education, socLoeconomic status,

and urban-rural residence. There were also such phases as attitudes, values, and

behaviors and the extent to which Wastern culture had been adopted. In the two

aspects of acculturation this investigator chose: the characterization of the degree

of acculturation for a given culture at a given point of tine.

Questions that were used to determine acculturation:

1. Some Naajoa say that it is a very bed thing the Navajo young men are not learn.-

ing to become singers (medicine mem). What do you think?

2. Some Navajos say it is a bad thdoe that some Navajos do not move out of their

s when someone dien in it. Whet do you think?

Do you think it is a good idea ter Navajo women to wear American style thes?

4. Do you think it is a good idea for Navajo men to cut their hai ?

5. Do you think it is a good idea for the Navajo to learn white man's way of ting?

6. So Wavajca lay that it is bed that many Navajos are building modern rectangular
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ses rather than the old style hogs*. What do you t A scale snalysi

usd in -esults of the quest onnaire.

ln the history of the Navajo people the most relevant mode o

been person-to-person. Somalian runners or smoke signals were used. As there was

no printed language such information as legends stories myths, prayer and chants

nd ceremonial rituals had to be handed down by word of mouth.

lb study the present mode of communication the following questions were used:

Are there any people around here who seem to knom the news? Anrwer: A young

who takes his rcponsibility lightly and is thus free to travel around to all

ce lals.

2. I went to a Yeiblchal he other side of Black Mountain. Yet people at

Many Farms knew about it. How did the people find out that a Yeiblchai was being

held way over here? Answer: Someone told them.

3. How do you find out about the government instituted 'wk.-stings 14 hich are held

around here? Answer: from Navajo leaders.

4. Do you think some Navajo should be appointed to tell the people about the meet-

ings? Annie : yes.

5. What kind of a person do you like to have as a delegate to your tribal council?

Answer: (e who te able to speak forcefully and effectively'

Respondents stated that in political campaigns the candidates did not talk about

themselves and their qualifications. The iortant thing was dust he could make *

speech. When asked if this eta a carry-over from the old dais, the reply was "yea".

The old Natani (leader) could make a good ep-ech. When asked Oho explained the new

way of selecting their leaders 352 said "no one' 102 did not know, -nd 117. said

"a Navaho leader". Some said that the white goverment employees had told them.

ineffectiveness of their leaders is pointed out by this quote from one of the into

eats: "In old times Uncle Black Horse would go to Fort Defiance and taIk to the

agent and talk to the Fathers at St* Michaels. Then people make journey to Black

Horse to fiud out. Now seems a blank. No news."
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Nava

her, crops, livestock, and news of births and deaths. Imported nessages about

rules, regulations, plans, and programa which originate outside the culture such as

national elections, international events American legal matters and scientific nfor-

mation are secondary in interest to them.

Questions used in this phase of the study were:

1. Halle you heard about the farming project at Parker, Arizona, where there are a

number of Navajo families living and running farms? 65% had

2. HAIM you heard about the Ten Year Programa 611 had

3. Have you heard about the war (Ker ) in the last veek or so? 19% had. From the

above questior, the first interested them from en individual point of view, the

second was of a less personal nature, end the third touched their lives less than

others. As acculturation rises, there is increased knowledge and interest in import

ed communication content.

When asked is there any kind of news which you would like to hear more about,

the informants answered: local and personal 43% good news 19%, off-reserve

affairs 18%, tribal affairs 6% and unknown 6%. Moat of the Indianm questioned were

not interested in items which are in the mainstream of American communication. Wh

the investigator asked them if there was anything they would like to know trouble',

these were asked:

1. Are there any Navajos at Cornell?

2. Do they have rain where you come from?

3. How long do you cook peaches for canning?

4. Who built the bridge?

5. Can a white man learn to speak Navajo like a Navajo?

6. Do they pay Navajos less than whites in Indian Service jobs?

7. Do all Navajos think alike on these questions you ask?

About 30% of the questions were concerning the general welfare of the Navajo.

The next facet of the study was to try to determine the amount of cont*c
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Navajo people have with the three types of mass media: radio, print, movies. It was

found that 227. of the respondents have radios but only about 1/3 were workingzand

317. of the owners do not listen. Only one or two take daily newspapers, and maga-

zine readers are rare. The most common publications found were comic books and

Sears catalogue. They were questioned about the""Adahooniligii-Tha Navajo Lenguage

MOnthly", a nagazine which deals with tribal affairs and has wide distribution to

schools, government offices, eissions, and trading posts. Even though it is publish-

ed in Navajo and English, 767. had never seen it and 247. had but most of them

unable to read it.

Movies for this community coniet of free films often shown at the school. When

asked if they liked to see movies, replied they did not (but those interviewed

were older people and no children were included); and about h confirmed the fact

that they had seen a movie in the past few months.

Person-to-person communication was divided into two categories: organized

(ceremontals and meetings) and informal (family and friendship contacts ). In the

fir t named, the squaw dance, a religious ceremony end healing rite though deteri-

orated in recent years is still a common occurrence. When questioned about attend-

within the last year, 317. replied in the affirmative. Did they hear any news

at the squaw dance, 137. said they had. It was learned that att Mance is very poor

at meetings called by government personnel or tribal d legates. There was much dis-

satisfaction expressed concerning their leaders. One informant stated, "Elected

representatives should go back to the people and ask ham mhst they want. Should be

no dictatorship. They go to Window Rock, but they don't tell ua anything that they

have been told. We don't know what is going on. They are the only ones who know."

To study the informal phase of comazunication means, the question of the Yeibichai

dance niles away was pursued. Usually the dates for such an event are decided on

only a fortnight in advance and there are no radio, telephone, or newspaper announce-

ment ; yet people from as far as one hundred miles mould att nd. One Navajo answered

in this manner: "Person goes from place to place and tells another who goes to another
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person.

happens

involved

and so it is passed

rom one end of the r

y must receive notifies

ike any other stews. A.s aon as it

Dli to the other." Many Pe -le ere

R- atives help with empenses and

arrangements, and these provider. must be informed. Word is passed by car, horse,

and trading poet. Teams of dancers, medicine men, and helpers must be contacted.

Then all *f these participants spread the news to neighbors, family and friends.

News about native ceremonies seems to be adequately transmitted, whi

government meetings is not.

In attemp ing to study the audience the following topics were used for q

ng: occupational achievement, formal education., residential mobility, kinship ties,

and attitudes toward a legal norm

Questions wer

1. Do you think Navajos should always try to get ahead in their wotk? 213 replied

that if he had s satisfactory job he should s ttle down. (As accultuzation rises

there is an increase in proportion of Navajos who express a favorable attitude to .

ard working hard and gettins ahead).

2. If your child refused to go to school would you force him to go? A large per-

centage said 'yes thus indicating an adoption of the wbite nan's values, or tbe

use of compulsion by a Navajo is drastic. Some replied, "I don't think so, unless

he's bad."

3. Are you willing to take a job off the r s a io ? More than half

4. Are you willing to live off the reservation. Only 8% said "yes".

There is a big differauce in questions numbered three and four. Just working off

the reservation involves only one person and little.essimilati job

involves the 'whole family and cultural difficulties whith the Indian knows. Most

of them had rather endure a low standard of living on the reservation than undem-0

he difficulty of living in a different social and cultural milieu.

Do you think the youns should be forced.to take care of their parents when they

are old? Ot the more acculturated, 1/3 said "yes", while in the low accultu :4 b
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sai 1

6. What do you think abou

There was much inter tet 'he

of prohibition.

f liquor 2 ted

informants wart split on the issue

expl-J d tit fe1ing of discrimination. One replied, "1 favor

repeal of the law- i-' no use saying we us as good as whites if me are denied any-

thing It

The investigator then turned to questioning concerning agr cultural matters.

There is a paid agricultur 1 extension agent in each community involved in this study

and the researcher wished to _ampere professional government employee with the native

"experts".

Questions asked were:

1. How is your farm this year? In answeAng, 747. mentioned problems.

2. Do you seek help from the extension agent? 527. had

3. Have you ever gone for help? 67. had not

(Those with schooling and high acculturation were the aeekers

4. Why don't you ask the government people advice about farm problems Because

the agent is not arowid or not competent repliei 33%, my own way and have

no reasoa to ask, siad 677..

5. What kind of a man would you like to have? One wh would come and make contact

and offer advice.

In determining the role of the Navajo as a counicntor, these questions were put

forth:

1. Do any other farmers come to you for help? 307. yea

2. (To the better farmers) Do your neighbors seek help from you? No. The Navajos

on ider that the "better farmers are due to environmental factors such as land,

esitece luck, and chance and not to skills and efforts. They often do not understand

the term "aid", thinking it is giving tools, buying seeds, fertilizers etc., rather

than assistance in the form of advice' suggestions, or information. Traditionally

the Navajos believe that nan should take nature for granted and work mi h it the best
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d to not accept the concept of nastery over nature. They blame govern**

me t regulations to reduce livestockl ack in the 30's for upsetting the balance of

and causing droughts,

The case study made by Mt. tcretb was very interesting. It concerned a local

of a national building and comnos. labor ' a union attempt to organize Navajos at

Fruitland.

A contract had been signed between the company, tribe, and the Indian Service

which stated that the Navajo were to be given preference in skilled and non-skilled

work .3f the Anadillo National G40 Company pipeline construction en the reservation;

the Navajos were to receive the same wages as non-Indians doing the same kind of

work; and the company wap given a right-a-way with 4 20-year lease for which they

paid 320 per mile and agreedto build i bridge across the San JULIA River.

i n organizer moved in, using an interpreter, and began trying to unionize

Navajo workers. A strilce was called and the union leader argued that the company

had violated its agreement -with the Indians and was not hiring them for jobs for

which they were qualified. Twenty-six Navahos signed union cards which were for

negotiation purposes only. The organizer decided to try to contact the people at

a forthcoming equaw dance and asked Red Horse to speek on behalf of the union. I

ad of doing so, he attacked the policies of the tribal council and councilman

Greyeyes, and the audience was confused and split in their feelings. The union

leader then tried speaking himself on the three ni hts of the dance explaining union

activitie1 the significance of the strike, and pieketing. He later learned that

his interpreter had used a name for the union which meant "trouble maker".

The first day of the strike week a group formed on the trader's property near

the Fruitland Anadillo yard. There were 6 Navajos (of which 2 were women) and 4

white pickets, and much interest was displayed by the Navajos. To counteract this

action, the company increased their rate of hiring (the local traders, Fowler and

King, did the hiring and c1ioe those customers who owed 12emmoney). Only two or

three quit work because of union sympathy. As the day progressed interest die
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The union fed a free noon meal oi äwjo style and even the picketeri joined in the

affair mm h to the consternation of the union organizer.

The second day there were only four pickets early in.the day en by noon twenty.

A heated conversation occurred between the traders and the union o tLer

Navajo listening.

On Wednesday of the strike week the company h red tw lve new wor, and they

we a loaded into a truck to be taken to Farnington for a physical examination. There

were no jeers catcalls, or "scab yells. The organizer invited 50 or 60 men to ride

to the working site to show them the company was using white labor and try to get the

Navajo workers there to join in the strike. The caravan made little inpression even

though the company officials became rather excited. The foreman drew a line on the

ground and told the organizer not to crops to which he complied. However, the

Navajos Ignored the statement, crossed over, watched the workmen, and helped thene

selves to the drinking water. The organizer wanted the company to try to step then

and thereby cause a dist_ hence, for he W93 well aware that the Indians would not

understand being kept off of "their land". No action vas taken and the scene was

not created.

Wa4 Miller, director of welfare and placenent work for the Navajo age

to Fruitland on the fourth day and explained the rights of the Indians in

On complaint of the organi r, she informed him than they could sign forms tete-

nents of breach of contract under consideratione Fortyerrve signed such a statement.

On the fifth day only the organizer and his assiatant re at the picket post-

until 1.015 a.m. When another truckload of workere were to leave for physital

examination the organizer told Red Horse to tell the others to jeer at those who

loaded ieto the truck. He repeated the sentence in moderate tone at which the organ-

Leer repeated the Navajo words in a yelling tone. The new recruits departed without

a murmur of protest on the part of the union sympathizers. As the organieer shouted

in Navajo, "Don t go to work!" he made a mo-t blatant _wimple of cultural blindness

for the Navajo never shout except when Intoxicated.
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The strike organize on di integrated completely the sixth day.

The only aftermath of the strike was the appearance of the union erganieer be-

fore the Tribal Council when he stated thet Amadillo had violated their contract

n response the director of the Navajo Agency gave a broad picture of the pipeli

operation and its effect on the Navajo and no action was taken on the union's com-

plaint.

In analysis of the failure of the union to organize, these poin _ are relevant:

change and decision-making is slow process with the Navajo; the company offered

propaganda by deed (jobs), the union by words; the trader played a multi-facet role;

the union promised benefits but could not show immedie. elp; t7-ere was no print,

radio, or film communication (the Indians were unable even read the picket sign

union people failed to use natural eeaders such as councilmen and chapter officers;

workers refused to qui (it was the best job they had evez possessed-a we ineome

of about $80); Navajos are skeptical of programs introduced by whites for eneir

benefit7 and they have a feeling of benevolence on the part of the government and

much is due them.

Briefly, in summary, both of theqe studies are examples of atte ts to cenenuni

cate Western type messages to a semi-literate people, in which the purpose was presum-

ably to benefit the recipients of the mess 3. In both cases the complexity of the

rnesssg's hanrered their transmission. The people, in general, did not have the cul-

tural cues for perceiving and understanding a program pertaining to scientific agri

culture. In the case of the unionization situation, there was no in--itutienal

analogies to aid understanding.
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pe rqdi

Federal Gov nment funds to attend col1e e a pa

=cd (=ate and

onwide drive to con-

er reservation living over into a more orthodox community baste. It is re Inisad

that this p ocfiss of weani he Inaian away from hie reservation where he has had

security, poor as it is, will be a long and difficult task. Students of Indian lifc

including ,aky leaders of the Indian race also believe that advanced education of

the 3muth will be a vital key in the total rehabilitation of these people,

.thern State Teachers College including South Dakota has r teter.d many

Indian students for a long time. Tide study covers students of Indian blood owar a

period of 33 years. Their college ea eera were ana.yeed to discover how long they

.ayed in college, their average grade point scholaatic recora and what they are

doing at the present time. From this data certain conclusions and recomukendations

and Fcd education of 1nditm students re made with a hope that it will have

vrlue in the future direction of the training of the Indian people to ftt Late Lao

plans for rehabilit tion

Data on Indian Conege Students from 1925 through 1958:

Indian Student Tenure VS Scholarship Level

No.

36
7

16

13

3

10

4
4

17

2

1

Total
112

ended
It

Tenure Av.

1 quarter or Xes
/12

3

4
5

6

7

8
9

10
11

12

Hp. Per Ct.

emirimimmilrim

.88

.76

.82

1.23
.99

.93

1.55
1.26
1.41
1.18-------...

Average
1.14

This Ltudy caere a 112 cases and the data in tha table gives evidence that the

Wagon, WW., Journal). 3:ducat/anal Sociology, Vol. 33p. 333-5, March 1960
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tenure of the Indian student tends to be short wi h 36 attending one quarter or less
and nearly one-half of the total number attending one full school year of 3 q, rcers
or J,ess.

The fact that the average scholarship of these short lived studente was quite

lo neobably accssAs in major part for their brief college _ttandance. The survey

2 school

who com-

shol,, that the Indian students who stayed in college beyond 6 quart

-sxthered scholastic power and turned in gosel average records,

pleted the full 4 years oL collese for the degree earned a 1.54 hoser poixu verage

which hovers well beyond the "C" level and leans toward the "B",

What Indian Students are Ram

Follow up r cords on these 112 Indian students show that the former students

engaged in many occupations some of very hie responsibility. One is a reser-

vation superinteucent, the:A are U.S. Government employeesD one is a commercial air-

plane pl,c 18 are in teaching, 2 are iicisters, some are secret ries, 2 are in

nursing, many are b :ase i rhers, several are in vocational shops, one is a

draftsin, While othes, up common labor. The study shows that those -ho

stayed in college longest have the top positions in the field at this time.

rE and Conclusion

Ills study of the Indian student in college leads us to several conclusion

1) That eery effort should be made Ai efully select better grede

hold them

and

college for loreer tenure, This not only adds up toward higher average

scholarships, but it leads to better positions in placement after college id com-

pleted. Scho astic irresponsibility has been a stumbling block to college students

generally but it is a most definite dete- nt among Indian stude_ts. (2) Ma Indian

student has a serious inferiority complex. They appear to feel that it is impossible

for them to do as well as other students. The Indian student needs stimulation and

motivation based upon praise and encouragement. The study shows that he can do well

accepted collage work if he is kept in school long enoegh to get into the full swing.

(3) The Indian =Ames at the college with a short background. Life on the re

vationinmostcamididnotfurnishhirawidtall he needs to build fur her educations"
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ally. When we can bring Tndian students into regular communities and into public

high schools then they will be provided with more orthodox background for making

successful higher educational careers. ) The Indian student tends toward attitudes

of dependence. Too many come :o college to get some type of monetary income from

Governmcat sources. They enroll late, miss far to^ ,any of their scheduled classes

and act a touch of sympathy from thstructors to offset these infractions of regu-

lat o

) and in a fine .E iZ can be caid that this study proves tnat if the

er Indi n stcdeuts ax . A-acted into college, that if they can hn bald to ub-

antial tenure, that if they will. assume their sha e of responsibility in the edu-

cational process, that if they would assert personal independence instead of depend-

, then we can expect better results frost them in higher education, and in the

long re:: the Indian youth will take his place in leadership in America.
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Teachers

151,10Mg( HOOL AgIA FOR BILINGUAL PUTILS1"

d other sclleol personnel
Tr.71

of eie need of adequate predictors of school achievement fo

r.12,7C 1cz boon al,-

ual pupils.

In uecewber of 1956, Guam's department of education authorized a study to discover

to what extent, if any, currently available tests would provide such predictions.

Guam ts a territory whose cultural patterns are rapidly changing. It is no longer

a Spanish type of church-dominated society or suffering from a milit _y paternalism.

Guam is currently fused with current Anerican ideas trends, and era tices.

The local language, Chamorros, is slowly giving away to English. English I.

spoken only In the school classroom, infrequently on the playground, and rarely tn

the home and commute.' ty. Becase cf the unique cultural and language factors current-

ly available, measures in intci1i,ance must lie in the realm of questionable validity

until demonstrated otherwise.

This study endeavored to detered the predictive ability of 6 teats of intel-

ligence for certain 5th grade pupils of Guam. Only those tests that were wholly or

partially pe;Jormsnce or rtor, arbal were conaidered. In order hold cultural fact-

ors constant, 4 r ttvoly isolated communitiea were selected. The villages of

-Itrarajan, Marizo, fofo, and Umatac have had no electricity equently

no television) until quite ie:ently, no statesiders (reraons whose weal abode is

mainland U.S.A.) as residents; no te s; few movies, books and magazines art

not commonly found.

These 4 villages errolled a total of approximately 180 fifth-grade children,

distributed among six,classes. The plan of study entailed the following: 1. Admi_

ister three group tests of intelligence to all fifth-grade pupils of the four vil

lawn The testn were the California Tests of Mental Haturitys 1950 S.Form, Elemene

tary; Davis-Eella Games, IntermedWc ley ; and the culture free Intelligence Test

Scale 2, Form A.

Reference:1
Cooper, J.G., "Predicting School Achievement for Bilingual Pupi

IsisejasaU Rivehourato 49, 31-6, Feburary, 1958
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Number 2. Select a stratified random sample of 51 pupils from the largtr group.

Give each of these pupils wing individual tests: Leiter International

Performance Scale, Wecheler Intelligence Scale for Children, and the Columbia Mental

Maturity Scale. (3) Give all pupils the Cali omit' Achieve:me t Tat, Form AA,

Elementary level (V+) Obt in teacher ratings for each child regarding his school

success. 5 gel te inte11igenc e tests scores to achievement test scorer+, and to

teachers ratings (applicable to group tests only) (6) Study the interrelationships

batmen certain tests.

NOCEDUNE

The plan indicated above was followed: The Davis-. Is Games nd California

Testa of Mental Maturity were adninist _ed between November 1956 ann February 1957.

The culture free intelligence test was given e. ng Merch 1957 and the California

Achievement Tests given May 1957. The teacher ratings were obtained prior tu

achievement testing. Individual teats were giv n from February through 3'ne 1957

in this sequence: Weschsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Columbia Mental

Maturity Scale, and Leiter International Performance Scale. The sample for individ-

ual testing was drawn from a table at random.

Each of the aix classrooms was permitted to contribute its eeper share of

and girls. This was necessare esuse the schools of Inarayan and Merizo divided

heir fifth-trade pupils into fast and slow groups, also theme schools enrolled

ce as many fifth-gradeec as Amatac and Talofofo. 164 pupils obtained a mean

California test of Mental Maturity total I.Q. of 83,494 with a standard deviation

of 11,087; the Pearson correlation coefficient between these scores and ,he Cali-

fornia Achievement Tests was .644 and the stability of the coeffl.Z.ant is indicated

by the .99 confidence limits of .509-747. These limits were computed via the

transformation. The rest of this information i3 only explaining the tables illus-

trated in the book ao I am omitting it and sumearizing and iajecting a conclusion

of the complete article.

Thie at tekeu to accrtatn to whet d
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aoures of intelligence predict school achievement
_for the bilinguae pupi

territory of Guam. Three group tests the Californi reet of Mental Mae:

S Form, Elementary; The Davi -Hells Gene Intermediate level and the Cie

intelligence Test, ca1e Form A vier given to 164 pupils in grede 5. t1.

vidual tests of Intelligence the Leiter internation 1 Performance Scalej the VeeZetle

Intelligence Scale for children; and the Columbia Waeal Maturity Scale were given

to a stratified, ramifr g! sample of 51 pupils.

School achieveen e wr- d- ined primarily by scores received on the Californ _

Achievement Teats. , Foe-,1 Elemental Level, and secondarily by teachers rati

All the intelligence teats correlated poaitively with the California Achievemen

Teats. The correlartn coefficients ranged from 053 to .77 as follows Davis-Eells

Games .53; Culture Free Intelligence-Tests .55; Columbia Mental Maturity Scale; .61;

California Tests of Mental Maturity, .64; Leit-- International Performance Scal 66;

AYA the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for children, FU11 Scale .77.

Although teachers ratings corresp uded well with rand on the etieve -sts
they were not eiooely related to qcores on the Group Intelligence tests. This study

demonstrated thlt the six Intelligence teats examined predicted school success with

a degree of accuracy ranging from moderate to high for Guam's bilingual pupils.
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"A _ TUE' S_ OP Emu BLOOD piaNs

Thi study ha gin in the stud

N111

_ducted by kite reet of Indian Affnire

and the University of Kansas during the eeriod 1951-1955. el_ Indian educational

F ect is undoubtedly the most comprehensive veudy of riedi nd white children

yh ch has been made. The program explored the educational iYiatus of Ind an children,

and emphasized two functbens: predictive testing end achievement testing. The p

pose of the predictive testing was an attempt to investigate hi h-eckool graduates

academic skills arid to predice their probable BUCCCSS if they consider further formal

educatiou. The achievement testing ,A3 designed to serve two purposes: (a) a con

tinuing cvaluation of the tatua of educati- *chievement of individual children

for administrative use that is, the recording and interpreting of test scores for

describing a pupils ducatial achievemante measured by tests, are' (b) the use

of data obtained ee e functional part of the instructional program. These studies

that Indian children differed fromwhite children as measured by achievement test

results and that the smaller proportion of full-blooded and non-English gpeaking

children in a specific group of Indian children the higher the group achieved.

It was reeepieed that these differences in education 1 achievement depended

on differences ie vironmental and cultural factors and apt sastily

on innate ability alone. The present study was an atteepc to Isolate and compa

the factor structures and sets of fector patt rns obtained from the e4evement

test scores for full-blooded Indian children and white chi dren, The purpose o

this study was ix investigate the degree of relationship between the subtest of the

measuring instrumeat, to determine the number of independene faceoel that account

for the scores on ree suhtests how heavily eech of he aubteE:s is veighed with the

factcrs, and which factors apeear as a wh#1e for the different ggeepsoof subject

a eemparison of factors by sex, grade level and raee wee 114-0.

Although there has been a greet deal of reetrct the literature

0.J., 'A Comparative Study of Full Ale0404.

4ournal pejntal 2g, lT
iiroL

Marchs



cerne intelligence and educ tional achievement of American and Indians, no studies

were evident in which factor analysis had been applied to achievement test scores for

the purpose of comparing full-blooded Indians and white child en on large samples.

Perhaps the only attempt was mnde by Harris in which correlations were obtained be-

tween 15 language skill v _iables in 4 groups of 5th grade Indian etudents. The

intercorrelations were too irregular for any definite factors to emerge. Experi-

mental studies on intelligence with Indians indicate that differences in test per-

formance between Indian and white children are not necessarily due to differences ie

mate cepacity. The evidence indicates that white children and mixed-blc-

children did better where /snguage was vital.

The results showed that Indians scored below age and that females perfo. 40

better than males on the intelligence tests used, but these r sults seem meager and

inconclusive. Anthropological studies indicated that there were no significant dif-

ferences in results of performance in intelligence tests for Indian children as cone

pared to whitø children. Intelligence testa of a verbal nature requiring writing,

resulted in lower I.Q. for Indian children. The educational achievement of Indi ns

in public schools, Federal school_ and mission schools as measured by test scores

resulted in a hierarchical order, respectively Indian children with highest degree

of Irdian blood and non-English speaking ellity at the time entering school obtained

the lowest test result. It was believed that cultural factors played an important

role in the learning process of the children.

Factor analytic studies on Intelligence and age with .hite children emphasized

that a general factor was e- atlished early in life. However, conflicting evidence

existed as to tha first factor changing with increasin age. Where factor patterns

did change, there wee no consistent trend in evidence. Factor studies reaar4ing

levels and aex for wiLte children revealed a general agreement as to dn eifferenti-

aticA in factor patrerns between boys and girls. Thcre was indication of conflict

ing evideeco rega_ .ng t!'a theory of the general factor playing a Less important role

as se. ia ebl'ee develop. The factor patterns change relatively .ttle from
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erade level to grade level and where changes did occur the patterns did not exhibit

any systematic trend. Mental factors seemed to depend on background, education and

experiences of the subjects involved. Where education skills for white children

were factor analyzed. It vas apparent that education skills were complex with regard

to the identifice . of component fe-eers, that boys and girls vary according to

differene e eraL skills, and the toti simple and relevant the test the more clearly

it produced the factor. Coleman pn that a pupils basic learning difficulty

can be diagnosed et an earlier a 11 war= formerly believed and that school achieve-

ment depended upon motivation az era. In consideration of the review of

literature, 5 important conclusions erawn from the sult:

(1) Factors other than innate capacity were operating on test performance of

both Ind an and white children; (2) Because of contradictory findings, no conclusive

statements can be made as to sex and racial superiority on test perforeance;

(3) Factor patterns change relatively little from grade to grade with no signiflant

changee between sex; (4) A common factor is established relatively early in ltfe

with doubt as to its role becoming minimized as specific abilities develop witb in-

creasing age, and (5) Because of the comelexity of educational /*ills, it is diffi-

cult to identify their onent fax es.

HYPUTHESIS

On the basin of_ these utudies one hypothrsis cencernik difference n achieve-

Hypothesis

were formulated pertaening to the number, size, and patterns of factors of achiev

t scores as measured by the California Achievement Test Batteries. Te hypotheses

are 1. No differences exist in act,leveeent enw score means on the aubtete for tbe

ment raw scores mean by grade level as race and sex WAS deeeloped.

Elementary, intermediate and advanced grade levels for each race by sex, 2.::The

ame number of factors will appear at each grade level for the race groups by sex.

The factor leadings will be of the same magnitude for all groups. 4. Higher

factor 7_n4inen of a verbal nature witl appear for white children than for full-

blooded Indian children. 5. Higher factor leadings of a nuub rical nature will
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appear for 'Alto children theil for fu -blooded Indian children. 6. A common factor

tIppeer throughout all be subjects for all groups.

PROCEDURE: THE TESTING PROGRAM

tine progilm was conducted by the U. S. Bureau of IndianA Fall Achieve

f:ira and the Univineity of Kansas during the period 1951-1955. The California

:.M.evement Teet Battery was used threughout the eneire testing presram for grades

4-12. The children attending Federal chco1s, Public schools d mission schools

e tested in the Albuquerque and Phoenix areas 1951; Aberdeen area in 1952; Bill-

area 1953; and the Anadarko and Mskogee areas in 1954. The tests were admin-

istered by Indian Bureau and public and Mission school personnel in their respective

schools. The Public and Mission schools incleded were those which operated in the

vicinity of the federal schools included in this study and thee enrolled a consider-

able number of Indian pupils. All answer eheets were sent. to the University of

Kansas for inspection, necessary proce cing and scoring. The raw scores of each

subtest,for each individual were recorded Ani tabulated. These were punched on IBM

cards with background information for eaea iId.

THE Pe7TrON

The geo _aphical 1ccation of the ada6, of the U.S. Bereau of

Indian Affairs in whfsh testing wee conducteJ 1. Phoenix area Phoenix, exclusive

f the Navajo and Hopi; 2. Albuquerque area- New Mexico and southern Celorado, ex-

cluste of the Navajo; 3, Aberdeen area-South Dakotas North Dakota and northern

Nebraska; 4. Billings -Montana and Wyoming. 5" Muskogee area eaeteTs Oklahoma

and Mississippi; 6. Anadarko area Western Oklaheea and Kansas. Between the years

1951 and 1954 inclu-tve, 13,636 Indian chileren aud 9,922 white children were tested

in Federal, public and mission scNools. Mese 230608 children lived in rur l areas

ither on farms, ranches re6ervations, or small communities. The aggregate of full-

blooded Indian children attending -federal schools and white children attending public

schools combined in ail areas were chosen fr this study. The total number of sub-

jects I4,888, were separated as to futl-b coded Indian children and white children
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by sex and grade levels.

I decided it best to omit the other in o en in thin re; t because I haven6t

any way of geeting the illustrated tables do . therefore that 4..G omitted iefo

tion will be irrevelant in this report. I conclude this report by writing the

findinge the author. Two factors were found for full-blooded male Indian children

at each of the 3 grade level groups, while 3 factors were found at each grade level

for full-blooded female Indian children and for male and female white chi dren.

1. Higher f ctor loadings were found for full-blooded Indian male children

than for any other race-sex group. The factor loadings ranged from .20 to .65 for

full-blooded Indian chileeen and from .21 to .57 for white children; 2. In et

cases the factor loadings of a verbal nature were higher for full-blooded A male

children; 3. In general, the factor loadings of a nuwerical natura were higher for

full-blooded Indian children except on the arithmetic reasoning test where white

female children at the advanced_leuel had the highest leading. 5. The sets of fact-

or patterns for all groups were more similar than they were different. 6. A common

factor of the second order domaim was ident throughout all groups. This factoe is

probably schooling.
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"TEACHING A FOREIGN MTV

This essay has a mare novel and perhaps more exciting object than the Aeyout

ctasraom procedu,:ee tOr those who may want to t 1 eign culture In fact, I

am not at all convinced that we are ready to say how to teach a culture, for I ques-

tion whether we understand what to teach under that name. The fragmentary insights

of all the humanistic _panes and social science hardly add up o a lucid and

coherent account, eve& r the nearby French or Hispanic culture. Before we get

down to what is called "the practical level of classroom operations, we strike a

prior question of basic policy. Should a teacher of language and literature engage

in teaching a foreign culture?

Particularly if that entails the additional commitment to organize a sati

factory substance for surit teaching? On our question of basic policy we differ?

Now differences are a fortenate thing; an indispensable source of vitality and pr

gress. But we need to ditinguisF . between healthy diversity and destructive cross-

purposes, which utdrmine a profession!s eollective achievement and public confidence.

We are in danger ce7 eross-purpoaes: the pol-cy question before us opens up a divisive

inisejon aa to our very mission in society. I believe that the opposins views among

us are not inevitably at odds, but can be reconciled on a certain common ground. The

ject of this essay is _o try to define that coon ground, in order that we may

overcome cross-purposes and enjoy the Lull, constreetive benefit of ear wide divers

ity. Whe issue whether language and literature teachers should teach the foreign

culture was drawn with a new sharpness two years ago, aa a result of the M L A inter-

disciplinary Seminar in Language and Culture.

(MLA LXVIII:5, Dec. 1953 1196-1218) This seminar proposed, in pa t that the

second college year or fourth high-school year of a ioreign language be organized

around concepts descriptive of the foreign culture. Critics of the report have re-

plied that this would amount to teaching about cultures after the manner of social

Nostrand ; H.L. ' cht Eatiat Culture", Modern Languace Journal.; 56,297 0
October, 1956
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scientists, in placeici tiparttng culture as befits humani

be "elling our the he-Inanities to the social ociences". The dank

humati ies is real sad it hms disturbed not only humanists, but e

sonie eminent physicists, political scientists, amd anthropologist

humanistic disciplines Toss-paths with the social sciences in ix

today, they seem to suffer an eclipse: in language-and-area progt

mentality of our atudenta. Compare the large number of our colic

4ng", that ia tablishiog tbe focal center of their outlook tn

with the smaLl numbers language and literature history and ph

and the fi

Those of us who purport to represent the human

cidely -_ed to represent then more effectually, and this I mainta

concerted, voluntary elliott, provided we first hammer out a share

our mission as humanists, amd a shared conception of culture. Wb

by tho claim that we cultivate the humanities? 1 think that we c

cern that di tinguishas IA though we would not be able to agree

ats, or other people. Tole would hall

every thoughtful, sensitive person is at least occasionally a hum

tinctive concern, I bel CVOs is seek and to value the excellent i

in human wisdern; amd particularly, to discern the ecceptional hum

greatness. We differ amnewhat as to the relative emphasis we put

knowledge.

Some humanist Ave it eq_-1 importance with the concern tha

others regard it as aecordaiy and wholly instrmnental. But this 1

flict, if we agree that the humanists have potential uSe for all

ant to man in contrast to the humaniata distinctive concern with

that excludes all other in

scientist prime coneemnias seienti t is to clescrtte and explain

affairs is mediocre. It is act the scientific attitude to admire

dies: but one tan not tally cultivate the humanities without ts
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sum, that we would

er of w akening the

cientists, including

Wh raver the

r national society

ems; in the vt y

ge students "major-

the social sciences,

ilosophy, even music

can educ_ ion de-

in we can do, by

3 understanding of

do we mean, then,

3n agree on one co

,n any definition

3 to admit that

mist. OUr dig-

% human creation

cellence called

upon descriptive

: differentiates us;

iced cauwa no con-

:he knowledge relev-

valuing, the ,

which in human

the object one
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ciating the adnirable.

Let us recognize immediately that the purviews of scien e and the humaniti

overlap extensively. The scientist chooses the significant, discards the mniiguifi-

cant and so makes judgenents of worth which take him into the province of the human-

ities. The humanist finds it necessary for his purposes to desc ibe and explain the

typical, and so he become concerned with factual generalization and statistioal

validity. As teachers of a foreign language, for example even if our priue inter

is the appreciation of great literatu we are actually eugaged much of the tiee in

det&rmining and teaching what usage is typical within a certain level of discourse.

To that extent ae are drawn into what is essent 14 scientific activity.

But despite all that ought to be said about the overlap of science and the

humanities, the7 .! remain basic differences of aim. One of these differences pa

ularily cone rns ua here: namely that fRience and the humanities organize knowledge

for different enes. Mile the sciencet pursue understandini, within circumscribed

fields of Onta, which moreover must be amenable to exact description, the aim of the

humanities is the inclusive understanding called wisdom. Scientific synthesis hss

the obligation to be exact, but no obligation to provide a complete basis for action.

Human synthesis, who e purpose i wisdom, must assemble the best knowleJge available

scientific where possible concerning all the that bear upon the conduct of

life or specifically, upon a given choice, ju4gevicnt, or attitude. If this is

does it not follow that the humanities rather than the social sciences ought to be

furnishing the i terdisciplinary frame work for such enterprtes a language and area

study, Which combine both scientific and uas ientific elements into a comprehensive

basis for enlightened judgments and attitude 7' To US6 the descriptive structure of

science for this broad purpose is clearly a misuse, detrimental b.:pth to th_ pursuit

of humane wisdom. I submit that it is no betrayal of the human Zies, to accept from

the sciences of nature and society all their vast contributions taw rd the wisdom of

man in our time. The fault has consisted in our collective failure as humanists, to

devise and build a kind of synthesis thrt would rightly relate the humane import Of
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science to all the other esentLa1s of our culture at its best.

But can we agree vifist we mean by culture The term iS used, even by us, in

two very different meanings. According to the great tradition of the humanities and

of education, cultu-:e is esamtially a process. Alfred North Whitehead begins his

eosay, "The aims of education" (NAcmi lam, 1929), "Culture is activity of thought,

and receptiveness to beauty and humans feeling? On the other hand, culture is essen-

tially a cent or substance, lor those humanists who define it as a "social legacy

or "the precipitate of hi_tory", just as it is for social scientists who define it

in terms of "should desians for liviug" ndeed the content concept Cerrnanusts will

Pet me the Subotarzbergriff discrClit2d about 1900 by Era t Cassirer still domi-

natea not only the popular "culture testa", but much of our classroom practice, which

La bent upon imparting information acd then testing for information.

propose that the full meaning of culture always embraces both the process and

a content interacting upon each other. The "cu ture" of a person on the "culture'

0 (let me sey) ancient Athens alike consist of an interplay between the process and

a content. The fact of interplay, moreover, has an important corollary, culture is

not just aggregate of unrelated par s retting side by side. It is a functional

system of interdcpeuden,t parts: In a word, it is an aggregate. Let me not seem to

utter the old absurdity that "the who:A is sore than the sum of its parts" What

do say is that each component is to some extent modified, and its significance is

expanded. Ay reason of its functional relationships within the integrate. The parts

are not all totally dependent to be sure. Some works of art, for example, seem re-

markably self-contained and transposable from their original setting to foreign cul-

tures.

Yet even the art symbol is transformed in sone degree as it moves to a new cul-

ture and so participates Ln a new and unique pattern of meanings. The completed

concepts of c 1:ure as an interplay between process and content brings together on a

common ground the two partial conceptions which have approached it from opposite

directions. Orce this common ground is established, it suggests fruitful po sibil-
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further, uto ct4cal points of igreement concerning our mission as human-

and our special role ao teachers of fo m languages and Itterature.

The full concept resolves the argument whether as humanists we impart culture,

or a culture. The process of culture-the activity of thought and receptiveness-is

universal to all hunertity, yet the content is inexorably dated and localized to a

particular age and civilization. All culture by reason of its co.ceut has these

claim that: Lachin g culture

eed have not truck with the Liztual de criptions of

1 at oad.

aUbspecie aeternita

a fol.e cauno qu

cultures. For inevitab y he belongs to a cu1tur t.t and the great ach evements he

teaches and studies are parts of a culture.

The best attainable underatazding of the excellent, and of the judges own yard-

stick for valuing it, depends partly upon accurate descriptive knowledge of the

integral system to which the achievement and the y rdstick belong. This confirms

the proposition I advanced a moment ago, that the cultivation of the humanities to-

day calls for collaborative humane synthesis drawing upon the sciences and all other

sources of understanding that contribute to tbc wisdom of the age. When we apply

the wholr_ concept of culture relativistic with respect to content

humanists assumes an importance that we ourselves have not satisfactorily formulated.

Modern, complex cultures are being broken apart by an unprecedented batt,sry of dis-

tintegrative forces: notably the inevitable modern specialization the claw; of cul-

es and the necessary plurality of ultimate beliefs; the mwift pace of technologi-

cal social history; and the increasing autonomy of the young generations private

sub-culture. To build the best of all this into a shared cohe ive culture is the

central problem of our age; and assuredly it is no task for se entifie synthesis.

The problem faces squarely toward the humanists with all its possibilities for the

pursuit of greatness and all the dangers of betrayal by default.

Haw can we best coordinate our efforts to produce a humane synthesis vithin a

modern pluralistic culture? My suggestion would be that our national associations

and agencies devoted to the humanities with the help of those devoted to the natural
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and a ciaL acient could coordinate a decenteralized process of formulating the

changing common content of our culture at its best using some such categories as

(a) the methods we consider valid for pursuing truth (b) Our world picture- and

(c) our interrelated ideals, our "system of values". I would maintain that humane

synthesis of this kild can be carried on without mis epresenting the irreducible

issues in the culturA, and without encroaching upon the plane of ultimate explana-

tions and sanction where we differ. SoreTy it would advance the unrtrndii g

between peoples, as well as self-knowledge, if we could make comprQhensible the

essential content of each culture; for this wouid provide the basis for sound c

parisons to show the essent al similarities and differences from one culture to the

next.

All humanists including humane-minded scientists, have some part to play in

such an effort to countervoid the disintegrative to ces of modern cultures to re-

integrate a modern mind. But how do the completed concepts of the humanities and of

culture affect the role of humanists who teach foreign languages and literature?

Is it our function to teach the fore gn culture? I suggest that in a very important

sense we cannot help teaching the foreign culture. One reason is that since a cul-

ture is an integral whole the language and the literary art work we teach cannot be

rightly understood, except in relation to the cultures system of concepts and senti-

ments in a word, the "themes" of the culture. Some of the themes will be v rbalized

principles and values; other themes will be elusive modes of thought or of feeling,

expressed only in the presentational symbols of the imaginative arts.

This has one consequence highly congenial to a humanist, for it means that no

one ea rightly understand any sector of a culture without taking into account those

of its themes which are approachable only through the arta. But we must not forget

the other half of the relationship betw en language, or art, and the culture as a

whole: the significance of the separate symbol is modified by all the cultural themes

that impinge upon it. There is a separate and independent reason why we cannot help

teaching the for ign culture. Az we teach a people's language or literatu we
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unavoidably forw our students ideas of that people's way of life. The factual curi-

osity of ou students mp Is them to find answers to the n-sense questions in

whatever we say even if we were never to indulge in a single explicit generalization

about the foreign people's values, or world view, or strength or weaknesses.

What is worse, our students arc b und to practice the fallacy of judging any

fragment of the foreign culture as though it were intended_to fit into their own

scheme, unless W2 ore propired to help them draw an informed comparison instead. No

une questions, I chink, that misunderstanding between peoples is one cause of the

precariousness in current affairs. Any teachers who must exe t influence here

as we must, incur the obligation to give the most responsible and accurate under-

:ding our age can produce. This does not mean we should quit teaching language

and literature quite the contrary, no other material permits us to combine so well

a direct experience ok the culture, required by its aspect as process with the know-

ledge about the culture demanded by its aspect as content. But we muet make certain

that both experience and the knowledge are the best we can provide. In order to pre-

sent the necessary knowledge we need not generalize in our courses about all the

main themes of a culture. In conclusion I skip three paragraphs and write the end

as it is written in the book. The conclusion of the reasoning I have traced so

briefly is that we teachers of a foreign language and literature must also teach a

foreign culture to ourselves, above all. For we need professionally a responsible

and ,zoherent understanding of both the foreign c lture and our own.
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"A COARATIVE STUDY OF .0NOLINGUALS AND BILINGUALS IN A VERBAL TASK
PERFORMANCE"1

Studying the effects of bilingualism on language acquisiton and development,

Smith and Carrow reported that bilinguals abstract ability was severely limited,

with resulting paucity of vocabulary and wor&.concept retardation. The present in-

vestigation compared monolinguals and bilingLals on a verbal task and correlated their

verbal learning with intelligence and social adjustment.

The Lafayette Memory Dru- a motor driven instrument for the presentation of

materials in learning experiments , was used to pzesent a series of seven Hebrew

characters at three-second intervals with a 15 second interruption of white space

succeeding each series. A Telectro Tape Recorder, playing at a speed of seven and

one-half inches per second was employed as auditory accompaniment to the viwal

timuli appearing on the memory drum. One and one-half seconds after each visual

stimulus was exposed to the subject, the Hebrew character was identified by the tape

recorde

SUBJECTS: The monolingual and bilingual groups of parochial school children,

28 nales and 32 femal s ranging from 9-11 years' were matched in chronological age,

intelligence, sex and socio-economic status Thirty, first generation American bi-

linguals comprised the experimental group. Selection of a child for the bilingual

group necessitated that his parents be of the same national background. Additionally,

school records must have verified bilingual communication, and a te statement

questionnaire completed by the Ss must have indicated that a language other than

English VW spoken in the home at lea t one-half the time.

Twenty-five of the 30 bilinguals always spoke their parents language to

the pareats, likewise, addressing their children in the foreign language always.

The remaining five sub ects used a foreign language in the home at least 507. of the

time. Distribution of bilinguals according to nationality was 25 Polish, three

a, L., and Kohut, S., "Comparative Study of Mbnolinguals and Bilinguale in a
Verbal Task, "Journal Clinical Psychology, 49-52, Feb. 61
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Norwegians, and two Greeks.

The Monolingu _s had no significant contact, spoken or written, with any lan-

guage other than English. In coutrast to the bilinguals school records and com-

pleted questionnaires of the monolinguals revealed English to be the only language

they and their parents used. All 60 Sc were probably of low-middle socio-economic

means--their fathers in the majority of ce-es being unskilled laborers; their mothers

were assembly line workers or unemployed. This information w s obtained from school

rds.

PROCEDURE: Each S was given the language preference questionnaire followed by

CMMS. The third step in the everimentel procedure required the S to learn a

es of seven Hebrew characters presented visually and auditorily. The taped audi-

tory identification was heard 1.5 seconds after each visual exposure, serving to

correct or corroborate each of the Ss naming reeponses. The S was required first to

associate each character with sommthing in his experience: "Tell me what each one

looks like to you". The Ss responges were noted by the examiner. The next task re-

quired the S to learn the characters by viewing them in the drum aperture and listen-

ng to their taped identificat ons. After each S had correctly anticipated all seven

characters, the criterion for lea ning in this study, his attention was diverted to

the personality test. The final step in this experimental situation consi ted of a

second presentation of the Hebrew charact rs. The Ss were required to learn the

characters again as previously described, This constituted the relearning conditio

and the number of trials required by each S.

OUTCOME OF THE TEST: The findings tndica ed bilinguals learned and relearned

the MU-A task more rapidly than monolingual , a significant correlation was discover

ed between speed of learning MU-A and intel igence among the monolinguals, and the

relationship between social maladjustment and 1411-A performances was not significant

in either the bilingual or m:_clingual group. An association factor may have been

responsible for bilinguals' superiority in IMU-A, ie., bilinguals may possesa a unique

potential unacknowledged in past research.
296
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"FACTORS INFLUENCING LEARNING_ A SECOND LANGUAGE"

Few people are rea y "bili ual" in the true cense; that is, few of them are

equally proficient in tvo languages. They are "bilingual" in varying degr es. Thus,

a tourist may be able to say "good ning" in two or three languages, whi his

guide can deliver whole lectures in these languages. The degree of facility in the

second language depends upon many fact

DESIRE: Of first importance is the d .n with which the learner

approaches the language learning. Desire is something that is engendered by the

general environment or climate in which one lives. Desire is partially controlled

by the educational atatus of the people. Desire is also partially controlled by the

language spoken in the home. If the parents speak the second language fairly well

they will likely use that language in speaking with the children. But if one parent,

especially the mother, is not adept in the second language, she will prefer the

mother tongue and expect her children to speak it. This tendency is exaggerated if

there are grandparents in the home.

AMOUNT OF EXPOSURE: Another factor is the amount of exposure to the second lan

guage. In some communities the language of the store, the church and the plaza ia

the mother tongue. The people hear and use the second language infrequently and,

consequently, the rate of acquisition of the second language is slow.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS: It is found in studies of emigrant groups in th

country that a foreign-speaking person rises in the economic scale as he learns

speak English. The one may not be a cause of the other, for they nay concomitan

A possible explanation is that with language facility greater financial opportunities

are afforded. If a man can earn more money he will eat better, he will dress better,

and he will be anxious for his children to go to school and to speak English.

LEADER ENFLUENCE: The Nhvajo Tribal Council has set up a large scholarship

fund. This demonstrates to all members of the tribe that the leaders place great

Tierman L.S., "Factors Influencing Learning," Education, Journal 310-13,Jan.,1961
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value on education. This means that they must learn English well. Such positive

action should influence many persons on the reservation who have had little under-

standing of, or concern for, education.

SCHOOLS AND AGENCIES: Quite naturally the schools will play a prominent role

in every bilingual situation. It can facilitate the learning of a second language

by increasing the amount of time given to a language. In European schools, it is

common practice to give an hour per day to the second language in the U.S. twenty

minutes, two or three times a week. Another way of facilitating language learning

is to use the mother tongue as the lang age of instruction, as they do in Belgium.

In this way, the language will be strengtnened and perpetuated. However, if the

second language is not used for instruction, es in the U-S. , the mother tongue is

sure to disappear as the years go by. The best insurance for retaining the mother

tongue is to use it in the public schools as the medium of instruction.

EDUCATIONAL ADJUNCTS: Closely allied to organized education are the numerous

influential educational adjuncts, such as radio, television, books, newspapers, etc.

These aids doubtless facilitate the learning of a second language.

COMMON ELEHENTS: it is said by linguists that the learning of a second language

is affected by the presence or lack of certain common elements in the lang ge al- -

ready known and the one to be learned. Among these factors are the phonology and

structure of the language, sentence pattering, and problems in vocabulary develop-

ment.

INTELLIGENCE: The part that intelligence plays in foreign language lea_ ing is

not specificially known. If a pe son is listening to, or reading a foreign language,

int lligence would undoubtedly be very important.

Perception of sound differences and auditory me ory are examples. In every

guage the-e are words that are similar in sound. To speak like a native, one must be

able to imitate the tone, stress, accent, and rhythm of the native speaker. This

imitation calls for fine distinctions of sound which can only be attained by one who

has a keen ear and a retentive memory. 298



SUMARY AND CONCLUSION: Many people do learn a second language. It has been

hypothesized hlre that desire to do so is a primary factor. Amount of exposure,

socio-economic factors influence of ethnic-group leaders, schools, educational ad.-

juncts, common elements within tke two languages, and intelligence maybe other fac-

tors in luencing the lea ning of a second language.
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"SECONDARY SCHOOL AND THE ACCULTURATION OF MINN PEOPLE"1

A thrilltng drama is un olding on the Montana Indiwa -eservat ons in the area

of education. This exciting picture is a aign, when, portr y d on the backvound of

Indian problems as they were described in the Merrian survey of Indian people and

their needs in 1928. This study was sponsored and financed by the Brookings Insti

tute. It concluded that Indian people lacked education as one of the basic needs

for the solution of problems confronting Indian people ca U.S. Government re e vat._

tions Zr. fact it recommended that the fundamental activity of the Bui. :11 of Indian

Affairs should be education. Because of the leek of str ng educational background,

there is a congestion of population on the reservation00

turally follows that the economic level is depressed and the standard of

living low' The aftermath of these situations is a deplorable health condition and

extremely low standard of living. This problem of over popula ion, lack of employ-

ment, and low income will never be solved until the people are fully equipped to

leave the reservation and compete for jobs in non-Indian aress'ihere employment i8

available.

This means that these people of Indian blood must have skills of no Indian

people and must have experience with integrated living amons non-Indian peoples so

that they will feel confident in their abilities and be comfortable in such an en-

vironment. It must be kept in mind that the education of Indian people involves a

cultural change; a change in way of life. SUch changes tnvolves a complete change

in philosophy of living. A social change would be a cultural change, which cones

slowly and is measured in generations instead of years. ihe policy of the Division

of Indian education in the State Department of public 1_ -tryction was summarized as

follows this past year: children of Indian blood should be equipped ulth tools of

education.

1Bergan, K.14., "Secondary School and the Acculturation of Indian People, ational
Associatipn Seconu_y School Principle Bulletin 43:115-17, Oct. 1959
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ad training; to povide those skills wh.iCIz will fit ipto the Aseri-

I-Lfa, so that they will be on a level of competition with. non-Indian in

economic LivLna health standards, social and moral. living ro accosplisb this goal,

it ie reccegnLve tbst much learning, nom teldhooll learning, but group learning,

cial &cara1n that rubs on; the commits= learmins frau contact a with non Indian

people in tort egr gated schools. Such experiences contributes enich to the BUCcesSw,

ft11 Lnt.qratLot f Indian people in non-ladian cosmusti ties.

The area of education vhich seems to wt to this exerience of
nte &tad II. 'vin is the secondaryschool. The Plathe-ed reservation wh ch has the

ngest htstoly of no gregated high-school education in Lliontana, bap gone the

farthest ill ritviding education which helps people of ediakin blood to integrate.

Over one half of the enrolled members of this reservation are now living in coma=

itie away from the reservation. They' have integrated succeasfully into the norma

life of te community where they live. This living in new Comtnuratias bats been tic..

complished wlthosat Federal subsidy and voluntary on the part of the Indian people.

Non-aegrag ed high-school education has been available to the Indian people on the

Flatbead reservation for almost 40 years The Bladafeet reservatian and the Ft. Peck

reservation would come next on the list groups of Indian 'people vath a long history

of non-s gsegasted high-school education.

This vrograrn of education with experiences for integrat ion has been in effect

for about 50 years and now the third renoTatiorl ol theee liigli-echoo]. graduates i

beginning Co attend school. Approximately 407. of the enrolled member a of these 2

servations have integrated in connnunities sway from the reservation and bave a

standard of ILving 4...amparable with the comantity vahere they live. They are success

ful in their ram community. The non-segrated school. breaks clown the inferiority

complex among pupils of Indian blood. They are grademed fr hool with an

attitude of confidence and a. desire to be successful in. tbe ecoiiotc and civic life

of cormunity. Suth an attitude is basic to the success of May individual. This

attitude also 'builds a strong foundation for the social and economic life. Of our
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is a different situation among Indian people on the reservat an uhere non

4 high-schools have not been establisted. There are no such high schools

. Belknap, Northern Cheyenne and Rocky Boy Reservations. Very few of the

mn these three reservations have integrated successfully in communities

the reservations. EVery possible effort is being made to provide this

2 educational experience for pupils of Indian blood.on these reservstions.

-mile !load being built on the Ft. Belknap Reservation* the justification

road construction had edu-ation at the top of the list. The highway will

lasible to operate a school bus to lir elm so that high school pupils in the

may attend the Harlem high school, whieh is 40 miles away. An effort is

to improve roads so that pupils tn the Lodge Foie area may attend the

th School. A new paved road from the Rocky Boy Reservation is being con-

s, that a school bus may transport pupils from the Rocky Boy Reservstion

roe High School which is 25 mile_ away. Some of the Northern Cheyenne

:end the high school at Colstrip, vhich is 20 miles north of the reservation.

It problem in this high school is the lack of a broad curriclum to meet

of the Indian pupils. There are no classes in Homemaking 62r girls and

in shopvork bor boys to teach them skills. There i8 a program initiated

Leval government; under the administration of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

: relocation program. This progra- relocates families in communities away

sservation. This relocation is usually In an industrial community where

igh employment. Tbe relocation program includes finding work for ths

finding a hone to live in and helping the relocatee beco acquainted

hurch, shopping center and community life.

uccess of this program is measured by the numb r of familiee ttat stay in

ity six or more months. The relocation program has been highly successful

theads Slackfeet, Ft. Peck and Crow Reservation. The program has mot been

sful on the Ft. Belknap, Northern Cheyenne and the Rocky Boy Reservations
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whiCh iidicate a that the noz-se ted high-school experience contributes to the sue-

ss of the relocation program.

On dhe northern Cheyenne Reservation, the Fedexal relocation program has been

over BOX failure because the relocatees return to the reservation within six months.

The very common reason given by the returnee from the relocatee job is "My wife did

not like ito. A further dieck has indicated that the wives with high school home

making training adjust WM satisfactiorly in new c =unities away from the reser-

vation; they can go to the shopping center and converse or visit on a level with the

wives of other famdlies in the community.



"commENTs oa CNPJS PLANS"

When I accepted the directorship of education in the rnited States Indian ser

vice in 1936, I found myself in administrative charge of about 40 Elementary and

Secondary schools and 12 grade schools, some of them boarding schools; in each of

which the various industrial activities were distributv,d through a cluster of sepa-

rate buildings. That was when pubXic school administration and school board were

piling the various elements of elementary and secondary schools into single MAOsive

structures. Only colleges were at thst time dotting their campusee with a variety

of buildings Now these campus planned Industrial service Schools had not been de-

signed as such. Many of them had been armor posts with their different buildings

grouped around a parade ground. When the buildings were converted into schools,

unitary arrangement was accepted and the distribution of educational functions

ranged as efficiently as possible. As new additions were needed they merely fitted

into the unitary pattern.

The schools 1 found had adapted easily to the building pattern. The shops ware

grouped in an area away from the academic classrooms and gym near the central heat-

ing plant so that students could participate in plant operation and maintenance as

part of their instruction. Likewise food trade and home economice classes

be found in the same buildings with the cafeteria. In none of these 40 shoo

the structures connected by a covered or enclosed passage. During period chang

the youngsters moved across the open campus to another building. Some of theae

Schools were in the southwest but others were in states like the Dakotas, Montana,

and Minnesota where the winters are punctuated vith blizzards and heavy snows; one

was in the rainy section of Oregon and several were in Alaska.

EFFECT ON HEALTH: Now one of the most active arguments in the field of modern Public

School Construction is over the suitability of the campus or unit plan. While this

Beaty, W.W., "Comments on Campus Plans", School Executive, 74:58-61, July, 1955
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Oen has well been accepted in the Southwes for some years school ?verde and admin-

istrators in the midwest and northwest are asking searching questiona about the

efficiency and health factors of such a distribut_on of teaching units for their

areas, as: is it suitable for a rainy climate? Is it dangerous to have children

ng frosi building to building several times a day during cold weather? Is there

extra storage room for cloaks? These questions are all very pertitent for schools

--ith climates which have frequent rain now, and temperature change. Since the

Indian service schools have lived with campus plans for many years and have actually

explored all of the hypothetical situations, which can be imagined, it was decided

to let their oupe-intendents answer these qv tions; in the JAght of their own ex-

perienc

I wrote to the superintendents of several large Indian service -chools, all

located in areas which have severe climatic conditions; asked them the above ques

tio Here is what they had to say:

Intermountain Indian achool, Brigham City, Utah, twelve grade boarding schools.

The auditoriusy gyms shops, and cafeteria are in detached buildings separate from

the classroom buildings, which means that the youngsters muat go out-of-doora several

times each day. Our full time physician notes that there is no jncrease in the

incidence of colda When the weather turns sharp. The exercise and freoh air seem to

compensate for any ill effects; in fact the more children seem to get colds when we

limit their time outside. The cla -room buildings) shops, cafeteria, and gym have

cloak storage. The elementary clasnroom have portable coat racks, which soma of

tho teachers have used ingeniously as room dividers. These teachers always check

to see that the youngsters are propevly bundled up before dismissing from class.

There are no coat provisions in the auditorium; students hold their wraps as

they would in a movie theater. It would seem to me that there are several a4vantages

in the campus plan. (Haokell Institute, Lawrence, Kansas) Children should probably

be expected to wear coats, hats, and overshoes in going from building to building in

incliment weather, and this raises the age old locker questions which is more compli
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carted with the campus plan. Our expe i_nce at HaskeLl Lndictes _that we do not need

lockers in the buildings her ; open _ orage in hallways adequate; we have no specific

evidence that exposure resulting from going out of doors without protection increases

pupil il UASS.

I have read this complete report and came to the conclusion that there is no

need to write each of the seven recommendations fo -us plan type of school;

however, I did put to them in this report showing the recommendations for this type

of school. I do believe there axe advantages in this type of school, as well as

disadvantages.
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BI CUALISM RETkRDATIOM1

Education of Spanish-speaking children has been a concern of tie far South-

weetern states ever since the earliest phases of United States occupation. Today

much is heard about the inability of bilingual children to "measure up" to education-

al standards. Research has been carried out on different language-groups by numerous

educators and students in the United States to determine the effect of bilingualism

on intelligence and achievement, The findings, however, have been too inconsistent

and too inconclusive to do more titan throw some light upon the poseible effects of

bil ngualimm on the education of these children.

There still exists the prob cm of teaching bilingual, children in our present

school organization. Since there is a scarcity of research instruments that are

valid and the data are insufficient to serve as a basis for concluaions, researchers

have been cautioned by both Tierman and Cattell about propOsing final answers to the

problems of bilingual children. Such being the ease there is need for more Study on

bilingual children. The Spanish-speaking children entering our society today, are

a large p_ t of them at least are of the third generation, and where circumstances

permitted, they have acquired much that is valuable to them by way of background as

their parents have made the transition from one culture to another.

re is a change in the needs of these children, and in some respects th

pupils are close to the same level of linguistic maturity as many of the ang o chil-

dren. Aknowledge of child development and good teaching procedures may well apply

to all children entering the first grade. Language growth is necessary for the edu-

cational achievement of all children and young Spanish-speaking pupils are not uni-

que in this respect. What then are the conditions that cause retardation of these

bilingual children?

The mere fact that bilingual children are labeled as such when they enroll in

school. is one condition that Seems to imply these children cannot be expec d to

'Wallace, A., "Bilingualism and Retardation", Riementary English, 0 -4, May, 56
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v 11 as others. This defeatiøt attitude about Spanhsh-ape14ng obi dren

et contradiction to our modern conceptioa of education. The consideration

of the child is an ideal starting pointb but very often it appears as if be is con-

sidered in the wrong 11

The differente that stimulates group inteteet, not the line -f demarcation that

is often made between these who are able or unable. Past research would indicate

that good teaching vill aid developing laoguage acuity, but such acuity also requires

time. The language many tines to listen attentively, to imitate, and to feel secure

enough to speak spontaneously, not only is time an important element, but patience

and provisions for many rich experiences and opportunities for children to practice

speaking are also very necessary.

Host teachers are aware of the values of all these recommendations but here

lies the weakness in an education program that pays only lip service to flexibility

in programs thet will enable teache to spend the time upon background experiences

before the forcing of reading Public opinion about the shortcomings of public

education is bringing pressure upon the firstggrade teacher to begin her pupils

reading program before they are ready.

This is making conditions worse rather than better.

past (that suffered because of uniformed teachers who did

fector in

the value of

language experiences before beginning reading) and the tine factor in the present

(that for the lack of courage is being ignored) seem to be one cause for retardation

of bilingual children who not only have to learn and add new elements to their cul-

ture, but also have to eliminate and modify existing ones. By way of summary it

should be pointed out first that the education problem of bilinguals parallel those

of monoglots; second that the defeatist attitude concerning the progress of Spenish.

speaking children is detrimental to their linguistic development; and third that one

must have the time to use good teaching methods that develop the factors specified

as prerequisites to pod reading. All these considerations should automatically

stimulate growth in proper attitudes toward speech and cultural differences as w

as toward communicative arts.
304-
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111474 LANGUACE =Rah An.

la this report I think it neces

onciusion of this article.

-te only the introduction, the

Nally um:literate people in contact with western society learn a Europe

uage or a lingua fr

sad their native law

y nay use this foreign language in front of str era,

their own people. Anthropologists and other social

scientiste sometimes interview certain informants in European% language and others in

the vernacular. In the op-nion of people influenced by the language in which an

is expressed? In sone situations acculturating people learn procedures and

values which they subsequently recall either in the same or in a differ nt colonial

administrators instruct people in one language who thereafter think and talk in their

mother tongue at Nakerere College in Uganda all the teaching is in English. Students

there discuss problems among themselves there both in English and also in their own

language.

Moreover, many of them later utilize in Some African language what they learn

in Ausliek at Nakerere. Is memory affected by the differenze between the langusg_

Of learning or expcsure and the lel:guise recall?

SMART AND CONCLUSION: Samples of Ganda, Luo, Zulu, and Afrikaner secondary

school students who know English expressed their ettitudas toward twenty issUes by

responding to 6 mimeographed questionnaire. Dy means of a balanced design half of

the statements ware in English, the othcr half in their own language. Then th. in-

formants were unexpectedly asked to recall the statement either in their Eng Leh or

la their native tongue. The results of the experiment support the view that lan-

guage con have, but tha- it need not WM, a profound effect upon psychological

processes. Under thee* very res ricted conditions, it has been shown that the 1

guage in which the statements ware exposed nay affect the verbal expression of

1Doob, "Effect of Language on Verbal EXpression and Recall", Dib/lograohy
Amigo Anthropologist, 59:08-100, Feb., 1957
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The affect was not inevitable. When it occurred, more ag: *meat seem* to

have been produced by the native language than by the language of the out-group.

The ability to recall material which is perceived when no incentive to learn

has been provided is assumed to depend upon the general motivational state during

perception and recall. Linguistic factors, if they turned out to be efficacy affect

ed these MOtillea but they did so while interacting with nonlinguistic factors like

ial position on general learning ability. The languages of exposure and recall

virtually no effect upon the Afrikaners but they did influence the African groups,

especially the Zulus. Thee effects were noticeable when trcnd s and not inAlvidual

statements were examined. Knowledge of English played some role, as did in all probm

ability the instrumental nature of that language within the society. An investiga-

tion among the Zulus revealed that information could be stored without reference to

the exposure language but that this language could also be remembered. Hbreover,

the exposure language was used by some informants in all four samples as the recall

language in spite of instructions to recall in the other language.



"OBSERVATIONS ON IOUX
_

INTRODUCTIOt. The U.S. gayer

of Indian affairs, "consideration to the human factors which govern relations between

ial groups" (12) in doing so the administration is faced npt only with the

immense variety of unyielding ancient images and modern economic problems among

300 000 people, called all too collectively American Indians but also with the

torical peculiarities of the agency entrusted with Indian re-education, namely the

Indian Service.

Since 1936, the government has been establishing special sier institutee for

the cultural enlightment of the Indian Service employees. During the summer of 1937

one of these institutes as held in the heart of the Sioux country, on the Pine Ridge

Reservation in South Dakota. The writer was offered an opportunity to join the

institut-'s faculty as a "mental hygienist" and to make an exploration into the

specific psychological problems waiting for solution.

This would have been impossible without the guidance of Dr. Scudder Hekeel, who

was at that time the Indian COmmissioner's field representative in charge of applied

enthronology. He has long been associated with the Sioux as anthropologist and

friend. Quotations fronthis unpublished thesis and his papers will give a more eoll.

background to these, on the whole, necessarily impressionistic pages. Other sources

include conversations with Indian traders, and cattlemen on the reservation; obser-

vations of some Indian families camping near the Ogiala High School; and a research

ininar with an=hropologists principalo, school advisors and social workers, Indian

as well as white from various Indian-areas. The helpful cooperation of these in-

dividuals end of the Office of Indian Affairs is gratefully acknowledged.

This paper offers first impressions of * most complicated problem of Clinic 1

sociology. Well.known historical data which seem indispensible to an understanding

CATION"1

s determined to give, in the admlntatration

1 kson, RO, "Obiervat Education", Journal of Pevcholog 7:101-136,1939
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of t case history are followed by reflections on the educatioal dLfftçu. T

ties in the present sociological setup of au Indian reservation. Finally, sugg: tions

are made for a possible anthropological reconstruction of what once was Sioux child-

bood.

Pine Ridge lies along the Nebraska state line in the sou hwest.corner of South

Dekota. It shares the fate of the plains : Rem 8 000 members of the Ogiala aubtribe

of the Teton-Dakotas live on land alloted to them by the government. Once the Da-

kotas were the eubodiment of the "real Indian . Organized in an elastic system of

and_ v they foll :ed the buffalo over the vast plains. Periodically they gathered

camps of light tepees but always resumed the nomadic life on horses and with

travois. Their communal activities (such as the collective buffalo hunt and the

regular dance feast) were strictly regulated; but constantly small groups, colorful

and noisy, followed the impulse to radiate out: to hunt small game, to steal horses,

and to surprise enemies. Their cruelty was proverbial; and it extended unsparingly

to themselves when in solitary selfotorture they sought a guiding vision from the

'Great Spirit

Today on the now desolate plain

de c ndants of these nomadic Sioux with cen

ons like P ue Ridge -rovide the

1 homesteads which are signs of economic

distress must be given first place in an inpressioniatic description. Scarcely lees

impreesive are the symptoms of physical disease shah as tuberculosis, syphilis, and

trachoma which appear with the signs of general malnutrition. In 1930 Mkt 2, visit-

Lug 125 families in the White Clay district, found the average yearly income fr--

independent farming or farm labor to be $152.80 for an average family of 5.4 persons.

They depend on government rations for the rest. With clothing that is inadequate

for winter, and with poor food "they have a roof overhead, a few household utensils,

ponies, a teem of horses, a wagon, farming tools and a few chickens The future

depends solely on whether these people can make the best of their circumstances.

The history of Anerica shows what farmers can do under the poorest conditions

heir tradition has provided them with the menory of successful farming, the da ly
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habits of a. farmer, or a belief that God will in the end reward with daily breed his

who works hard. But the Indian's consciousness lacks the memories and aspirations

of early settlers; his habits and his beliefs are built on the age old abundance of

game Which became a legend overnight, van shing too quickly for human comprehension.

n facts it seems only yesterday, especially for the older Indians, that the

inseparable horsemen of their history's apocalypse appeared on their horizon:

gration of foreign people, the death of the buffalo and oil erosion. Somehow

they still seem to thiek the dreamwill be over. While there is apparently nothing

left of the spirit of revolt that brought on a last desperate outbreek in the late

'80s (of which we shall speak later), government agencies far enough away to be un-

real to the Iedian are now entrusted with the hope$ of the daydreaners. They have

asked the U.S. Supreme Court to give back the plains, the buffalos, and the gold or

to pay for them. Someday, they expect, there will be a notice on the bulletin board

at the agency announcing that the court haa heard them and has made them rich. In

the meantime why learn to farm?

P_rhaps there are no deeper differences between peoples than their feeling for

space and time. This contains all that a nation has learned from its history, and

therefore characte ize concepts of reality and ideals of conduct which no nation can

afford to have questioned by another without experiencing a threat to its very

istence. Time for the Indian, one gathers in talking with him, is empty waiting

except for those vivid bits of the present in which h. can be his old self, ex ng-

ing meiries, gossiping, Joking, or dancing* and in which he again feels connected

with the boundless past wherein there was no one but himself, the game and the

enemy (the not himself who could be fought). The space ebere he can feel at home is

still without borders, allows for voluntary gatherings, and at the same tine for

sudden expansion and dispersion. de was gled to accept centrifugal items of white

culture such as the horse and the gun, even as he would be able now, perhaps, to

"settle" with the white man if he were provided with trailers. But do far he has

hewn little eagerness for the centers of centripetal existence and acc
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the fireplace, the homestead, the bank account. Por these the educe ors encourages

him to strive; they represent what the educator wants moat for himself i- life al-

though preferably far away from Pine Ridge.

To give the Sioux an idea of a decent farmer existence is the teak of insti-

tutions auch as the boss farmer's o fi e. The general result-of decades of educar:

tional effort is that individual Indians appear to be making aerious attempts to gain

a selfrsustaining existence, willingly and amiably, but that on the whole there is

no security as to the depth and duration of such an educational change. The Indian

has learned to adopt to the presence of the employee of a conquering and feeding

gov_rnme-t but has no aenuine love for him, and no desire to become like him. Only

one white type has stirred the Indian's imagination to dhe polat of influencing his

dre-- his bearing, his customs, and his childrens play, namely the cowboy. But

Washington, aware of the higher power of erosion, was forced to decree repeatedly

that t Sioux cannot be a cowboy en the land alloted to hi% The Sioux cannot under-

stane such decrees which destroy the little adaptation which hs may have achieved,

but neither can he rebel against them; he can only complain and claim, and he can

-efuse to share with his white master that specific "divine' kind of discontent,

whieh as one hi h official put it seems to be the psychological basis for the

search after the blessings of our civilization.

The first question then, which a visftor asks on arrivimg at Pine Ridge is

whether anybody could be expected to make a living there. Many white experts, in.-

eluding white settlers living on the reservation, believe that if left to live or

die, the Indian could "make the grade". The poychologiet has to put this question

asiee and to ask a second one: How is it possible that a whale tribe, altho h ask.

ing persistently, impatiently, stubbo-nly for help is considered unwilling to accept

the one future left open bY a narrowing historical reality? The Sioux in a querulous

manner again and again has blamed the gov rnment which feeds him for the breaches of

promises and administrative mistakes of former regimes thoigh it must be said that

these inetances of error and faithlessness are by no means denied by the present
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adoinistra- on nor by what may be called the conscience of the American people which,

on the contrary, is so readily awakened that sentimentalists and politicians use it

for purposes often detriment1 to a realistic approach to Indian problems. The

government ha githdrawn the soldier and has created an imposing ancl humane

ization for the American Indian: The adni istrator was followed by the teacher, the

physician, and the social anthropologiat. But the years of disappointment and d -

pendence have 1 ft the Plains Indian unable to trust where he can hardly afford to

distrust. Many suspect that even if the nillions of buffaloes and the gold taken

fram the Black Hills could be returned, the Sioux would not be able to forget the

traumatic defeat and the habits of dependence, nor nanage to create a community

adapted to the present-d y tiorld which, after all- dictates to tha conquerors as well

as the conquered.

What we have to ask, then, is how was the Sioux defea ed psychologically. It

often stated more or less explicitly, especially by the whites on or near the

rvation, that the tribe, too long a ward of the U. S. Government simply shuns

the responsibility of self-su ance; it acts, it seems omewhat in the same stubborn

way as does a patient of long standing who clings querulously and even threating to

the psychotherapist instead of rewarding his work with recovery. If me do not want

to share the further assumption that such dependence is based on constitutional

inferiority", we are confronted with a question familiar to psychotherapy of today:

What experience in their adjustment except under certain unrealizable conditions?

North of Pine Ridge, the Black Hills rise to an altitude of 7,000 feet. An enormous

alpine °Julio above the plaint:4 rich with pines and cedar_ they were once the holy

mountains of the Teton-Dakota and the winter home of the buffalo; they saw the Plains

Indians' last stand against the intrusion of the gold seekers, and the American

bison's last concentration.

It is said that when the buffalo died, the Sioux died ethically and spiritually.

The buffalo a body had provided not only food and material for clothing, ci _r

and shelter, but such utilities as bagel and boats, strings for bows and for sawing,
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cups and spoons. Medicine and ornaments were made of buffalo pa- his dropping

sun-dried, served as fuel in Winter, SoCieties and seasons, ceremonies and dancer),

mythology and children's play extolled his name and image.

Yet it is only half a century ago that the Sioux ree7ized thet tho buffaTo

gone and there was nothing left to fight for. It iS well to remember that the fir

wave of white meu who came in contact with the Indians were the fur traders, a class

centrifugal in habits, interests and outlook ho considered the wandering Indians

free men, who came to join forces with them, in many cat,as marrying Indian women and

becoming devotedly attached to them. The trader shared the Indian's determination

to keep the game intact; furthermore, as a recomp nse for what he took away, As

knives and guns for the men, beads and kettles for the woman. So much the more was

the Indian overwhelmed when he was confronted with the influx of ites that followed

men determined to build au empire on the ruins of the Indi ns existence. The Oglalas

were among the last Indians to be aroused to ferocious and atrocious resistance, Not

until the intensive migrations of the 1840 did they realize that the end of their

world was coming. During a few decades they tried to meet the danger by reorganiz-

ing themselves against the road-building railroad-wnstructing, gold-digging whites.

They tried three methods all foreign to thcir natuie all unsuccessful: military

fare in the white eense, the signing of treaties as a nation, and a nationalistic

movement of mystic character. The conception of -arfare as a -11-planned affair

and a sustained enterprise undertaken as a duty, and with the intention of extermi-

nating or subjugating the enemy and capturing territory, was difficult for the Indian

to understand. Wbat they had known of war had for the most part, been a kind of *

sport in which one amassed prestige points according to codes tad rules; to strike

an unwounded enemy counted more than to kill him, to steal one horse under difficult

conditions more than a whole her& under easy ones. What their cruel games with cap-

tives meant to them, it is hard to say. We know li _le about human cruelty except

that it can manifest itself in "peaceful and even erotic entertainment as well as

in the fury of battle. But the Indian wars are an object lesson in the psychol 1-
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fact that human beings in general harbor every degree of cruelty, and manifest it if

they are either primitve and naive enough not to saffer from identification with the

victim, or if a leader fanaticism is allowed to take possession of their minds,

releasing an "aggression in maiorem gloris nvd thus relieving the individual of

the inhibitive turden of sympathy and individual responsibility.

Sioux aggression and Sioux cruelty came to a definite end in 1890 when t e

Seventh Cavalry revenged the death many years earlier of their picturesque comrade,

Genera/ Custer, in the massacre at Wounded Knee. When a few individuals resisted

the soldiers who were attempting to disarm them, hundreds of sioux, outnumbered four

to one, were killed although the ma ority had already surrendered. "The bodies of

some of the women and children were found rwo or three miles away where they had been

pursued and killed. When thc Sim% were forced to bargain for their land, they had

no state organization which would back up their side of any treaty. True, the ex-

treme danger of the moment resulted in the appearance of leader, such as Red Cloud

Sitting Bult Crazy Horse, and Han Afraid-of-B1 Horses. But the unwritten laws of

the Plains Indians were, in a certain sense, democratic, neutralizing and leveling

anybody who gained too much power. Thus these leaders could neither stop peripheral

iding parties nor signing of separate treaties by single groups of Indiansi On

other hand, the U.S. Government too found itself often unable to vounh for ita

nationals on the still open frontiers. Warnings and offers from Washington could

not be heard above the feverish tumult caused by the cry of " old" in the Black Hills.

Today one receivea the impression that here two groups behave somewhat as individuals

who have ceased to quarrel, but have not yet shaken hands and therefore cannot be as

detached from the past as they wish they might be. The tribe which lives in the

area of the killing, disarmed and unable to find ct substitute for what was destroyed,

apparently has never overcome a depressive lack of initiative (although, as we shall

see, few individuals Seem to be "neurotic" in our sense of the word). The whites,

on the other hand, seem to feel plainly uncomfortable, unable as they are to free

themselves either of their disgust with the present "dirty and lazy" appearance of
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the Sioux, or of the assumption that the country owes the re man compensation.

Many astonishing psychological documents were recorded during the days.of western

conquest; they reveal an unexplored level of history, na-A.y that of the changing

consciousness of fighting groups.

Red Cloud had always predicted that Com2 day the Sioux would be entirely at

the merey of the whites if they signed treaties in which rations were promised them

in recompense for the land, their natural provider. Indeed, in 1889, the Indian

Department came to the quite logical conclusion that it was,dangeroue to feed too

well people from wham one expected special efforts toward self-sustcnanc Coned-

quently, the rations were cut, and the traumatic fear of famine which the disappear-

ante of the buffalo had caused was revived. The Indians were as powerless in this

situation as children are in the hands of frustrating adults. When they realized

that neither war nor peace would help them to restore their ability to feed thenr

selves with the fruit of their own labor, they developed a 5bortslived hope that by

radically and cruelly changing themselves they would regain opiritually what fruit-

less attempts to change historic reality had denied them,

The Sioux had heard of a mysterious prophet who had come to save what unde

pressure of enemies had become for a moment in history a united Indian nation.

Wevoca, a full.blooded Paiute during an eclipse, had a vision in which he could see

all the dead gathered around God and the future filled with buffaloes. On March 4,

1938 a representative from South Dakota brought two Sioux, Dewey-Beard and James

Pipe-on-Head, a grandson of Chia... Big root, to Washington "in support of claims

injuries suffe ed, as provided in a bill, which contemplates payment of $1,000 to

each living Sioux Indian injured at Wounded Knee and $1,000 to the heirs of any Sioux

Indian killed in said massarce".

Our curiosity in regard to the educational difficultie- -n the Indian Service

was focused first on those psychological realities in both groups in the li ht of

which they characterize persons of the same or the other group as difficult, disturb.

ad, or abnormal. It is known that soma of the first India% otudents in American
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universities often failed to show whether or not they knew anything about a sub ect

der discussion. They were unaware of the fact that as a consequence of their be-

havior they were assumed to know their leoson, while their eeachers were
not

t a well-educated Sioux boy doe /speak his mind in the prsen&e of people who

know a subject better.

In the consideration of problem cases among children i= seems ivporta_t to kn:

what the problem looks like in the child's own conscience and what to his par nt

and to his teachers and then t o consider the relation of these three agencies of

educat on. Just as it is_ very hard to induce a hypnotized person to do auything

which is "bad" i- terms of the early conscience given htm by his parents, it is very

difficult to make a person, by any kind of treatment, ''better" than the standards of

his early conscience force him to be. The Sioux having internalized, as we saw, in

a short period of their history, their aroused aggression and cruelty, and being de-

prived of their centrifugal outlets --uld most probabty not be able to stand tte

burden if they could not externalize some of their aggresaion at least in calumina-

tion and in acts of sabotage and pass ve resistance, and the U.S. employee is their

victim. The young American democracy lost a battle with the Indian when it could

not decide whether it was conquering colonizing, converting, or liberating and

sent successively representatives who had one or another of these objectives in mind.

Today the Sioux boy will catch a glimpse of the existence for which his play

religion still prepares him only by observing and (if he can) joining the dances of

his elders. It is the existence of the man with the "straws heart who learna to

use the tools of his material culture to expand his hunting powers beyond his body s

limitations: mastering the horse he gains a swiftness of which his legs are incapable

in order to approach animal and enepy with paralyzing suddeness; with bow, arrow, and

tomahawk he extends the skill and strength of his arm; the breath of the scared pipe

the friendship of men, the voice of the love flute the uumen's favor; charms

bring him all kinds of luck with a power stronger than naked breath word or wish.

Only the great Spirit he 1 Awned, and his knowledge of the right way for each indi-
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vidual could be hunted oolely with the searching concentration of the man who e *t

alone into the wilderness, without food or posoessions, and with

only against himself.

The girl was educated .o serve the hunter and to be on her guard Against him

also to become a mother who will surely not destroy in her boye %hat it takes

be a hunter. By means of gossip ridiculing "people who did such and such and

unheard of thing" she would (as she had seen her mother do ) gradually teach her chil-

dren the hierariy of nij vt. and minor avoidances and dutiee which were placed be

pans to be used

tween mn and man, woman and w and eapecielly between man end wonan. Brother

and sister do not sit with one another if of the opposite eex.

CONCLUSION: Whenever we find in paSt or primitive periods, an implieit wisdom

which parallels the explicit knowledge or our day, we are filled _ith admiration

although it would be hard to say whether Lor ancient intuition or modern rationality.

Yet the contemporary Sioux s peobleme are as remote from the core of his anceseral

methods as they are from the focus of present-day vtews on mantel hygiene. Th

Sioux under traumatic circumstances has 1- t the reality for which the last histor-

ical form of his conrunal conecience was fitted: fear of famine led him to surrender

vital coemunal functions to the feeding conqueror. Suddenly dependent on its functi-

ons to the feeding conqueror. Suddenly dependent on its archenemy, the tribe devel-

oped An attitude toward past and future which is somewhat comparable to the compens

tion neurosis in individuals in our culture.

Hew this attttude effects the mental state of individual menbers of the tribe

deserees systematic investigation; one would erobably find much character malforme

tion (with increasing petty delinquency) both in the Indian and the white sense. On

the other hand the very fact that the Sioux can afford to avoid a testing of his

communal strength on the realities of today, allows him to preserve an anachronistic

system of child training ehich remeins the continued source of inner peace under

desperate cOmmunal conditions. Thus the Sioux can wait for a restitution of the

mythical abundant life and leave to the United States government the providing of
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*mediate necessities.

Obviously, only two wasuren could bridge this historical vacuum and could make

whatever is left of the Souxr communal conscienco reet reality again for better or

for wor An is advoc

vatioas, one could al

the need for new e

by a large number 0:: whites residing .near or on thc res

_ux to starve, aus hoping to bring to his att r.

'c values and consequently fcr new educational attitudes.

Even if each a move were possible it would in all probability only serve to demon-

strate !Ivo socially sich rhe tribe re ly is and how unable to manage aggtession.

The second possibility would be the proper influence on and the w se utilization of

the Si ux child's early education. This vould need systematic research; and what-

ever re3ult such a laboratory experiment in tribal re-education may have, it can

hardly change the tact that the liberated Plains tribes (not priviliged an are the

Pueblos to seclude themselves on self-sustained islands of archaic culture) will

probably at best join the racial minorities in the poorer American population. Un-

avoidably, the psychological effects of unemployment and neurosis will be added to

tuberculosis, syphilis, and alcoholism which tn,: Indians have acquired so readily.

In the long run, therefore, only a design which humanizes modern existence in general

can deal adequately with the problems of Indian education.
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